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PREFACE 
This volume 7 -5 contains the printouts of the automated manifesting and operations 
analysis software. The following cases were run: 
OTV 
Vol. 7-5 Scenario/Mission Space Station Inclination Space 
Section No. Model Ref. Name Scenario Yes No High Low Based 
I A-I Mission X X X X 
Driven 
2 B-1 Station X X X X 
Constrained 
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*************************** ~ • PAYLOADS DATA SHEET ONE • 
~ *************************** NO. CODE NAME ORBIT DELTA V'S MASSES LENGTHS PAYLD POWER INTER MANIF , ALT INCL UP DOWN . UB PAnD SUPT RET PAnD SUPT. DIA KW VOLUME RESTR ! , 
, 
, 
! 1 SOOl EARTH OBSERV 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 3.50 2.00 3.50 7.00 2.00 4.00 3.50 2.50 0 I PALLET 
I , 
, 
I 2 S002 SYNTH APERTURE 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 2.50 1. 00 2.50 6.00 2.00 4.00 10.00 1. 00 0 I RADAR I 
! 3 S003 HETERODYNING 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 1.20 C02 LIDAR 1. 00 2.50 4.0. 1. 00 4.00 1. 00 1. 00 0 
4 S004 UPPER A TMOS 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 4.00 2.00 
RESEARCH PKG 4.00 7.00 2.00 4.20 2.15 0.90 0 
't 5 OT03 SPACE STATION 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 11.00 0.00 11.00 7.00 0.00 4.00 15.00 0.00 0 f ,'" MODULES 00 
"11;1:1 t,.\ 
cg§ !* 6 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 400. 98.0 O. o. O. 8.00 0.00 8.00 6.00 0.00 4.40 1. 00 0.00 0 : . oZ , ' RESUPPLY i~ ;U~ 
r l\ 7 SPOI SPACE SCIENCE 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 2.40 1. 00 2.40 4.00 1. 00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0 .0"0 I C:):O i~ SUBSATELLITE »G) ~, , rrl 
i .\ 8 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 10.00 4.00 10.00 5.00 2.00 4.00 10.00 2.00 0 ~~ , ;, PALLET 
, 
I 9 SAOI VLBI/COSMIC 400. 98.0 O. O. O. 10.00 2.00 10.00 9.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 1. 00 0 [ .~ RAY PKG 
i 
10 SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 400. 98.0 O. 
IN SM MAMMALS 
O. O. 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.40 0 
11 SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 0.41 0.00 CARRY-ONS 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 1. 70 3.40 0 




~. 13 SL03 PLANT DEVEL 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 0.14 CARRY-ONS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1. 00 0 
! 
l{!:; ". .\ 
--
• :>. - b- ... ..,Q J1~ . -.---~~ _____ ---'_'--,~ ______ ____ -.c!c~. 
. . 
-
'~~~~-.-_ . .-_._.,-, .•. ,., 
. -." '.. r --." " , .. " .. ,.-,--". '-.;-"' l •• --- ·~I""·-r ... ·-... ·-~·",-:>::,t.Il''':: 
.-' } .~~~ 
14 SL04 LIFESCIENCES 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 5.56 
RES FAC 3.00 5.56 7.00 2.00 4.40 12.20 0.00 3 
15 SL05 CENTRIFUGE 500. 29.0 O. (ADD TO LSRF) o. O. 0.50 5.20 0.50 3.00 7.00 4.20 4.00 0.00 3 
16 SL06 CLOSED ENV 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 3.30 2.00 LSS EXPT ;100 3.30 5.00 2.00 4.20 9.70 0.00 3 
17 CMOI MATLS SCIENCE 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 12.00 
LAB 
4.00 12.00 7.00 2.00 4.00 25.00 0.00 0 
18 CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 10.00 2.00 10.00 FACTO" :/PLAT 7.00 2.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 0 
19 CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 4.00 1. 00 RESUP-l 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0 
'~ 20 CMO" CRYSTAL GROWTH 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 12.50 7.00 12.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0 1 ~ .. RESUP-2 
1,,\ 
!' 
: , 21 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 20.00 5.00 20.00 12.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 0 , , CLUSTER i~ 
! Ii 
I 
. 22 SA03 ASTROPHYSICS 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 17.00 2.00 17.00 12.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 I ~ FREE-FL YER ~: , 
I " 23 SA04 ASTROPHYSICS 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 15.00 4.00 15.00 4.00 4.00 4.20 1. 00 0.00 0 , ;, OBSERVATORIES , 
I 
I 24 CCOI SUSS-CLASS 500. 29.0 O. O. O. 7.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 0 : . 
I" e0l1SAT 
! 
25 eC02 INTELSAT-6A 35786. 0.0 4300. 4300. 
CLASS'COMSAT O. 1.80 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 0 
26 CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A 35786. 0.0 4300. 4300. 
CLASS COMSAT O. 5.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 0 
27 CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. 35786 . ] SATELLITE 0.0 4300. 4300. O. 5.00 2.00 0.00 8.00 3.00 4.40 0.00 0.00 0 
i, 28 Ce05 REeONFIGURABLE 35786. 0.0 4300. 4300. O. 1. 80 0.20 0.00 4.40 2.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0 ; I e0l1~1. SA TEL L ITE , 
I. I . ~'. ,---~ . . .... 
--
_l'o._ *-"_ -..Q Jt. ---- .- .. ..~--.-


































• 4 TE02 LIQ DROPLET 
RADIATOR 
45 T502 TECH DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 
46 SAOS LARGE RADIO 
TELESCOPE 
If" ~ 
-- ~­~"",,,,' "', 
500. 29.0 O • 
500. 29.0 O. 
500. 29.0 0; 
o. O. 3.60 0.50 3.60 10.00 
O. O. 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.10 
o. O. 5.00 5.CO 5.00 7.00 
1. 00 2.00 2.00 
0.10 0.00 0.50 
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i • PAYLOADS DATA SHEET TWO' 
~ *************************** ~O. CODE NAME K*************** TIMES **************** LENGTH NO NO ! OPS POINT'G UP/ ON USED SERV SERV EXPT SERV BEAM OF OF 
! CODE DIR DN ORB DAYS IVA EVA OPS FREQ FAB APP MODULES 
! 




I 2 S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCl EARTH 2.0 0.0 10.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 1.0 0.0 2 I ! RADAR 
3 S003 HETERODYNING SPXX EARTH 2.0 0.0 50.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 0.0 0 0 
C02 LIDAR 
4 S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL EARTH 2.0 0.0 200.0 35.0 19.0 145.0 2.0 0.0 2 I 
RESEARCH PKG 
'l 5 OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 150.0 10.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 " MODULES 
:", !', 




I 10.0 1.0 i ~ 7 SPOI SPACE SCIENCE FSXX NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 0 0 
Pi SUBSATELL ITE 
III ~ ~, 8 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM EARTH 2.0 0.0 36.0 17.0 14.0 54.0 2.0 0.0 20 3 
I PALLET : . 9 SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCl INERT 2.0 0.0 365.0 8.0 9.0 67.0 2.0 0.0 2 0 
: -I RAY PKG ~ 
10 SL08 RAD BIOLOGY SSSA NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 16.0 0.0 30.0 4.0 0.0 0 0 
IN SM ~lM1MAlS 
II SlOI HUMAN lIFE SI SSSA NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 16.0 0.0 73.0 12.0 0.0 0 0 
CARRY-ONS 
I 12 SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SSSA NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 133.0 0.0 41. 0 12.0 0.0 0 0 CARRY-ONS 
L 13 Sl03 PLANT DEVEl SSSA NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 27.5 0.0 14.0 12.0 0.0 0 0 
\ 




. -J. •. . , •. 
-,---------
~ ... - • ____ .~_=:=.. __ ~ JI . 
- -
tJJti .. , 
! 
; CARRY-ONS i 
t 
I 14 SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 145.0 0.0 191.0 12.0 0.0 0 0 RES FAC' 
! 15 SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 240.0 0.0 91. 0 12.0 0.0 0 1 , (ADD TO LSRF) 
I 
! 
i 16 SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 24.0 0.0 547.5 12.0 0.0 0 '1 , LSS EXPT MOD I 
i 
I 
I 17 CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX NONE 2.0 0.0 130.0 60.0 0.0 300.0 4.0 0.0 0 0 I LAB I 
! 
·18 CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 5.0 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0 1 
FACTORY/PLAT 









: , 21 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX INERT 2.0 0.0 365.0 17.0 6.0 65.0 4.0 0.0 0 0 , ' 
'I ~ CLUSTER 
! ~ I 
I ~ 22 SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM NONE 2.0 0;0 365.0 0.0 2.0 72.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 p, FREE-FLYER 
I II 




t "~I 24 CCOI SUSS-CLASS FXXX NONE 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0'.0 0.0 0 0 
~ COMSAT 
25 CC02 INTELSAT-6A FXXX NONE 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0'.0 0.0 0 0 
CLASS COMSAT 
26 CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL NONE 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 0 
CLASS COMSAT 
I 27 CC04 MULTIDEAM COMM. SSCM NONE 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 10 2 SATELLITE 
l 28 ce05 RECONFIGURADLE 7.0 0.0 ! FXCM NONE 12.0 7.0 3.0 9.0 0.0 1.0 2 2 




29 CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 'NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 0.0 4.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0 1 
TROPH PLATFORM 
, 
, 30 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL NONE 2.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 12.0 12.0 4.0 0.0 0 0 , 
; elECTRO RESUPP 
I 
i 
i 31 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 90.0 10.0 50.0 4.0 0.0 0 0 , 
I 
i 
I 32 CMOS GLASSPROC OprICA SPCL NONE 2.0 0.0 0.0 S.O S.O 8.0 8.0 0.0 1 2 I LFIBERS RESUPP 
! 33 OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 150.0 10.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0 0 MODUL E Del 
34 OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS NONE 2.0 0.0 365.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
RESUPPLY 
:\ 35 OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB NONE 2.0 5.0 365.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 : ' RESUPPLY 
:'&' 
!I 
: , 36 TMOI CONSTR.STORAGE. SPCM NONE 2.0 0.0 20.0 0 .. 0 0.0 10.0 1.0 0.0 120 2 , ' 
I~ & HANGAR 
! .\ 
I 
I ~ 37 TPOI PRO~ TRANSFER SPCL NONE 4.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 1.0 0.0 0 1 
pt & STORAGE 
! .1 I ;, 38 TP02 OTV MAlNT TECH SSCL NONE 2.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 10,0 1.0 0.0 0 1 
I DEMOS 
I 
! '"I 39 TSOI SATELLITE ASSY SSCL NONE 2.0 0.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 90.0 1.0 0.0 0 1 
~ & SERVICE 
40 TEOI LARGE POWER SYS SSCL NONE 2.0 0.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 80.0 1.0 0.0 0 2 
TECHNOLOGY 
41 TCOI ROBOTICS SSCM NONE 2.0 0.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 90.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 
TECH DEMO 
42 TM02 PRECISION OPT SPCH INERT 2.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 ~O.O 1.0 0.0 7 82 
CONSTR & TEST 
~ f 43 TM03 PASSIVE MICW SPCM EARTH 2.0 0.0 148.0 0.0 0.0 148.0 0.0 0.0 252 3 
i, 
!® If" ~ ~- .'.' --- - _ .. ---_. - -
.. -. ~-. ::" b- __ ..P _ 













~ .. I 













44 TE02 LIQ DROPLET 
RADIATOR 
45 TS02 TECH DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 
46 SA 05 LARGE RADIO 
Tel ESCOPE 
\, '. \ 
SPCL INERT 2.0 
SSSA NONE 2.0 
FMCH NONE 2.0 
0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 
0.0 25.0 5.0 5.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
0.0 365.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 
lC& 
... -... ;-~ 
.. ~.~-=-~~ -"' .... ~~ ... ~~ -- ""--
.·r • "r~ 
,-- -""'~ 
'(!d ;." 
NO. KEY PAYlOAD MASS LENGTH DEL TA V CONSTR- MANIFEST TIME 
DESCRIPTION UP DOWN. UP DOWN MB UCTION RESTRICT ON ORBIT 
1 5001 EARTH OBSERV 3.50 3.50 7.00 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 
PALLET 
2 5002 SYNTH APERTURE 2.50 2.50 6.00 o . o. O. YES 0 2.0 
RADAR 
3 S003 HETERODYNING 1.20 2.50 4.00 O. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
C02 LIDAR 
4 S004 UPPER ATMOS 4.00 4.00 7.00 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 
RESEARCH PKG 
5 OT03 SPACE STATION 11.00 11.00 7.00 O. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
MODULES 
6 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 8.00 8.00 6.00 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
:\ RESUPPLY : . 
!,&I 
!" 7 SPOl SPACE SCIEN~E 2.40 2.40 4.00 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
: , SUBSATELLITE , . 
i~ !. 8 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 10.00 10.00 5.00 O. o. O. YES 0 2.0 
I PALLET 1\ 
F' 9 SA01 VLBUCOSMIC 10.00 10.00 YES 0 2.0 ! 1\ 9.00 O. o. O. I ;, RAY PKG 
I 10 SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 0.30 0.00 0.00 o. o. O. NO 0 2.0 I . IN SM MAMMALS 
1<1 
11 SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI 0.41 0.41 0.00 O. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
CARRY-ONS 
12 SL02 SMALL MAMMALS 1.58 0.00 0.00 o. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
CARRY-ONS 
13 SL03 PLAtH DEVEL 0.14 0.00 0.00 o. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
II 
CARRY-ONS 
• 14 SL04 LIFESCIENCES 5.5.6 5.56 7.00 O. o. O. NO 3 2.0 I RES FAC 
I 
;, 
I l(i, j4- ... ~ ~-., .. 
--- -
-- .. _--- - - -~---.-. -' -'--'-~~~--'----------'-'-----.---- ... -,. - . 
--
~ o.._~ b- -..&:!I'»_ 
-
~.., ..
. , l) 
15 SL05 CENTRIFUGE 0.50 0.50 3.00 O. O. O. YES 3 2.0 (ADD TO LSRF) 
16 SL06 CLOSED ENV 3.30 3.30 5.00 O. o. O. YES 3 2.0 
LSS EXPT MOD 
NO. KEY PAYLOAD MASS 'lENGTH DELTA V CONSTR- MANIFEST TIME 
DESCRIPtION UP DOWN UP DOl.N A/8 UCTION RESTRICT ON ORBIT 
17 CMOI MATLS SCIENCE 12.00 12.00 7.00 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
LAB 
18 CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 10.00 10.00 7.00 O. o. O. YES 0 2.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
19 CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH 4.00 4.00 2.00 O. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
RESUP-l 
20 CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH 12.50 12.50 4.00 O. o. O. YES 0 2.0 
:~ RESUP-2 ; -~ 
:,t' 
!. 21 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE 20.00 20.00 12.00' O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
: , CLUSTER 
, . 
if 
!~ 22 SA03 ASTROPHYSICS 17.00 17.00 12.00 O. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
I FREE-FL YER I~ 
~t 
i 1\ 23 SA04 ASTROPHYSICS 15.00 15.00 4.00 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
, ~J OBSERVATORIES 
I 24 CCOI SUSS-CLASS 7.00 0.00 4.50 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 , COMSAT : . 
1'/ 
t , 25 CC02 INTELSAT-6A 1.80 0.00 4.00 4300. 4300. o . NO 0 2.0 
CLASS CO~lSAT 
26 CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A 5.00 0.00 6.00 4300. 4300. O. YES 0 2.0 
CLASS COMSAT 
27 CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. 5.00 0.00 8.00 4300. 4300. O. YES 0 2.0 
SATELLITE 
I 
L 28 CC05 RECONFIGURABLE 1.80 0.00 4.40 4300. 4300. O. YES 0 2.0 COMM. SATELLITE 
I 
i I® .,. .~ ~~- ,,----.:...-----::-=-~::::-------'---.:-.:------ -:- -=::~.=--- - ---.::-.=- -'.--~ --- ........... . ' . ~ l'I. ___ . ;.?..._ ~ ,$J~ __ 
'~f ~ .. 
'I' 
,~ 
29 CM05 CONT FLOW ELEC- 7.00 7.00 6.00 O. O. O. YES e 2.0 
TROPH PLATFORM 
30 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 25.00 25.00 12.00 o. o. O. NO 0 2.0 
EL ECTRO RESUPP 
31 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 15.00 15.00 10.00 o. o. O. YES 0 2.0 
32 CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 25.00 25.00 12.00 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
NO. KEY PAYlOAD MASS LENGTH DELTA .v CONSTR- MANIFEST TIME 
DESCRIPTION UP DOWN UP DOWN A/B UCTION RESTRICT ON ORBIT 
33 OT01 LOW INCh STA 22.00 22.00 14.00 O. o. o. NO 3 2.0 
MODULE DEL 
34 OT02 LOW IHCL STA 15.00 15.00 B.OO o. O. O. NO 3 2.0 
it RESUPPLY 
\.11 
!. 35 OT05 HI-ALT STA 6.00 5.00 4.00 4546. 4546. 761. NO 0 2.0 
: , RESUPPLY , . 
i~ 
r 1\ 36 TM01 CONSTR,STORAGE, 2.00 0.00 2.50 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 I & HANGAR It p. 
I .\ 37 TP01 PROP TRANSFER 10.00 3.00 7.00 O. O. o. YES 3 2.0 
, :, & STORAGE 
I 38 TP02 OTV MAIHT TECH 3.60 3.60 10.90 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 i . DEMOS 
I·j 
[ 
39 TSOI SATELLITE ASSY 2.60 2.60 7.90 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 
& SERVIGE 
40 TEOI LARGE POWER SYS 1.20 1.20 2.00 O. G. O. YES 0 2.0 
TECHNOLOGY 
41 TCOI ROBOTICS 3.60 3.60 LBO o. o. O. YES 0 2.0 
TECH DEMO 
.I 
l 42 TM02 PRECISION OPT 5.00 5.00 5.00 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 CONSTR & TEST 
i 
l 
'e.!) .~ ~.~- .:.....,--=o_~_~ •. __ ~.~ ___ . .:-"~ - ~ ... _ ... ~ Jr~. _ ---- - -------. -






















43 TM03 PASSIVE MICW 
RADIOMETER 
44 TE02 LIQ DROPLET 
RADIATOR 
45 TS02 TECH DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 







:. \ ,t' ' .. :;!',- ....... -I!'j.~rU.:.I 
3.00 13.50 O. O. o • YES 0 2.0 
3.60 10.00 O. O. o • YES 0 2.0 
0.50 0.10 O. O. O. NO 0 2.0 
5.00 7.00 O. O. O. YES 0 2.0 
















1 5001 EARTH OBSERV 
PALLET 
2 S002 SYtlTH APERTURE 
RADAR 
3 S003 HETEROOYtlltlG 
C02 LIOAR 
4 S004 UPPER ATMOS 
RESEARCH PKG 
5 OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
it 





















7 SP01 SPACE SCIENCE, 
SUBSATELLITE 
8 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
PALLET 
9 SA01 VLBI~COSMIC 
RAY PKG 
10 SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 
IN SM MAMMALS 
11 SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
12 SL02 SMALL MAMMALS CARRY-ONS 
13 SL03 PLANT OEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 




90 91 92 93 94 95 
o o o 1 o o 
o o o o o 1 
o o o o o o 
o o o o o o 
022 1 o o 
FLIGHT SUPPORT TRAFFIC MODEL TRAFFIC MODEL YEAR 96 97 98 99 0 1 2 
o 000 o o o 
o 000 o o o 
o 010 o o o 
o 100 o o o 
o o o o o o o 
3 4 5 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
o 0 1 o -1 o 1 0 o -1 0 o o o o o 
o 0 o 1 . 0 o o -1 001 o o o o o 
o 0 1 o 0 o o 0 000 o o o o o 
o 0 o o 0 o o 1 o 0 -1 o o 1 o o 
o 1 o o 0 o o 0 o 0 -1 o o o o o 
o 1 0 0 0 -1 o 0 o o 0 o o o 0 o 
o 0 1 0 0 0 o -1 o o 0 o o o 0 o 
000 0 1 0 o 0 o o 0 o o o 0 o 
-","-",--,---,,-,-,";';=:::'-'-'-' -~-"--' '---
._--_=...------
"'11. , .. _-~-"""'.,-~t~.'.':fl ... 
~~": -~_ . -"'" Jl ~ "1': 
I~"'" '1i"'~'·IIEl\,;\,r.a-T."Q~,,~'i'i.~4 1 
If 







15 SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
16 SL06 CLOSED ENV 
LS5 EXPT MOD 
000 
000 
o 1 o o 
o o o o 
o o o o o o o o o 




tlO. KEY PAYlOAD 
DESCRIPTION 
TRAFFIC MODEL YEAR 
























17 CMOI MATLS SCIENCE 
LAB 
18 CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
FACTORY/PLAT 
19 CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
RES UP-l 
20 CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
RESUP-2 
21 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE 
CLUSTER 
22 SA03 ASTROPHYSICS 
FREE-Fl YER 
23 SA04 ASTROPHYSICS 
OBSERVATORIES 
26 CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A 
CLASS COMSAT 
90 91 92 
001 
000 
o o o 
o 0 o 
o 1 o 
o 0 o 
1 0 o 
o 0 o 
27 CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. 0 o o 
SATELLITE 













94 95 1 2 3 4 5 
o o o 0 000 o o o o o 
o 1 o 1 010 1 o 1 o o 
3 3 3 o o o o o o o o o 
o 0 0 345 5 6 6 6 6 6 
o 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 222 
o 1 1 1 1 0 0 110 1 1 
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 444 4 
2'9 CM05 CONT FlOl~ ElEC-
TROPH PLATFORM 
1 001 0 o 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
30 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
1 4 4 5 7 
--",=--,-~ __ ~c..=..==--,---==-.. ,--- -, -' 
9 11 12 14 16 17 20 20 20 20 20 
-------- --~--
,.f' • . ,. fI.!A: 
, .~,.., , ... ""3·~If··!l!r 
--
:!":t., __ :b~ . ........:. 8 __ ~ 
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31 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 o 0 1 0 0 
32 CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 8 
LFIBERS RESUPP 10 12 15 15 15 
33 OTOI LOW INCL STA 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 MODULE DEL 





35 OT05 HI-ALT STA 
RESUPPLY 
36 TMOI CONSTR,STORAGE, 
& HANGAR 
37 TPOI PROP TRANSFER 
& STORAGE 
'38 TP02 OTV MAINT TECH 
DEMOS 
39 TSOI SATELLITE ASSY 
& SERVICE 
40 TEOI LARGE POWER SYS 
TECHNOLOGY 
41 TCO 1 ROBOTI CS 
TECH DEMO 
42 TM02 PRECISION OPT 
COHSTR & TEST 
43 TM03 PASSIVE MICW 
RADIDr'lETER 
44 TE02 LIQ DROPLET 
RADIATOR 
TRAFFIC MODEL YEAR 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 0 1 2 345 
o o o o o 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
o 1 -1 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 1 -1 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 0 1 -1 0 0 o 0 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 0 0 1 -1 0 o 0 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 0 0 0 1 -1 o· 0 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 o o 0 o 0 o o 
o o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 1 -1 o 0 o o 
o o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 1 -1 o o 
o o 0 0 000 o 0 o o 0 o 0 o 1 
I !~ ~., .. 
------ ---------
~ 
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MODE = 2 
SHUTTLE PLD = 29.480 
PLD BAY LENGTH = 18.290 
SHUTTLE CPF = 71.000 
STS TURNAROUND = 3S.000 DAYS 
OTV: INERT = 4.340 ISP 
OTV COST = 4S.000 
OTV IS AEROBRAKED 
TMS: INERT= I.S00 
SCAVENGING SIMULATED ON 
TANKER & ASE INERT MASS 
TANKING EFFICIENCY = 








475.000 LENGTH = 14.000 
3.000 ISP= 300.000 LENGTH= 
LENGTH = 6.0S1 
2.048 
~- -.-.-~= - ,,,,--': . -_ .... 
, .. .. , "-
PROP = 33.000 ASE MASS = 
1.100 







































TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE 
AUTO MAN 
TMS MISSION TYPE NO. 
RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL X 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL X 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
PAYLOAD 23 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 29 CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 33 LOW mCL STA MODULE DEL 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
SORTED H ARRAY 
INDEX ltFLTS MASS LENGTH INCLIN 
33 2 22.00 14.00 29.00 
30 1 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
34 4 15.00 8.00 29.00 
29 1 7. 00 6.00 29.00 






I NP WT LEN ""***MAIN P/L******** **~**SEC P/L*******~ MC MF SF 
i i .j 
AV AV # KEY DFL MASS LEN i KEY DFL MASS LEN 
1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 30 CM06 1 2S.0 12.0 
1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 34 OT02 4 IS.0 B.O 
1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.~ 
1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 23 SA04 1 IS.0 4.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 1 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 1 25.0 12.0 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 1 25.0 12.0 23 SA04 1 IS.0 4.0 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.~ 8.0 23 SA04 1 IS.0 4.0 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 23 SA04 1 IS.G 4.0 




1 27.6 16.2 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 CM06 1 2S.0 12.0 





























S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
7 1 1 
8 1 1 
S 0 0 
S 0 0 
1 0 0 
S 0 0 
S 0 0 
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2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 1 25.0 12.0 23 SA04 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 29 CMOS 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 IS.0 B.O 23 SA04 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 0 2S.0 12.0 
2 29.S IB.3 34 OT02 0 IS.0 B.O 
2 29.S IB.3 23 SA04 0 IS.0 4.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YE~R = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINITANKER = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = 
~ :-- -. - -- -+-.. _-
1 IS.0 4.0 6 0 0 
0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
1 IS.0 4.0 6 0 0 
B 0 0 
B 0 0 
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FEST # REF 
DESCRIPTION 
1 CMOS **CONT FLOW ELEC 
TROPH PLATFOR 
2 
3 CM06 COHTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
4 OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 




CANT MANIF PLD 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 7 
NO. OF TMS OPS 5 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 5 








1.\ I ;, TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 1.78 




" ~ : i 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 0 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 0 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 1 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 1 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 14.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 259.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 0.83 VEHICLES 
I 
LCl., 






















......... - ... 
LAUNCH TIME 
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AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SSSA 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
CM05 CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL X 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL X 
OT01 LOW INCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
TM01 CONSTR.STORAGE. SPCM 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
PAYLOAD 5 SPACE STATION MODULES 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 11 HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
. THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
PAYLOAD 12 S~lALL ~lAr1MALS CARRY-ONS 
. N~~I~A~iF~S~~~C~Nsi~r~g~o~~~iioftVAILABLE MISSION 
PAYLOAD 21 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COM~l. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED' 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
:~~Y~~XDREQ~3 LOW INCL STA 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 























.!-_"'.~-_ _ _ __ b-_~ $-~. 
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PAYLOAD 36 CONSTR.STORAGE. & HANGAR 
11 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 45 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
I' NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
I SORTED H ARRAY INDEX BFLTS MASS LENGTH INCLIN I 33 2 22.00 14.00 29.00 
I 21 1 20.00 12.00 29.00 i 30 4 25.00 12.00 29.00 , 34 4 15.00 8.00 29.00 I 5 2 11. 0 0 7.00 98.00 I 
I 28 1 1.80 4.40 0.00 I 36 1 2.00 2.50 29.00 I 302 1 4.00 1. 50 29.00 
MANIFESTING RECORD 
tiP WT LEN ""***MAIN P/L******** ***"*SEC P/L*~*~.*** Me MF SF OM FL TS CG FRE FRE 
AV AV B KEY ftFL MASS LEN n KEY BFL MASS LEN RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 5 0 0 * 
': I 2 27.6 16.2 33 orOl 2 22.0 14.0 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 34 or02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 
* [,I' 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 5 OT03 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 
" '. 2'27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 28 CC05 1 1.8 4.4 5 0 0 * 
00 




-015 I~ 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 302 TM5 1 4.0 1.5 7 0 0 * 0-2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 0 2 I, 2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 ;:oF! I 
i~ 2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 5 OT03 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 
f ' 2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 0 20.0 12.0 28 eC05 0 1.8 4.4 8 0 0 1 26.2 1.9 7.7 .0"0 2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 0 20.0 12.0 36 HlOl 1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 Cl=> i,l 2 29.5 18.3 21 SM2 0 20.0 12.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 »0 
t ;, 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106' 4 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 rf!l'l 
I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 5 OT03 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 :;!«1 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 28 ce05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
f 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 3 25.0 12.0 36 HlOl 0 2.0 2.5 8 0 0 1 26.3 3.8 2.5 
' .. 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 8 0 0 1 26.1 4.8 0.5 
, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 OT03 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 28 ce05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 36 HlO 1 0 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 H' 
2 15.5 18.3 5 OT03 2 11. 0 7.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 5 OT03 2 11. 0 7.0 36 mOl 0 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 5 OT03 2 11.0 7.0 302 TM5 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 33 OT01 0 22.0 14.0 8 0 0 2 26.9 4.3 -6.5 
2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 0 25.0 12.0 8 0 0 2 27.1 6.3 -9.5 
2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 lS.0 8.0 8 0 0 4 26.0 10.3 o . S 
2 15.S 18.3 S O'TO 3 0 11. 0 7.0 8 0 0 2 25.0 11.3 4.S 
I PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 9. 
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MANI- KEY 
FEST D REF 
DESCRIPTION MATCHED 
WITH 
1 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE RECONFIGURABLE 
CLUSTER COMM. SATELLITE 
2 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW CONSTR.STORAGE. 
ELECTRO RESUPP & HANGAR 
3 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS PROP,DELIV 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
4 OTOI LOW INCL STA 
MODULE DEL 
5 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
6 OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
7 OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 13 











NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 5· 
NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 1. 78 





SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 2 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS o 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 30.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 485.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 1.55 VEHICLES 
Ld 





























MASS ON ORBIT 
SP STA 
OPERA TION 
21.8 4.0 FS 
27.0 4.0 FS 
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TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP 
AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES RQD 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 
SPOI SPACE SCIENCE FSXX 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SSSA 
SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 
CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 
CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL X 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL X 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CMOS GlASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
TPOI PROP TRANSFER SPCL 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
.~~Y6WREQDS 
PAYLOAD 6 
NO OTV REQD 
. PAYLOAD 7 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 9 
NO OTV REQD 











THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 



















~ "., o;!!i. 





NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 28 
...... 
RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATEllITE 
:1 
. OUTCOME ~1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED· 





























NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 31 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 36 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 37 
NO OTV REQD 
















NP WT LEN 
AV AV 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
I ~. 
-. 
CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASS PROC PLANT 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
CONSTR,STORAGE, & HANGAR 
PROP TRANSFER & SlORAGE 
#FLTS MASS LENGTH INCLIN 
4 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
2 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
1 lS.00 10.00 29.00 
1 10.00 9.00 98.00 
" 
lS.00 8.00 29.00 
2 11. 00 7.00 98.00 
1 12.00 7.00 29.00 
1 10.00 7.00. 29.00 
1 8.00 6.00 98.00 
1 1.80 4.40 0.00 
1 2.40 4.00 98.00 
1 3.00 3.00 29.00 
-1 2.00 2.S0 29.00 
1 4.00 I.S0 29.00 
MANIFESTING RECORD 
*****MAIN P/L******** *****SEC P/L******** 
# KEY #FL MASS LEN # KEY #FL MASS LEN 
30 CM06 4 2S.0 12.0 32 C~r08 2 2S.0 12.0 
30 C~to6 4 2S.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 IS.0 10.0 
30 Cll06 4 2S.0 12.0 9 SAOI 1 10.0 9.0 
30 C~r06 4 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 lS.0 8.0 
30 CM06 4 2S.0 12.0 S OT03 2 11. 0 7.0 
30 C~to6 4 2S.0 12.0 17 CtrOl 1 12.0 7.0 
30 c~r06 4 2S.0 12.0 37 TPOI 1 10.0 7.0 
30 C~to6 4 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 
30 CM06 4 2S.0 12.0 28 CCOS 1 1.8 4.4 
30 c~r06 4 2S.0 12.0 7 SPOl 1 2.4 4.0 
30 CT106 4 25.0 12.0 301 TMS , 1 3.0 3.0 
30 CT106 4 25.0 12.0 36 mOl -1 2.0 2.5 
30 c~r06 4 2S.0 12.0 302 TNS 1 4.0 1.5 
32 C~r08 2 2S.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 lS.0 10.0 
32 CT·r08 2 25.0 12.0 9 SAOI 1 10.0 9.0 
32 cnos 2 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 
32 CN08 2 25.0 12.0 5 OTO; 2 11. 0 7.0 
32 cn08 2 2S.0 12.0 17 CNOI 1 12.0 7.0 
32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 37 TPOI 1 10.0 7.0 
., 
MC MF SF 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
4 1 1 
S 1 1 
4 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
4 1 1 
5 1 1 
4 1 1 
5 1 1 
1 1 1 
S 1 1 
S 1 1 
4 1 1 
S 1 1 
4 1 1 
5 1 1 
5 1 1 
DM FL TS 
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1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 1 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* 
l 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 7 SPOl I 
2.4 4.0 4 1 1 • I 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 2 2S.0.12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 S 1 1 
* I 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 2 2S.0 12.0 36 HlOI -1 2.0 2.5 I 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 I.S S 1 1 
* 
o- r 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 9 SAO 1 1 10.0 9.0 4 I 1 * , 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 I 15.0 10.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 1 I 
* ! 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 S OT03 2 11.0 7.0 4 1 I 
* i 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 IS.O 10.0 17 C~101 1 12.0 7.0 5 I I 
" ! 1 27.6 10.1 31 Cl107 1 IS.O 10.0 37 TPol 1 10.0 7.0 S I 1 * , 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 I lS.0 .10.0 6 0104 1 8.0 6 .0 4 1 1 
* 0 I 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 I IS.O 10.0 28 CCOS I 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~10 7 I lS.0 10.0 7 SPOI 1 2.4 4.0 4 I 1 
* ~ I I 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 I 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 36 TM01 -1 2.0 2.5 1 1 1 
* ! 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* ; i 1 15.S 18.3 9 SAOI 1 10.0 9.0 34 0.102 4 IS.0 8.0 4 0 0 1 15.S 18.3 9 SAOI 1 10.0 9.0 S OT03 2 11. 0 7.0 6 0 0 
1 IS.S 18.3 9 SAOI I 10.0 9.0 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 9 SAOI I 10.0 9.0 37 TP01 1 10.0 7.0 4 0 0 
1 lS.5 18.3 9 SAOI I 10.0 9.0 6 OT04 I 8.0 6.0 6 0 0 
I 15.5 18.3 9 SAOI I 10.0 9.0 28 CC05 1 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 
DOCKING MODULE ADDED 
I IS.S 18.3 9 SAO I 0 10.0 9.0 7 SP01 0 2.4 4.0 8 0 0 
* 
I 27.1 3.2 1.2 
;l 
I lS.5 18.3 9 SAO 1 0 10.0 9.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 I 0 0 
I lS.5 18.3 9 SA01 0 10.0 9.0 36 TMOI -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 00 : ' 1 15.5 18.3 9 SAOI 0 10.0 9.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 I.S 1 0 0 




-oi5 : . I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 5 I I * I 27.6 10.1 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 37 TPOI 1 10.0 7.0 S I I 
* 
0-
" 0 2 I ~ I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 IS.O 8.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 I 1 * ;of: 
! .\ I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 I 1.8 4.4 S 1 I * I I 27.6 10.1 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 I I I * .0"0 i ~ I 27.6 10.1 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 301 IMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * C :r-..o !: t 1 27.6 10.1 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 36 TMOl -I 2.0 2.5 I I 1 * l:>c;:J 1 27.6 10.1 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 302 IMS 1 4.0 1.5 7 I I 
* 
C "I i .1 1 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 11.0 7.0 17 -CM01 1 12.0 7.0 4 0 0 ~OO ~ ~, 1 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 1 I. 0 7.0·371POl I 10.0 7.0 4 0 0 
I 1 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 II. 0 7.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 . 6 0 0 1 IS.5 18.3 5 0103 2 11.0 7.0 28 CCOS I 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 I 15.S 18.3 5 0103 2 II. 0 7.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 , . 1 15.S 18.3 5 0103 2 II. 0 7.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 t .j 1 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 36 mOl -1 2.0 2.S I 0 0 ~ 1 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 II. 0 7.0 302 HIS 1 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 
1 27.6 10.1 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 37 IPOI 1 10.0 7.0 S I I 
* 1 27.6 10.1 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 6 0104 1 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 17 C~101 I 12.0 7.0 28 CC05 1 1.8 4.4 S I I 
* 1 27.6 10.1 17 C~10 1 1 12.0 7.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 • I 27.6 10.1 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 17 cnOI 1 12.0 7.0 36 TMOI -1 2.0 2.5 I 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 17 cnOI 1 12.0 7.0 302 HIS 1 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 37 IPOI 1 10.0 7.0 6 0104 1 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 37 IPOI 1 10.0 7.0 28 eeos 1 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* II :P~O~~L~AhnEli~E~~gl UsiNG 1 gi~ITrN~ER ~s SFtg~ 0 2. (t 4.0 1 1 1 * 15.038 
n 
1 27.6 10.1 37 TPOI 0 10.0 7.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 
.. 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 32 Cl108 2 2S.0 12.0 5 0 0 
; . 2 29.S 18.3 30 CI'106 4 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 IS.0 10.0 S 0 0 
1 
! &: It' ~ 
--- -
_.---- --.-- . --- .~~-.,~,. 
.. ~ __ ~~ _______ -_~~~ ._=-~_ 4~_~= . 
I~",';"'" "-,,,~~ ail"'- -T;-!~~ ~~ t So ' , ., 
~ '~ , 
I 
~ 2 29.5 18.3 i 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 9 SAO 1 0 10.0 9.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 4 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 
:1 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 5 OT03 2 11. 0 7.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 17 Ct101 1 12.0 7.0 5 0 0 
0, 2 29.5 18.3 30 CI'106 4 25.0 12.0 37 TPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
! 2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
° 
2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 3 25.0 12.0 2B CCOS 0 1.B 4.4 B 0 0 1 26.3 1.9 2.7 
I 2 29.5 IB.3 ;;0 Ctl06 3 25.012.0 7 SP01 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
! 2 29.5 IB.3 30 Ctl06 3 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
I 2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 3 25.0 12.0 36 TM01 -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0, 2 29.5 IB.3 30 Ct106 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 B 0 0 1 26.1 4.B 0.5 
i 2 29.5 18.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 5 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 9 SAOI 0 10.0 9.0 1 0 0 I 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 I 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 4 0 0 
1 2 29.5 IB.3 32 Ctl0B ,2 25.0 12.0 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 5 0 0 
r 2 29.5 IB.3 32 Ct10B 2 25.0 12.0 37 TPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 7 SP01 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 32 CMOB 2 25.~ 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 36 HlOl -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS' 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 9 SAOI 0 10.0 9.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 6 0 0 
it 2 29.5 IB.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 5 0103 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 00 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 7 0 0 'TI;;o 
~ J' 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 37 TPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 .\1 S ~It 2 29,5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 0-
: ° 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 02: o· ;:c~ i~ 2 29.5 IB.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 oO"tl r, 2 29.5 IB.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 36 HlOl -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 I Cj:Jo 
I ~ 2 29.5 18.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 1~ (,' 
~" t 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 5 0103 2 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 * r ,'l.1 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 17 Ct101 1 12.0 7.0 7 0 0 
* 
::i ~, 1,\ 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 37 IPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 • ~ i!J , ;, 2 27.6 16.2 34 Or02 4 15.0 B.O 6 0104 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
* I 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 2B CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 B.O 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 * '2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0, 8.0 301 IMS 0 3.0 3.0' 1 0 0 • ! ,j 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 8.0 36 HlOl -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 4 15.0 B.O 302 IMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* i 2,' 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 4 0 0 
2 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 37 IPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 11.0 7.0 6 0104 1 B.O 6.0 6 0 0 
: 2 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 , 2 15.5 18.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 i 
i 2 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 l1.0.7.0301IMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
" 
2 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7.0 36 mOl -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 
2 15.5 IB.3 5 0103 2 11. 0 7. 0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 17 CtlOl 1 12.0 7.0 37 IPOI 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 17 CI101 1 12.0 7.0 2B CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
,j 2 29.5 IB.3 17 CMOI 1 12.0 7.0 7 SFOI 0 2.it 4.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 17 Ctl0l 1 12.0 7.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3,0 1 0 0 
I 2 29.5 18.3 17 CI'IO 1 1 12.0 7.0 36 HlOl -1 2.0 2.5 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 17 CrlOl 1 12.0 7.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 I 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 
! . 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 7 SPOI 0 
2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
~,-
. .~ 
-- .----- -- -
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2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 301 TMS 0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 36 TMOI -1 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 0 25.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 0 25.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 31 0107 0 15.0 10.0 2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 8.0 2 15.5 18.3 5 OT03 0 11. 0 7.0 2 29.5 18.3 17 CMOI 0 12.0 7.0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINITANKER = 








-" ,~ .• ".-o>-r:~\if~:;'~ 
,..-
3.0 1 0 0 
2.5 1 0 0 
1.5 1 0 0 
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~ MANI- KEY DESCRIPTION MATCHED NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
l FEST ~ REF WITH Fl TS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
.. 
! 
• ! 1 SA01 VLBI/COSMIC SPACE SCIENCE 1 0 0 lS.l 14.3 4.0 FS 
RAY PKG SUBSATElLITE 
2 TP01 **PROP TRANSFER TMS CAB DELIVERY 1 0 0 1B.2 32.S 2.0 FS 
& STORAGE 
3 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW RECONFIGURABLE 1 1 0 16.4 26.8 4.0 FS 
ELECTRO RESUPP corlM. SATELLITE 
4 CM06 CONTINUr.US FLOW TMS PROP DELI V 1 0 0 13.S 29.0 2.0 FS 
ElECTRO RESUPP 
, . S CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 2 0 0 12.0 2S.0 2.0 
;t ELECTRO RESUPP 00 
'T1::iJ 
! .I' 6 CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 2 0 0 12.0 2S.0 2.0 c -oGi !' 
: , LFIBERS RESUPP Oz 
,0 O'p 
I~ ;or" 
! Ii. 7 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 1 0 0 10.0 lS.0 2.0 C ,0 ""n 
I L J...:.'1 
i~ 1-'" i';;' 
r:, !.d l\j 
B OT02 LOW INCL STA 4 0 0 B.O 1S.0 2.0 ··-i r-1 I II RESUPPLY ~<, ;~J , ;, 
I 9 OT03 SPACE STATION 2 0 0 7.0 11. 0 2.0 I MODULES ! :/ 





I 11 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 1 0 0 6.0 8.0 2.0 i 
I RESUPPLY 
t, 
Ii ** - MANIFESTE;D WITH MINITANKER 
g. NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 17 
, NO. OF TMS DPS 5 i NO. DF MANNED TMS DPS S 
I (i,. 
.\'i ~.-
--- - -.---- - -
. -.... ~-. - ~ . ~ ... ~ . b- _~ . .9 __ 
{~_".'-"""'~r.>C,~.r;'.I';"'_1 l I " ~\ 
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NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 1 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS ! 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 4 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 6 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 1 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 38.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 633.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 2.03 VEHICLES 
lL 














~-:-._ ... ....."..!l_ 
I'G ~ Qi, 
YEAR 1993 
ms MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. ~ AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES 
! SOOl EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
• I OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS i 
i OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS I 
I SPOI SPACE SCIENCE FSXX i 
I SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM ! 
! SAOI VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SS"A 
SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 
CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
it CMn2 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
~ ,II SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX ~. 
: t 
" 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM i~ SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM ! ~ 
! 
I ~ CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
~t 
i 1\ CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL I ;, CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
I CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
! .i CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
! OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS ! 
i 0102 LOW INCL STA SORS I 
I , IP02 OTV MAINT TECH SSCL i 
I 
t, 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
PAYLOAD 1 EARTH OBSERV 
NO OTV REOD I' PAYLOAD 5 SPACE STATION 
I' 
.I :~M~XDREQD 6 HI-INCL STATION 
i-; , 
!~ l_ ._ 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 8 SPACE PHYSICS 




















"!Ii;; 1.0 0.4 0-
1.0 0.4 02: ;vi=! 
.o-u 
c::z;, 
0.0 0.4 P ";; C f,~ 
4.0 0.4 :J ,,-
.. j;.} 
E 








NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 28 
r' 
CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
ASTROPHYSICS FREE-Fl YER 
RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE ~ OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
! 
! 

















NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 30 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO on; REQD 
PAYLOAD 37 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 38 
NO OTV REQD 


















NP WT LEN 
AV AV 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
!I'J L\& 
CONT flOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPL Y 
PROP TRANSFER & STORAGE 
OTV MAINT TECH DEMOS 
#FLTS MASS LENGTH INCLIM 
1 17.00 12.00 29.00 
S 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
2 25.00 12.00 29.00 
1 3.60 10.90 29.00 
4 IS.00 8.00 29.00 
1 3.S0 7.00 98.00 
1 11. 0 0 7.00 98.00 
1 10.00 7.00 29.00 
-1 10.00 7.00 29.00 
2 8. ~ 0 6.00 98.00 
1 7.00 6.00 29.00 
1 10.00 5.00 98.00 
1 1.80 4.40 0.00 
1 3.00 3.00 29.00 
1 4.00 I.S0 29.00 
1 I.S·O 1.10 29.00 
MANIFESTING RECORD 
*""""MAIN P/L"""""""" **"."SEC P/L"""""""" 
« KEY «Fl MASS LEN « KEY tiFl MASS LEN 
22 SA03 I 17.0 12.0 30 CM06 5 2S.0 12.0 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 
22 5A03 1 17.0 12.0 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
22 SA03 I 17.0 12.0 1 5001 1 3.5 7.0 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 5 OT03 1 11. 0 7.0 
22 SA03 I 17.0 12.0 18 C~102 I 10.0 7.0 
22 SA03 I 17.0 12.0 37 TPOI -I 10.0 7.0 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 29 CM05 1 7.0 6.0 
22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 8 SP02 I 10.0 5.0 
22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 
22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 
22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.5 
'" ~. ,:--









I - t,~ 
::~ .-
> •• j d<; -, 
MC MF SF OM Fl TS CG FRE FRE 
RQ OK ~lAN LEN MASS 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
4 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
1 0 0 
4 0 0 
7 0 0 
4 0 0 
8 0 0 I 26.1 1.9 10.7 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
~ 
~ "'-- b- ... ..,Q JP_ 
.. ..- • r,;",-Ji ,..,.--~~~.-.' ,,-, f(. , 
! . ; 
i 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 • , 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 5 25.0 12.0 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
1\ 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 5 25.0 12.0 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 5 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ct106 5 25.0 12.0 1 5001 I 3.5 7.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 5 25.0 12.0 5 OT03 1 11.0 7.0 4 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 5 25.0 12.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 0 0 ! 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 5 25.0 12.0 37 TP"01 -1 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 ! 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 5 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 ! 2 29.5 18.3 30 CN06 5 25.0 12.0 29 CN05 1 7.0 6.0 6 0 0 i 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 5 25.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 5 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 4 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 8 0 0 1 26.1· 3.3 1.5 i 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 3 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 B 0 0 1 26.1 4.8 0.5 I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 2 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 8 0 0 1 26.5 5.2 3.0 \ 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 Ct108 2 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 ! 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 1 5001 1 3.5 7.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CNOB 2 25.0 12.0 5 0103 1 11. 0 7.0' 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 Cl108 2 25.0 12.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 2 25.0 12.0 37 TPOI -1 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 2 25.0 12.0 29 Ctl05 1 7.0 6.0 6 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 2 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
00 't 2 29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
"iI;:O i '"' 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
"015 ,~ 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 0-l' 2 29.5 18:3 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 1 5001 1 3.5 7.0 4 0 0 oZ : I 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 1 3.6 10.9 5 OT03 1 11.0 '7.0 4 0 0 :oF! , . 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 18 Ctl02 0 10.0 7.0 8 0 0 1 26.9 0.4 15.9 \ ~ 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 37 TPOI -1 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
.o"IJ ! ~ 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 1 0 0 c'"' , 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 29 Ctl05 1 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 l:oG.) I, 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 8 SP02 1 '10.0 5.0 1 0 0 I' ~'r"'j ~t 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 :;"00 i,\ 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 I ;, 2'29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 38 TP02 0 3.6 10.9 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 I 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 1 5001 1 3.5 7.0 4 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 OT03 1 11. 0 7.0 4 0 0 
* 1 .j 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 18 CM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 37 TPOI -1 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
* \ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 . B.O 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 8 0 0 
* 
1 25.8 2.2 5.6 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* 
, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 302 HIS 0 't.O 1.5 1 0 0 
* 
I 2 27.6 16.2 3', OT02 3 15.0 8.0 300 HIS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
* 
I', 
2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 5 OT03 0 11. 0 7.0 8 0 0 1 27.6 4.3 1.0 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 18 Ctl02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 37 TP01 -1 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
I! 
2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7 :0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 L 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 28 ce05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 .. 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 t 2 15.5 18.3 1 5001 0 3.5 7.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 


































.". . , 
. 
2 15.5 IB.3 r 5001 0 3.5 7.0 300 2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 
" 
8.0 6.0 29 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 8 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 300 2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 28 2 i5.5 18.3 8·SP02 1 10.0 5.0 301 2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 302 2 15.5 IB.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 300 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CMOB 0 25.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 B.O 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 B.O 6.0 2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 0 10.0 5.0 
PROPEllANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINITANKER = 





































































0 2 27.1 
0 2 27.1 
0 3 26.0 
0 2 23.5 
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MANI- KEY DESCRIPTION MATCHED NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
FEST ~ REF WITH FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
tl 
I' , 
I 1 SA03 ASTROPHYSICS RECONFIGURABLE 1 1 0 16.4 IB.B 4.0 FS , ! FREE-FL YER COMM. SATELLITE ! 
I 2 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS CAB DELIVERY 1 0 0 15.0 2B.0 2.0 FS ELECTRO RESUPP 
I 
I 3 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS PROP DELI V 1 0 0 13.5 29.0 2.0 FS ! 
! ELECTRO RESUPP 
! 
I 4 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS DELIVERY 1 0 0 13.1 26.5 2.0 FS , ELECTRO RESUPP 
, 
5 TP02 OTV MAINT TECH CRYSTAL GROWTH 1 0 0 17.9 13.6 4.0 FS 
DEMOS FACTORY/PLAT 
; i 
, 6 OT02 LOW INCL STA CONT FLOW ELEC- 1 0 0 16.1 23.9 4.0 FS 1.1' 
!' RESUPPLY TROPH PLATFORM 00 : , 
"11:;0 
, ' 
:~ 7 5001 EARTH OBSERV Sp·ACE STATION 1 0 0 14.0 14.5 4.0 FS '"[Jifi PALLET MODULES 0::; I, 0"'-I :;o~ I ~ 
~, B CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 2 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 .o"IJ ELECTRO RESUPP c::"" I.! ~ c;: 
r- n 
" :!;;:; 9 CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 2 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C LFIBERS RESUPP 
I : . 
t 01 10 OT02 LOW INCL STA 3 0 0 B.O 15.0 2.0 
, RESUPPLY 
i 
I 11 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 2 0 0 6.0 B.O 2.0 I , RESUPPLY i 
I, i2 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 1 0 0 5.0 10.0' 2.0 C 
! PALLET 
Ii 
i ** - MANIFESTED WI,H MINITANKER 
16:; If' ~ L ... ~~- .... ..-:$, -. - -- - - ~.-. - > ~ ... -



























NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 17 
NO. OF TMS OPS 10 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 10 
NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 1 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 3.61 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 1 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 7 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 7 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 0 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 . 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 42.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 637.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 2.04 VEHICLES 
I LL 
- --.~ :--
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TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP l AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES RQD 
., 
, S001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL ! 
! OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS ! 
i OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 
I SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM • I 
I SA01 VLBI/COSMIC SPCL I 
! SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SSSA 
SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 
SLOS CENTRIFUGE SSCL 
it CM01 MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
:,1' CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL I. 
: . CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 
" : ~ SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX i, 
I 
i ~ SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
t,· t SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 1.1 
, :, ccos RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
I 
• CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC- PMCL I 
I CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL i 
~ CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OT01 LOW INCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW IHCL STA SORS 
TS01 SATELLITE ASSY SSCL 
I 
Ii :pl~r6A~EcH ~EVE~I_INCL ~~~~ION 
, NO OTV REQD I PAYLOAO 7 SPACE SCIENCE NO OTV REQD 
l~ l. ... It'" 
X 4.0 0.4 
X 3.0 0.4 
X 1.0 0.4 
X 1.0 0.4 
X 0.0 0.4 
X 4.0 0.4 
RESUPPLY 
SUBSATELL ITE 




0 2 :o~ 
.A.., 
C ,....J 
l:> f" ,- r.'J 
~m 
~ 
_~-:-. _ _ _ ~.,.-.,s . 





NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD IS 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 19 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 28 
LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRFl 
CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
RECONFIGURABLE CO~lM. SATELLHE ,
I 
! 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
! 
i 



















NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 38 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 39 
NO OTV REQD 















NP WT LEN 
AV AV 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 ~7.6 10.1 
1 2,.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1 27.6 10.1 
1.27.610.1 
II "p' 
I \i:!7 ". 
!l-.-- .0-
CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
OTV MAINT TECH DEMOS 
SATeLLITE ASSY & SERVICE 
#FL TS ~lASS LENGTH INCLIN 
7 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
2 2S.00 12.00 29.00 
-1 3.60 10.90 29.00 
4 IS.00 8.00 29.00 
1 2.60 7.90 29.00 
1 5.56 7.00 29.00 
2 8.00 6.00 98.00 
1 1.80 4.40 0.00 
-1 2.40 4.00 98.00 
1 3.00 3.00 29.00 
1 O.SO 3.00 29.00 
3 4.00 2.00 29.00 
2 4.00 1. SO 29.00 
MANIFESTING RECORQ 
"""MAIN P/L*"""*'" "'""SEC P/L"'*""* 
fi KEY fiFL MASS LEN D KEY 3FL MASS LEN 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 32 CM08 2 2S.0 12.0 
30 CM06 7 2S.0 12.0 38 TP02 -1 3.6 10.9 
30 CM06 7 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 
30 Ct106 7 2S.0 12.0 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 14 SL04 1 S.6 7.0 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 28 CCOS 1 1.8 4.4 
30 Ct106 7 2S.0 12.0 7 SP01 -1 2.4 4.0 
30 CM06 7 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 IS SLOS 1 0.5 3.0 
30 Ctl06 7 2S.0 12.0 19 CM03 3 4.0 2.0 
30 Ctl06 7 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 
32 Ctl08 2 25.0 12.0 38 TP02 -1 3.6 10.9 
32 Ct10S 2 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 
32 CM08 2 2S.0 12.0 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 
32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 14 SL04 1 S.6 7.0 
32 C~108 2 2';.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 











- ... -, ~-' 
_ ..... '.L!k1 
MC MF SF OM FLTS CG FRE FRE 
RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
S 1 1 
* 1 1 1 • 5 1 1 * 
S 1 1 
* S 1 1 • 4 1 1 • S 1 1 • 1 1 1 • 5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 * 
5 1 1 • S 1 1 
* 1 1 1 • S 1 1 • S 1 1 • 5 1 1 
* 4 1 1 
* 
~ 
!" ;;" ~.- ~_ ,_~ -P_..:._, 
-- ... - -... -,~,~.--- .. 
fi -. 
1 27.6 10.1 32 eM08 2 2S.0 12.0 28 eeos 1 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 32 e~108 2 2S.0 12.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 32 e~108 2 25.0 12.0 301 TMS I 3.0 3.0 S 1 I • I 27.6 10.1 32 nl08 2 25.0 12.0 15 SL05 I 0.5 3.0 5 1 I 
* I 27.6 10.1 32 er108 2 25.0 12.0 19 er103 3 4.0 2.0 S I 1 • I 27.6 10.1 32 cr108 2 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 I I 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 or02 4 15.0 8.0 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 S I 1 • I 27.6 IG.l 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 14 SL04 I 5.6 7.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 28 ee05 1 1.8 4.4 S I I 
* I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 I I • I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 301HlS i 3.0 3.0 S I 1 
* I 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 15 SLOS I 0.5 3.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 IS.0 8.0 19 e~103 3 4.0 2.0 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 302 HlS 2 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOl I 2.6 7.9 14 SL04 I 5.6 7.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 28 eeos 1 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 '39 ·TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 7'SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOI 1 2.6 7.9 IS SLOS 1 O. S 3.0 S 1 I 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW lS.200 
1 27.6 10.1 39 TSOI 0 2.6 7.9 19 e~103 2 4.0 2.0 8 I 1 • 1 27.7 0.2 3.2 2 29.S 18.3 30 eM06 7 2S.0 12.0 32 CM08 2 2S.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 7 25.0 12.0 38 TP02 -1 3.6 10.9 I 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 e~106 7 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 lS.0 8.0 5 0 0 
:l 2 29.S 18.3 30 crl06 7 25.0 12.0 39 TS01 0 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 7 25.0 12.0 14 SL04 1 S.6 7.0 5 0 0 
~ ,.&, 2 29.5 18.3 30 crl06 7 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 !II 2 29.5 18.3 30 crl06 6 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 8 0 0 1 26.3 1.9 2.7 : . 
, . 2 29.5 18.3 30 crl06 6 25.0 12.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 I 0 0 
i~ 2 29.5 18.3 30 CrlO6 S 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 8 0 0 1 26.1 3.3 1.5 00 
"'::0 i, DOCKING MODULE ADDED 
-OG> I ! , 2 29.5 18.3 30 efl06 4 2S.0 12.0 IS SLOS 0 O.S 3.0 8 0 0 
* 
1 26.7 1.2 2.1 0-
~. , 2 29.S 18.3 30 crl06 2 2S.0 12.0 19 crl03 0 4.0 2.0 8 0 0 2 25.9 4.3 0.5 0:2 
I 2 29.S 18.3 30 erl06 0 2S.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.S 8 0 0 2 26.1 4.8 0.5 ::o~ i ,\ 2 29.S 18.3 32 crl08 2 2S.0 12.0 38 TP02.-1 3.6 10.9 1 0 0 
.0 "0 , :, 2 29.S 18.3 32 eM08 2 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 lS.0 8.0 5 0 0 c:: ' .. 
2 29.S 18.3 32 crl08 2 25.0 12.0 39 TS01 0 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 ~~ I ~ {~ 
I 2 29.S 18.3 32 crl08 2 2S.0 12.0 14 SL04 I S.6 7.0 S 0 0 , .• .-'l 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 2 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 .... ; i ... .,. ,..., 
, .f 2 29.S 18.3 32 CN08 2 25.0 12.0 28 ecos 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 < ~ei 
, 2 29.S 18.3 32 CN08 2 2S.0 12.0 7 SP01 -1 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 ! 2 29.S 18.3 3" cn08 2 2S.0 12.0 301 TNS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 Cf'108 2 2S.0 12.0 IS SL05 0 0.5 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 32 erl08 2 2S.0 12.0 19 erl03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 32 nlOS 2 2S.0 12.0 302 TNS 0 4.0 1.S I 0 0 
i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 lS.0 8.0 39 TSOI 0 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 * i 2 27.6 16.2 3', OT02 3 IS.0 8.0 14 SL04 0 S.6 7.0 8 0 0 • 1 2S.9 1.2 7.1 
I 2 27.6 16.2 34 or02 3 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 3" OT02 3 15.0 8.0 28 ceos 0 1.8 4. "ft I 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 IS.0 8.0 7 SPOI -I 2.4 4.0 I 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 34 or02 3 15.0 8.0 301 HlS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 * 
Ii 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 lS.0 8.0 IS SL05 0 0.5 3.0 1 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 19 CN03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 3 15.0 8.0 302 HlS 0 4.0 1.5 I 0 0 
* 2 15.5 18.3. 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.it 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 I 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 H1S 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
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MANI- KEY DESCRIPTION MATCHED NO. GTV OTV P/L BAY LAUHCH TIME SP STA 
FEST I REF WITH FlTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERA TION 
\ l-
I 
I 1 TSOI **SATELLITE ASSY CRYSTAL GROWTH 1 0 0 18.1 26.3 4.0 FS 0 
! & SERVICE RESUP-l 
! 
i CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 1 1 16.4 4.0 FS 0 2 RECONFIGURABLE 0 26.8 I 
i ELECTRO RES UPi' CDtlM. SATELLITE 
I 
I 
I 3 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS CAS DELIVERY 1 0 0 15.0 2B.0 2.0 FS 
! ELECTRO RESUPP 
! 
4 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW CENTRIFUGE 1 0 0 17.1 27.4 4.0 FS 
ELECTRO RESUPP (ADD TO LSRFJ 
5 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW CRYSTAL GROlHH 2 0 0 14.0 29.0 4.0 FS 
ELECTRO RESUPP RESUP-1 00 




i~ 7 OT02 lOW INCL STA LIFESCIENCES 1 0 0 17.1 22.4 It.O FS 00 '0 RESUPPLY RES FAC c::;p. !, :t;o G; I 
h 1- j.~ -~ .. -, h ,~ CMOB GlASSPROC OPTICA 2 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C <~ 
i .\ LFIBERS RESUPP 
t ~, 9 OT02 LOW INCL STA 3 0 0 B.O 15.0 2.0 C I 
I RESUPPL Y 
, 
: ' 
, " 10 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 0 2.0 0 2 0 6.0 B.O i RESUPPLY 
i 
0 
** - MAHIFESTED WlTH MINITANKER i 
[, NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 16 
NO. OF TMS OPS 13 
1\ 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 13 
: NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OP~ 0 
, TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 4.63 r NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 1 NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
t i ' ~ IT (:! 
- - -- - - .. ---~, -
..:... .. ~~ •. ----'-~. 
--
~ ""--- b- _-.A li_. _: 

'(i (-





l~ , , 
j 
I ~ 
F' I ~ , "
! ! . 











5001 EARTH OBSERV 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
OT04 HI-INCL STATIOH 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI 












Sl05 CENTRIFUGE SSCl 
CMOI MATlS SCIENCE SPXX 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 
SI03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
CC03 INTElSAT-7,7A FXCL 
CC04 MUL TIBEA'M COMM. SSCM 
CCOS REC,ONFIGURABlE FXCM 
CM05 CONT FLOW ElEC- PMCl 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GlASSPROC orTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW INCL STA 5555 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 











TMS MISSION TYPE NO. 





































I ~ f .. 
















TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
TillS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 2 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 6 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 12 
HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
SMA LL MAMMA L S CARRY-ONS 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
PAYLOAD 18 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 19 
NO.OTV REQD CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PRCPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULI~BEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME fil - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYlOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 33 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
PAYLOAD 39 SATELLITE ASSY 
NQ OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 40 
NO OTV REQD 
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# KEY ffFL MASS 'LEN 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 eM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 eM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 eM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 eM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 
30 CH06 9 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
~2 eMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 eMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 eMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 eMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CHOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CHOS 3 25.0 12.0 
32 CM08 3 25.0 12.0 
27 eC04 1 5.0 B.O 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ce04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 B.O 
. .........:.:;.:"'.---""",",,,==,--~ 
*****SEe P/L******** 
# KEY #FL MASS LEN 
30 eM06 9 25.0 12.0 
32 eM08 3 25.0 12.0 
27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 
34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
39 TSOI -1 2.6 7.9 
18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 
2 S002 1 2.5 6.0 
6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 
28 ce05 2 1.8 4.4 
301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 
19 CM03 3 4.0 2.0 
40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 
302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 
300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 
32 eM08 3 25.0 12.0 
27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 
34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
39 TS01 -1 2.6 7.9 
18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 
2 5002 1 2.5 6.0 
6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 
28 CC05 2 1.8 4.4 
301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 
19 CM03 3 4.0 2.0 
40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 
302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 
300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 
27 CC04 1 '5.0 8.0 
34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
39 TSOI -1 2.6 7.9 
18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 
2 S002 1 2.5 6.0 
6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
26 CC03 1 ,5.0 6.0 
28 ce05 2 1.8 4.4 
301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 
19 CM03 3 4.0 2.0 
40 TEO 1 1 1.2 2.0 
302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 
300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 
34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 
39 TSOI -1 2.6 7.9 
18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 
2 S002 1 2.5 6.0 
6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 
28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 
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eG FRE FRE 
LEN MASS 
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; 
;i' PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING NINITA~~ER IS NOW 15.200 
, 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 19 e~103 2 4.0 2.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.1 0.1 0.8 I 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5. ~ 8.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee·04 0 5.0 8.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8. '0 39 TSOI -1 2.6 7.9 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 18 e~to2 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 2 5002 1 2.5 6.0 4 1 1 * \. 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * ~' 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 301 TNS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 19 er103 2 4.0 2.0 7 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 302 ms 2 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 eN02 1 10.0 7.0 2 S002 1 2.5 6. O· 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 eM02 1 10.0 7.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 19.1 18 ell02 1 10.0 7.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 e~102 1 10.0 7.0 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING NINITANKER IS NOW 30.239 
1 27.6 10.1 18 eH02 0 10.0 7.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 
1 27.6 10.1 18 eN02 0 10.0 7.0 19 e~103 2 4.0 2.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 e~102 0 10.0 7.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 eN02 0 10.0 7.0 302 TNS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 18 er102 0 10.0 7.0 300 TNS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* :t . .  DOCKING NODULE ADDED f ,'. I 1 15.5 18.3 2 5002 0 2.5 6.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 8 0 0 
* 
1 28.4 4.2 3.1 !,1\ 
:' . 1 15.5 18.3 .2 S002 0 2.5 6.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 00 
:: 1 1 15.5 18.3 2 S002 0 2.5 6.0 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 ."11 ::c 
" 
1 15.5 18.3 2 S002 0 2.5 6.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 "td5 i~ 1 15.5 18.3 2 5002 0 2.5 6.0 19 eM03 2 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 02 
!~ 1 15.5 18.3 2 S.002 0 2.5 6.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 2:r.n I 1 15.5 18.3 2 S002 0 2.5 6.0 302 TNS 2 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 ~ t~ 1 15.5 18.3 2 S002 0 2.5 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 ,c''\'1 h 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 i'.I' c:;r.. 
i .\ 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 J::. ~" 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 c:: ~'fj ! ~', 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 19 er'103 2 4.0 2.0 4 0 0 -:l'~ 
I 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 4 0 0 ~4 ~ 
I 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 I' 
: . 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 4 0 0 
~ ,I . 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITAHKER IS NOW 45.438 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 301 TNs 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.1 1.1 1.8 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 19 eN03 2 4.0 2.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 ntS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 75.839 
1 27.6 10.1 21l ee05 0 1.8 4.4 19 ellD3 0 4.0 2.0 8 1 1 
* 
2 28.1 3.7 4.0 
1 27.6 10 .• 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.ft 40 TEOI 1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 
* 
"1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 
--. 
Ii 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * :PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS HOW 89.953 
i 1 27.6 10.1 40 TEOI 0 1.2 2.0 302 HIS 1 (t. 0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 28.2 6.6 5.8 • • , ' 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 30 e~106 9 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
* ~- , 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 32 eM08 3 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
* 
" 
! ~ I'~' iF .~ ~ .. ~ .. ____ . ____ .. _H. _____ ~' -':' - ~ '.,,-. ,,.. , :--.:.=:....=-.:...::..:.~-. ----~~,.:,--,~.:.:.~:.-. ------,-~.- -"--=- _ ..... !'".>l_:-- __ -_ ~~:-- __ ~. :9_::- __ ,...~ --*"- .,---
[1 (1 f: 
, 
I 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 * 
~ 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 * I 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01, 1 22.0 14.0 39 TSOI -1 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 * 
j, 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 1B C~02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 * , 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 2 5002 0 2.5 6.0' 1 0 0 * ; 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 * i 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 1 22.0 14.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 * 
, 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 2B CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 * 
I 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 * 
; 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 * 
i 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 40 TEOI 0 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 * 
i 2 27.1 11.2 33 0101 1 22.0 14.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.5 7 0 0 * I 2 27.1 16.2 33 OT01 1 22.0 14.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 7 0 0 * 
I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
I 2 29.5 1B.3 30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 
l 2 29.5 IB.S 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 I ~ ~::= t::~ ~~ g=~~ ~ ~=:~ t~:~ ~: ~~~~ -~ 1~:~ .~:~ I ~ ~ 
• 2 29.5 1B.3 30 CHOI 9 25.0 12.0 '2 5002 0 2.5 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 I OT04 1 B.O 1.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CMOI 9 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 '3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 30 CM06 9 25.0 12.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 
:' 2 '29.5 1B.3 30 C~106 9 25.0 12.0 40 TEO 1 0 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 
:' 2 29.5 1B.3 30 CMOI B 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 8 0 0 1 21.1 4.B 0.5 
"1': 2 29.5 1B.3 30 C~106 7 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 BOO 1 26.5 5.2 3.0 
I,~' 2 29.5 1B.3 32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 
l~ 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 
" 2 29.5 1B.3 32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 39 TS01 -1 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 0.0 
:, 2 29.5 1B.3 32 crlOB 3 25.0 12.0 1B Ct102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 -n ':3! 
t~ 2 29.5 1B.3 32 Ci'IOB 3 25;0 12.0 2 5002 0 2.5 6.0 1 0 0 "'0 {;l rr 2 29.5 1B.3 32 cr'IOB 3 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 0 Z 
[. 2 29.5 1B.3 32 cr'IOB 3 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 IOU O;p 
I 2 29.5 18.3 32 crlOB 3 25.0 12.0 2B CC05 0 I.B 4.4 1 0 0 Al iF ~} 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~IOB 3 25.0 12.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 ,('"" 
,''> 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~IOB 3 25.0 12.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 De'P 
"1\ 2 29.5 1B.3 32 cr'1OB 3 25.0 12.0 ',0 TE01 0 1.2 2.0 1 DO',? ~~~, l. 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~IOB 3 25.0 12.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 ,;;: ~'.J 
I " 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 "i.~ 
I 227.1 11.2 340T02 4 15.0 B.O 39 TS01 -1 2.6 7.9 1 0 0 * .... Wi!. . 2 27.1 16.2 34 OTD2 4 15.0 B.O IB eM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 * 
~ I 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 2 5002 0 2.5 6.0 1 0 0 * 1'/ 2 27.6 11.2 340T02 4 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 26 ee03 0 5.0 1.0 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 11.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 28 CC05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 * 
!, 2 27.6 11.2 34 0102 4 15.0 B.O 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 40 TE01 0 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 * 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 4 15.0 B.O 300 IMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 * 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 1B.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 2B CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 301 TNS 0 3.0 3.0' 1 0 0 
c 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 I 2 15.5 1B.3 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 40 TE01 0 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 
I. ~ t=:= t::~ ~ gJ~: I ::~ ~:~ ~~~ J~; ~ ~:; l:~ t ~ ~ 
~:: 2 29.5 18.3 33 OTOI 0 22.0 14.0 BOO 1 26.9 4.3 -6.5 i' I 2 29.5 1B.3 30 CM06 0 25.0 12.0 BOO 7 27.1 6.3 -9.5 
! i L6, "~ .~ 
'"' • : .. -. -.' ...... ,,_,,: '-'-.. -- _... .~---- -.- '-~--'.-~- .C>-!"''';' ~'~'_=:",;;:;,.:::.:."::,,:::,,:,,,,-:-~ __ ,,_,,_,,_. _" _-"-.--~''''-_ _' _' __ ~~_ _ __ ~.-.::.~~- _ ~-~~_ . .:.~ _____ ~_-,,",::_~_.~ ... ~ __ ~!l 
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LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
DELIVERED BY MINITANKER = 
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** '- MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 25 
NO. OF TMS OPS 13 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 13 
NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 0 
TNS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 4.63 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGIITS 4 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED' 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 9 
SPACE STATION COHSTR OPS 10 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 6 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 58.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 933.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 2.99 VEHICLES 
I &~ , .... =~=-.,..- _. 
". 'I "j'-' 
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, ' "" •.• "''''''..;' ,_ k';./i"'""·<"'f";'.o .... -,' ,~ .,-.:,,:'':''''1:..zj''':. 
~ ....... o 
YEAR 1996 
11 
TMS MISSION SU~lMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP 
,. AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES RQD 
I 5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL , 
! 5002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 
i OT03 SPACE STATION 5555 i 
i OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
I 
SORS 
\ SPOl SPACE SCIENCE FSXX X 1.0 o . 0 , 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM ! , 
SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SLOl HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL03 PLANT DEVEl SSSA 
, ' SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX , 
:t i " SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL Oc 
!,&I "';U 
:- CMOl MATLS SCIENCE SPXX -01;5 
r 1 
, ' 02 
i ~ C~102 CRYSTAL GROWTH PHCL X 4.0 0.4 0:<:> ::lJ1"" ! ,., C~103 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX X 3.0 0.4 rCl ...... ~ ! 
i~ 1.-: "'~ 
~~ t SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FflXM X 1.0 0.4 :1;) ~J , : . [~-~ 
i .1 SA04 ASTROPHYSICS F~lXM X 1.0 0.4 , .. , ::f1 
, ~, ,~' ~ ,~,-
I CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL , CC04 HULTIBEAM COHM. SSCr1 i • 
, .j CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM , 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL X 0.0 0.4 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLO~ P~lXL X 4.0 0.4 
, 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL i 
I, CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
I OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 
I! OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
~, 
·f , ' OT05 HI-ALT STA 'OMSB 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
, 
I~ ~'-~~ ."", 
- --.->.-;-- . --,-~--- ,-
-----
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OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 7 SPACE SCIENCE 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 19. CRYSTAL GROWTH 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 21 




PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME HI - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME ftl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTcm·1E ftl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 29 CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 30 
Ito OTV REQD 
CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASS PROC PLANT . PAYLOAD 31 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 33 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA ~10DULE DEL 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME ftl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
PAYLOAD 40 LARGE POWER SYS 
NO OTV REQD 
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MANIFESTING RECORD : , 
I NP WT LEN X***"MAIN P/L***"**** *****SEC P/L******** Me MF SF DM FLTS CG FRE FRE AV AV # KEY #Fl ~lASS LEN # KEY #Fl MASS LEN RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 1 27.6 10.1 ·33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 21'SA02 -1 20.0 12.0 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 32 CM08 3 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 * l 1 27.6 10.1· 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 31 CMO, 1 15.0 10.0 5 1 1 * ! 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* i 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * i 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 5 1 1 * t 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 28 CC05 3 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 7 SPOI 1 .2.4 4.0 4 1 1 
" 
I 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * t 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 19 CMO:! 3 4.0 2.0 5 1 1 
" 
I 
1 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2. 22.0 14.0 40 TEOI -1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 * [ 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 31 Crl07 1 15.0 10.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 cm6 11 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 34 OT02, 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cf'106 11 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8 :0 6.0 4 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* it 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 29 cr·l05 1 7.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 3 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
" 
00 : <" 1 27.6 10.1 30 cr'106 11 25.0 12.0 7 SPOI 1 2.4 4.0 4 1 1 
" 
"";0 ~, ",' 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* -05 
~ .. 




, ' 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 40 TEOI -1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 
* ::o:~ I~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~10~ 11 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* - r ! ~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 CI'106 11 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
" .0 -.., I 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 5 1 1 * r_": ;.; ~~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 Cll08 3 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 * :p ['~ ~)t 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 * ~: ,~j ill 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 3 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * 
"<! "" 1 27.6 10.1 32 cr'108 3 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 'S.O 6.0 5 1 1 
" 
.., \ ~;}! ~, 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 29 CH05 1 7.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* r 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 3 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 3 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 7 SPOI 1 2.4 4.0 4 1 1 
* 
i 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 3 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * \ . , .j 1 27.6 10.1. 32 CN08 3 25.0 12.0 19 CM03 3 4.0 2.0 5 1 1 
* 
, 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 3 25.0 12.0 40 TEO 1 -1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 3 25.0 12.0 302 TNS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CH08 3 25.0 12.0 300 TNS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 15.0 10.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 31 Cf'107 1 15.0 10.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* , 1 27.6 10.1 31 ,~r'107 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* i 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 15.0 10.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* f 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 29 0105 1 7.0 6.0 5 1 1 * I' 1 27.6 10.1 31 cr'107 1 15.0 10.0 28 CC05 3 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 7 SPOI 1 2.4 4.0 
" 
1 1 * I 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3;0 5 1 1 
* I! 1 27.6 10.1 31 ClI07 1 15.0 10.0 19 C~103 3 4.0 2.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 40 TEOI -1 1.2 2.0 1 1 1 
* 
, 1 27.6 10.1 31 cr'107 1 15.0 10.0 302 TNS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 ~ ,1 . 1 27.6 10.1 31 CH07 1 15.0 10.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
" 
·1 27.6 10.1 27 CCO', 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 
, 
i 
l~ 1 II' .~ .. __ ,-,J ____ 
.. -' - ---'~~~'.----'-~.- ~ _ ._-_ .. - ~ 10,.:: . ..; ___ - -~-":.-~-'-~-:=' -"':. -.--- - _ ._----- ~ 


















1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ce04 1 5.0 8.0 26 ee03 1 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 29 CMOS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 28 ee05 3 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 7 SP01 1 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 301 TMS 1 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 19 CM03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 40 TEO 1 -1 
1 27.6 10.1 27 eC04 0 5.0 8.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 27 eC04 0 5.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 eC03 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 29 CMOS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ecos 3 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 7 SPOI 1 
1 27.6 10.1 3~ OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 19 CM03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 40 TEOI -1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 eC03 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 29 CMOS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 eeos 3 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 7 SPOI 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 301 TMS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 19 eM03 2 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 40 TEOI -1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 29 CMOS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ce03 1 5.0 6.0 28 CC05 3 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 7 SPOI 0 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINI TANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 301 JMS IT 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 19 CM03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CCOS 0 5.0 6.0 40 TEOI -1 
1 27.6' 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 26 eC03 0 5.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 28 ecos 3 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 7 SPOI 0 
1 27.6 10.1 ~9 CM05 1 7.0 6.0 301'TMS 0 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINI TANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 19 CM03 1 
1 27.6 10.1' 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 40 TEO 1 -1 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 0 7.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ecos 3 1.8 4.4 7 SPOI 0 
1 27.6 10.1 28 eeos 3 1.8 4.4 301 TMS 0 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 2 1.8 4.4 19 CM03 0 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ceos 2 1.8 4.4 40 TEOI -1 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ceos 0 1.8 4.4 302 TMS 0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 21 SA02 -1 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 30 CM06 11 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 32 CMOS 3 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 31 CM07 1 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 27 ee04 0 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 34 OT02 8 
t (~ 
:&.-- .- _ .. _-- -
8.0 6.0 4 
5.0 6.0 5 
7.0 6.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
2.4 4.0 4 
3.0 3.0 5 
15.200 
4.0 2.0 8 
1.2 2.0 1 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
8.0 6.0 4 
5.0 6.0 ·5 
7.0 6.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
2.4 4.0 4 
3.0 3.0 5 
4.0 2.0 7 
1.2 2.0 1 
4.0 1.5 7 
1.5 1.1 7 
.5.06.04 
7.0 6.0 4 
1.8 4.4 4 
2.4 4.0 8 
3.0 3.0 4 
4.0 2.0 4 
1.2 2.0 1 
4.0 1.5 4 
1.5 1.1 4 
7.0 6.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
2.4 4.0 1 
30.400 
3.0 3.0 8 
4.0 2.0 1 
1.2 2.0 1 
4.01.51 
1.5 1.1 1 
1.8 4.4 5 
2.4 4.0 1 
3.0 3.0 1 
45.600 
4.0 2.0 8 
1.2 2.0 1 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
2.4 4.0 1 
3.0 3.0 1 
60.800 
4.0 2.0 8 
.1.2 2.0 1 
91. 200 
4.0 1.5 8 
20.0 12.0 1 
25.0 12.0 5 
25.0 12.0 5 
15.0 10.0 5 
5.0 8.0 1 
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'{i (""'!', 
, . . .,. 
( 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 1'1.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
* 
,. 
, 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 26 CC03 0 S.O 6.0 1 0 0 • 1 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 29 C~10S 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 • ~ 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 28 CCOS 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 • ~ 2 27.6 16.2 33 OT01 2 22.0 14.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 40 TE01 -1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 • 
2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 33 OTOI 2 22.0 14.0 300 TMS 1 1.S 1.1 7 0 0 
* 2 29.S 18.3 30 CM06 11 2S.0 12.0 32 C~108 3 2S.0 12.0 S 0 0 
.2 29.S 18.3 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 S 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 CM06 11 25.0.12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 
2.29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 11 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 Ctl06 11 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 S.O 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 11 2S.0 12.0 29 C~10S 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 CM06 11 2S.0 12.0 28 CCOS 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 C~106 11 2S.0 12.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 Ctl06 11 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 C~106 11 2S.0 .12.0 19 C~103 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 C~10 6 11 25.0 12.0 40 TE01 -1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 
2 29.S 18.3 30 CM06 11 2S.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 30 CM06 10 2S.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.S 1.1 8 0 0 1 26.5 S.2 3.0 
2 29.S 18.3 32 CH08 3 2S.0 12.0 31 C~107 1 lS.0 10.0 S 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CI-1OB 3 2S.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 
:l 2 29.5 IB.3 32 C/108 3 2S.0 12.0 34 OJ02 8 15.0 8.0 S 0 0 00 2 29.5 IB.3 32 C/'10B 3 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 "11;0 : . 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~108 3 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 S.O 6.0 1 0 0 "td5 ! ,I' 
:. 2 29.S 18.3 32 C~10B 3 2S.0 12.0 29 C~/OS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 02 
:- , 2 29.5 18.3 32 CMOB 3 25.0 12.0 2B CCOS 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 0;;:-
" 
2 29.S 1B.3 32 Ct·l08 3 2S.0 12.0 7 SP 0 1. 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 I ~ 2 29.S 18.3 32 C~108 3 2S.0 12.0 301 THS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 ;Ur-
i, 2 29.S 18.3 32 CN08 3 25.0 12.0 19 Cfl03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 .oil 
I 2 29.S 18.3 32 Cm8 3 2S.0 12.0 40 TEOI -1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 c:;;:-
1 ~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 CHOB 3 2S.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 0 lot;'.) c: I"l ~~ t 2 29.5 18.3 32 Cfl0B 3 2S.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.S 1.1 1 0 0 :loo i .\ 2 29.S 18.3 31 C/'107 1 lS.0 10.0 27 CC04 0 S.O B.O 1 0 0 2 29.S 18.3 31 CM07 1 IS.0 10 .. 0 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 6 0 0 
t ~', 2 29.S 18.3 31 Ct·l07 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
f 2 29.5 18.3 31 Ctl07 1 lS.0 10.0 26 CC03 0 S.O 6.0 1 0 0 
I 2 29.S 18.3 31 CN07 1 lS.0 10.0 29 Ct·l0S 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
i 2 29.5 1B.3 31 CH07 1 lS.0 10.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
, oJ 2 29.S IB.3 31 C~107 1 lS.0 10.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 31 C/'107 1 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 f 2 29.5 18.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 H.O 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 i 2 29.5 18.3 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 40 TEOI -1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 , , 2 29.5 18.3 31 Ct107 1 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 , 
, 2 29.5 18.3 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 500 THS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 , 
2 27.6 16.2 3(, OT02 8 15.0 B.O 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 . 4 0 0 
* i i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* 
r 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 29 Ctl0S 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 • 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 28 CCOS 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 8 lS.0 8.0 7 SPOI 0 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 lS.0 B.O 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* 
it 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 19 CM03 0 4.0 2.0 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 40 TEO 1 -1 1.2 2.0 1 0 0 • '~ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 0 • 2. 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 300 HlS 0 1.S 1.1 1 0 0 • ~. " 2 IS.S 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 0 S.O 6.0 1 0 0 , 
I~ If" .~ 
~.~ ... ---.-. -----:--~ -"" --' . '-~'~--.':':"::-~-=---~-"-----""-~.-- - "--- -_ .... ~.M~:: ___ _~.~.~- _~.-l; .. _~~,. 
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2 15.5 18.3 6 0104 1 8.0 6.0 29 C~105 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 28 CC05 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 0104 1 8.0 6.0 7 SP01 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 0104 1 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 19 C~103 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 40 TEOI -1 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 HIS 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 0 
2 29.5 18.3 33 OTOI 0 22.0 14.0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 0 25.0 12.0 
~ 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 18.3 31 C~107 0 15.0 10.0 
2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 8.0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINI TANKER = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY E1 SCAVENGING = 
I ' 
~' ~ 
---" -..:::~. -~:::::........::~----=:.::: -~-:~=--- -:::::-- -' . .,,--
7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
1.S 4.4 1 0 0 
2.4 4.0 1 0 0 
3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
4.0 2.0 1 0 0 
1.2 2.0 1 0 0 
4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
8 0 0 2 
8 0 0 10 
8 0 0 3 
8 0 0 1 
8 0 0 8 






26.9 4.3 -6.5 
27.1 6.3 -9.5 
27.1 6.3 -9.5 
26.0 8.3 0.5 
26.0 10.3 0.5, 
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, 1 CC04 **MULTIBEAM COMM CRYSTAL GROWTH 1 1 0 18.2 28.7 4.0 FS ! 
I SATELLITE RESUP-1 
! 
i 
i 2 OT04 HI-!NCl STATION SPACE SCIENCE 1 0 0 10.0 10.4 4.0 FS i RESUPPLY 5UB5ATEllITE 
I , 
j 3 CC03 **IHTElSAT-7.7A TMS CAB DELIVERY 1 1 0 17.2 27.7 2.0 F5 ; CLASS CO~lSAT r 
4 CM05 **CONT' FLOW ElEC CRYSTAL GROWTH 1 0 0 16.2 30.7 4.0 F5 
TROPH PlATFOR RES UP-l 
:. ' 5 CC05 **RECOHFIGURABlE CRYSTAL GROWTH 1 1 0 14.6 25.5 4.0 FS 
co~m. SATEllI RE5UP-1 00 
:{ "';:0 
-r ,'. -08-
!',1\ 6 CC05 **RECONFIGURABlE TM5 PROP DElIV 2 1 0 14.1 25.5 2.0 F5 0:2, 
!. co~m. SATElL! OJ;!> 
l' :Or 
" L~ .0"0 7 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TM5 DELIVERY 1 0 0 13.1 26.5 2.0 F5 c::r.o 
! ... ELECTRO RE5UPP ;J:>Gll I rl"l i~ ::.;,.."" 
!;?t 8 OTOI lOW INCl 5TA 2 0 0 14.0 22.0 2.0 F5 ~oo 
i 1\ MODULE DEL 
, ~, 
I 9 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 10 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C I 
I ELECTRO RESUPP : ~ I .j 
! 10 C~108 GlA5SPROC OPTICA 3 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C 




'11 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 1 0 0 10.0 15.0 2.0 C , 
i 
L 
~! 12 OT02 lOW IHCl STA 8 0 0 8.0 15.0 2.0 C RESUPPLY 
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** - MAHIFESTED WITH MIHITAHKER 
HO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 33 
NO. OF TMS OPS 13 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 13 
NO. OF SELF'PROP SAT SERV OPS 1 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLAHT USED 4.68 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 5 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 8 
SPACE STATION COHSTR OPS 10 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 6 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 74.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1229.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIH FLEET SIZE = 3.94 VEHICLES 
! ' ' It!; 
L ,~ 
.. 
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SOOl EARTH OBSERV 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE 
S004 UPPER ATMOS 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
SPOI SPACE SCIENCE 
SAOl VLBI/COSMIC 
SLOB RAD BIOLOGY 
SLOl HUMAN LIFE SI 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE 
SLOb CLOSED ENV 
CMOl MATLS SCIENCE 
CN02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH 




CC04 NULTIBEAM CONM. 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE 
























CMOb CONTINUOUS FLOW . P~lXL 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOl LO~J IHCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW IHCL STA SORS 










TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP 
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'~ \~ 
• 
OT05 HI-AlT STA OMSB 
, TCOI ROBOTICS SSCM 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD PAYLOAD 4 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 8 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET NO OTV REQD . PAYLOAD 10 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION PAYLOAD 13 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
:'.l~ N6~I~A~~F~S~~~cgN S~~m~om~iii~VAILABLE MISSION it, PAYLOAD 16 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD i,; . NO OTV REQD i.: PAYLOAD 18 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
'- , ., , NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 20 
NO OTV REQD CRYSTAL GROWTH 
FACTORY/PLAT 
RESUP-2 
PAYLOAD 26 IHTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 





OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 , " 
f :''- PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCO~lE #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 l , PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOfl ELECTRO RESUPP ~ 'I 
i 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
.~~Y~~eDREQ~4 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
. PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY : OUTCO~lE #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED i PROPELLANT USED: 21. 497 
\
'. PAYLOAD 41 ROBOTICS 
, NO OTV REQD 
; SORTED H ARRAY 
" INDEX VFL TS Ii 30 12 
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, 
i 4 1 4.00 7.00 98,00 18 ' 1 10.00 7.00 29.00 ~ 6 2 8.00 6.00 98.00 26 1 5.00 6.00 0.00 8 -1 10.00 5.00 98.00 
" 16 1 3.30 5.00 29.00 ! 28 4 1.80 4.40 0.00 , 
20 3 12.50 4.00 29.60 !, 
i 301 2 3.00 3.00 29.00 41 1 3.60 1.80 29.00 i 302 2 4.00 1.50 29.00 




r MANIFESTING RECORD 
[, NP WT LEH *****MAIH P/L******** *****SEC P/L******** MC MF SF DM FLTS CG FRE FRE 
AV AV # KEY #FL MASS LEN 3 KEY #FL MASS LEN RQ OK MAH LEN MASS 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 12 25.0 12.0 32 CM08 4 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 4 5004 1 4.0 7.0 4 1 1 * 
'\ 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 12 25.0 12.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 * ; .' 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cf106 12 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 
:' ". 
i,l\ 1 27.6 10.1 30 W06 12 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 
:' 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 12 25.0 12.'0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 * :.1 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 16 SL 06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 * iI 
i~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 12 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 00 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 12 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 3 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * -n;.u ! .~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cf106 12 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 
-oG) I 
i ~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 41 TCOI 1 3.6 1.8 5 1 1 * 0-127.610.1 30 Ct'106 12 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* 
OZ b ~ (~l 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 12 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 * ::Or i ,\ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CI'108 4 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 * ,0 "ii , " 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 4 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 * C j;ll I 'I 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 4 25.0 12.0 4 5004 1 4.0 7.0 4 1 1 * )~ ~1 1 27.6 10.1 32 CflOB 4 25.0 12.0 IB CN02 1 10.0 7.0' 5 1 1 * t- ,'if:] I, 1 27.6 10.1 32 cr~OB 4 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 4 1 1 * J ! ~~. , . 1 27.6 10.1 32 CNOB 4 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* ~ .J 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 4 25.0 12.0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 32 Cfl08 4 25.0 12.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 32 Cfl08 4 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * ! I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 4 25.0 12.0 20 cr'104 3 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 32 Cfl08 4 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CH08 4 25.0 12.0 41 TC01 1 3.6 1.8 5 1 1 
* 
, 
i 1 27.6 10.1 32 Cfl08 4 2S.0 12.0 302 TNS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* i 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 4 2S.0 12.0 300 TNS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* 
[: 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CCO(, 1 5.0 8.0 4 S004 1 4.0 7.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 18 CN02 1 10.0 7.0 S 1 1 
* 
il 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 " 1'27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * , 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 
* 
') 1 27.6 10.1 27 C.C04 1 5.0 8.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 
* b : 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4. (, 5 1 1 ,. 
.,' 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 20 Cfl04 3 12.S 't.O 5 1 1 
* f 1 1 27.6 10.1 27 CCO(, 1 S.O 8.0 301 HIS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 
" f ' Ie!, L, "_, .-'~ - -,-- .. - ,~ 
.. =~'-----.-'- .-~--- .... ,- .. --..... _, ... - ' ._' __ ._~_--_. -"'C~:. ___ ~,~~ __ ~ ____ ,_' _- ~_o:I._::: •• ---:_ __ _ ;,?:..,,"!:._~_ JL _: 
~ 
~ 
~'. _~ ... .,.,."''''''''''''''',I!II''-''' ". \ ·,·····~·T·'--., .' .,," , .. ,-, "Y'" -",' • _. >·~~1 .. "'''· , f _, ,,_~-- '1i''''T' ~":l'£i'-",~,~,II:. I-_~ , , .. ''1 '-i..".'." ,\ . .'If ' .., ;>~, "":";J;".", .11 ..... .. 
, 
I PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITANKER IS NOW 15.200 ~; 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 41 TeOl 0 3.6 1.8 8 1 1 * 1 27.1 0.3 1.2 : 1 27.6 10.1 27 ce04 0 5.0 8.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 * ~ 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 a 5.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * " 1 27.6 11.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 4 5004 1 4.0 7.0 4 1 1 * ~ 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 18 eM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 * 
i 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * l 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 ce03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * ! 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 * 
( 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 * 
• 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * ! 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 CM04 3 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * 
! 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * 
! 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 41 TCOI 0 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 * 
! 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 * r 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 * 
! 1 15.5 IB.3 4 5004 1 4.0 7.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 4 0 0 , 
i DOCKING ~tODULE ADDED 
L 1 15.5 IB.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 8 0 0 * 1 27.6 3.2 1.6 
: 1 15.5 18.3 4 5004 O· 4.0 7.0 26 ce03 1 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
i: 1 15.5 IB.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 B SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 
:. 1·15.51B.3 4S0d4 0 4.0 7.0 16SL06 1 3.3 5.0 1 0 0 
;, 1 15.5 18.3 4 S004 0 4.0 7.0 2B CC05 4 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
:t 1 15.5 IB.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 20 CM04 3 12:5 4.0 1 0 0 
:~ 1 15.5 18.3 4 5004- 0 4.0 7.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
i·: 1 15.5 18.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 41 TGOI 0 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 0 !~' 1 15.5 IB.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5' 1 0 0 ..,,15 
! 1 15.5 18.3 4 5004 0 4.0 7.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 -i,.' 1 27.6 10.1 IB CI102 1 10.0 7.0 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 1 1 * ~!il i~ 1 27.6 10.1 IB CM02 1 10.0 7.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 0 iii! 1\. 1 27.6 10.1 IB CI102 1 10.0 7.0 B SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 * ;0 f;'. 
i" 1 27.6 10.1 IB CM02 1 10.0 7.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 * . 
h 1 27.6 10.1 IB el·t02 1 10.0 7.0 2B ee05 4 1.B 4.4 5 1 1 * g:1J 
" 1 27.6 10.1 18 e~t02 1 10.0 7.0 20 e~t04 3 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * . "\'? i" PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOl~ 30.239 j!: t,_, 
I 'J 1 27.6 10.1 18 el102 0 10.0 7.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 * 1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 ':i h t 1 27.6 10.1 18 e~102 0 10.0 7.0 41 TeOl 0 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 * '<:;liii 
f.
" 1 27.6 10:1 18 el·t02 0 10.0 7.0 302 HtS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 18 eM02 0 10.0 7.0 300 TMS 1 1.5' 1.1 1 1 1 * 
. 1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 
f i 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 ! ' 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 4 0 0 
i 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 28 ce05 4 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 i 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 20 eM04 3 12.5 4.0 4 0 0 
i 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 
: 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 41 TeOI 0 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 
! 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 l 1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 4 0 0 
c 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 16 SL06 1 3.3 5.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 20 eM04 3 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 * 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MrNITANKER IS NOW 45.438 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0' 6.0 301 HtS 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 * 1 27.1 1.1 1.8 
'; 1 27.6 10.1 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 {tl TCOI 0 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 * I. : 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 * 
:.' 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * 
: PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINIIANKER IS NOW 60.639 
~ 1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3 5.0 28 ee05 3 1.8 4.4 8 1 1 * 1 27.7 0.7 4.7 
ir. !~ ~. "_. •••• '_' ••• _....:.... , ______ ._''_ •• ' '_p' __ ., o~,-~;;:. ___ '~,:",:"",,::,_,-:-_. ~_,_.....o:.:"',".~_:,,~:_-'-..--,-__ ~_~~ ____ .. ____ .~ _______ .!'-CIor:: • .;~___ _ _ __ ~ __ '_~" ~A~ ~ 
, ,~!'l'I!!·i·""'iY:.\lil! Ullt'l"' \' '" ,\ .. \ .. :',i"~'; .. \~·Ft .,,.¥,,I.' .,;, 't -." '''ok "','." ,," ,- -;"M·~",: .. ,..-,·J"'-'':'l·_ , .. ,; , ~ , • '-.. . • .... ,; __ ... ~._ .... ;.,--,!«$-."...., ... '\i.'~,_""' .... ~ .. ""'....,...--..; t. 
! ~ , 
~1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3 5.0 20 eM04 3 12.5 4.0 1 1 1 M 
1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3 5.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 M 
;\ 
1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3 5.0 41 Te01 0 3.6 1.B 1 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3 5.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 
H 1 27.6 10.1 16 SL06 0 3.3· 5.0 300 HIS 1 1.S 1.1 1 1 1 * 
I PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINI TANKER IS HOW 102.049 1 27.6 10.1 2B ee05 0 1.B 4.4 20 e~104 0 12.S 4.0 B 1 1 
* 
3 26.B 1.7 -3.0 
I 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 * 
I 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 41 Te01 0 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 • 
1 27.6 10.1 28 eeos 0 1.8 4.4 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITAHKER IS HOW 117.249 I 1 27.6 10.1 302 TNS 1 4.0 1. S 300 HIS 0 loS 1.1 8 1 1 * 1 2B.3 7.5 4.3 I 2 29.S IB.3 30 CM06 12 2S.0 12.0 32 CMOB 4 2S.0 12.0 S 0 0 
i 2 29.S 18.3 30 CN06 12 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 S.O B.O 1 0 0 
I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CN06 12 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 ! 2 29.5 18.3 30 e~106 12 25.0 12.0 4 S004 0 4.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 ·C~106 12 25.0 12.0 18 C~102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 12 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 12 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 12 25.0 12.0 B SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 C~106 12 25.0 12.0 16 SL06 0 3.3 S.O 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 12 2S.0 12.0 2B CCOS 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 12 2S.0 12.0 20 C~104 0 12.S 4.0 1 0 0 00 , . 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 12 2S.0 12.0 301 TNS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 , "11:;0 
.\ 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 12 2S.0 12.0 ftl TCOl 0 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 -UG) f ' ~ 2 29.5 1B.3 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.S 8 0 0 1 26.1 4.B 0.5 0-
~ ,I' , 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 11 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 o~ 
'. 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 4 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 t. • ~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~IOB 4 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 :;0 r-~ , , 
.0"0 : ~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~IO 8 " 25.0 12.0 4 S004 0 4.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~IOB 4 25.0 12.0 18 CM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 c> 
! "" 2 29.5 18.3 32 cr'108 4 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
:t:' r,1 
I r" !'1 
1 ~ 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~IOB " 25.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 ~i1Q f't 2 29.5 1B.3 32 C~IOB 4 25.0 12.0 B SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 32 C~IOB 4 25.0 12.0 16 Sl06 0 3.3 5.0 1 0 0 
I 1\ 2 29.5 IB.3 32 e~108 4 25.0 12.0 2B ee05 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 0 I., 2 29.S 18.3 32 eMOB 4 25.0 12.0 20 CN04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 , " 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CNOB 4 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 I 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CNOB 4 25.0 12.0 41 TeOl 0 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 32 e~IOB 4 25.0 12.0 302 TNS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 ! ,j 2 29.5 1·B.3 32 eN08 4 25.0 12.0 300 TNS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 2 27.6 16.2 3', OT02 B 15.0 B.O 4 S004 0 4.0 7.0 1 0 0 
* i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 IB el102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 3', OT02 8 15.0 B.O 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B lS.0 B.O 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 8 SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 
* ; 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 16 Sl06 0 3.3 5.0 1 0 0 
* , 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
* i 
[, 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 20 CN04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 41 TCOI 0 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 H 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT 02 B 15.0 B.O 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 300 HI'S 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
* II 2 15.5 IB.3 6 OTO', 1 8.0 6.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
" 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 B SP02 -1 10.0 5.0 1 0 0 
~ . 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 16 SlO6 0 3.3 5.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 (t • 4 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO', 1 8.0 6.0 20 C~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO', 1 8.0 6.0 301 Tfo1S 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
i . 
'C L' , ~. - ~ :-- .,c.I"'-' . ~ 
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2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 0.0 41 TeOl 2 15.5 1B.3 6 OTO"'. 1 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 300 HIS 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 0 25.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 0 25.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 8.0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO', 0 8.0 6.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED TlIiS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FRON PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY NINITANKER = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = 
". 
-'-' ~~ - -- -.----- -----_. --- - -
0 3.6 1.8 1 0 
0 4.0 1.5 1 0 
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~lANI- KEY 
FEST # REF 
DESCRIPTION MATCHED 
'WITH 
1 CC04 **MULTIBEAM COMM ROBOTICS 
SATELLITE TECH DEMO 
2 S004 UPPER AlMOS HI-INCL STATION 
RESEARCH PKG RESUPPLY 
3 CM02 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS CAB DELIVERY 
FACTORY/PLAT 
4 CC03 **INTELSAT-7.7A HIS .CAB DELIVERY 
CLASS COMSAT 
5 SL06 "*CLOSED ENV RECONFIGURABLE 
LSS EXPT MOD COMM. SATELLITE 
6 CCOS **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
CO~lM. SATELLI RESUP-2 
7 HONE TMS DELIVERY 
8 CM06 COHTINUOUS FLOW TMS PROP DELIV 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
9 CM06 CONTIHUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
10 CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
11 OT02 LOW IHCl STA 
RESUPPLY 
12 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
It'" 
NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
OPERATION FLTS USED EX? LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT 
1 1 0 1B.0 2B.3 4.0 FS 
1 0 0 1~.1 13.9 4.0 FS 
1 0 0 IB.2 32.5 2.0 FS 
1 1 0 17.2 27.7 2.0 FS 
1 1 0 17.6 24.B 4.0 FS 
3 1 0 16.6 32.5 4.0 FS 
1 0 0 10.B 25.1 0.0 FS 
1 0 0 13.5 29.0 2.0 FS 
11 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C 
4 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C 
B 0 0 B.O 15.0 2.0 C 
1 0 0 6.0 B.O 2.0 C 
!o-_ ~_ 
. - -,~-- .. -+'=~'-- ---,....;..:....:..:...-.----~-. -~~-. -'--' -_ •. _-- -~'~--.----.. 
'! 
-
.. _ .... - ~~ ~ &-.... ~~ 































~--.... -~ , 
v 
HO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 34 
HO. OF TMS OPS 17 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 17 
NO. OF SELF'PROP SAT SERV OPS 1 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT U~F~ 6.10 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 6 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 10 
. SPACE STATION COHSTR OPS 12 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 8 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME OH ORBIT = 78.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1268.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 4.06 VEHICLES 
,.r- • .,ttJ..:L' IT,: 
.--~-:. ""'. 
'~ ~-~ 
TMS MISSIOH SU~l~1ARY 
KEY TITLE CODE 
SOOI EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
S002 SYHTH APERTURE SPCL 
S003 HETERODYHING SPXX 
S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
OT04 HI-IHCL STATION SORS 
SP01 SPACE SCIENCE FSXX 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SLOB RAD BIOLOGY SSSA 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
it SL04 LIFESCIEHCES SPXX 
:,1' SLOS CENTRIfUGE SSCL !. 
: . SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL ' . 
! ~ CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX ! lio 
i ! \ CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lCL 
~ .. t , CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH mxx ! ,\ 
r ~, CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
[ 
I SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX ! 
, 
'" 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
, 
·CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
l CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
l CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- P~lCL 
r CM06 CONTIHUOUS FLOW Pl-1XL I 
il CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
, 
J 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW IHCL STA SSSS 
... 










TMS MISSION TYPE HO. PROP 
RET/DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES RQD 







.:.:==: -. - .-.'-"--'----""-~, .--- --.-.-.....!:....:-!------.::::~- ---~ ---::':--~!'-.::,;'" 
,*,-_ _ ~ J:.~ 
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t-lU) \~ h ,-
'~ 
OT02 LOW INCL 5Th SORS 
OT05 HI-ALT STh OMSB 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYlOAD 
PAYLOAD 3 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 6 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 20 
NO OTV REQD 
. PAYLOAD 21 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 22 









PAYLOAD 26 !NTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME fi1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME fi1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLDAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME fi1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30· CONTINUOUS FLOW EL ECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD . 
PAYlOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAC 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOKE fil - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPEl LANT USED: 21. 4 97 
PAYLOAD 41 ROBOTICS 
HU OTV REilD 
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HP WT LEH *****MAIH P/l******** *****SEC P/l******** MC MF SF DM FL TS CG FRE FRE 
\ 
AV AV # KEY 3FL MASS LEH 3 KEY lIFL MASS LEN RQ OK ~IAH LEN MASS 
1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 22 SA03 -1 17.0 12.0 1 1 1 
* 
, 
1 27.6 10.1 21 SM2 1 20.0 12.0 30 CM06 14 2S.0 12.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 32 C~108 S 2S.0 12.0 S 1 1 
* , 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 S.O 8.0 S 1 1 
* , 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0.12.0 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 S 1 1 
* j 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 
, 
! 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 26 CCO; 1 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 H 
1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 3 S003 1 1.2 4.0 4 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 21 SM2 1 20.0 12.0 20 C~104 4 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 21 SM2 1 20.0 12.0 41 TCOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.S 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 14 2S.0 12.0 32 C~108 5 25.0 12.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 14 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 cr'106 14 2S.0 12.0 3 S003 1 1.2 4.0 4 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12.0 20 CM04 4 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 14 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12 .. 0 41 TCOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 14 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.S 5 1 1 
* 00 :t. 1 27.6 10.1 32 cr'108 5 2S.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 S.O 8.0 S 1 1 • "::0 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB S 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 S 1 1 
* 'lei ~ .I' 1 27.6 10.1 32 cn08 5 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* '. 
o ... 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 5 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 S 1 1 K 0 2 , , 1 27.6 10.1 32 cm8 5 25.0 12.0 28 ceos 4 1.B 4.4 S 1 1 • 
.~ 
, , 
;0 r-: i~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 5 25.0 12.0 3 S003 1 1.2 4.0 4 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 5 25.0 12.0 20 eN04 4 12.S 4.0 5 1 1 
* 
,() '·0 r, 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 5 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 
C J~ I 
:\ 1 27.6 10.1 32 e~10B S 25.0 12.0 '41 TCOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 * ;" r', ,- C\j , 1 27.6 10.1 32 cr108 S 2S.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.S ·5 1 1 
* ::'i "'~ :, ~ 1 27.6 10.1 27. ee04 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* , .\ 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 S.O 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • <t'l:J .. 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 B.O 26 ee03 1 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 
* f " 1 27.6 10.1 27' ee04 1 S.O 8.0 28 ecos 4 1.B 4.4 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 B.O 3 S003 1 1.2 4.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 B.O 20 e~104 4 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 27 ce04 1 5.0 8.0 301 HIS 1 3. D 3.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 27 eC04 1 5.0 8.0 41 TeOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITAHKER IS HOW .15.200 
1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 302 HIS 1 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.2 0.6 0.8 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 ce03 1 J.O 6.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ceos 
" 
1.B 4.4 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 3 S003 1 1.2 4.0 4 1 1 • , 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 IS.0 B.O 20 CI'104 4 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • ~ I· 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * I 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 41 TeOl -1 3.6 1.B 1 1 1 • I' 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 HIS 1 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 • 
i' 1 lS.S IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 I 1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT 0', 2 B.O 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 
• 
1 15.S 18.3 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 3 S003 0 1.2 4.0 B 0 0 1 24.2 8.3 6.3 
I 1 IS.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 B.O 6.0 20 0104 'i 12.S 4.0 4 0 0 ~ . 
1 15.S 18.3 6 OTO'. 1 B.O 6.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 
" 
0 0 , . 
1 IS.S 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 41 TCOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 0 0 
i 
I [<Lv 
' I ,~ I ...... 
!;.-.~ .- ~. .-.-.- .. - _.-.- . 
_.'---" - ~-.. --~ -'~ .. ._-,--- . - --
___ -=~ ______ ~ ..__ ~~::: _- ____ .b--.-~: a ... :::..:::~ 
'~ C ... 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 1 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 3 5003 0 1.2 4.0 1 1 1 * I 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 20 e~104 4 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 * PROPELLAHT DELIVERED USIHG MIHITAHKER IS NOW 30.400 
" 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 B 1 1 
* 
1 27.1 1.1 1.8 
, 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 41 TeOl -1 3.6 1.B 1 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TMs 1 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
" , 1 27.6 10.1 2B ee05 4 1.B 4.4 3 5003 0 1.2 4.0 1 1 1 * I PROPELLAHT DELIVERED USING MINITAHKER IS HOW B5.614 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 -0 1.8 4.4 20 eM04 0 12.5 4.0 B 1 1 
" 
4 26.8 1.7 -3.0 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 301 TMs 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 41 Te01 -1 3.6 1.8 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 302 HIS 1 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 8 0 0 
* 
1 24.5 12.3 19.6 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITANKER IS NOW 98.643 
1 27.6 16.2 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 28.3 14.7 8.1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 22 sA03 -1 17.0 12.0 1 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 30 eno6 14 25.0 12.0 5 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 32 eM08 5 25.0 12.0 5 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 1 
2 29.5 IB.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 5 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 1 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 1 
2 29.5 IB.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 3 5003 0 1.2 4.0 1 0 1 
it 2 29.5 18.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 20 eN04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 1 2 29.S IB.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 301 TNs 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 1 00 
~ ,4\ 2 29.5 IB.3 21 sA02 1 20.0 12.0 41 TeOl -1 3.6 1.B 1 0 1 "'II:u 
i· 2 29.5 IB.3 21 SA02 1 20.0 12.0 302 TNS 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 1 -CG) 
: . 2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 14 2S.0 12.0 32 er'10B 5 2S.0 12.0 S 0 1 0-, . 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 eM06 14 25.0 12.0 27 eeu4 0 S.O B.O 1 0 1 0:2: : ~ 2 29.S IB.3 30 er'106 14 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 5 0 1 ;;o~ 
! 'i. 2 29.S 18.3 30 er'106 14 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 1 0 1 
.0." I 2 29.5 IB.3 30 eN06 14 2S.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 1 c: -I",a t ~ 2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 14 2S.0 .12.0 28 eeos 0 1.8 4.4- 1 0 1 J:> G;; 
'" 
~ t 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 14 2S.0 12.0 3 5003 0 1.2 4.0 1 0 1 c: U'~ 
i .\ 2 29.5 IB.3 30 C~106 14 25.0 12.0 20 e~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 1 ~W ~' ;, 2- 29.5 18.3 30 CN06 14 25.0 12.0 301 TMs 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 1 2 29.5 18.3 30 eN06 14 2S.0 12.0 41 TeOl -1 3.6 1.B 1 0 1 , 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CN06 14 25.0 12.0 302 TNs 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 1 I 
! 2 29.S IB.3 32 e~108 5 25.0 12.0 27 ee04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 1 
, 2 29.S 18.3 32 CNOB 5 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 5 0 1 
, .i 2 29.5 IB.3 32 e~10B S 25.0.12.0 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 1 0 1 , 
2 29.5 IB.3 32 er'10B 5 25.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 1 
2 29.S 18.3 32 eN08 5 25.0 12.0 2B eeos 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 1 
2 29.5 IB.3 32 enOB 5 2S.0 12.0 3 5003 0 1.2 4.0 1 0 1 
2 29.S IB.3 32 Cf-1OB 5 25.0 12.0 20 eN04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 1 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CHOB 5 25.0 12.0 301 TNs 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 1 
i 2 29.5 18.3 32 erlOB 5 25.0 12.0 41 T.cOl -1 3.6 1.8 1 0 1 i 2 29.5 IB.3 32 crl0B 5 25.0 12.0 302 TNs 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 1 
r, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 6 OT04 0 B.O 6.0 1 0 1 * I 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 1 * I', 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 eeo 5 0 1.B 4.4 1 0 1 * 
, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 3 5003. 0 1.2 4.0 1 0 1 
* !\ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 20 C~10(t 0 12.S 4.0 1 0 1 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B IS.0 8.0 301 HlS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 1 
" J " 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 41 TCOI -1 3.6 1.8 1 0 1 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 Tr1s 0 4.0 1.S 1 0 1 
" PRE-TANKER PROPELLANT IS NOW 3.',00 
1 





















2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 
2 29.5 18.3 


















PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 109. 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 9. 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINI TANKER = 99. 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = 3. 
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. 
, MANI- KEY DESCRIPHON MATCHED NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
I FEST # REF WITH FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION , 
, 
I , 1 CC04 **MULTIDEAM COMM TMS PROP DELIV 1 1 0 17.7 2B.7 2.0 FS ! 
SATELLITE 
2 OT04 HI-INCL STATION HETERODYNING 1 0 0 10.0 9.2 4.0 FS 
RESUPPLY C02 l!DAR 
3 CC03 **INTELSAT-7.7A TMS CAB DELIVERY 1 1 0 17.2 27.7 2.0 FS 
CLASS COMSAT 
4 CC05 **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH 4 1 0 16.6 32.5 4.0 FS 
COMM. SATELl! . RESUP-2 
5 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 1 0 0 6.0 9.9 2.0 FS un 
RESUPPLY 
" :"'-:1 
:\ "0 ~.: 1 ' C . i -~ 




" :~ 7 SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE c 1 0 0 13.5 25.8 2.0 FS ;;2 
\ ... CLUSTER , 
I -
t\ ~. I. 
~.t 8 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 14 0 0 12.0 26.9 2.0 FS 
: 1\ ELECTRO RESUPP 
t ~t 
I 9 CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 5 0 0 12.0 26.9 2.0 C , 









i ** - MANIFESTE'o WITH MINITANKER 
[, 
I NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 37 NO. OF TM5 OPS 16 
it : ~g: g~ ~~~~~~R~~SS~~SSERV ~~S 1 i 
'I TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 5.74 f: Na. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 6 
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SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 8 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 11 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 7 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 82.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1377.0 DAYS 





.~:._" ___ ~~ __ , __ ,,:,:,,,, _______ .... -v ~,,~;:: .~-
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KEY TITLE CODE 
SOOl EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 
S003 HETERODYNING SPXX 
S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 
SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SL08 RAD BIOLOGY SSSA 
SLOl HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 
SL04 LIFE5CIENCES SPXX 
S L 05 CEtlTRI FUGE 
SL06 CLOSED ENV 
CMOl MATLS SCIENCE 
CM02 CRYSTAL GRO~JTH 






CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 





CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
CCOS RECOHFIGURABLE FXCM 
CMOS CONT FLOW ElEC- PMCL 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOl LOW INCL STA 
OT02 LOW INCL STA 
SSSS 
SORS 








-------------'----~-"---.~".-.-- --,.,..-~~.-, ,-~ -_ ... ~-".,' .,~,-....... , .. -'<, ~.." .... -"''''~ .... !I::-." ..... ,_'k:':~-:.:.:...,"":..:..~:~ __ I 
YEAR 1999 
TMS MISSION TYPE HO. 
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OT05 HI-ALT STA OMsa 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
HOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 7 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 18 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 20 







PAYlOAD 26 INTELSAT-7,7A ClASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME Dl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME Dl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 34 
'NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP 
LDf. INCL STA RESUPPL Y 
PAYLOAD 3S HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 



































































NP WT LEN "'"'MAIN P/L***"'*' *****SEC P/l******** 
AV AV # KEY ffFL MASS LEN # KEY #FL MASS LEN 
1 27.6 10 . .1 30 CI'106 16 2S.0 12.0 32 CI'I08 6 25.0 12.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 Ctl06 16 25.0 12.0 18 Ctl02 1 10.0 7.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 Ctl06 16 2S.0 12.0 6 OTO(I 2 8.0 6.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 (t.4 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 5 12.5 4.0 
MC MF SF DM FLTS CG FRE 
RQ OK MAN L Etl 
5 1 1 • 5 1 1 • 5 1 1 • 4 1 1 
* 5 1 1 * 
5 1 1 * 
1 1 1 
* 5 1 1 * 
! t ' L~ r 








0 2 ::of: 
.0-0 
c: "'-




.!":''':': __ ~:'!...-,~_~ J1 .. ~ _-:-:!: 
~ c-
. 
I ; 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 
, 
1 1 27.6 10.1 .;u CM06 16 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* ~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 6 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 6 25.0 12.0 18 eN02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 6 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * , 1 27.6 10.1 32 er'I08 6 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* ~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 6 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* • ! 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 6 25.0 12.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 * I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 6 25.0 12.0 20 C~104 5 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
* 1 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 6 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 • 
• 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 6 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* 
,
! 1 27.6 10.1 32 eN08 6 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* • I 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 18 eM'02 1 10.0 7.0 . 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* \ 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 
• 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* , 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 
* ~ 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 C~104 5 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* L 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 
* ; 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 TNS 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 
, ' 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* r 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* i' 
• 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 '4.0 1 1 1 * 
'\ 1 27.6 10.1 18 C~102 1 10.0 7.0 20 CNO(. 5 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * i·'" PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 15.038 00 
:,\1" 1 27.6 10.1 18 CN02 0 10.0 7.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 'TI;tI 




i~ 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 ;til:> 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4Jt 4 0 0 F ! ..;. 1 '15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 0 0 ,0 '1:l I 
1 ~ 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 CM04 S 12.5 4.0 (. 0 0 C;r.. 
r?,i 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 ;;:, (;) 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 HIS 3 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 1- 5.:-] i l\ 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 4 0 0 ~1 [iJ ! ~, 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * , 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 
* ! 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 1 5.0 '6.0 20 C~104 5 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 * PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 30.239 
t .J 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 * 1 27.1 1.1 1.8 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TI'IS 3 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* f 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * i 1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 7 SPOI -1 2.4 4.0 1 1 1 * ! PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 85.452 1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 20 CN04 1 12.5 4.0 8 1 1 
* 
4 26.8 1.7 -3.0 
1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 301 T!1S 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 
* 
I, 
1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 300 nlS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 20 CMO(. 1 12.5 4.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 97.166 
1 27.6 10.1 20 cr'I04 0 12.5 4.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 • 1 26.2 4.6 -3.0 
r 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 32 e~108 6 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 It 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 16 25.0 12.0 3(. OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 
It . 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 18 CM02 0 10.0 
7.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 u' , 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 ,t·} 
, 2 29.5 18.3 30 CN06 16 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 I 
r) , 
I '. lei, ,~ 
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MAflI- KEY DESCRIPTION MATCHED NO. 1 
• FEST ~ REF WITH FLTS l 
1 1 CM02 **CRTSTAL GROWTH TMS CAB DELIVERY 1 I FACTORY/PLAT I 
i 2 CC03 **INTELSAT-7,7A TMS CAB DELIUERY 1 i , CLASS COM SAT I 
! 
! 3 CC05 **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH 4 , CO~lM. SATELLI RESUP-2 
1 
4 CM04 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS PROP DELIV 1 RESUP-2 
5 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS PROP DELIV 2 
~t ELECTRO RESUPP : ' 6 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW TMS DELIVERY 1 I,,· ELECTRO RESUPP I. 
: t 
I-
f h 7 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 13 i I' ELECTRO RESUPP H, 
I 
hi , B CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 6 r' Lf!BERS RESUPP \ .\ t ~'t 
9 OT02 LOW INCL STA B I RESUPPLY ! 
• , . 





** - MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER ! 
f' NO. OF St:UTTLE FLIGHTS 39 I NO. OF TMS O~S 16 















P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
IB.2 32.5 2.0 FS 
17.2 27.7 2.0 FS 
16.6 32.5 4.0 FS 
13.7 32.5 2.0 FS 
13 .5 29.0 2.0 FS 
13.1 26.5 2.0 FS 
12.0 25.0 2.0 FS 
12.0 25.0 2.0 C 
B.O 15.0 2.0 C 
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SPACE STATIOH FLT SERVICE OPS 10 
SPACE STATIOH COHSTR OPS 13 
SPACE STATIOH PROP XFER DPS 7 
HLLV FLIGHTS .0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 86.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1451.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIH FLEET SIZE = 4.6~ VEHICLES 
i 
!L 
J;.._ _ ,-' 
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YEAR 2000 
TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP AUTO MAN RET/DEPLOY SElF-PROP USES RQD 
SOOl EARTH OnSERV SPCl 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCl 
S003 HETERODYNING SPXX 
S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCl 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
OJ04 HI-INCl STATION SORS 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 
SA01 VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
Sl04 lIFESCIENCES SPXX 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCl 
;t SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 
!,,' CM01 MATlS SCIENCE SPXX ~. 
: . CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCl X 4.0 0.4 
" i~ CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX X 3.0 0.4 ! ... 
I CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL X 4.0 0.4 t ~ 
~'t SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX , 
! ,\ 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 1.0 0.4 t ~, 




CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCl X 0.0 0.4 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW P~lXl X 4.0 0.4 
I, 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GlASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS ii 
OT02 lOW INCL STA SORS ~ p • OrGS HI-Al T STA OMSB 
I 
t~ t! 1+ IF L ___ 
~ ... - ~-:-._ ~ JS._ ""-
-'- . - .. ---- -. - -'~ .. -. - . . . . 





" i ~ 
f ... 
I ; ~ 
I., 












TM02 PRECISION OPT SPCH 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
SA05 LARGE RADIO FMCH X 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD . 
PAYLOAD 8 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 10 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
PAYLOAD 11 HUMAN LIFE 51 CARRY-ONS 
THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION 
NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
PAYLOAD 20 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
P.AYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
. OUTCOME U - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 29 CONT FL0l4 ELEC- TROp,H PLATFORM 
CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASS PROC PLANT 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 30 
NO OTV REQD 
"PAYLOAD 31 
NO OTV REQD 
P,AYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
.~~Y~~eDREQri2 PRECISION OPT 
PAYLOAD 46 LARGE RADIO 
NO OTV REQD 


























































29 1 7.00 6.00 29.00 : 8 1 10.00 5.00 98.00 , 
42 1 5.00 5.00 29.00 
28 4 1.80 4.40 0.00 
20 5 12.50 4.00 29.00 ~ 301 2 3.00 3.00 29.00 1 302 2 4.00 1.50. 29.00 






NP WT LEN *****MAIN P/L*'*****' .* ••• SEC P/L"""" MC MF SF DM FLTS CG FRE FRE 
AV AV # KEY #FL MASS la'l # KEY #FL MASS LEN RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 32 CN08 8 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 • 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 17 25.0 12.0 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 29 CNOS 1 .7.0 6.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 2S.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 17 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 1 5.0 5.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 28 eC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 • 
.,. 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 2S.0 12.0 20 CM04 5 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • ,~ 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 • .~~ , ~ ",' 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 17 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
* \. 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* ;g~ : , 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 5 1 1 
* 
" 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 34 OT02, 8 15.0 8.0 S 1 1 
* 
oZ !~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 2S.0 12.0 46 SAOS 1 S.O 7.0 S 1 1 
* 
::oF: 
! -II. 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ctl08 8 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • 00'""(1 I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 S.O 6.0 5 1 1 • t ~ c:;.:o 
f,.. 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 S 1 1 • ;t>m i~' t 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ctl08 8 2S.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 1 1 • C r::~ , 
f \\ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 1 5.0 5.0 S 1 1 * ""'1 .. ,.,z , , 1 27.6 10.1 32. CM08 8 25.0 12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
* 
~~~ 
t " 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 8 2S.0 12.0 20 C~104 S 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CI108 8 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * ! 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 8 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 S 1 1 
* f • 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ci'i08 8 2S.0 12.0 300 TNS 1 loS 1.1 S 1 1 
* ,.J 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 IS.0 10.0 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 S 1 1 
" 
, 
1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 46 SAOS 1 S.O 7.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 lS.0 10.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6. '0 4 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 31 CII07 1 lS.0 10.0 26 CC03 1 ·S.O 6.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 lS.0 10.0 29 CllDS 1 7.0 6.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 S.O 4 1 1 
* , 1 27.6 10.1 31 CtlO7 1 15.0 10.0 42 m02 1 5.0 S.O S 1 1 
* 
r 
1 27.6 10.1 31 CtlO7 1 lS.0 10.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 {t • 4 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 31 CII07 1 IS.0 10.0 20 CM04 5 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 301 TNS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 S 1 1 
* it 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 .46 SAOS 1 S.O 7.0 S 1 1 * 
" 
1 21.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • 
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1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 8 SP02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 42 TM02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ee05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 eM04 5 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SAOS 1 5.0 7.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SAOS 1 5.0 7.0 26 ee03 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 29 eM05 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 8 SP02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 42 TM02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 28 eeos 4 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 1 5.0 7.0 20 eM04 S 
PROPELLANT DElIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SAOS 0 5.0 7.0 301 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA 05 0 5.0 7.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 46 SA05 0 5.0 7.0 300 TMS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.1 6.0 26 ee03 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 29 eM05 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 . 8 SP02 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 42 TM02 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 eC05 4 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 eM04 5 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 TMS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 6' OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 29 eM05 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 8 SP02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 42 TM02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 20 CM04 5 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 301 TMS 0 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 1 7.0 6.0 8 SP02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 29 CMOS 1 7.0 6.0 42 TM02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 1 7.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 1 7.0 6.0 20 eM04 5 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 1 7.0 6.0 301 TMS 0 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 29 eM05 0 7.0 6.0 302 TMS 1 
1 27.' 10.1 29 eM05 0 7.0 6.0 300 TMS I 
I 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 42 TM02 1 
1 15.5 18.3 8 spe2 1 10.0 5.0 28 ee05 4 
1 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 20 CM04 5 
1 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 301 TMS 0 
1 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 302 TMS 1 
1 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 300 TMS 1 
PROPELLANT DEL·IVERED USING MINITANKER IS NQ[~ 
1 27.6 10.1 ,2 TH02 0 5.0 5.0 28 ee05 3 
1 27.6 10.1 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 20 eH04 5 
1 27.6 10.1· 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 301 IMS 0 
1 27.6 10.1 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 3G2 TMS 1 
1 27.6 10.1 42 rM02 0 5.0 5.0 300 TMS 1 
:PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 20 eM04 2 
2 29.5 1 •. 3 30 eMO' 17 25.0 12.0 32 CM08 8 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 
~11 l~ k-~ _==-~~~ -- .. ~~.-":-- '-'- -- '- -~-----
10.0 5.0 4 
5.0 5.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
12.5 4.0 5 
3.0 3.0 5 
4.0 1.5 7 
1.5 1.1 7 
8.0 6.0 4 
5.0 6.0 5 
7.0 6.0 5 
10.0 5.0 4 
5.0 5.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
12.5 4.0 5 
15.200 
3.0 3.0 8 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
5.0 6.0 4 
7.0 6.0 4 
10.0 5.0 6 
5.0 5.0 ·4 
1.8 4.4 4 
12.5 4.0 4 
3.0 3.0 4 
4.0 1.5 4 
1.5 1.1 4 
7.0 6.0 5 
10.0 5.0 4 
5.0 5.0 5 
.1.84.45 
12.5 4.0 7 
30.400 
3.0 3.0 8 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
10.0 5.0 4 
5.0 5.0 5 
1.8 4.4 5 
12.5 4.0 7 
3.0 3.0 1 
45.600 
4.0 1.5 8 
1.5 1.1 1 
5.0 5.0 4 
1.8 4.4 4 
12.5 4.0 4 
3.0 3.0 1 
4.0 1.5 4 
1.5 1.1 4 
60.800 
1.8 4.4 8 
12.5 4.0 1 
3.0 3.0 1 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
102.211 
12.5 4.0 8 
25.0 12.0 5 
































































































































































































SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 




















INCLINATION IS 29.00 COpE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
2 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SETUP/TAKEDOI,N = MATE TO FIXT = DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
'TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 2 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION FIRST mSSION RESUL TS CREW SKILL ~IAtIDAYS 
.S/C SYS - DATA 1.761 
. S/C SYS - flEC 1.340 
S/C SYS - MECH 1.340 
4.049 
!(!) 













r 1i"~ 3 ~.~ 
---... ",><I 
~I>....:: __ _ . "" :b~-. _~, & •. ...!'"~ 
i~ ,~ 
. 
2 29.5 lB.3 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 3 15.0 3.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 30 cr106 17 25.0 12.0 46 SA05 0 5.0 7.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 111.3 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 30 CI106 17 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 30 CI106 17 25.0 12.0 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 crl06 17 25.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 17 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
2,29.5 18.3 30 CM06 17 25.0 12.0 28 CCOS 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CI106 17 25.0 12.0 20 Ctl04 2 12.5 4.0 6 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 Ctl06 17 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 30 CM06 16 25.0 12.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 3 0 0 1 26.1 4.8 0.5 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 15 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 8 0 0 1 26.5 5.2 3.0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 8 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 8 25.0 12.0 46 SA05 0 5.0 7.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
2' 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.3 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM03 3 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 2 12.5 4.0 6 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CI'l08 8 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 32 Ctl08 8 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 8 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
2 29.5 13.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 46 SA05 0 5.0 7.0 1 0 0 
ii, 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 o . 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
!,tl 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 00 ~. 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 'Tl;:O 
, , 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 "OC) 
" 
\ ~ 2 29.5 18.3 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 0= o ",,, ! ,.. DOCKING MODULE ADDED ;:o~ I . ' 
t~ 2 29.5 18.3 ;n CM07 0 15.0 10.0 20 CM04 1 12.5 4.0 8 0 0 * 1 26.9 2.2 0.1 O"l:! pt 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 0 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 c :;~; 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 0 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 :;:>r. i 1\ 2 29.5 18.3 31 CM07 0 15.~ 10.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 r r'.~ , , 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 46 SA05 0 5.0 7.0 1 0 0 
* 
..., 
t 1t ".', ~-~ 
i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 * ~~ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* , 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 29 CMOS 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* l ! ,j 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 4 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 42 Hl02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
* j I 2 27.6 16.2 3(, OT02 7 15.0 8.0 20 CM04 0 12.5 4.0 8 0 0 * 1 26.7 4.2 0.1 , 2 27.6 16.2 34 or02 7 15.0 8.0 301 TtlS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* , 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 302 Tl1S 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 300 TtlS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
* , 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
r 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 29 Ct105 0 7.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 6 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 42 TM02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
il 2 15.5 18.3 6 OTOr, 2 8.0 6.0 20 Ct104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO(, 2 8.0 6,.0 301 TtlS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
~ 2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO(, 2 8.0 6.0 302 TtlS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 '2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 TtlS 0 1.5 1.1, 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 (,2 Trl02 0 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
,~ ... ,~ 
~':-~ -. ~ - .-." .~--.-: ... , ... ".~.o::....:=----.::::::....~::"""":".--,---____ ~_.,-_~ __ -~'-~- -.,:- -- ~.",~~ --- .!.~ ___ . __ ~ 1}' .. ~ . ..--:: ,-. ",--.-'" "--.' ------:- -- . -


























I (b' 1['" 
~ - ~ 
~'~~ 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 28 CC05 0 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 20 CM04 0 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 301 TMS 0 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 302 TMS 0 
2 15.5 18.3. 8 SP02 1 10.0 5.0 300 TMS 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15;0 8.0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 
2 15.5 18.3 8 SP02 0 10.0 5.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINITANKER = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = 
If" 
--_.':........:.:...-=-::--
1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
8 0 0 15 
8 0 0 8 
8 0 0 7 
8 0 0 2 






27.1 6.3 -9.5 
27.1 6.3 -9.5 
26.0 10.3 0.5 
23.5 12.3 7.5 
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14 SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
PALLET 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 44 
NO. OF TMS OPS 17 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 17 
NO. OF SELF'PROP SAT SERV OPS 0 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 6.05 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 5 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 11 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 18 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 7 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 100.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1640.0 DAYS 
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KEY TITLE CODE 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 
5003 HETERODYNING SPXX 
5004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
0704 HI-IHCL STATION SORS 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 
SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 
CMOI MATlS SCIENCE SPXX 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 
CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
SA02 ASrRO TELESCOPE SPXX 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
~M05 CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 
!(L. 











TMS MISSION TYPE NO. 
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OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
SA05 LARGE RADIO FMCH X 
OTO! SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-IHCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 1"a 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 20 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 22 







PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME ~1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: . 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECO"FIGURABLE COMM. SATEllITE 
OUTCOME ~1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPEllANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GlASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCl STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-AlT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME II - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
PAYLOAD 42 PRECISION OPT 
NO OTVREQD CONSTR & TEST 
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, . NP WT LEN *****MAIN P/L******** *****SEC P/L******** MC MF SF DM FLTS CG FRE FRE 
, ' 
ll' . L·,,·Y'.] - .. . ...., ..... -.~. ~. : ... . -." -~-,. ".-~~~ .~--'- - -~~~~:..:......:c~.~~ . ---..•. ~~~- "" _.. -.=. !!..~,.- ~_ ~-~' .. .,;=-~~- _ ~~,~~~, };.:- .;~~
,~~r:.-=""_ .... ,~~"t.- T .. at 
"'fa (~ 
AV AV # KEY #FL MASS LEN # KEY #FL MASS LEN RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 32 CM08 10 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 22 SM3 1 17.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA"~ 1 17.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
" 
1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 42 HI02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 22 SM3 1 17.0 12.0 20 CMO', 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 H.l 22 SAC3 1 17.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cf'106 20 25.0 12.0 32 CM08 10 25.0 12.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 Crl06 20 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 18 C~102 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OTO', 2 B.O 6.0 4 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 30 Crl06 20 25.0 12.0 26 eC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
" ! 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 2B CC05 4 1.B 4.4 5 1 1 " , l 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 20 CN04 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
* ;. : 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 301 TNS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" , , 1 27.6 10.1 30 Crl06 20 25.0 12.0 302 TNS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 
; 1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* 
'l 1 27.6 10.1 32 CNOB 10 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 B.O 5 1 1 * ~ " (\ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 10 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" ; .>-- 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 10 25.0 12.0 IB CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 
" 00 t.l\ i 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 10 25.0 12.0 6 OTO', 2 B.O 6.0 4 1 1 
* iw "';:0 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 10 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
* -; , ~1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 10 25.0 12.0 42 TM02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 
" 
-ali) 
, I 02 I ~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 10 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 " ~~ (Ii. 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~10B 10 25.0 12.0 20 eM04 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • I 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB, 10 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * ; fA 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 10 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 
D"O 
'~1 1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 10 25.0 12.0 300 TMs 1 1.5 1.1' S 1 1 * c:~ 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 
):>Q 
II) .. "'I 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 
" ~tIl I ;, 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" I 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 B.O 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 42 m02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 28 CC05 4 loB 4.4 5 1 1 
* t • 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 20 C~104 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
* ! ./ 1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 B.O 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 15.200 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 302 HlS 2 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.2 0.6 O.B 
1 27.6 10:1 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 300 HlS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 18 CN02 1 10.0'7.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 3', OT02 8 15.0 8.0 '12 Hl02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 • 
1 27.6 10.1 3', OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 (tJ. 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 CMO', 6 12.5 {to 0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 34 or02 8 15.0 8.0 301 HlS 1 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* i' 1 27.6 10.1 3', OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 HlS 2 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 * I 127.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 HlS 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 • , 
; 1 27.6 10.1 18 Cf102 1 10.0 7.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
" 
1 1 
" ~ I • 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 * 1.' I 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 42 m02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 " \ r t f~ .~ ~ •. ~"""~" 
- '-:- ". .'.:~-.~-' ::--'~:~.-- ;;.,-"- -.......:il~ ._'$-'-.' . -~-- --- ,- ~"";:::-.--' 4- . ~., .JL" .. ~.~ 
fI---------~·--·--·- ------~--. -' "=,', ~-. ..... ,' .:.. ... '.~ . ~ ,-:~." '-=-!:~."l : ,: ::::;:"".!' ~'.~~" ";i! .. -~';d~.:f~~~ 
, 
( 
1 27.6 10.1 IB CM02 1 10.0 7. U 2B CC05 4 loB 4.4 5 1 1 • 1 2i.n 10.1 IB CN02 1 10.0 7.0 20 CMO', 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITAHKER IS NOW 30.239 
1 27.6 10.1 IB Cl102 0 10.0 7.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 B 1 1 • 1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 1 27.6 10.1 IB CM02 0 10.0 7.0 302 HlS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 IB CN02 0 10.0 7.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 • 1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 ',2 HI02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 2B CC05 4 loB 4.4 4 0 0 
,1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 20 C~104 6 12.5 4.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 302 TM5 2 4.0 1.5 
" 
0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 
" 
0 0 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5. O. 6.0 42 TM02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 1 1 
* ! 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 1 5.0 6.0 20 CMO', 6 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 If 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 301 TM5 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 • PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 45.438 
1 27.6 10.1 26' eC03 0 5.0 6.0 302 HlS 1 4.0 1.5 B 1 1 • 1 27.4 2.6 O.B I 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 I 1 1 • PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER 15 NOW , 100.653 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 loB 4.4 20 CN04 2 12.5 4.0 B I I 
* 
4 26.B 1.7 -3.0 
2 29.5 IB.3 22 5A03 I 17.0 12.0 30 eM06 20 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 1B.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 32 crl0B 10 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
i " 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 27 eC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 
. \' 2 29.5 18.3 22 5A03 1 17.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 '15.0 8.0 5 0 0 ~ ,', 2 29.5 IB.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 18 Cl102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 ~ "" 2 29.5 1B.3 22 5A03 1 17.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 00 i' 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 42 Hl02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 'TI:;tJ ; t 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 28 ee05 0 loB 4.4 1 0 0 "tlQ i' 
I~ 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 20 etl04 2 12.5 4.0 6 0 0 0-2 29.5 IB.3 22 SA03 1 17.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 0 2 I" :;tJ~ I 
\; 
DOCKING MODULE ADDED ,o"!:l 
2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 B 0 0 • 1 26.4 2.7 6.6 C)'» 2 29.5 18.3 22 SA03 0 17.0 12.0 300 TNS 1 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 »(;3 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 Cll06 20 25.0 12.0 32 CNOB 10 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 C I''!l 
2 29.5 1B.3 30 erl06 20 25.0 12.0 27 eC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 :!~ 
" 2 29.5 1B.3 30 etl06 20 25.0 12.0 3', OT02 B 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 ~j) 
2 29.5 18.3 30 ell06 20 25.0 12.0 IB CM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
i :, 2 29.5 18.3 30 erl06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 1B.3 30 Ctl06 20 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
i 2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 42 Hl02 -1 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 1B.3 30 CtlO6 20 25.0 12.0 2B ce05 0 loB 4.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CI106 20 25.0 12.0 20 en04 2 12.5 4.0 6 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 crl06 20 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
; 2 29.5 IB.3 30 Cl106 19 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 B 0 0 1 26.5 5.2 3.0 i 
I 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CtlOB 10 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 B.O 1 0 0 
[I 2 29.5 HI.3 32 CtlOB 10 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 Cll0B 10 25.0 12.0 IB CM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
I 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CI'I08 10 25.0 12.0 6 010', 2 B.O 6.0 " 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 10 25.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
i' 2 29.5 18.3 32 CtlOB 10 25.0 12.0 ',2 TtlO2 -1 5.0 5.0 1 0 0 I 2 29.5 18.3 32 CtI08 10 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 loB 4.4 1 0 0 
i 2 29.5 1B.3 32 CNOB 10 25.0 12.0 20 Cr'lO', 2 12.5 4.0 6 0 0 ~ , 2 29.5 IB.3 32 CtlOB 10 25.0 12.0 301 TIIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
, . 2 29.5 18.3 32 cr:OB 10 25.0 12,0 302 TMS 0 {f • 0 1.5 1 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 32 CI'108 10 25.0 12.0 300 TNS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 1, 




2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 18 CM02 0 10.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 42 m02 -1 5.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 II 15.0 8.0 2B CC05 0 1.B 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02" 6 15.0 B.O 20 CMO" 0 12.5 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 6 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 6 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 6 15.0 8.0 300 HIS 0 1.5 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 42 TM02 -1 5.0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 20 C~104 0 12.5 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CI'106 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 0 25.0 12.0 
2 29.5 IB.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 B.O 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 
PROPELLANT NEED.ED THIS YEAR = 109. 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 13. 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINI TANKER = 101. 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = O. 
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7.0 1 0 0 
* 6.0 4 0 0 
* 6.0 1 0 0 
* 5.0 1 0 0 
* 4.4 1 0 0 
* 4.0 8 0 0 
* 
2 26.7 
3.0 1 0 0 
* 1.5 1 0 0 
* 1.1 1 0 0 
* 6.0 1 0 0 
5.0 1 0 0 
4.ft 1 0 0 
4.0 1 0 0 
3.0 1 0 0 
1.5 1 0 0 
1.1 1 0 0 
8 0 0 19 27.1 
8 0 0 10 27.1 
8 0 0 6 26.0 
8 0 0 2 23.5 
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FEST ~ REF " DESCRIPTION MATCHED WITH NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME FLTS USED EXP LEHGTH MASS ON ORBIT SP STA OPERATION 
- • --. --.....-..._--.0. __ ._ ~ .. 4...: 
ffJ, l"'\\"~\. ~ \' "'.'" 
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NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 0 N~~SO~'Z~~E~~~;~ ~~~~=~~ANT UI ED 6.41 
NO. OF OTVS EXPEHDE& 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 11 
SPACE STATION COHSTR OPS 19 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 7 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 108.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1788.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 5.73 VEHICLES 
'Ri' 
,~, 
~;t'-"':':i';t' ~. \:;_'_'p_:.::4ii{:: :~",'.r~g~;,_~;f';~~;L.-;.:o~~-~,-~':.:.;::_¥':i;;~:;:;;;_:-;;U<.~~~~,~::.:'; -.... "'-.~, ,. :.'2~e::""",'.L~ "',';:.: :..!',.d.-:. '2...':l':~:'::_ "':- ...... :.:..... •. :;.;,-- :"''-~' ~ ;;:.;.,,:' .' 
., "c""~ '",r, .. " .. ,;.,.. • . '. .:
~ ~-
" 
,~-:.. . ~-~1''£,1.. ~_ ~~.,"~ 
'~ 
" 
'" TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITlE CODE 
AUTO MAN 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 
I 5003 HETERODYNING SPXX S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS ; OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS ! 
• i SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 
l SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCL , 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 
, 
~ " SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCl 
'l i .~~ SL 06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 
~ ,t' 
~I CMOI MATLS 'SCIENCE SPXX 
: I 
'.' CM02 CRYSTAL GRotHH mCL X I ~ 
t I\. CMO 3 CRYST Al GRotHH PMXX X 
I 
h 
rJ, CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~ICL X 
1,\ SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX , 
" 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 
" 
CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 
CC04 MUlTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 




CMOS CONT FLOW ElEC- P~'Cl X 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXl X 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCl 
L, CMOB GlASSPROC OPTICA SPCl OrOl lOW INCl STA SSSS 
t' OT02 lOW IHCl STA SORS 
[, , 
YEAR 2002 
TMS MISSION TYPE NO. 










































OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 
TM03 PASSIVE MICW SPCM 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
SA05 LARGE RADIO F~lCH X. 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OT'! REQD 
PAYLOAD 20 
110 OTV REQD CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME #l - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCO~lE U - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
. PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED . 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
PAYLOAD 43 PASSIVE MICW 
NO OTV REQD 




































































WT LEN *****MAIN P/L******"* "***SE~ P/L******** MC 
#FL ~lASS # KEY #FL MASS LEN 'I .NP AV AV # KEY LEN 
27.6 10.1 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.5 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 5 
27.6 10.1 43 rN03 1 3.0 13.5 32 CT10B 12 25.0 12.0 5 
n' • ~ /" 1 
u 1 










,'-:'""'-::'.:" .-.... ~ -.!._' ... ~ ,.\', .•••.• n.. __ .< • ....,a.._~. 
0.4 
OM FL:S CG FRE FRE 
RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
* 
* * 
_.-.-. ----. -. ,-~~ • 7- -!,.C'O .. ~_ • ..;~ 
""'- ,t! 
______ ~. 19_~ :..;"! 
[ 'Q~_"""='~<L~""~"" __ ;.' " ,. \ .. .• -. ___ l~ I __ ........... __ ... __ .... ~ __ ••• ________ ffl'~ ____ • __ ~ __ ,, ___ ~~_·~·'·_·~,~· _______________ 
, 1 :.-
" 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.5 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.5 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 iN03 1 3.0 13.5 26 CC03 1 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.S 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.S 20 CM04 6 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 nios 1 3.0 13.5 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 Hl03 1 3.0 13.5 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 43 Hl03 1 3.0,13.S 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1, S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 cr106 20 2S.0 12.0 32 C~108 12 2S.0 12.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 S.O 8.0 5 1 1 
" l' 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 cr106 20 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 1 S.O 6.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 20 cr'104 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 
" 
J 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 '12.0 302 HlS 2 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 
" 
• 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CI'106 20 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
" i 1 27.6 10.1 32 cn08 12 2S.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 5 1 1 " 
r 
1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 12 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ct108 12 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" ~ : 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 ~~ m~ 1 5.0 6.0 S 1 1 " i, 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 00 , ' 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 6 12.S 4.0 5 1 1 
" 
"T1::O 
~ " 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ctl08 12 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
" 'G1 
'f 1 27.6 10.1 32 e~108 12 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 2 4.0 1.S 5 1 1 " "0_ i ;i: 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 12 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 1 1.S 1.1 5 1 1 
" 
Oz 
; ,1\ 1 27.6 10.1 27 eco', 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02' 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
" 
g~ 
!Iii 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" ; I 1 27.6 10.1 27 eC04 1 5.0 8.0 26 ee03 1 S.O 6.0 5 1 1 
" 
,0 "1.1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 
C:~'" 




! '" '- 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 1 5.0 8.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 S 1 1 " 
-. 
I PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 15.200 
_. -.-"1 
-< ",c1 h "" ! 27.6 10.1 27 eC04 0 5.0 8.0 302 H1S 1 4.J 1.S 8 1 1 
" 
1 27.2 0.6 0.8 
!;t.l' 1 27.6 10.1 27 ee04 0 5.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 1.S 1.1 1 1 1 
" 1\ 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 " 
" 
r 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 26 ee03 1 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 
" 
'I 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 28 eC05 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 20 e~104 6 12.S 4.0 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 301 TMS 2 3.0 3.0 S 1 1 
" i ,j 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 lS.0 8.0 302 HlS 1 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 " 1 27,6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 
" 1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 ,26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 ,4 0 0 
1 lS.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 e~104 6 12.S 4.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 H1S 2 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 1 4.0 1.S 4 0 0 
1 IS,S 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 HlS 1 1.5 1.1 4 0 0 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 S.O 6.0 28 ee05 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 
" 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 20 etl04 6 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 
" PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITANKER IS NOW 30.400 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
" 
1 27.1 1.1 1.8 
il 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 S.O 6.0 302 HIS 1 , 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 S.O 6.0 300 HIS 1 1.S 1.1 1 1 1 " PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITAHKER IS NOW 8S.614 
~ i" • 1 27.6 10.1 28 eeos 0 1.8 4.4 20 eM04 2 12.S 4.0 8 1 1 " 4 26.8 1.7 -3.0 :u 1 27.6 10.1 28 eeos 0 1.8 4.4 301 Tt1S 1 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 " 
" 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ceos 0 1.8 4.4 302 Tl1S 1 {,.o 1.5 1 1 1 
" 1 !" 1 27.6 10.1 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 300 HIS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 * 
I f(L l~ .... ,~ 
~ -, :---. -.---. ....; .. _._. _~~~_ . .=-_:._~--=:::,' ." •. ~. ,_n· ~ __ -' • .-:J" ..•. _____ .~ .:~_._. _'._-'-~"-~._~ ____ .~~ •. ___ ::.::::....._ . ____ .~'~ __ ~~~~; ",;,.-:~ ___ 
-__ ~~=-.-- 11... _" 
-. _ .. ·---.-.----.---'"-------" .. "' .... ----".~--.. ""---"",'--.,.'"".--~."-. . .-- .. ~~.~ ....... &: 
'~ I' • , '.li_ 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 98.277 
1 27.6 10.1 20 C~104 1 12.5 4.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 26.4 3.1 -3.0 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIHITANKER IS NOW 109.991 
1 27.6 10.1 20 C~104 0 12.5 4.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 26.2 4.6 -3.0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2.29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.5 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 28 CC05 0 1.8 (t.4 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 20 C~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 TM03 1 3.0 13.5 301 m5 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 1 3.0 13.5 302 ms 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0, 
DOCKING MODULE ADDED 
2 29.5 18.3 43 m03 0 3.0 13.5 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 8 0 0 
* 
1 27.3 1.6 23.1 
I. 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 0106 20 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~!06 20 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 Ct~"6 20 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
~' \. 2 29.5 11l.3 30 Ci'106 20 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 ~ ~ 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 20 C~le4 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 r; 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 i', , ' 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
't ¥ ;~ 2 29.5 18.3 30 CN06 20 25<-.l2.0 300 TMS' 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
~ ,,\ 2 29.5 18.3 32 Crl08 12 25.~ ''e.o 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 
: . 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 12 25.0'12.0 340T02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 00 
; I 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 "'11:0 
, ' 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 12 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 "'OS If 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 o ;a: . 
! Ii. 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 12 25.0 12.0 20 C~!O" 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 0", 
I 2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 12 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 :u r"'~ 
~~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 12 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 .o"1;l 2 29.5 18.3 32 CII08 12 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 c: :1!' 1.\ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 ); :>;0 r.;: 2 27.6 16.2 34 0,02 8 15.0 8.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* 
r- H I :, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OH2 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 l' 0 0 * -, 2 27.6 !II. 2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 C~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
* 
:!~ 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 0102 8 15.0 8.0 302 ms 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* i .i 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 300 H1S 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 * ! 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 '2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 , 6.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OTO', 2 8.0 6.0 20 CM04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
2:15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 ms 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 C~106 0 25.0 12.0 8 0 0 20 27.1 6.3 -9.5 
2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 0 25.0 12.0 8 0 0 12 27.1. 6.3 -9.5 
2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 8.0 8 0 0 8 26.0 10.3 0.5 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 . 6.0 8 0 0 2 23.5 12.3 7.5 
i PROPELLANT HEEDED THIS YEAR = 109. 
! PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 5. 
~;> PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY NINITANKER = 110. PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SC;,'ENGING = O. {oj 
, 
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MANI- KEY 
FEST ~ REF 
',,&'\\ \ ~ 
DESCRIPTION MATCHED 
lHTH 
1 CC04 **MULTIBEAM COMM TMS PROP DELIV 
SATELLITE 
2 ee03 **INTELSAT-7,7A 
CLASS COMSAT 
TMS CAB DELIVERY 
3 CC05 **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
CO~11'1. SATELLI RESUP-2 
4 CM04 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS CAB DELIVERY 
RESUP-l 
5 CM04 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS PROP DELIV 
RESUP-2 
6 TM03 PASSIVE MICW 
RADIOMETER TMS DELIVERY 
., CM06 CONTINUOUS fLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
B CMOB GLASSPROe OPTICA 
LfIBERS RESUPP 
9 OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
10 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPpLy 
** - MANIfESTED WITH MINITANKER 
NO. Of SHUTTLE fLIGHTS 51 
NO. Of T1'1S OPS IB 
: ~g: g~ ~~r~~~R6~Ss~~SSERV 6~s 
T1'1S & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 
NO. Of OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 6 
o 
6.41 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
I . I~ If" 
NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
1 1 0 17.7 2B.7 2.0 FS 
1 1 0 17 .2 27.7 2.0 fS 
4 1 0 16.6 32.5 4.0 fS 
1 0 0 15.2 32.5 2.0 fS 
1 0 0 13.7 32.5 2.0 fS 
1 0 0 16.7 6.3 2.0 FS 
20 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 fS 
12 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C 
B 0 0 B.O 15.0 2.0 C 
2 0 0 6.0 B.O 2.0 e 
t:.._ ~ .... -~.....:.:.-~ _ .. .,.u.. :..._. _____ ~,_ .• _" . __ _ 
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SpACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 9 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 21 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 8 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 110.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1895.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 6.07 VEHICLES 
<-'.~ -" ,., '"i 
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THIS IS A SPACE STATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSIOH NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION 
OT05 SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV NOT MANIFESTED.AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY HO"OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 10 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
THIS IS A SPACE ~TATION SPACE-AVAILABLE MISSION NOT MANIFESTED ON TRANSPORTATION PAYLOAD 18 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 20 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 21 





PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT OUTCOME ffl ~ SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
GLASS PRoe PLANT 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 31 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYlOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
PAYLOAD 34 LOW INCL STA NO OTV REQD RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY OUTCOME ffl - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 PAYLOAD 43 PASSIVE MICW NO OTV REQD 
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MANIFESTING RECORD 
NP WT LEN ••• ""MAIN P/L.*.*.* •• .K***SEC P/L*******. MC MF SF DM FLTS CG F-RE FRE 
AV AV ft KEY ftFl MASS LEN ft KEY fiFl MASS LEN RQ OK MAN LEN MASS 
1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 32 C~lOB IS 2S.0 12.0 5 1 1 * 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CN06 20 2S.0 12.0 31 CN07 1 IS.0 10.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CNa6 20 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 B IS.0 B.O S I 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 20 2S.0 12.0 IB C~IO 2 1 10.0 7.0 S 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 * I 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 2 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S;0 .12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 S 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 20 CN04 6 12.5 4.0 S 1 1 
* I 1 27.6 10.1 30 Cfl06 20 2S.0 12.0 301 INS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 * 
I 1 27.6 10.1 30 C~106 20 2S.0 12.0 302 INS 3 4.0 1.S S 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 12.0 300 INS 1 1.S 1.1 S 1 1 * 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 is 2S.0 12.0 31 C~107 1 IS.0 10.0 S 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~108 IS 2S.0 12.0 34 OT02 B IS.0 8.0 S 1 1 • • 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 IS 2S.0 12.0 IB CM02 1 10.0 7.0 S 1 1 
* ~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 IS 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 3.0 6.0 4 1 1 * I. 1 27.6 10.1 32 C~IOB IS 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 2 S.O 6.0 S 1 1 
* 
, 
~ .. 1 27.6 10.1 32 CN08 IS 2S.0 12.0 28 CCOS 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * 00 
~ .. 1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 IS 25.0 12.'0 20 CM04 6 12.5 4.0 S 1 1 
* 
""';U 
I, : 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ct108 15 25.0 12.0 301 IMS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 
"1lGl , 
1 27.6 10.1 1.5 1 0-~ I,. 32 CtlOB 15 25.0 12.0 302 TMs 3 4.0 5 1 * OZ 
'~ 1 27.6 10.1 32 Ct10a 15 25.0 12.0 300 IMS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 * ::o~ :- ',:. 1 27.6 10.1 31 Ctl07 1 15.0 10.0 34 0102 8 15.0 8.0 5 1 1 
* r ,,~, 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 18 CN02 1 10.0 7.0 S 1 1 
* .0"0 ~ ,1\ ! • 1 27.6 10.1 31 Cfl07 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 4 1 1 * C::l::> 
; I 1 27.6 10.1 31 Cr'107 1 15.0 10.0 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 • J>G"J i·l 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 15.0 10.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 * l"" !"j !~ 1 27.6 10.1 31 CN07 1 15.0 10.0 20 Ctl04 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • ~ ~fi t-r;, 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 301 INS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 • 
I 1 27.6 10.1 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 302 INS 3 4.0 1.5 5 1 1 • h 1 27.6 10.1 31 C~107 1 15.0 10.0 300 INS 1 1.5 1.1 5 1 1 
* ~~ 1 27.6 10.1 3(, 0102 8 15.0 8.0 18 C~102 1 10.0 7.0 5 1 1 • I. 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 
" i 1\ 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 • l ' I " 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 " 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.,0 8.0 20 C~104 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 * '. 1 27.6 10.1 34 0102 8 15.0 8.0 301 HIS 2 3.0 3.0 5 1 1 
* 1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 302 HIS 3 4.0 1.5 7 1 1 • ! .. 1 27.6 10.1 34 0102 8 15.0 8.0 300 Hls 1 1.5 1.1 7 1 1 
" 
: I~ 1 27.6 10.1 IB C~102 1 10.0 7.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 1 1 • ! 1 27.6 10.1 18 CM02 1 10.0 7.0 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 18 C~102 1 10.0 7.0 28 CC05 4 1.B 4.4 5 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 18 C~102 1 10.0 7.0 20 Ctl04 6 12.5 4.0 5 1 1 • ~ROPELLANT DELIvERED USING tlINITANKER IS NOW 15.038 
i 127.6 10.1 18 Cn02 0 10.0 7.0 301 TMS 1 3.0 3.0 B 1 1 • 1 26.2 0.1 -3.0 i 1 27.6 10.1 18 crlo 2 0 10.0 7.0 302 TI'IS 3 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 * 
[i, 
1 27.6 10.1 18 crlo 2 0 10.0 7.0 300 HlS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
" 1 15.5 18.3 6 I1T04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 (, 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 4 0 0 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 cr·104 6 12.5 4.0 4 0 0 
il 1 15.5 18.3 6 Or04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 1 3.0 3.0 4 0 0 1 IS.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 3 4.0 1.5 4 0 0 g, 1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 300 HlS 1 1.5 1.1 (, 0 0 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 2 S.O 6.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 5 1 1 
* ~- , 1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 20 Crl04 6 12.5 4.0 7 1 1 * ; 
f. 
I 
~-- ... .~ 
. ~ .\~ .. " ~_~ ,_,--N- -.-~ ,,--""":""--......-_' ~ .:> .. :: ,.-::...--
~_,_. ~., J-"=--_-,~!. 
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, 
,PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 30.239 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 1 5.0 6.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.1 1.1 1.8 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MIN!TAHKER IS HOW 45.438 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 
* 
1 27.4 2.6 O.B 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 
* PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINI TANKER IS'NOW 100.653 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.B 4.4 20 er104 2 12.5 4.0 B 1 1 
* 
4 26.8 1.7 -3.0 
1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 302 HIS 2 4.0 1.5 1 1 1 • 1 27.6 10.1 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 300 TMS 1 1.5 1.1 1 1 1 • 
1 27.6 10.1 20 e~T04 2 12.5 4.0 301 HTS 0 3.0 3.0 1 1 1 • PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING NINITANKER IS N{]W 124.0BO 
1 27.6 10.1 20 erT04 0 12.5 4.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 8 1 1 • 2 26.2 4.6 -3.0 2 29.5 18.3 30 C~T06 20 25.0 12.0 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 31 CM07 1 15.0 10.0 5 0 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 C~T06 20 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 5 0 0 
I 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 18 CT102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 20 25.0 12.0 26 ee03 .0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
! 2 29.5 18.3 30 e~T06 20 25.0 12.0 28 eeos 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 , 
r 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06.20 25.0 12.0 20 e~T04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 , 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 , 
.- 2 29.5 18.3 30 eN06 20 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5, 1 0 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 eM06 19 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 8 0 0 1 26.5 5.2 3.0 
2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 15 25.0 12.0 31 e~T07 1 15.0 10.0 5 0 0 
'i 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~T08 15 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 ; '-~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 CfT08 15 25.0 12.0 18 e~102 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 
i,,\ 2 29.5 18.3 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
! • 2 29.5 18.3 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
; I 2 29.5 18.3 32 e~T08 15 25.0 12.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
, , 2 29.5 18.3 32 erT08 15 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 0 12.5 4,0 1 0 0 i ~ 2 29.5 18.3 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 00 2 29.5 18.3 32 eMOB 15 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 "n::IJ ~ .oj, 
.,,5 1 2 29.5 18.'3 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 I ~ 2 29.5 18.3 31 e~T07 1 15.0 10.0 34 OT02 8 15.08.0 6 0 0 0-OZ ~.J' 2 29.5 18.3 31 e~107 1 15.0 10.0 18 CM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 ::oje I 2 29.5 18.3 31 e~T07 1 15.0 10.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6,0 4 0 0 
I I) 2 29.5 18.3 31 eM07 1 15.0 10.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 rO"tl 
t " 
2 29.5 18.3 31 efT07 1 15.0 10.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 Cj» 
2 29.5 18.3 31 eM07 1 15.0 10.0 20 CN04 0 '12.5 4.0 1 0 0 ):>oJ;') 
I 2 29.5 18.3 31 e~T07 1 15.0 10.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
C !'i'i 
.- 2 29.5 18.3 31 C~T07 1 15.0 10.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 :;i(lj I • 229.5 18.3 31 CN07 1 15.0 10.0 300 TMS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 ~ , I 
2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 18 eM02 0 10.0 7.0 1 0 0 • 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 6 OT04· 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 3(, OT 02 8 15.0 8.0 26 ee03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 20 efT04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
" 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 nTS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 8 15.0 ,B.O 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 B 15.0 8.0 300 HIS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 
* 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4. (t 1 0 0 
2 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 20 eN04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 
'l 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 • t,· 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 300 HIS 0 1.5 1.1 1 0 0 2 29.5 IB.3 30 OT06 0 25.0 12.0 B 0 0 19 27.1 6.3 -9.5 
) 2 29.5 18.3 32 er'TOB 0 25.0 12.0 8 0 0 15 27.1 6.3 -9.5 
" 
2 29.5 IB.3 31 en07 0 15.0 10.0 8 0 0 1 26.0 8.3 0.5 
I 
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2 29.5 18.3 34 OT02 
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8.0 
6.0 
PROPELLANT NEEDED THIS YEAR = 
PROPELLANT LEFT FROM PRIOR YEAR = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY MINI TANKER = 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED BY ET SCAVENGING = 
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FEST l! REF DESCRIPTION MATCHED WITH 
1 CM02 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS CAB DELIVERY 
FACTORY/PLAT 
2 CC03 **INTELSAT-7.7A 
CLASS COMSAT TMS CAB DELIVERY 
3 CC03 **INTELSAT-7.7A 
CLASS CO~lSAT 
TMS PROP DELIV 
4 CC05 **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTA' GROWTH 
CO~lM. SATELLI RESUP-2 
5 CM04 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS PROP DELIV 
RESUP-2 
6 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP TMS DELIVERY 
7 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
8 CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
9 CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
10 OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
11 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 55 NO. OF TMS OPS 18 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 18 
Ib ~~~ ... 
.. ------
-, 
NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
1 0 0 18.2 32.5 2.0 FS 
1 1 0 17.2 27.7 2.0 FS 
1 1 0 15.7 28.7 2.0 FS 
4 1 0 16.6 32.5 4.0 FS 
2 0 0 13.7 32.5 2.0 FS 
1 0 0 13.1 26.5 2.0 FS 00 
"\'l:tJ 
·w ;;1 
19 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 FS '3 '-~ 
..,:; !-.. 
.0 'J 
15 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C ;: ~ )'1 l-: 
~'= !'=-j 
~.~ ,...." 
~ Ij';l 1 0 0 10.0 15.0 2.0 C 
8 0 0 8.0 15.0 2.0 C 
'2 0 0 6.0 8.0 2.0 C 
:~ 
.. ,' .-~ .,,, 
--- "~[-.".-" _.-
'0' "':.:-:!_C. ___ 
--
~-g .. ~ 
-
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, ',1 ,,, " \ 
NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 0 
TM5 & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED 6.41 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 6 
NO. OF OTVS EXPENDED 0 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 10 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 25 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 9 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 118.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 2043.0 DAYS 
lDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 6.55 VEHICLES 
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TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE 
SOOI EARTH OBSERV 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE 
S003 HETERODYNING 
SD04 UPPER ATMOS 
DT03 SPACE STATION 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC 
SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE 














C~tol MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
CM02 CRYSTAL GRotHH P~lCL 
CM03 CRYSTAL GRotHH PMXX 
Crl04 CRYSTAL GRotolTH PMCL 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
CCOS RECOHFIGURABLE FXCM 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 
OTOI LOW INCL STh SSSS 
0102 LOW !NCL STh SORS 
If" 










TMS MISSION TYPE NO. 


















































OTOS HI-ALT STA OMSB 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
SA05 lARGE RADIO FMCH X 
OTOS SPACE-BASED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 20 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
NO OTV REQD RESUP-2 
PAYlOAD 26 IlnELSAT-7.]A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTconE ~1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPEllANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME fil - SPACE-BASED OTU REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.31S 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTU REQD 
PAYlOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
PAYLOAD 34' LOW INCL STA 
NO OTU REQD RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 3S HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTU REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
















































































# KEY ~FL ~lASS LEN # KEY fiFl ~lASS LEN 
30 CI'106 20 25.0 12.0 32 CNOI 15' 25.0 12.0 
30 CN06 20 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 
30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 
30 CI106 20 2S.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 
30 Cll06 20 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 2 5.0 6.0 
30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 1.8 4.4 
30 cr'106 20 25.0 12.0 20 cr'IO', 6 12.5 4.0 
30 C1-106 20 25.t 12.0 301 TNS 2 3.0 3.0 
1.0 0.4 
~lC MF SF DM FLTS 
RQ OK NAil 
5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 
* 4 1 1 * 5 1 1 * 5 1 1 * 5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 * 
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2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 15 25.0 12.0 26 ce03 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 15 25.0.12.0 28 eC05 0 2 29.S 18.3 32 CM08 IS 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 1 l 2 29.S 18.3 32 Ct108 IS 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 
II 
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'1 ! ~ ~:~! 
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I 
f 1 
2 15.S 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 eeos 2 lS.S 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 Ctl04 2 lS.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 INS 2 lS.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 HIS 2 lS.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 300 HIS 2 29.S 18.3 30 CN06 0 2S.0 12.0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CN08 0 2S.0 12'.0 2 29.S 18.3 34 OT02 0 15.0 8.0 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 0 8.0 6.0 










5.0 6.0 ! 
1.8 4.4 1 
12.5 4.0 6 
3.0 3.0 1 
4.0 1.S 1 
1.S 1.1 1 
8.0 6.0 4 
S.O 6.0 1 
1.8 4.4 1 
12.S 4.0 8 
3.0 3.0 1 
4.0 1.5 1 
1.5 1.1 1 
S.O 6.0 1 
1.8 4.4 1 
12.5 4.0 1 
3.0 3.0 1 
4.0 1.5 1 
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MANI- KEY 
FEST # REF DESCRIPTION r1ATCHED WITH 
** - MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 53 
NO. OF TMS ors 18 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 18 
: NO. OF SELF:PROP SAT SERV OPS 
TMS & SATELLITE PROPELLANT USED· 
NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 7 
NO. OF OTVS EXPEtlDED 0 
o 
!.~ If'" 
NO. OTV OTV P/L BAt LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
6.41 
!i-..~_ .. 
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,r\,\v" -." -.\ \< . . ': \ .. . 
SPACE STATION FLT SERVICE OPS 10 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 24 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 8 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
FLEET TIME ON ORBIT = 116.0 DAYS 
TOTAL FLEET TIME = 1971.0 DAYS 
IDEAL MIN FLEET SIZE = 6.32 VEHICLES 
" :.~- "'" "1 "~'l-;'-> -'t.-:;· .... ~'·~:;t· 
... 
-.=;. 
• •. ::-.~";-.~. l::i.·.'
."! : "Ji! 
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TMS MISSION SUMMARY 
KEY TITLE CODE TMS MISSION TYPE NO. PROP 
AUTO MAN RET /DEPLOY SELF-PROP USES RQD 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 
-5002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 
S003 HETERODYNING SPXX 
S004 UPPER ,AlMOS SPCl 
5 OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 
I OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS , 
• t SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 
f SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCL [ 
, 
, SL 08 RAD BIOLOGY SSSA 
; " SL04 lIFESCIENCES SPXX l t'S SlOS CENTRIFUGE SSCl ~' ,,\ 
it SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL : , 
i' 
~ ~ CMOl MATLS SCIENCE SPXX I, CM02 CRYSTAL GROIHH PMCL X 4.0 0.4 I 
h C'103 CRYSTAL GROfITH PMXX X 3.0 0.4 F' I I) CM04 CRYSTAL GROHTH PMCL X 4.0 0.4 
t" 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 1.0 0.4 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM X 1.0 0.4 : . 
f ./ CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. sseM 
CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
i CMOS CO NT FLOH ELEC- PMCL X 0.0 0.4 i 
[i CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOH P~lXL X 4.0 0.4 
I' ~M07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 
'I CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL , 
rj 
II .' 
OT01 LOH INCL STA SSSS 
( OT02 LOH INCL STA SORS 
i 
.<& 
!;..- ~~ . --:::...-::...~--~-~.~' . .._- - ~';'::";';' -~.~'~. ~----";;;;;;;; .... --,,-,; .... -,,-,,,"-,,;,- _.o,~. ,'.~ {>"t ~ " -" - .~. »-- _'! 




















•• ;. } 
. 
OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 
TE02 LIQ DROPLET SPCL 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 
SA05 LARGE RADIO H1CH X 
OT05 SPACE-BkSED MANNED OTV 
NOT MANIFESTED AS SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD 6 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 20 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
NO OTV REQD RESUP-2 
PAYLOAD 26 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 
OUTCOME ~1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 27 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME ff1 - SPACE-BASED OT. REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 14.170 
PAYLOAD 28 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 9.315 
PAYLOAD 30 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 32 
NO OTV REQD 
PAYLOAD 34 
NO OTV REQD 
GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
PAYLOAD 35 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
OUTCOME #1 - SPACE-BASED OTV REUSED 
PROPELLANT USED: 21.497 
PAYLOAD 44 LIQ DROPLET 
NO OTV REQD 









































































# KEY #FL MASS LEN 
30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 
30 Cr'106 20 25.0 12.0 
30 C~106 20 25.0 12.0 
30 cr106 20 25.0 12.0 
ff KEY ftFL ~lASS LEN 
32 CM08 15 25.0 12.0 
44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 
27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 
3'. OT02 8 15.0 8.0 
I'll ~ .... 
~-<., 
.. " ,,,,,.,. .. _:.~ "I'; "1 
1.0 0.4 
MC MF SF DM FLTS 
RQ OK MAN 
5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 
* 5 1 1 
* 
.~. 
CG FRE FRE 
LEN MASS 
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1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 30 cn06 20 25.0 12.0 26 CC03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 2S.0 12.0 20 eM04 6 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 44 TE02 1 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 1 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 15 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CM08 IS 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB IS 2S.0 12.0 26 CC03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 6 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 2S.0 12.0 301 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 32 CMOB 15 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 3 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 27 CC04 1 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 34 OT02 B 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 26 CC03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 28 CC05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 20 CM04 6 
1 27.6 10.1 44 T:."2 1 3.6 10.0 301 TMS 2 
1 27.6 10.1 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 302 TMS 3 
1 27.6 10.! 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 34 OT02 B 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 26 CC03 2 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 28 ce05 4 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 1 5.0 8.0 20 CM04 6 




























































4.0 I.S 8 
8.0 6.0 4 
S.O 6.0 S 
1.8 4.4 5 
12.S 4.0 5 
3.0 3.0 S 
4.0 1.5 7 
5.0 6.0 4 
1.8 4.4 4 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 302 TMS 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 6 OT04 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 B 15.0 B.O 26 CC03 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 28 ce05 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 IS.0 8.0 20 CM04 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 
1 27.6 10.1 34 OT02 8 15.0 B.O 302 TMS 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 CC03 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 28 CC05 
1 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 B.O 6.0 20 CM04 
1 15.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 TMS 
1 lS.5 IB.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ee03 2 5.0 6.0 28 ce05 
1 27.6 10.1 26 ce03 2 5.0 6.0 20 CM04 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITAHKER IS NOW 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 301 TMS 
1 27.6 10.1 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 302 TMS 
PROPELLANT DELIVERED USING MINITANKER IS NOW 
. 1 27.6 10.1 2B ce05 0 1.8 4.4 20 CM04 













12.5 4.0 4 
3.0 3.0 4 
4.0 1.5 4 
<, 1.8 4.4 5 
6 '12.5 4.0 7 
45.600 
1 27.6 10.1 2B CCOS 0 1.8 4.4 302 TMS 
1 27.6 10.1 20 Cli04 2 12.S 4.0 301 TMS 







1 27.6 10.1 20 CM04 0 12.5 4.0 302 TMS 0 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 eM06 20 25.0 12.0 32 CMOB 15 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 44 TE02 1 
2 29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 
2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 
2·29.5 IB.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 















4.0 I.S 8 
25.0 12.0 5 
3.6 10.0 5 
S.O B.O 1 
15.0 8.0 5 
B.O 6.0 4 
5.0 6.0 1 


































































































































































27.2 0.6 0.8 
27.1 1.1 1.8 
26.8 1.7 -3.0 
26.2 4.6 -3.0 
..... _J 
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2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 20 CM04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 cr'106 20 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 30 CM06 20 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 15 25.0 12.0 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 5 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~!08 15 25.0 12.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 CM08 15 25.0 12.0 34 OT02 8 15.0 8.0 5 0 0 2 '29.5 18.3 32 C~108 15 25.0 12.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 er'108 15 25.0 12.0 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 2'29.5 18.3 32 Ctl08 15 25.0 12.0 28 ee05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 20 C~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 32 C~108 15 25.0 12.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.:! 32 eM08 15 25.0 12.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 1 3.6 10.0 27 CC04 0 5.0 8.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 8 0 0 1 27.1 0.3 10.9 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 1 0 0 
, 
2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 26 CC03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 28 ce05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 20 CM04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 f 2 29.5 18.3 44 TE02 0 3.6 10.0 302 HIS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 , 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 4 0 0 
* 
~- :. 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 
* 
, 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 28 CC05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
* 
, , 
;l~ 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 20 e~104 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 * 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 301 TMS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 
* ~ ~l 2 27.6 16.2 34 OT02 7 15.0 8.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 
* 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 26 ce03 0 5.0 6.0 1 0 0 00 toll 
-n;o 
~ .. 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 28 ce05 0 1.8 4.4 1 0 0 
"DC; 
, . 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 20 el'I04 0 12.5 4.0 1 0 0 ; I 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 301 HIS 0 3.0 3.0 1 0 0 O-j ~ 2 15.5 18.3 6 OT04 2 8.0 6.0 302 TMS 0 4.0 1.5 1 0 0 OZ II 
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MANI- KEY 
FEST ~ REF 
DESCRIPTION MATCHED 
WITH 
1 CC04 **MULTIBEAM COMM TMS PROP DELIV 
SATELLITE 
2 CC03 **INTELSAT-7,7A TMS CAB DELIVERY 
CLASS CO~lSAT 
3 CC05 **RECONFIGURABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
co~m. SATEllI RESUP-2 
4 CM04 **CRYSTAL GROWTH TMS PROP DELIV 
RESUP-2 
5 TE02 LIQ DROPLET LOW INCL STA 
RADIATOR RESUPPLY 
6 CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
7 CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
8 OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
9 OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 
**'- MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
NO. OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 54 
NO. OF TMS OPS 18 
NO. OF MANNED TMS OPS 18 
o 
NO. OTV OTV P/L BAY LAUNCH TIME SP STA 
FLTS USED EXP LENGTH MASS ON ORBIT OPERATION 
1 1 0 17.7 28.7 . 2.0 FS 
2 1 0 17.2 27. 7 2.0 FS 
4 1 0 16.6 32.5 4.0 FS 
2 0 0 13.7 32.5 2.0 FS 
1 0 0 18.0 18.6 4.0 FS 
20 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 FS 
15 0 0 12.0 25.0 2.0 C 
7· 0 0 8.0 15.0 2.0 C 
2 0 0 6.0 8.0 2.0 C 




NO. OF OTV REUSE FLIGHTS 7 
:~~ACgFs~r¥io~X~E~D~~RVICEOOPS 10 
SPACE STATION CONSTR OPS 25 
SPACE STATION PROP XFER OPS 9 
HLLV FLIGHTS 0 
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MAINTAIN STAGE 





CREW ~lOD MAnH 
CREl~ MOD ~IATE 
CREI~ INGRESS 
CREW EGRESS 













I 1\ ! ;, 
I i " 
























OTV lWRK MATRIX 
S/C S/C S/C S/C SPST EVA EVA MOTV DATA ELEC MECH FLUI OPS CPOP WORK PH 
30 75 40 25 100 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 lOO 67 67 0 0 0 0 0 100 67 67 0 50 50 50 20 5 5 5 0 50 50 50 100 100 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 50 30 30 30 30 100 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 100 67 67 0 0 100 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 100 0 0 0 0 100 O. 0 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 11 22 150 0 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 100 
~~- "~-'-' ... iIoii ____ ... __ ... ______ ... _;.;; ... ;;.., ___ ;;.;~ ~.-'" . __ ,.t_ 
- --_._----_ .•. _---. 
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SETUP/TAKEDOl~N ('ATE TO FIXT 
SERVICE 
REMOTE SERVICE 




Tr1S CRE!~ OPS 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH 
TMS MAlHI/REFUEL 
CREW MOD ~TAltlT 
















-- <-, - -~-
" 
" \ ' ;fl". '. ,v-'l.a 
- • .,.-~-.~I 
SATELLITE SERVICING WORK MATRIX 
NO S/C S/C S/C S/C SPST EVA EVA MOTV TMS SPEC DATA ELEC MECH FLUI OPS CPOP WORK PIL PIL 
0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 
25 25 25 25 25 100 50 100 0 0 
, 25 25 25 25 25 50 0 0 0 100 
25 100 0 10 5 100 0 0 0 0 
0 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 100 
0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 100 
0 0 0 0 0 100 67 67 0 0 
25 100 0 100 0 10 0 0 0 100 
0 50 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 
10 50 5 '75 25 100 0 75 0 0 
25 50 50 75 0 100 0 150 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 70 10 10 0 0 
·---~. 
-.--
--.;,~ .. ~. - .. 
____ ,-->1·" 
, --- -:--- - --.-
-"=.- . 
. ..:--I'II~=- ~---~ .... ~ 
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SCIENCE & APP WORK MATRIX 








~: ", ! • 
, . 
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'LIFE SCIENCE MSN DEP MPRES & DEV MSN DEP 
PHYSICS SCIENCE MSN DEP 
EARTH & DC SCI MSN DEP 
ASTROPHYSICS MSN llEP 
DOD/TECH DEV MSN DEP 
10 100 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
10 0 100 0 0 
10 0 0 100 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 100 
0 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
100 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 15 5 5 20 10 5 5 15 0 0 





















SETUP/TAKEDOWN MSN DEP MATE TO FIXT 0.0560 DEPLOy/ ASS E~IBL E MSN DEP TEST & C/O MSN DEP MODULE ~IATE MSN DEP FAB STRUCT MSH DEP 
\":'-':, -, , ". '-1' ,. ':-"-"c'·"-""'7,,' 
' .. , 
." """~.'" ~'~ 
'~,:,"-,,~ 
'CONSTRUCTION WORK MATRIX 
S/C S/C S/C S/C SPST EVA EVA DATA ELEC MECH FLUI OPS CPOP l,ORK 




































* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1990 * * * 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **CONT FLOW ELEC 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 









ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERA nONS 
C.REW SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
·S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRAil E OP 











I · I~ ~. 
~- . ", .. _. "- .'", -._--- -. _. ~-.-... 
TROPH PLATFOR OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS CMOS 
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t'· t J 
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***OURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.4 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 • o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
.. ".'- ,,:",.,,, "'Ih- "", .... ",·--H1'''':ll~' tf-'·':T:'T-<"f!'.'il~y 1 .'~/-~' ~.,. - - .; "4"' ,"""P"T,' --.--..0.. 'i;' •• t '''''"P' -,;~ f" "h !.;r~;"~~~~\'"~~~"'r~.::~~~'::'~~",':~"'~::~~4T',;a 
".!. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 






ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 










CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




l~ CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
f ~ 
I 
h ~, I 




***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.4 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUt'1BER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRHIE MISSION: LOW IHCL STA INCLINATION IS 29.00 
.CODE IS SORS 
i 
i SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
II UNADJUSTED DURATIO~S ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
II ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
I, ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 t ,ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
, :ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
IJ .. ' STS OPERATIONS mSSION RESULTS 
,; CREW SKILL ~lAflDAYS r . 
4 FLIGHTS: 
I~ ~,-, 
_'. ~ •• ',0 
1.391 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME II IS o KEY IS, OT02 
10.606 
~ .. -.<-, - -,~ •••. 
, ____ ~~ __ .x ___ _ ~"'.;.- ----
'" ,.. 





~. [,' . 
I. ! , 
(i 
I "'-~ , 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION SU~lMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
. rYPE ftl = 1 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: ASTROPHYSICS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS FMXM 
i • SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
't *--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
" • UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
, , ; , 



















ADJ STS DURATION 
mWO~m[IOtlS 
SP STA SYS ors 
EVA CRANE OP 



















o . 0 
o . 0 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
OBSERVATORIES OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS SA04 
1.391 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
I . __ ~ 
I q, . ___ .. ~ .. ~.... .~_ ~... -.. ...... .-- ---:=" ". 
-=~--.. -"--= _ ..... 
tt~ ~;.,..::'" '-T ~ '. 
_. _~ ..... ..,Q,,, J1 ~ "'L _ ..... 
,~. ~- >. i ",c, 
~ ,1\ ;. 
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1) 
PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIE~ 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 
ms' LAUNCH = 0.082 HlS OPS = 3.000 HlS CREW OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 TMS MAINT/REFUEL • 1.100 CREW MOD MAWT • 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 











SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM05 CO NT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CM05 
·:m~LmEL SERVICIN~A~5motl RESULTS 0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
I . ~. 
'-.- ." _"r"'"_ 
_ ___ w._ 
--~~, ... -~~'-. ....,=". ~'""""""--""""""""" -,"-
'·W··' ."~ •. c...w"/"i'''''1~ 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 TEST & C/O = 1. 944 TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 TMS ors = 12.000 TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAItH = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
179.9 DAYS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
SIC SYS - DATA 139.339 
SIC SYS - EL EC 67.418 
SIC SYS - MECH 138.400 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT01 LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATION5 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
If" 
@:; -.'===--"'"~'--"='~"''''''''''. ~-' . L~
• """'.-'~', " ,,,¥," 
,"'-"', 
~;:, .. ~ 
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ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA'SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS,ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK MYS 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 




NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
:~~mEE~iWI OBS 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
*"SCIENCE MISSIONS"" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST 
0.0' 15.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 40.8 0.0 0.0 
0.0 10.6 0.0 0.0 
"*COMMERC MISSIONS"" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST 
0.0 74.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 139.3 0.0 0.8 
0.0 67.4 0.0 0.6 
"*TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"'""OPER SUPPORT"'"" OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



































S/C SYS - MECH o . 0 29.5 0.0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 8.5 0.0 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.5 41.7 0.0 
EVA CRANE OF 2.5 0.0 0.0 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.5 14.2 0.0 
MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tf1S PILOT 0.0 50.9 0.0 
MATLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY mSSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
219. 1030. 
MAtlDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGiNEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MAtH/ED OTV PILOT 
TMS PILOT 

















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' 
0.0 0.0 138.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 o . 0 
0.0 0.0 56.8 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.0 168.3 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.0 57.0 0.0 1.4 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 304.5 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 o . 0 
TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
O. 739. 
5.4 PEOPLE 
SKIll MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 








o .0 o .0 
: . CREW SKILL ***SCIENCE MISSIOHS*** ***COMMERC MISSIONS*** ***TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
'~==I~~E2~~aN OBS . 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL'EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
Sf STA SYS OPS 
:~~~ ~~~UiC~PTECH 






OPS SERV ~lSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 o .0 0.0 o .0 
o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
O. a 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 
0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 o .0 0.0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV ~lSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 , o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 0.0 o • 0 o .0 o .0 o .0 0.0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 0.0 o .0 o .0 o .0 o .0 o .0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_.:: • ~-,.' •. ' ". •• __ ' .• ....,1.1 •• _ .... . _. ,._ •.•• 
. __ .~.~ ____ ~. __ '_""._'" 'O'.~~:=.:;~':;:"-":;"~~ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.7 0.0 0.0 
25.3 470.4 0.0 
20.2 67.2 0.0 
20.2 67.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 



















OPS SERV ~lSN OP CONS T 
0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 
0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 o .0 o . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~~. 'k- ~.A~-:_ . .;=-- .:4b-- ...... ~ .. ~ ... ~ 
'r~r,wrJj1\ll\\.d:M*li;;i.aHl7!"'I<"'; I· :~-'-=;-..:...::< ;·;·;:k .";:'" r~"U:,I%~l:'':~~;:~::':'' .~:'!.'-.'.~~ .. . .. "'--" .. ,'-"''-.'''','' .. ",. ',.'-"i~' 'I I '"',I,' 1l-, ... • ... ,,~'·\.tH.~"·',.· """,..~.l· "~ .----H·~"'I·~f" "". -,-•. ~~ 10- .,"'" '11;' '''l ',-'<t ,... .... "-'-" ~ _ .-.'::;::....,.....,. ..... ,..~ _ 
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MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
O. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MAIIDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.0 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 
EARTH. OCEAN ODS 0.0 
ENGINEERING 0.0 
ASTROPHSICS 0.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 
S/C SYS - ·ELEC 0.0 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 
SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 
EVA CRANE OP 0.0 
EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 
MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 
TMS PILOT 0.0 
MATLS SCIENCE 0.0 
TECH DEV 
o. 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 0.0 PEOPLE 
LOW INCLINATION 




































1990 IN MANDAys/YR*** 
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OBSERVATORIES 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 
TROPIl PLATFOR~I 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 
~IODULE DEL 




















**"RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
0.0 CUBIC METERS 
21. 0 KW 
O. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
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***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATIm,*"" 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/yEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 S 7 0 2 S 7 0 2 S 7 0 2 S 
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1991 * * * 
TYPE #l = 1 TYPE #2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPXX 
SECOND MISSION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS CC05 
CODE IS FXCM 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
'ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 2.739 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND 
AT SPACE STA 19.256AWAY 14.700 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
.S/C SYS - DATA 17.487 
S/C SYS - EL EC 19.660 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 17.970 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 16.718 
.SP STA SYS OPS 12.638 
EVA CRANE OP 6.116 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.361 
MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 







0 2 ;Uj!:! 
0" Cln 
»r.;;J 
r '" ::.!~ 
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";-.. -I l~ _ .. -'\.'-1 , J:':"l. ,. _ ..;' ., 
MANNED OTV PILOT 29.660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 





:t ~ \., 
!,tl 
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. MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE 











ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREL~ SKILL NANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
.S/C SYS - EL EC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 19.912 
EVA CRANE OP 5.632 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.044 
9.956 




STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV MISSIONS 14.7 
"TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 = .l 
**"» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NU~1BER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRmE mSSION: C'ONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS INC'INATION IS 29.00 o KEY IS CM06 
COD[ IS PrlXL 
. SECO.tD MISSION: CONSTR.STORAGE. & HANGAR OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS mOl 
:CODE IS SPCM 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
n _._ , __ =_. i'~ = '-.-;..;.... ..~.. _ ~ .-
















































ORB ITER DEPAR T 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKIL L 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSIoN RESULTS 1 FLIGIlTS: 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOUM = 
'MATE TO FIXT = 
DEP LOy/ ASSE~1BL E 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION SECOND mSSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS ELEC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 54.604 
EVA CRANE OP 40.324 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.044 










.----... --- ... --~-----.-----
2.739 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
~- ~ 
-:.-.-




TYPE #l = 2 TYPE. #2 = 
OMR» FLIGHT NO. 3 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
fODE IS PMXL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS CM06 























i i . 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP' STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
"*"» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SSSS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 





'~' .' y. 
L": 
• 
,- +r' . 
3.999 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MODULE DEL OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OTOI 
2.958 


































EVA SERVICE TECH 5.040 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS P~lXL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





"**DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE ~2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
•. ~ If" 
MISSIOW FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME 4 IS o KEY IS CM06 
2.958 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS 10 KEY IS DT02 
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ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
'ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS DPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 












TYPE #l = 4 TYPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: SPACE STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SSSS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITEK OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
2 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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10.955 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MODULES OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT03 
2.958 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MAtlDAYS/YR*** 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
, UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL01 HUMAN LIFE 51 CARRY-ONS 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP ST'A 73.0 WORK DAYS 
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S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 




***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SLOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL02 SMALL MAMMALS CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 41.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 41.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 2.050 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 2.050 
SP STA SYS OPS 2:050 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
41. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR .AYLOAD NO. 12 SL02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
41.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL L NAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
i tJ ' _ '0,,,... '_."_""'-"d "" ___ "_ ~~_ ., _±o.c _. c-l . ~"""- . .. . ;;.;;;;"",.. , L.. __ ,_ __ .. _. ";'" . ~~ ... -,,-.. .-.~ - ~"~- Ii+' 
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UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






': \ ,>, "1 
65.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH OHIO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~10TE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 HIS OPS = 3.000 HIS CREW OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/SRTH = 0.042 
HIS 11AINT/REFUEL ,= 1.100 
CREI~ NOD ~lAINT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TINE FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
Nd SPECIAL SKHL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 29.524 
·S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TNS PILOT 50.921 
38.5 DAYS 
n " Ii • 
;, ) 
r 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
ICL l: ~:... 
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" •• DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR." 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPE~ATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*'*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
o • 0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR,'* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0,0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE • 48.000 
TEST & C/O • 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH • 0.328 
TMS OPS • 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS • 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH. 0.168 
~MS MAl NT/REFUEL • 4.400 
CREW MOD MAIHT • 6.840 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 179.9 DAYS 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL L ~lAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
5/C 5Y5 - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 138.400 
S/C SY5 - FLUIDS 56.806 
5P 5TA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
ms PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA IIOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
.EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
:RES~m~EgI~mHD~mm AT SP STA 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
I®, 
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"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOl IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0 .• 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LO~J IUCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING DPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TM01 CONSTR,STORAGE, & HANGAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURAT10NS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 10.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSIotl RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 2.000 
ENGINEERING 10.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 1.500 
S/C SYS - El EC 0.500 
·S/C SYS - NECH 0.500 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 2.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 1. 000 
EVA CRANE OP 0.500 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 0.500 
MANNED OTV PILOT 1. 500 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 36 TMOI IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 10.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
EIIGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 000 
S/C SYS - l'tECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRAIIE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 000 
MAIINED OTV PILOT 3.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
**~DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIIIG OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL ***SCIENCE MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSII OP CONST 
0.0 15.3 17.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 )14.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
*"CO~I~tERC NISSIOi~S*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP COIIST 
0.0 74.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
""*TECH DEV MISSIONS** "'**OPER SUPPORT" •• "" 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
OPS SERV M5N OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'" C!1 _~,,-;,,,;,,, ___ --....' ~~ ____ -'--~ 1-. ,_ 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 











EARTH. Occ4N OBS o • 0 0.0 o .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 o .0 . o .0 0.0 ENGINEERING 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 ASTROPHSICS 0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 40.8 0.0 0.0 17.5 139.3 0.0 5.8 0.0 0.0 4.5 5.8 S/C SYS - ELEC 0.0 10.6 9.0 0.0 19.7 67.4 o . 0 3.7 0.0 0.0 1.5 3.7 S/C SYS - HECH 0.0 29.5 0.0 0.0 18.0 138.4 0.0 3.7 0.0 0.0 1.5 3.7 S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 8.5 9.0 0.0 16.7 56.8 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0 6.0 3.6 SP STA SYS OPS 5.0 41.7 9.0 o .0 22.0 168.3 0.0 19.9 2.5 o . 0 3.0 54.6 EVA CRANE OP 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.2 0.0 0.0 5.6 2.5 0.0 1.5 40.3 EVA SERVICE TECH 5.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 23.4 57.0 0.0 5.0 2.5 0.0 1.5 5.0 HANNED OTV PILDT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.7 o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 0.0 TMS PILOT 0.0 50.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 304.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 HA Tl S SCI ENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
HAN DAYS BY HISSrON 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
450. 1216. 184. 771. 
HANDAYS BY SKIL L 
SKILL HAllDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 180.4 MED/BIO RESEARCH 114.0 
t PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 EARTH. OCEAN ODS 0.0 
" 
ENGItlEERING 30.0 
• ASTROPHSICS 65.0 
• S/C SYS - DATA 213.7 , S/C SYS - ElEC 115.5 ~ S/C SYS - MECH 194.9 , S/C SYS - FLUIDS 104.1 SP STA SYS OPS 835.1 ~ EVA CRANE OP 168.7 
., EVA SERVICE TECH 211.2 
I) MANNED OTV PILOT 34.2 
ms PILOT 355.4 
" 
MATlS SCIENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 7.2 PEOPLE 
" SKIll MIX SUMHARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKIll HIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
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_*"_OPER SUPPORT"-*--OPS 'SERV ~ISN OP CONST 
o .0 67.2 o .0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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EVA CRANE OP 
.~ , 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
. MANNED OTV PILOT 
nlS P nOT 
MATlS SCIENCE 










MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
O. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BID RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH, OCEAll OBS ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS S/C SYS - DATA S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - NECH 
S/C SYS - FlUIl SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED DTV PILOT HIS PILOT 





























TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 1. 9 PEOPLE 
lOW INCLINATION 
***DURATION SU~lMARY FOR YEAR 








***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
STS OPERATIONS CONsTRUCTION 







I ~ . ~ 
.-:-. ; 
~ ___ .~ ___ • ____ ._ .. __ ~_ ...... _"'-................. -......... _'_r'.~; ,- ., 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 o .0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
O. 689. 
1991 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
1991 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
~~.,~ .. ~~~~--------~ .. ~--~~~ 
5.0 67.2 0.0 
5.0 67.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
._. --..=.---
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SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE PLCODE INCL PK POWER DUTY CYCLE 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
~IODULES 
SSSS 98.0 15.0 100.0 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 29.0 1.7 100.0 CARRY-ONS 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SSSA 29.0 4.0 100.0 CARRY-ONS 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 CLUSTER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 OBSERVATORIES 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 co~m. SATELLITE 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH PLATFORM PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 9·0 ELECTRO RESUPP 
OTOI LOW INCL STA 
~10DULE DEL SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 100.0 RESUPPL Y 
mOl CONSTR.STORAGE. 
& HANGAR SPCM 29.0 1.0 5.5 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 CARRY-OMS 
LOW INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
34.2 30.8 
HIGH INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
15.0 15.0 
""·RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
INTERNAL VOLUflE 10.8 CUBIC METERS POWER 30.8 KW NO. OF PORTS 2. 
".. 
""-:-=,' ' .' 
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***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION*"* 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * DAYS/yEAR 
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* * " SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1992 * * * 
TYPE #l = 1 TYPE #2 = 1 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND MISSION: SPACE SCIENCE SUBSATELLITE OUTCOME # IS KEY IS SP01 
. CODE IS FSXX 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE . = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 








FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
. MANDAYS 
S/C SYS .. DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS o 510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.704 
EVA CRANE or 1. 663 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 
1.852 
2.651 
OUTCOME # IS 
o 
''''J'> "-.C'" ,'" ~~:.:-,,~:'::.~"'"f;'"~:;" ~':'~-"'-"':':::k;k:":"l£wr; 
o KEY IS SA01 
OD 
.." : J 
-:~ 
'*"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
~ 
t-.. ___ • ~~ 


















"""DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MAHDAYS/YR"** 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.9 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 3 TYPE #2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: "*PROP TRANSFER & STORAGE 
! 
! ! 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME II IS o 
, . 
, 























ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3792 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 







.eRE!.' SKIL L 
FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
f1AIIDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
0.848 
0.590 
SPACE STATION 1.718 
i i'.' LV IF 
3.911 
~ --.. -:.~ 
''':'; ~ . ..,;' .' 
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S/C SYS - MECfI 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
, 
! j 
• i TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 = 2 , 
~ ***» FLIGHT NO. 3 , NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP INCLINATION IS 29.00 ;- , 
CODE IS PMXL I ' ,. 
SECOND MISSION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCDME # IS 1 KEY IS CC05 
'I' {l, CODE IS FXCM 
:;'1\ 
!. SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
: ,': UNADJUSTED DURATIONS !.~ ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 !~ ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
i' ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
il ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ~i ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF i\ STS OPERATIONS 'MISSION RESULTS 
: l CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS r~ . SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
,I 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE 
= MAJE TO PAYLD 
= Sf-AGE/STAGE r·1ATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O 
= LAUNCH 













1 FLIGHTS: 2.739 
!.i ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND MISSION. TOTAL OF 
! .•. 'I~. ,,':':m ""''''' g.,", 1 FLIGHTS: 
I~ L..... ':=""" __ -. _... _,.,,_~_~,"_. _. __ "_.. __ ._,;;:;;;..;;;......,;,._" • • ~. ,~.. ~_ ... ' ........ " •• _, __ •. _. _ •• _ 
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OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 























S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERAT10NS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV M.ISSIONS 14.7 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 







T5ST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
SECOND 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
·S;C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECf! 










***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
•. (6,. 
"'" 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IH MAHDAYS/YR*** 
9.956 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR"* 
=L_.-._ .......... """""""'~ __ 
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STS OPERATIONS '2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV MISSIONS 14.7 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE ~2 = 
ft.*» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME fi IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 





TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
'CODE IS PMXL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
:ADJ STS DURATION ,AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: STS OPERATIONS mSSION RESULTS 
CREW S/(IL L ~lAlmAYS 
~ 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS 
2.958 
.. .................. w~ ~~' 











































S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 4.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: GLASS PROC PLANT OUTCOME • IS 11 KEY IS CM07 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINI TANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SETUP/TAKEDOWH = 0.200 
0.056 
0.',86 ~ATE TO FIXT = TEST & C/O = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL r·1AHDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
:S/C SYS - EL EC 0.510 
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S.lC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





"**DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
*"*» FLIGHT NO. ,8 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 4 PRIME MISSION' LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
"--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS.lYR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME fi IS 10 KEY IS OT02 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 4 FLIGHTS: 10.955 
CREI~ SKILL ~lhtlDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





""*DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 11.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
.TYPE Dl = 4 TYPE H2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: SPACE STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS.lYR*** 
MODULES OUTCOME fi IS 11 KEY IS OT03 
.E!:> ... 
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CODE IS SSSS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 











TYPE #l = 2 TYPE ft2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 10 
o 
3.0 
Ii . 0 
0.0 
0.0 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: MATLS SCIENCE 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIOtlS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OEPART = 0.0210 
,~~~ 6~~R~~~~~~ON Ais~io~T~E~3~T~OTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
LAB OUTCOME fi IS 11 KEY IS CMOI 
1.479 


































"**DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ~1 = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
*"*» FLIGHT NO. 11 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION' HI-INCL STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATIDN AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






""*DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
I~ L~ ... 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME • IS 10 KEY IS OT04 
2.739 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
~ - -< ,,"~ 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
';.0 W0ll,!< DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 .0,0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY O{_;~I-INCL STATION 
'.-' .. ~ 
RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
,I' 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SPOI SPACE SCIENCE SUBSATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
i~. :.-..~~~_ ' ~ I " . ~~ k ;.0 , ... ~ .OW":! "I , 
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MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED SERVICING TINE FOR 7 SP01 
SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS 
CREl,J SKILL ~l,\NDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIL L 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - NECH 
S/C SYS - FLU IDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD NISSIONS 
**"DURATION SUNNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 2.1 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOI VLBI/COSNIC RAY PKG 
7 SPOI IN NANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
'RESEARCH NISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
,S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD NISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
" 
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·.'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SA01 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE . = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO'SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE &'APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
73.0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SL01 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL02 SMALL MAMMALS CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 41.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA :~~~~A~~~L~ISSION R~~~5~~s 41.0 WORK DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.100 
.~. "::" ._-=' ........... ~~~-"'--'.... .--
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~IED/BIO RESEARCH 41. 000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 2.050 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 2.050 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.050 
*~"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 12 SL02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 41.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL03 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 14.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 14.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 13 SL03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 14.0 
PAYLOAD WITII KEY CMOI MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS' 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 





















SETUP/TAKEDOl~N = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULT~ CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
'.! '.; .... 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 eM01 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
o .0 
300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREI~ SKILL r'IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
65.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS REI-IOTE SERVICE = TEST & C/O = 
.TI-IS LAUNCH = 
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CREW MOD MAIHT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICIHG TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
'S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
38.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
. ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFOR~l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
ilt l~ tr 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH OHIO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 1~.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAl NT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW ~IOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS .. ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS .. MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS .. FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
HIS PILOT 304.483 
179.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE 8 APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 179.9 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
~ , SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
' ... , ,~
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CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = B.OOO 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
~REW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
B.O WORK DAYS 
**.DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CMOB IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
B.O 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
,NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
sETUP/TAKEDOWN= 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERViCING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYs 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR"*" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIEHCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TPOI PROP TRANSFER & STORAGE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.DOD/TECH DEV = 10.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.ENGINEERING 
S/C SYS - DATA 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 10.0 WORK DAYS 
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" S/C SYS - MECH S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
0;500 
2.000 




"."DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO, 37 TPOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 10.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20,000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
ENGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 00 0 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 4.000 
'SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVI.CE TECH 1. 000 
MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
.**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO, 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*". 
... 
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SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH, OCEAN O~S 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC S/C SYS - ~IECH S/C SYS - FLUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH MANNED OTV PILOT 
Tf1S PILOT 
MAllS SCIENCE 
"**SCIENCE MISSIONS*"" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 15.3 19.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 128.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 
0.0 40.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.6 9.7 0.0 0.0 29.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 9.7 0.0 0.0 41.7 9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 50.9 0:0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MAN DAYS BY MISSION 
**"COMMERC MISSIONS""" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 74.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17.5 139.3 0.0 8.4 19.7 67.4 0.0 5.6 18.0 138.4 0.0 5.6 16.7 56.8 0.0 5.1 34.6 168.3 0.0 31.1 28.8 0.0 0.0 10.7 36.0 57.0 0.0 9~5 
29.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 304.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"""TECH DEV MISSIONS"" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.5 2.5 0.0 3.0 3.4 
2.5 0.0 1.5 1.4 2.5 0.0 1.5 1.4 
0.0 0.0 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
i 'Y"-~ 
453. 1283. 76. 776. 
MAHDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 181.8 MED/B~IO RESEARCH 128.0 PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 EARTH, OCEAN OBS 0.0 ENGINEERING 30.0 ASTROPHSICS 65.0 S/C SYS - DATA 211. 3 S/C SYS - ELEC 115.0 S/C SYS - ~IECH 193.6 S/C SYS - FLUIDS 104.9 SP STA SYS OPS 806.6 EVA CRANE OP 142.4 EVA SERVICE TECH 219.6 MANNED OTV PILOT 34.2 HIS PILOT 355.4 MATLS SCIENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' 7.1 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLI~ATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL ~""SCIENCE MISSIONS"** """COMMERC MISS'IONS"** "*"TECH DEV MISSIONS*" 
If" 
.• ;_ -=-.:"",:''::~<~~'~ _ --'-' .•.• :.-:-;.:;_#_~9!:..:. 
"""HOPER SUPPORT""""* OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.8 470.4 0.0 0.0 
30.2 67.2 0.0 0.0 30.2 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.0 0.5 ~lED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 PHYS SCI REsEARC 0.0 0.0 EARTH, OCEAN OBs 0.0 0.0 ENGINEERING 0.0 0.0 ASTROPflSICs 0.0 0.0 S/C sYs - DATA 0.0 2.0 S/C sYs - ELEC 0.0 0.0 
s/C SYs - MECH 0.0 0.2 S/C sYS - FLUIDS 0.0 0.1 SP sTA SYS OPS 5.0 4.2 EVA CRANE OP 5.0 1.8 EVA SERVICE TECH 5.0 1.8 MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 TNS PILOT 0.0 0.0 ~lATlS SCIENCE o .0 0.0 
MANDAYs BY MISSION 


















: ' MANDAYS BY SKILL , 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN ODS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICs 
S/C sYs - DATA 
S/C sYs - ELEC 
S/C sYs - ~IECH 
S/C sYs - FLUIDS 
SP sTA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 


































0.0 o .0 
TECH DEV 
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1992 IN MANDAYS/YR"" • 
MSN OP CONST OPS SERV 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.6 470.4 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 
o .0 0.0 o .0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o . 0 0.0 o .0 o .0 
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HIGH INCLINA nON 













SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 




SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI 
CARRY-ONS 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS 
CARRY-ONS 
SL03 PLANT DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 
C~101 MATLS SCIENCE 
LAB 





CO~H'1. SAT EL LITE 
CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 

































1992 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
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lFIBERS RESUPP 
OTOI lOW INCl STA 
MODULE DEL SSSS 29. O' 20.0 
OT02 LOW INCl STA 
RESUPPLY SORS 29.0 0.0 
TPOI PROP TRANSFER 
& STORAGE SPCl 29.0 1.0 
TS02 TECH DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS SSSA 29.0 0.5 
lOW INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
70.3 50.8 
HIGH INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
18.0 18.0 
··.RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 
11.8 CUBIC METERS 
50.8 KW 
5. 
" •• RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POI~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
1.0 CUBIC METERS 






SPACE STATION ••• 
SPACE STATION"." 
'6.. . ~.", ... ,;.:;..;.,' ~.~...-.........-i' ~ ~ .:- = 
00 
";0 
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OT03 -------------------------------_________________________________________ _ 
OT04 ------------------------------- _________________________________________ _ 
SPOI ---------------------------------_______________________________________ _ 
SAOl ******************************HHHH*NHHHHHHHMHHHHHHHHHH**************HHHHH 
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1993 * •• 
TYPE fil = 1 TYPE ~2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FLYER 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS F~lXM 
SECOND MISSION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS CC05 
CODE IS FXCM 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = O~0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 2.739 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
·SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD . = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND 
AT SPACE STA 19.256A1MY 14.700 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKIL L MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 17.487 
S/C SYS - ELEC 19.660 
S/C SYS - MECH 17.970 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 16.718 
SP STA SYS DPS 12.638 
EVA CRANE OP 6.116 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.361 
MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
OUTCOME # IS 
,~ ... 
!o--__ .:- _.....",:t:i:::::i::: ••. 
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MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 










ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS - ELEC 3.730 
5/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
s/c SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 19.912 
EVA CRANE OP 5.632 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.044 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPE~ATrONS 2.7 
CONS1RUCHON OPERATIONS 10.0 
OTU OPERATIONS 19.3 
orv MISSIONS 14.7 
'TYPE la = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 
9.956 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 
! 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
OUTCOME # IS 
(i~;' .~., . , .-".~~~ ................ ", ...................................... >o .. ;o ......... .., ~~ .~ w" 
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ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREI~ SKIL L 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 








***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE HI = 2 TYPE H2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 3 
3.999 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
BODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS 0 
SHUTTLE,OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER O"PLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
'EVA CRANE OP 






"*"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
3.999 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
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TYPE #l = 2 TYPE 1t2 = 





NUMBER OF FLIGhTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME D IS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 




ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLQAD =·0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ftl = 3 TYPE D2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: OTV MAINT TECH DEMOS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
,~~g~N~sMi~~ioN: CRYSTAL GROWTH 
KEY IS CM02 
FACTORY/PLAT OUTCOME # IS 
CODE IS PMCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
U~ADJUSTEO DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
:ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0,6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP 5TA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 2.739 
~;' If'" 
--~ .La;: \C: ----- - - _~. 
~Mi 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS TP02 
o 
"''c 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 










MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION MISSION RESULTS < CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ElEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 







.MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 










SECOND FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL MJlNDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 1. 697 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1.180 




",' ""Ii "'11~-- -T"" '.~. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
". 
.:-- ... r&w... _~ __ -~- -,," ---'::' <---~'>'--~---~'-
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S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 3.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 4 TYPE 112 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. S IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION' LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS 11 KEY IS OT02 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SECOND MISSION' CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM OUTCOME # IS 
KEY IS CMOS 
CODE IS PMCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER AR~IVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER P.ELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.1 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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SETUP~TAKEDOWN = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
SECOND 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MIsSION RESULTS 
CIlEW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
S~C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S~C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S~C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 
r;, 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
VJ STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 1 TYPE !2 = 4 
1,718 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
i ~' 
r;:, 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 




[ . ! ,I 
it 
, 1 ' 
, ' ~ ~ 
" 
• ~ , 
! f . 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS sPCL 
SECOND MISSION: SPACE STATION MOOULES OUTCOME. IS 0 
KEY IS OT03 
COOE IS SSSS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED IUTH ~lINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONs 
·g~gii~~ ~~~~~~D ~ ~:~~~~ 
, ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS' 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
,SP STA SYS OPS 5.7,,1 
,EVA CRANE OP 5.040 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.040 
2.759 
L~ ~ 








































FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT MISSION RESULTS MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - EL EC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.906 
EVA CRANE OP 2.864 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
SPACE STATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 





***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS OTV OPERATIONS OTV MISSIONS 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE ft2 = 







NmlBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 
\i, 
,. 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 CODE IS PMXL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
:i • l!--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
" . 1 UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ~ ,: ORBITER ARRIVE = 0 .0832 ~': ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
I i L~:-~ 
,-,~---.,. --=:::~.-
---~~~~=~-~~,~ --' . .:""- .' •... .- "'" , +,' 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YRXX* 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME. IS 11 KEY IS CM06 
.~." .~~ ... "- -.. ,-
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, ~1'\ 
ORBITER DEPART ADJ STS DUR~TION STS OPERATIONS 
CREl~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0219 

















STS OPERATIONS CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS OTV OPERATIONS OTV MISSIONS 
TYPE 1Il = 2 TYPE 112·= 






: I' NUMBER OF FLIGHTS; 2 PRIME MISSION; GlASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
t- .. ~ , : .", 
L,lt 
;'.-





INCLINATION IS 29.00 CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 




= 0.0210 '~ 
ORBITER ARRIVE ORBITER OFFLOAD ORBITER DEPART 
ADJ STS DURATION STS OPERATIONS CREW SKILL 




SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SETUP/TAKEDOlm = NATE TO FIXT = DEPlOY/ASSEI1BLE = TEST & C/O = 










!j..--~,. - -'-'" , .. ~, --_._-"'- .•. ~.~---', .. - ,~". . ~,~ -~ --.-''--- -
OUTCOME • IS 11 KEY IS CMOS 
~----.....::....:...~~~~~ ..:--"""-
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CREW SKILL l'IANDAYS 
SI'C SYS - DATA 1.761 
SI'C SYS - ElEC 1. 34 0 
SI'C SYS - MECH 1.340 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 1.021 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.0'311 
EVA CRANE OP 4.015 
EVA SERVICE TECH 3.427 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. '3 IN MANDAYSI'YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 4.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n " " TYPE 112 " o 












INCLINATION IS 2'3.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 3 FLIGHTS: 8.216 
STS OPERATIONS MISSIOlI RESULTS 
.j 
i 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS !JPS 
.EVA CRANE OP 




Ii CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
in' 
13 
***OURA TION SUMrMRY FORFIRST , 
i_L. {.J 
1 
STS OPERATIONS 11.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
!d_ t~·~- .. 
~ ..... ~"- ~'!-"~-'-..:.,,,.-
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
... ~." 





















TYPE Jl = 4 TYPE 112 = 




NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
I1ICLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURAT!ONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.60no 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS OT04 













STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ltl = 1 TYPE 112 = o 
lOlO"» FLIGHT NO. 12 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: SPACE PHYSICS 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SPCM 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLI1>HT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
:ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MhNDAYS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
i 1 
I <1r."-._ ..... 
PALLET OUTCOME I IS 
1.479 
L .... =-- .,~'.' _" ___ 4 • 
~,.~-'.:.;. .... ~-- ::.~- ... --~.-., 











































SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 














TEST & C/O = 




FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.808 
S/C SYS - ElEC 3.809 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.809 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.571) 
SP STA SYS OPS 25.523 
EVA CRANE OP 11.243 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.363 
SPACE STATION 
~**DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 12.8 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
12.762 
1(3..,: 
! ~-t' " 
L_~ ,~-,,,--'-.,;. .. " 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 12 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SOOl EARTH OBSERV 
~ 
PAllET 
I SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS I CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
i. SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
i 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED !~ORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 






S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS DPS 
SP STA 150.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION' MODULES 
1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 336.0 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICIllG MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKI.ll 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
i ~:_.~-"" __ ,_,,_ _. ~ .... _ 












'~ .",", ~~L.~ 
"," ~ 
1
,,1-01 1 -.,,' 
,.' I SETUP/TAKEDOW~" = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCII MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY fOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TEcn DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI--INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
I , 
, 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 






~REW SKILL -MANDAYS 












SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 










MATE TO fIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





I' . ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME fOR 7 SPOI 
, • SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:, .J CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.510 
, 
ii 
. ,S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - MECH 
I 
i _ S/C SYS - . fLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
.
!' ,EVA CRAIIE 01' 
; " ~.Ji EVA SERVICE TECH 
13"j 
1 i 









~' ,:-. ..... "" .--.....-.-.....----. ,...--~~-~,_', ... -, .. ~, ~- ___ "- • ...,a..<~,.___ ",<_,,_, _" __ " 
00 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 2.1 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
7 SPOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW S)(Il L MAN DAYS 
UNADJUISTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE ~ 54.000 
UPDATED WORK ;:;URATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYs SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
, 
, 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREI4 SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD M!SSIONS 
SP STA 67.0 WORK DAYS 
:~' i, "".--~ I .. 
l~_ .'-_,""" ._~,_ ... , ~<.,.'';' '';';' '-'»'~' , __ :,~-<J.o> __ -" .• _, 
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i NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SlOI HUMAN lIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
. SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAtIDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
SI'C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
73.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SLOl IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DE110 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL02 SMALL MAMMALS CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREIJ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
, I 
[<!T'~;' 
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LIFE SCIENCE = 41.000 
UPDATED 'WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
5/1; SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






41. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOP. PAYLOAD NO. 12 SL02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 41.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL03 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKILL MAfIDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 14.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
.S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
14.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 13 SL03 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 14.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOI MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
il i 
:ft ,~:;,,-, '~..... _~_'~""~.~.,. , .. ,.' ___ '~'_~'" ' _._ " r.~ !l;......o., .~ •. ,,', 
o r:~ 
"tj :Xj 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
( SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN c 300.000 
UPDATED ~JORK DURATION AT SP STA 300.0 WORK DAYS RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE S~RVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 TEST & C/O = 1. 944 
ms LAUNCH = 0.328 TMS OPS = 12.000 HIS CRE!~ OPS = 12.000 HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 TMS llAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 CRE!~ HOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL HANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
,S/C SYS - HECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
.. SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
154.7 DAYS 











, SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD HISSIONS 
.- ~-~.---
[J ilt1--·-... -. 
~;-' ~,--~,..","' .--:.....--.~ .. -.. ,.. -- ~. ~~:,:",_,,\t.- .•• ,_~_" __ ~".....:1-.:-_.". ,. _". " _._,_~_, ..... ~' ~ \' , 
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***DURATION SUMf1ARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TEtH DE~lO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURAnON AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
~REW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 6.500 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
65.0 WORK DAYS 










S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
!~i ['\ 
\\ 




SERVICING OPERATIONS o.~ 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER I .j 











.m~T~ ~;~VICE ~ 
TMS LAUHCH = 
TMS OPS = 
TMS CREW OPS = 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 
HIS MAINT/REFUEl = 









ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR' 22 SA03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
II . 
30.1 DAYS 
Ir I:'i . L~::~~~:=-:' _._.~~,~"" ..... ~_. C'''';''''_ _ _ •.• . .. _, ••. " 
,. 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
S/C SYS - DATA 36.574 
SIC SYS - ELEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - MECfI 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HIS PILOT 34.121 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O 
= 3.400 TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 Tr1S OPS = 3.000 HIS CREI~ OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CR'EI~ ~IOD MAl NT = 1. 71 0 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICiNG MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
.SP STA SYS OPS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC05 RECONFIGURABLE CO~1M. SATEI.LITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~lO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM05 CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
.UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CM05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR***. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOl~ ELECTRO RESUPP 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE 





ms DPS : 
ms CRW OPS : 
TNS CAPTURE/BRTll : 
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1 
(i ~ 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 
. CREW NOD ~lAItlT = 4.400 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 179.9 DAYS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 




S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS FLUIbs 56.806 
SP STA SYS O~S 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 179.9 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITII KEY CM07 GLASS PRDC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING mSSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKIll ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDmm = 50.000 
UPDATED t40RK DURATION AT SP STA 
.~~~~A~~~LrISSION R~~~kX~5 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CN07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DErlO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WInl KEY CM08 GLASSPROC apnCA LFIBERS RESUPP 
Ir.\ L~ ~ 
.. -... ,:-". 
-0 -.--. .~ ~ .... ~'. ,-40 _ •. ~ ~- .•... 


















SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKIll I1ANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUPI'TAKEDOt~H = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
11.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CMOn IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYlOAD tUTH KEY OTOl LOW INCl. STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOl 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKIll MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP 5Th SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













SETUP/TAKEDOt~N = 0.000 
'RES~~~~~EgI~~~~NDm~m AT 
CREt~ SKILL rlANDAYS 




.'.DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
"' , ' 
SERVICING OPERATlONS 
SCIENCE & TECH Dmo 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STl>. 
I~ L~' 
... YEri- -' -.. _--". +. _ ••• 
RESUPPLY 
•. !, ,.. .: •• --
33 OTOl IN MANDAYS/YR'** 
. ..-1)" •. 
, 
.:=... .. Q. ---~---' 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TP02 OTV MAINT TECH DEMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNAllJllSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 10.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREi~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 2.000 
ENGINEERING 10.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 1.500 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.500 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.500 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 2.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 1. 000 
EVA CRANE OP 0.500 
'EVA SERVICE TECH 0.500 
MANNED OTV PILOT 1.500 
SCIENCE l APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
10.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 38 TP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 10.0 
1/1 __ ~ ...... ' '- ~ . , • .-_"., ._.-w..... . _ .. . 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEl CARRY-ONS 
,,-
-~ ~- ~-~=---




























SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKU'l ~lANDAYS 
D~~~~~g~TE~vDURAT;ONS20.000 
UPDATED NORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
ENGINEERING 20.000 
S"C SYS - DATA 3.000 
STC SYS - EL EC 1. 000 
S"C SYS - MECH 1. 000 
S"C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.000 
MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS UNBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 NORK DAYS 
***nURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCI EHCE & TECH DE~lO 20.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LON INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 








'NO SPECIAL SKILL 
nED"BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCE,'N OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S"C SYS - DATA 
S"C SYS - ElEC 
:S"C SYS - !'lECH 
S"C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
'EVA CRANE OP 
J, 
f' Ii. ~:-.~ 
:-0-.' , 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 26.4 19.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 128.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 
0.0 77.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 16.9 9.7 0.0 
0.0 54.1.1 :'.0 0.0 
0.0 12.1.1 9.7 0.0 
5.0 75.0 9.7 0.0 
5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV ~lSN OP CONST 
0.0 135.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17.5 266.1 0.0 9.2 0.0 0.0 4.5 1.7 
19.7 122.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.2 
111.0 264.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 L·.O 1.5 1.2 
16.7 101.0 0.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 6.0 1.0 
34.6 311.5 0.0 34.9 2.5 0.0 3.0 6.9 
211.11 0.0 O. O. 12.4 2.5 0.0 1.5 2.11 
'- -
.---"" 
- .' ,< 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST' 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
44.1.1 470.4 0.0 0.0 














































NANOAYS BY NISSION 






NANDAYS BY SKIll 
SKILL NAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll NED/BIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH. OCEAN OBS ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - ~IECH S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SF STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRAUE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH MANNED OTV PILOT 
ms PILOT 



























































SKILL NIX SUmlARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL NIX DETAILS FOR ACCUtlUlATED MISS 
CRB4 SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKIll MED/BIo RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH. OCEAIl OBS 
ENGINEERING 
~J~Rg~~S~C~ATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
·S/C SYS - MECIl 
S/C SYS - flUIDS SP STA SYS OPS EVA CRAUE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
tlANNED OTV PILOT 
TMS PILOT 
.~IA TlS SCI ENCE 
***SCIENCE MISSI0I1S*** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.5 27.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 2.0 0.0 6.7 0.0 0.0 13.6 4.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 4.4 0.0 0.1 13.6 4.1 
5.0 4.2 13.6 30.4 5.0 1.8 0.0 14.1 5.0 1.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** OPS SERV MSN OP 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.n 0.0 0.0 
0.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 


















***TECH DEV ~IISSIONS** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~lAlIDAYS BY NISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 

















****OFER SUPPORT***** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.4 470.4 0.0 0.0 
12.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 12.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
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MAN DAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL NAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
NED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 3.1 PEOPLE 
LOW INCLINATION 



























SU~1MARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE 
5001 EARTH OBSERV 
PALLET 








1993 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPL Y 
5POl SPACE SCIENCE 
SUBSATELLITE 




SLOI HU~lAN LIFE SI 
CARRY-OilS 
SL02 SMALL MAMMALS 
CARRY-OilS 
Sl03 PLAIlT DEVEL 
CARRY-OilS 
CMOI MATLS SCIEIlCE 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
FACTORY/PLAT 








CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 COIlTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
CMoa GlASSPROC OPTICA 
lFIBERS RESUPP 
OTOI lOW IIlCL STA 
HODUlE DEl 
OT02 lOW rNCl STA 
RESUPPLY 





















98.0 1.0 100.0 
98.0 0.0 100.0 
98.0 10.0 9.9 
98.0 2.0 100.0 
29.0 1.7 100.0 
29.0 4.0 100.0 
29.0 0.5 100.0 
29.0 25.0 35.6 
29.0 0.0 100.0 00 "'11~ 
-uffi 29.0 4.0 100.0 0-07-;oil?: 
29.0 0.0 100.0 
.0'\1 
c:;r:.. 
1.0 100.0 ~ ~) 29.0 r: ~"A 
~m 
0.0 0.0 1.9 
29.0 0.0 100.0 
29.0 2.0 9.0 
29.0 10.6 100.0 
29.0 0.0 0.0 
29.0 20.0 100.0 
29.0 0.0 100.0 
29.0 1.0 5.5 
l~·-~ 
























**"RESOURCES SmlMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POI~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
11.8 CUBIC METERS 
50.8 KW 
4. 

























NO. OF PORTS 
L~ . 
c.. ___ , •• ____ _ 
) --
5.5 CUBIC METERS 
21. 9 KW 
3. 
-:.---~ "!.-"'._ • ..:.-, _ •• -->J..,_ ... ___ . 
--"- -~~-- ---~-"".......:.... 
~. ---, ""' -....~:;;..74~:..;;:.;'r· '-;.<.::;;"" ;',~~~~i.I 
~--
__ ~_ ~l>..::"" 
_.. ,~ ~ __ ./i ~
... . ,....-: 
(i. ~~\ 
. 
***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATIOK*HH 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/yEAR 
I 1 I 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 




5M2 ~************************************************************************ ~ 
1 SA03 
• SA04 i 
f CC05 , 
, . 
;' . cm5 
: .. i 
CM06 ; , 
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! ~ OT02 
I 
! \ TP02 
~t TS02 i ,\ 
t ;, 
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• • • SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1994 * * * 
TYPE #l = 3 TYPE #2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **SATELLITE ASSY & SERVICE INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SSCL 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RES UP-l OUTCOME # IS 0 
-KEY IS CM03 











ORB ITER DEPART 
ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 1 FLIGHTS: 







S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 


















. SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
CREW SKILL 
1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
tlANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
·S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
I SP STA SYS OPS 












I'\;!:}" - ... .. ..... ,.'" ..... ._ ... ~ .. _ ,. l-: .:-.-. . . __ ._ . ...... .......... 
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, 
•• " '"l ,', "'-- :.r-
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS TSOI 






O ,'~ .~ 
;\J r-~ 
,0 ";1 c.: , . ~I". ':': 
,J.- • . 1 L-: -'J 
..... .., 




,> ~ ~- .-.,Q . ~ .. ~ ~~ 
'(1 
. -
-- ----.-,-."-.- -·'-"-"···~'·----._~ .......... ~,_ ..... h_ ...... __ ...... 1. ~~. __ ;_. 
• 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. I IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. I IN MANDAYS/YR*** 




i' TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 2 
t ***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
HUMBER OF Fl.IGHTS: I PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP INCLINATION IS, 29.00 
CODE IS P~lXL 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 
, 
;" ~r· 
SECOND MISSION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME # IS 0 KEY IS CC05 
; .," CODE IS F"CM, 
i ,t\ 
!" SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
, 
, , 
i~ ! J\, 
I 
i~ 
'" i~ _I 










, UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
, ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EvA SERVICE TECH 
• UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 














1 FLIGHTS: 2.739 
~,~ ~DJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND ~: AT SPACE STA 19.256AWAY 14.700 MISSION, TOTAL OF I FLIGHTS: ! : SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
,.;", 
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CREW SKIL L MANDAYS 
SIC SYS ~ DATA 17.487 
SIC SYS ~ ELEC 19.660 
SIC SYS ~ MECH 17.970 
SIC SYS ~ FLUIDS 16.718 
SP STA SYS OPS 12.638 
EVA CRANE OP 6.116 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.361 
MANNED OTV PILOT 29.660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & CIO = 










ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SIC SYS ~ DATA 5.776 
SIC SYS ~ EL EC 3.730 
SIC SYS ~ MECH 3.730 
.S/C SYS ~ flUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 19.912 
EVA CRANE OP 5.632 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.044 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
9.956 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
l • I.













_ ... ~ .8~~ _;! 













CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV MISSJOHS 14.7 
TYPE Dl = 2 TYPE ti2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT HO. 3 
NU~1BER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL-








ADJ STS DURATION 
ST.S OPERA nONS 
CREH SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0832 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
























~ if • 
~- ~ 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
Ty'PE n = 2 TYPE ft2 = 1 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
~ECOHD MISSION: CENTRIFUGE 
KEY IS SlOS 





(ADD TO LSRF) OUTCOME ft IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ARRIVE = 0.0416 
OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
DEPART = 0.0210 
DURATION AT SP STA 1 ADJ STS 
eMISSION 2) 
FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 2.651 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 
[ n . 
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STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL NANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 5.478 
EVA CRANE OP 5.040 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.040 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
***DURATIDN SUM~lARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV NISSIONS 0.0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOlJH = 
~lATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S.lC SYS - HUIDS 0.510 
SF STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
***DURA TION SUM~lARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTU MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE D2 = 2 
. :***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
1. 718 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 2 PRINE MISSION' CONTINUOUS flOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCO~lE t IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
ill ~~ ~.-" "~ .-'~ .... , --~ ._,j> ~ -=----
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SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROlHH 
KEY IS C~t03 RESUP-l OUTCOME I IS o 
CODE IS PMXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
uNADJuSTED DuRATIONS 
-ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART . = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS . MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION SUM~tARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 










MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
5 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
*l!l!» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NurlBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 







·~gg~N~\ti~~ioN: TMS PROP DELI V 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
:ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
(MISSION 2) 
CHISSION 2) 
'OUTCOME ~ IS o 
~. ~ 
•
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I 
, ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREI~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
'EVA SERVICE TECH 


































STS OPERATIONS 8.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 4 TYPE 12 = 1 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NU~1BER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SECOND MISSION: lIFESCIENCES RES FAC OUTCOME I IS KEY IS SL04 
CODE IS SPXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 







ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
, CREH SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
'EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 
= 0.0210 










***DURA TION SUM~lARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
OUTCOME I IS 11 KEY IS OT02 
7 IN NANDAYS/YR*** 
[Li._
I _~_ ',' Ij _, ~.,_ _ __ ,~., "._. 
" --.- ~L,. 
w 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
-=~- ~- ~---



















CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
***DURATION SUM~lARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS?YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE ~2 = o 





NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS CM08 
, 
;. 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
t ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
1,. ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
~' ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
.' STS OPERATIONS mSSION RESULTS 
2 FLIGHTS: 
; , . 
,. 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
!~ SP STA SYS OPS r: EVA CRANE OP 





I ~, CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
! UNADJUSTED DURATIONs 





:., ~lHE TO FIXT = 
, DEPLOY?ASSEttBLE = 
'TEST & C?O = 
MODULE MATE = 
'ADJUSTED DUR FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
t 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll HANDAYS 
~ S?C SYS - DATA 1. 761 I 
I 
I' S?C SYS - ELEC 1.340 
ii :S?C SYS - MECH 1.340 









rO'"'"S c- ·-I~ f: ~'~l 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




"""DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 4.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE 111 = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
"**» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NmlBER OF FLIGHTS: 3 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OfFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 3 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS NISSION RESULTS 
CR.Et~ SKILL rlANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 17.222 
EVA CRANE UP 15.120 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.120 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
"""DURA nON SUrlMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 8.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 4 TYPE ~2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 10 
IIurlBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME rlISSIOll: HI-INCl STATION I . INCLINATION IS 98.00 j .. CODE IS SORS 
" . ~.J SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
f, 
I 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT02 
8.216 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME II IS o KEY IS OT04 
ib 'r 
~~.. .. . -" .•. " ... --,~, ..•. -"" --- .- ----' 
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ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 11.481 
EVA CRANE OP 10.080 
EVA SERVICE TECH 10.080 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 










MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
A~·" ___ ~ _____________ _ 
00 
"1l ~< 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITIi KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PAllET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED NORK DURATION AT SP STA 150.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.000 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 150.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC' 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 




***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
. n. 0 
150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 336.0 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI-J SKILL r'lANDAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
l ; ~. - ~ 
~" .. ~. ,_. ~ .... ___ . __ u::,,, __ .•. __ • --.=,.--~---'- _.... ~.~:- -- ~--.-~~ 




























SETUP/TAKED01~N = 0.000 
UPDATED HORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL MMmAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI EIICE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRHl SKILL MAN DAYS 
utlADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!. SKILL ~lA1IDAYS 
.NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DENO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CRE~l SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURAT!ONS ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREt4 SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOl HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
. SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS LIFE SCIENCE ' = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREt, SKILL 'MAt-IDAYS 
.NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
73.0 t40RK DAYS 
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S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
3.650 
3.650 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SL01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS G.O 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL02 SMALL MAMMALS CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS. 
LIFE SCIENCE = 41.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!4 SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH. 41.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 2.050 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 2.050 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.050 
SCIENCE· & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
41.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 12 SL02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 41.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL03 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 




:LIFE SCIENCE = 14.000 
, ) UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
'{!; , <II , .•. , .'Y-
L.._ .. 
.. 
14.0 ~IORK DAYS 
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CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll 1.400 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 14.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.700 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.700 
SP STA SYS OPS 0.700 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 13 SL03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 14.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
. SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIEHCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
. CREH SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 19.100 
. MED/BIO RESEARCH 191.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.550 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
9.550 
9.550 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
191.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 Sl04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 191. 0 
PAYLOAD HITH KEY Sl05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAtIDAYS 
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LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO" SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
91. 0 WORK DAYS 
, 
, 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM01 MATlS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 30a.O WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL "MANDAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CM01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYl.OAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMbTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 





















TMS CREW OPS 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH 
HIS MAUlT/REFUEL 






ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SIC SYS - DATA 
SIC SYS - ElEC . 
SIC SYS - MECH 
SIC SYS - flUIDS 
SP'STA SYS OPS 











1 i." SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
!,I\ 
~, 
, , ; , 
i~ ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
I. 
I SERVICING OPERATIONS 154.7 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
i ~ 
~, 
i 1\ I ~', 
I 












REMOTE SERVICE " 12.000 
TEST & CIO "1.458 
TMS LAUNCH D 0.246 
TNS OPS "9.000 
TMS CREW OPS " 9.000 
TNS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
'TMS MAIHT/REFUEL" 3.300 
CREW NOD NAIHT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSIotl RESULTS , 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS ' 
.NO SPECIAL SKILL' 
SIC SYS - DATA 
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S/C SYS - MECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH ·42.714 
nls PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR***· 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPIISICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
65.0 WORK DAYS 
".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & rECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER 
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REMOTE SERVICE = 2.000 TEST & C/O = 3.GOO HIS LAUNCH 0.082 HIS ors 3.000 HIS CREt~ OPS 3.000 HIS CAPTURE/BRTH 0.0(,2 HIS ~lAIHT /REFUEL 1.100 CREt~ NOD ~lAINT 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICIHG TIME FOR 22 SA03 SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS CREl~ SKILL MAHDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 11. 078 
S/C SYS - DATA 36.574 
S/C SYS - ELEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - MECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 34.121 
~~'l- _':~'~-:-,:.::r 
30.1 DAYS 
SCIEHCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIOHS 
***DURATIDH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 22 SA03 IH MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD tHTH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIOHS RENoTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 'Hl~ ~~~NCH = 0.082 
= 3.000 HIS CREt~ OPS = 3.000 HIS CAPTURE/BRTH 0.042 HIS NAIHI/REFUEL 1.100 CREt~ ~lOD ~l.uNT 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICIHG TINE FOR 23 SA04 SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS :CREl~ SKIl L NAHDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
38.5 DAYS 
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S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
. EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD tHTH KEY CC05 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD tHTH KEY CMOS CONT flOW ElEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
0.0 DAYS 
CREW SKILL H,~NDAYS 
. SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD ·NO. 29 CN05 IN NANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
i~ 
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" SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 PAYLOAD L~ITH KEY C~106 COIHINUOUS FLOL~ ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 48.000 TEST & C.tO = 1.944 
HIS LAUNCH = 0.328 
THS OPS = 12.000 
nts CREW OPS = 12.000 
TNS CAPTURE.tBRTH = 0.168 
HIS HAINT.tREFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 179.9 DAYS 
CREW SKILL ~lAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74. on 
S.tC SYS - DATA 139.339 
S.tC SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 138.400 
S/C 5YS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 C~106 IN MAHDAYS.tYR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 179.9 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAtlDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
.. 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIO~S ONBOARD MISSIONS 
l>.-. :-- " "- L~~ ~_ ~ __ -_.___ ~+_~- ..- ... ~- .-=..~ 
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UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL HANDAYS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUN~lARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CN07 IN MANDAYS.lYR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCI ENCE g TECH DE~lO 50.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY C~10S GI.ASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATEllITE SERVICING ~lISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
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UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH ~lISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL NANDAYS 
S.O WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SU~mARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE g TECH DEliO 
0.0 
S.O 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING THlE FOR 33 OTOI 
SATEllITE SERVICING mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~l;\llDAYS 
~O SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
.. 
~ -'!ft -. ". 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE g APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP Si" 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
o. 0 ~IORK DAYS 
lE*lEDURATION SUNMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH DE~lO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS01 SATELLITE ASSY & SERVICE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
dHADJUSTED DURATIONS 
&GD/TECH DEV = 90.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP S TA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lAtlDA,(S 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 18.000 
ENGINEERING 90.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 13.500 
S/C SYS - ELEC 4.500 
S/C SYS - MECH 4.500 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 11l.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
90.0 WORK DAYS 
. EVA CRANE OP 4.500 
IF 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 




*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 39 TS01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 90.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
" SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOO/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
ENGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - EL EC 1. 000 
S/C SYS - MECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 000 
l·tANNED OTV PIL"OT 3.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEI"IO 20. a 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
• _, .• :;-,.-0 ~~~\ •• ,-,,;,_. ~AT": -~,;:;=.~:"""-.,,,," ,~-,'.~':'::::::- :.~_:;:.::--."':;"'"-';,-:-~~ 
~: 
CREW SKILL **'SCIENCE MISSIONS'** '**COMMERC MISSIONS"* ***TECH DEV MISSIONS** .'**OPER SUPPORT*'*'* 
II'" 
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OPS SERV MsN OP COilST OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.0 26.4 47.5 0.0 0.0 165.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 0.0 
~lED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 410.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ENGINEERING 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 110.0 0.0 
AsTROPHsICS 0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 77 .3 0.0 0.8 17.5 345.4 0.0 7.5 0.0 0.0 16.5 0.8 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.0 16.9 23.8 0.6 19.7 147.6 0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 5.5 0.6 
S/C SYS - ~lECH . 0.0 54.8 0.0 0.6 18.0 342.8 0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 5.5 0.6 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 12.8 23.8 0.5 16.7 118.4 0.0 4.6 0.0 0.0 22.0 0.5 
SP STA SYS OPS 5.0 75.0 23.8 3.4 44.7 387.3 0.0 28.0 2.5 0.0 11.0 3.4 
EVA CRANE OP 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 38.9 0.0 0.0 9.6 2.5 0.0 5.5 1.4 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.0 28.5 0.0 1.4 46.1 156.6 0.0 8.5 2.5 0.0 5.5 1.4 
MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 29.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16 .5 0.0 
nlS PILOT 0.0 85.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 686.1 O. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
r-lA TLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~lANDAYs BY MISSION 






MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~lED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYs SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
AsTROPHsICs 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - HECI! 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
HANNED OTV PILOT 
THs PILOT 

















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 12.8 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES BIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL. 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BID RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
:EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERItrG 
AsTROPHSICS 
S/C sYS - DATA 
***sCIENCE MISsIONs.*. 
OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST 
0.0 0.0 27.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 150.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MIsSIONs*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONsT 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MIssIONS*. 
OPS sERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
47.1 470.4 0.0 0.0 
35.3 67.2 0.0 0.0 
35.3 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
**.*OPER sUPPORT***** 
OPS sERV MsN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1__ 
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S/C SYS - ELEC 0.0 0.0 S/C S YS - r'lECH 0.0 0.0 S/C SYS - flUIDS o .0 0.0 SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 0.0 EVA CRANE OP 0.0 o .0 EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 o • 0 MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 o • 0 HIS PILOT 0.0 0.0 MAllS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 
~IANOAYS BY flISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
339. 
11ANOAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 
~IED/DIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC S/C SYS - rlECH S/C SYS - flUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 



















13.6 o .0 o • 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
13.6 o .0 o .0 
13.6 0.0 0.0 
o .0 o .0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
TECH OEV 
0'. 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 2.9 PEOPLE 
LOW INCLINATION 
**~OURATION SU~I~IARY FOR YEAR 








**'DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 CONSTRUCTION 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 o .0 0.0 0.0 o .0 {j.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
O. 704. 
1994 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 





.--"-- ,-. < 
_ ........... ""' ....... ·-·~-w...;;-_ 
0.0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 





0.0 o . 0 
,,- ~."'-",---.=---
~ ~---~~ .. - ~ 
- -~-....... 
r(fJ , t r~' ' d' f ' , .- -~ 
"'T-~~""~C-" ,.- ' ...... ,.'~'!I·~,· .... ""'"i.:.-.:,lV.jl.:;;;. .,,,,",,,, ':.~-.,,~ .... ...:.,$I!~-:-_~=+p:!!I 
, OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 , OTV mSSIONS 0.0 , 
l SERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 271.0 j SUM~lARY OF SPACE STATION PAYlOADS THIS YEAR 1 
• KEY TITlE PLCODE INCL PK POWER DUTY CYCLE 
,, 
1 5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 98.0 3.5 82.2 ! PALLET , 
OTC3 SPACE STATION SSSS 98.0 15.0 100.0 ! MODULES 
i 
i OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 98.0 1.0 100.0 ! RESUPPLY I 
i SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 98.0 10.0 9.9 ! 1 PALLET 
SA01 VLSI/COSmc SPCL 98.0 2.0 1"00 . 0 RAY PKG 
SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 29.0 1.7 100.0 CARRY-ONS 
I SL02 SMALL MAMMALS SS'SA 29.0 4.0 100.0 : ,'. CARRY-ONS 
;.1'\ 
• SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 100.0 , CARRY-ONS • ~ SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 29.0 12.2 100.0 ' ;. RES FAC I 
, ~ 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 4.0 100.0 it (ADD TO LSRFl 
1\ 
CM01 MATLS SCIE~CE 5PXX 25.0 35.6 I ~r 29.0 LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 RESUP-1 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 CLUSTER 
·SA03 ASTROPHYSICS F~lXM 29.0 0.0 100.0 FREE-FL YER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMX~l 29.0 1.0 100.0 OBSERVATORIES 
eC05 RECOHFIGURABLE 
Com-1- SATELLITE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 
~ II'" d ):. ;qii 
," ~ "'"-- - b . . ~ ,.:;"h • •• _____ 
k-~. 















CMOS CaNT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH PLATFORM 
CMU6 CONTINUOUS FLOW 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
OT01 LOW INCL STA 
MODULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
TS01 SATELLITE ASSY 
& SERVICE 




































"""RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
11.8 CUBIC METERS 











"**RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION""" 
INTERNAL VOLut1E. 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 
5.5 CUBIC METERS 
21'.9 KW 
3. 




































***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMNARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 ! ! 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 








































---- '--_._-------_. -,~.,--.- ,- ... --~-~ .. -.- ,.~--- ~ ... -.--< ..... "-..-.-"'.,--.. ~,~ ___ """==-~'E' .. ;K..: 
\ 
., 
***POIHTIHG & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH IHCLINATIOH SPACE STATIOH"** 
EARTH: 0 HOHE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 o 
5001 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
OT03 ------------------------________________________________________________ _ 
OT04 -------------------------------_________________________________________ _ 
SP02 0000000 
SAOl ************************************************************************* 
:::..f;; -.-- '-"',,-- --_._:;:.---- -' --~----'.- •. ...IJ.'~._~_ _,;,.. ._~_'.~~ __ ,.----~""---'"".------ ---=. .• - ~,-~._- A- ,~ _ • ..,~ -.ue.. Jt ~..J,6_,,,,""_-















* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1995 * K * 
TYPE #l : 2 TYPE #2 = 2 
*KK» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l OUTCOME B IS 0 
KEY IS CM03 
CODE IS PMXX 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS· 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
.ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECK 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
NAINTAIN STAGE = ~IATE TO PAYLD = STAGE/STADE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = LAUNCH , 














ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AlJAY (,.200 
·m~TSKILL tUSSIOIl RESULTS ~IANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - EL EC 9.160 
SIC SYS - ~IECH 7.470 
~/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
S'P STA SYS OPS 14.452 
1 FLIGfITS: 
OUTCOME II IS 
.~ - - - ..• _- _.' ~';:';~,-' ~... ...-.........-""""'"'--~-!>--.. ~. -




~!' .. , 















EVA CRANE or 
EVA SERVICE TECH 







MATE TO FIXT • 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE • 
TEST & C/O • 
MODULE MATE • 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS CREI~ SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 5.776 
SIC SYS - ElEC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECIl 3.730 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 
·--DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ll.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
"'.DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 11.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE U • 2 TYPE »2 • 4 
.M." FLIGHT NO. 2 
11.650 
MISSION FLIGIlT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR_"" 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
. NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION: ."CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT OUTCOME n 15 
. INCLINATION IS 29.00 o KEY IS CM02 
CODE IS PMCl 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME n IS 0 
.~ ,..,. 








:\:" .', r·, 4~< 
:~~ r:": 
.I , 
" .... ~-. ,--
__ 0-
-"---,. 
--= -~ . __ • ___ . __ .>..'!:...... ____ • ____ ~ :,'_ ~ fl.~ _ .... \-._ ... ...:::\ J; ~ 




















ORBITER ARRIVE = 0,0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORCITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3792 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








MATE TO FIXT = 
"EST & C/O = 





~~~~~TED OUR FOR MI~si6~G~~~UL~~ SPA~E STATION 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.8'.8 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - ~IECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
'".DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 1 TYPE D2 = 4, 
ft •• » FLIGHT NO. 3 
1. 718 
3.911 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
~ 
-' 
'L" ... _, .....:.. .... ' :-v- J.n:::: !, 
!>.-,. ~, 
, ~_ .. ~ :~-.: .. ~ .. ~~.... __ ~'W: ... 
2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
""~--- - -'-~ !"I>..- ~ _---....A _____ ,~ __ ~<,?-' i "t:'~ -'- -,,_ .... 




















NU~IBER OF FLIGlHS: 1 PRIME MISSIOtI: SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
KEY IS OT04 
OUTCO~lE ft IS 
CODE IS SORS 
UNADJUf>TED DURAlIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLO~D = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSIOH 21 
ORBliER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATIOH AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIOHS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CRE1~ SKILL I-IANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY'ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATIOH 
mSSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL ~1i\NDAYS 
S'C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S'C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S"C SYS - flUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.024 
EVA CRANE OP 1.982 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
2.012 
3.911 
OUTCO~IE # IS o KEY IS S002 
o 
*"*DURATION SUM~lARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** j. STS OPERATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 




• Ii ._.=__ . __ ,~ _'~ __ ._ ' \."!:. . !i.._.. '" _ .. ~. , . ~_.-..::III.s . ... 11 
"---





,", ,~ , -1'-- ,-~~. \~," ... - '~f& 
-. - '-''::~F';'';; 














STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.0 
OTV OPERATIOHS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE til = 2 TYPE #2 = 
KKK» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NU/mER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
-CODE IS FXCL 
4 
PRIME MISSIOH: **INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SECOND NISSIOH: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME I. IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED OURAUONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
'LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
,CREIJ SKILL Mi\tlDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 





OUTCOME II IS 
1.._. ~. ~~-.~~~~~~~--~-=~, 
o KEY IS CC03 
..=..---

















S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 7.879 
SP STlI SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 
~IANNED OTV PILOT 8.660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIOflS 
SETUP/T AKEDOI~N = 
NATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOy/ASSHIBLE = 








FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C' SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ElEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.292 
EVA CRANE OP 2.251 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.075 
SPACE STATION 





'TYPE #l = 2 TYPE ~2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
2 
3.9 




MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME ~ IS INCLINATION IS 0.00 o KEY IS eC05 
. CODE IS FXC~I 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l OUTCOME a IS 0 KEY IS enos 




-~-"'--'---- --... ~- - ~ "' .. - ----
























ORBITER ARRIVE : 0.0416 
OR&ITER OFFLOAD : 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD : 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
.EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
~lATE TO PAYlD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
2 FLIGHTS: 5.303 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION, TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 38.512AWAY 29.400 
FIRST MiSSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 34.973 
S/C SYS - ElEC 39.320 
S/C SYS - MECH 35.939 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 36.758 
SP STA SYS OPS 28.905 
EVA CRANE OP 12.232 
EVA SERVICE TECH 26.722 
MANNED OTV PILOT 59.319 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOHN = 







TEST & C/O = 





:\, -.- --=-- -. ' .--- -.~ " ,- ., .. ' .- . .-..... !,..-- ~-
00 
":0 
-OGl o ;-''; 
o ~~ 
;;.; r'<' 




~ ~ __ .~ l:i oc{ ,&O~ __ ~~ 













ADJUSTED DUR FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSIOIl RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 11. 552 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.459 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.459 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.140 
SP STA SYS DPS 39.824 
EVA CRAUE OP 11.264 
EVA SERVICE TECH 10.088 









*"*DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 5.3 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 19.9 
OTV OPERATIONS 38.5 
OTV MISSIONS 29.4 
TYPE #l = 3 TYPE #2 = 4 
19.912 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NUf'IBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRHlE MISSION: *"LARGE POWER SY TECHNOLOGY OUTCOME I IS 10 KEY IS TE01 INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SSCL 
SECOIlD MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 




= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3629 






ORBITER PROP XFR 
:ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
t-lISS I otl RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
tlMWAYS 
o 



































~ \S • 
. 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.880 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.670 
S/C 5Y5 - MECH 0.670 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.755 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 714 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 714 











***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS. 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 PRIME MISSION' CONTINUOUS FLOW 
CODE IS P~IXL 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME II IS 11 KEY IS CM06 
SECOND mSS·ION' TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME fi IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> TliIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH 1UNITANKER 
I UNADJUSTED DURATIONS i ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
; . ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
If" L~ __ ~~. .~.~. _.=_. __ 
". 
... : 
~".- ~~ . _ • -l\ .' ~ ____ ~ Jt. _T;'~'

















ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREI~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 








*"*DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTU OPERATIOHS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT HO. 8 
3.999 




HUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSIOH: CONTIHUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME i IS INCLINATION IS 29.00 11 KEY IS CM06 
CODE IS PMXL 









1 , . 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MAHIFESTED WITH MINITAHKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






**"DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIOHS 4.0 
3.999 
MISSIOH FLIGHT HO. 
q.., If" '.. . .• ' .~. I. ~ _______ ,. _~ !:... ... :-' =, 
8 IH I1AHDAYS/YR*** 
-_~.~_. ____ -c-
.----------------.~~~ 
:~-' ...... ,~;, 









- ____ ~ __ ._. ___ • ____ .,_ ._" _ .... __ ••.• -.---....... - ............. --<0. .... 
17 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ttl = 4 TYPE il2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SSSS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
*--> THIS FLIGHT MANIFESTED WITH MINITANKER 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAP = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.Q210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






'.!-. .• c '.:"'~ •. _.'--'~,':r4~ 
~IODULE DEL OUTCOME iI IS 10 KEY IS OT01 
1.479 







TYPE ffl = 2 TYPE fl2 = 






HUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 7 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.60no 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 . 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
7 FLIGHTS: 10.352 
:CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 22.544 
@, 
"'-- F ~- :a.:;- ....... "'"" ..... ~ ..... 
o KEY IS CM06 
...;;.::;::..,,--- ~=--~'."' -
~ 











EVA CRANE OP 




***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 10.4 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE il = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 3 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP OUTCOME 3 IS o KEY IS CM08 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS . MISSION RESULTS 
3 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OP.S 
EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED OUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 2.641 
S/C SYS - EL EC 2.010 
S/C SYS - MECH 2.010 





. :- '>'!;"::'=~-=-~- ----_._- -. ~ -
.* - •• ____ ---'_'C:. _ _-












, ~ t~ t 








SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




*.*DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.4 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 6.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE ft2 = o 
.**» FLIGHT NO. 12 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 4 PRIME MISSION' LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
GODE IS SORS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
·ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBiTER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
S·TS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
4 FLIGHTS' 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 










TYPE #l = 4 TYPE ft2 = 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR* •• 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME i IS o KEY IS OT02 
10.955 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 12 IN MANDAYS/YR**. 
I' 
I NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION' HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY OUTCOME i IS o KEY IS OT04 
I 
:C~~~L~~A~~~~ IS 98.00 . 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
i ~ _ ~.:,,;,,;..;, ~~ _ .. _' __ _ L . :- .... 
,------'= .. - , . 
'.-
"-.- ~ ~ • - .. -..Q. ~~- - ~~*-


















ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREI~ SKIll 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













"""DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
2.739 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 13 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
,~, "1" , _ .. _'_' ...;.;£;.:..:""__ '~"~" " .. ' "'" ,_ ",,".c., .. , _. ___ ~-" _ _ ...... " ' - - -«,- • _ _ h,_ __ 0...-- c.-. g 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SOOl EARTH ODSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK bURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIl L 
EARTH. OCEAN ODS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE·SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL HANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH. OCEAH ODS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
C!:.> .. '. ~.---.. ~_~ ... __ .~_.~. __ . l_ .. , ."~ " .. i. ;:;.,... ___ ......" _~ ~a, __ . ~ .<:t 
----, ~- .~~, .. ~ 























SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
"·.DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE g TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*.* 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS . 
336.0 DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
SCIENCE 8 APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 !;ORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CRE~J SKILL MAlmAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
·".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
-------__ .... • .............. r ....... -r~~...;..a. ~~ 
00 
-n;o 
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(I • Ci 
• 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
SI'C SYS - ELEC 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5~.O WORK DAYS 
H.'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYSI'YR'** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOI VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
;A~~~g~~~~igsDURAT~ONS67.000 
: UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO ,SPECIAL SKILL 
:ASTROPIISICS 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
~ tr 




S.-C SYS - FLUIDS 3.350 
SP 5TA SYS OPS 3.350 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOI IN MANDAYS'-YR*'. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOI HUMAN LIFE 51 CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATlnNS 
LIFE SCIENCE =' 73.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
73. 0 I~ORK DAYS 











S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
3.650 
3.650 
**'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SLOI IN MANDAYS'-YR ••• 
SERVICING OPEP.ATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH OEMO 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL03 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
:LIFE SCIENCE = 14.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOA~D MISSIONS. 
l't.O WORK DAYS 
~ .. 
,..- .. • k.~ n r - ... _""-= .. ~ ~==--____________ ~, 
.t' • .. , ··'"Ii.:.l 
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CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 1. 400 
MED/DIO RESEARCH 14.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.700 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.700 
SP STA SYS OPS 0.700 
***DURATION SUMMARy FOR PAYLOAO NO. 13 SL03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH OEMO 14.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/DIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 191. 0 I~ORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 191. 0 
PAYLOAO WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAIWAYS 




~",,".! ~ , 7 
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"' SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS lIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKIll MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SP STA 91.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & rECH DEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOI MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSIOH RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
**MDURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CM01 IN MANDAYS/YRH** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
o .0 
300.0 
PAYLOAD tHTH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
: UNADJUSTED DURATIONS REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 TEST & C/O = 1.944 TMS LAUNCH = 0.323 
... 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR· 18 CM02 154.7 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC' 54.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 






***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLDAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS REMOTE SERVICE = 12.000 TEST & C/O = 1.458 TMS LAUNCH = 0.246 TMS OPS = 9.000 TMS CREW OPS = 9.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
'TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 CREW MOD MAINT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
.NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
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S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STh SYS OPS 







SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
""*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 SCI ENCE & TECH DHIO O. 0 
PAYLOAD !-lITH KEY SM2 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
-NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
65.0 WORK DAYS 
-"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-Fl YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
® 




~ "' . .,-














~ j; • ., 
REr10TE SERVICE ~ 2.000 TEST ~ C/O ~ 3.400 HIS LAUNCH ~ 0.082 
. HIS OPS ~ 3.000 HIS CREW OPS ~ 3.000 
TNS rAPTURE/fiRTH ~ 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL ~ 1.100 CRW MOD MAINT ~ 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 











SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE ~ 6.000 TEST & C/O ~ 3.400 HIS LAUNCH ~ 0.082 
'HlS OPS ~ 3.000 HIS CRW OPS ~ 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH ~ 0.042 TMS MAINT/REFUEL ~ 1.100 CREl, MOD MAINT ~ 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
:~~~~L~~I~LSERVICINgA~6~~~ON RESULTS 38.5 DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
~ ... 
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S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ElEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTElSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MUlTIBEAM COMM. SATEllITE 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
:~~~~A~~~lrISSION R~~~6~~s 0.0 WORK DAYS 
(i 
~---- ~-
:.1'" • ~.:.J;a;;' 
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______ ._. ___ ~. __ _"_ -l 
-, 
*"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~lMARY F,OR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
o .0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 TEST & C/O = 1.944 Tt1S LAUNCH = 0.328 INS OPS = 12.000 Tt1S CR Et~ OPS = 12.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.',00 
:CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
179.9 DAYS 
~ ~ 
~=- ~~,--------"'---... :0- -2'* 'i' __ IJ • 
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CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ElEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARO MISSIONS 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 179.9 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL L ~lANDAYS 
" SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
4 UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
• SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP 
:SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE:~[~~LIT~ SERVICING OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 'MAHDAYS 
~ ... 
,:-- -__ - - _...".riaaa 'd 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
ReSEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
, CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBDARD MISSIONS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
'"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR'"' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = ' 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OT01 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS DPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS o. 0 !~ORK DAYS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR""' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE ':LTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
~ ~ 
f: 
"" (i, l. 0. 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
**"uURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOS HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONHOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TEO 1 LARGE POWER SYS TECHNOLOGY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS UNBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 




UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 16.000 
ENGINEERING 80.000 
'S/C SYS - DATA 12.000 
s/c SYS - ELEC {,. 000 
SIC SYS - MECH 4.000 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 16.000 
:SP STA SYS OPS 8.000 
EVA CRANE OP ' .. 000 
80.0 WORK DAYS 
'~' ~ 
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EVA SERVICE TECN 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
4.000 
12.000 
__ , ~~ ___ .• _ .. , •• -~',",. ~ ~·H __ "'.u.",.,,, ,.\,~I ... ~i~_" i 
.".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD' NO. 40 TEOl IN MANDAYS/YR' •• 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 80.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 20.0 WORK DAYS RESEARCH MISSLON ~ESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
ENGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 00 0 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 000 
MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR'". 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
SKILL MIX.SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
·l~"· >%, ;t" -.:" .... ~-~ ~~-'r~-;;:;j:rii 
CREI~ SKILL ".SCIENCE MISSIONS'.' "'COMMERC MISSIONS". ' •• TECH DEV MISSIONS.. • •• *OPER SUPPORT"." 
"" ~ .. 
_....... . !\, _____ ,. " If' .~-,--~ ,:~~--~,,-,? ~ ~\to. ,- , >-$ =? ; Ji..:.:t - T" e' e.w.-io ~, 
! 'lil . .~ ~ a , 
. 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
OPS SERV 
0.0 26.4 
NSN OP CONST OPS SERV 
43.4 o .0 0.0 165.9 NED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 369.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 PHY~ SCI RESEARC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EARTH. OCEAN OBS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ENGINEERING 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ASTROPHSICS 0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 77.3 0.0 0.0 48.9 3',5.4 S/C SYS - ElEC o .0 16.9 21.7 0.0 57.6 147.6 
. S/C SYS - NECH 0.0 54.8 0.0 0.0 50.9 H2.8 s/c SYS - flUIDS 0.0 12.8 21.7 0.0 45.9 118.4 SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 75.0 21.7 0.0 95.6 387.3 EVA CRANE OP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 72.3 0.0 EVA SERVICE TECIi 0.0 28.5 0.0 0.0 101.3 156.6 NANN ED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 76.6 0.0 TlIS PILOT o .0 85.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 686.1 NATlS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NANDAYS BY MISSION 
NSN OP CONST OPS SERV NSN OP CO~ST 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.6 0.0 0.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 o . 0 o .0 5.0 o .0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 13.3 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 83.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 29.4 0.0 o . 0 5.0 0.0 0.0 23.3 0.0 o . 0 5.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 











MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH. OCEAN OBS ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC S/C SYS - ~IECH 
S/C SYS - FlUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 



















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 
200. 
13.9 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
865. 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC 
:EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERItiG 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
",. 
"'SCIENCE MISSIONS'" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 27.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 155.0 0.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 
"'COMMERC MISSIONS""' OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"'TECH DEV MISSIONS" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 
OPS SERV NSN op' CONST 
0.0 67.2 o .0 o .0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o . 0 0.0 o . 0 
0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 
o . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 
l'<.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
82.3 470.4 0.0 0.0 
47.9 67.2 0.0 0.0 
47.9 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
•••• OPER SUPPORT ••••• OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.00.00.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. ~ 
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" . r-~-'-?'-'-'-' 1U·.WIi.'" it : ">-. 
, 
S"'C SYS - ELEC 0.0 0.0 
S"'C SYS - ~IECH 0.0 0.0 
S"'C SYS - flUIDS 0.0 0.0 SP STA SYS OPS 2.5 0.0 EVA CRANE OP 2.5 0.0 EVA SERVICE TECH 2.5 0.0 MANNED OTV PILOT Q,O 0.0 HIS PILOT 0.0 0.0 ~IATLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 
MAN DAYS OY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
362. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIL L 
MED"'OIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN ODS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSrCS 
S ... C SYS - DATA 
S ... C SYS - ELEC 
S"'C SYS - MECH 
S"'C SYS - FLUIDS 
sr STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 



















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 
\ . < "'tr( ,.-, -. 
13.8 0.6 0.0 
0.0 0.6 0.0 
13.8 0.5 0.0 
13.8 4.0 0.0 
0.0 2.0 0.0 
0.0 1.4 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

























0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 0.0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
17. 722. 
1995 IN MANDAYS"'YR""" 
1995 IN MANDAYS"'YR'"" 
................ · .......... 00 ...... __ .... __________ _ .. --- ~~. 
I _ '~ -.: 
!"-.-.... ..-- r' 
0.7 0.0 0.0 
0.7 0.0 0.0 
0.5 1.5 0.0 
3.8 18.6 470.'. 
1.7 15.1 67.2 
1.7 15.1 67.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
--
.----.....:.:.......--
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OTV OPERA TrONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 SERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 276.0 
SUMMARY OF SPACE STATIoN PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITlE PLCODE INCL PK P0I4ER DUTY CYCLE 
5001 EARTH ODSERV SPCL 98.0 3.5 82.2 PAllET 
5002 SYNTH APERTURE 
RADAR SPCL 98.0 10'.0 2.7 
OT03 SPACE STATIoN SSSS 98.0 15.0 100.0 MODULES 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY SORS 98.0 1.0 100.0 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
PALLET SPCM 98.0 10.0 9.9 
SAO 1 VLBI'COSMIC 
RAY Pf:G 
SPCL 98.0 2.0 100.0 
~ SL01 HUMAN LIFE 51 SSSA 29.0 1.7 100.0 CARRY-ONS 
00 " 
"!Ii!! • SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 100.0 
"tIGl • CARRY-ONS 
02 · ~ SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 29.0 12.2 100.0 ~;e , RES FAC 
.o~ , SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 4.0 100.0 Cl'" 
;l:> r..i> (ADD TO LSRF) 
" r>l 'J ~ .~. CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 25.0 35.6 ~ " LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROtHH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 FACTORY,PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 RESUP-l 
5A02 ASTRO TELESCOPE 
CLUSTER SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS 
FREE-FL YER F~lXM 29.0 0.0 100.0 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS 
OBSERVATORIES 
FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
eC03 INTELSAT-7.7A 
CLASS CO~lSAT FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-,..::::~ -- ----- !" ,'" --
",. 
~ 



















CNOS CONT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLot4 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA 
L FIBE,RS RESUPP 
OT01 LOW INCL STA 
MODULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
OT05 HI-ALT STA 
RESUPPLY 
TE01 LARGE POWER SYS 
TECHNOLOGY 













































**"RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
!tHERNAL VOLUME 
PO!IER 
NO. O'F PORTS 















"""RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION""" 
INTERNAL VOlmlE 
POL·JER 
NO. OF PORTS 
~ 
6.5 CUBIC METERS 
22.1 KW 
4. 
" r,. ~I -
...... -- ._:.;, -~..;-; ... -~ ... ,------"._,. 
::';'" -" ~::"':'''::~,~~Y:-. 
~£ 
"DC) 




















" • CM05 
• , 
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" 
***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 






SAOl *******************************u********************** ******************* 
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* * * SPACE STATIO~ OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1996 * * * 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE D2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l OUTCOME ~ IS 0 
KEY IS CM03 









ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
'CREl~ SKILL 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3954 AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
tllSSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH ~ 
CAPTURE = 













1 FLIGHTS: 2.651 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FO" FIRST MISSION, TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSIO~ RESULTS 
'CREl~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
:S/C SYS - flUIDS 








.... -..... ~-- .. -~ 
 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CC04 
.......:::: ... ------- -' 
l..;l n 
." -:-:,1 






















EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSE~1BLE = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAI'lDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS - ELEC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 









***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 11"6 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS G.2 
TYPE n = G TYPE #2 = 1 
*"*» FLIGHT NO. 2 
11. 650 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY i INCLINATION IS 98.00 OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OToG 
-. CODE IS SORS 
SECOND MISSION: SPACE SCIENCE SUBSATELLITE OUTCOME # IS 0 
, ." '----.. ~~--',,,--~--~ . ~.".-, ~ ,--












.. r- • -'-"'i.~ . .... "..",f1~ 
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KEY IS SP01 
CODE IS FSXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






"*"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
**~DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS OTV OPERATIONS 
OTV MISSIONS 





***» FLIGHT NO. 3 NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7,7A INCLINATION IS 0.00 CODE IS FXCL 
3.999 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
CLASS COMSAT OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CC03 
'SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTcmlE ~ IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
:ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER DEP,\RT = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
{y 
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STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
Cr.EW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.661 
SP STA SYS OPS 10.075 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 
MATE TO PAYlD = 0.131 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O = 0.555 
LAUNCH = 0.082 
CAPTURE = 0.042 
'MISSION OPS = 2.000 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 MISSION, TOTAL OF 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 
MANNED OTV PILOT 8.660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
"SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.200 
MATE TO FIXT = 0,056 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 0.280 




FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
0.816 
0.510 
SPACE STATION 2.146 
.~ ... 
~- -. ~'- ----~-..... .,..., 














, ~ ~."..- ~ j~ -"":'~ 
r.: '~ ~?i 
s/c SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRsT 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE Ul = 2 TYPE #2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **CONT FLOW ELEC TROPH PLATFOR OUTCOME # IS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 o KEY IS CMOS 
CODE IS prlCL 








KEY IS crl03 
CODE IS PMXX 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE =. 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
OROITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURAlION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL Of 
5TS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
1. 718 
.. ~. ... 
~-..... :- , 
2.651 
.-----~ ---_ .. _--
00 
""::11 
-0(,1 02 o .~ 
;v r-'~ 





























Ifj--. ~_'A_~_""_'''' ___ ,,,,,~_, 1. ';-.. .. 
,. 
j 
CRE1~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 





TYPE U = 2 TYPE n2 = 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*_* 
MISSION FLIGHT NO • 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME # IS INCLINATION IS 0.00 o KEY IS CC05 
CODE IS FXC~l 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l OUTCOME # IS 0 KEY IS CM03 
CODE IS PMXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
·gmm ~~~mD = 0.0416 
= 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (mSSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PP.OP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 2.651 STS OPERATIONS mSSIDN RESULTS CRE1, SKILL ~lAllDAYS 
:S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1. 661 
SP STA SYS DPS 7.555 
.~ 
~-- :--
.. m'--- ~-.:.,_ 




























EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 











ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 19.256AWAY 14.700 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE~J SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 17.487 
S/C SYS - EL EC 19.660 
S/C SYS - MECH 17.970 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 18.379 
SP STA SYS OPS 14.452 
EVA CRANE OP 6.116 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.361 




MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSE~1BLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






'~~~~iTED DUR FOR MI~si6~G~~;UL~~ SPACE STATION 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL[C 
,S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 









...::..-.~ .~~ ~ .--------, _=--m;.., ~ 's .;..~ 
00 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 5.044 
,i 
j ""*DURATION SUMMARY FORFrRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. S IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
! 0. STS OPERATIONS 2.7 • ! CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.0 I I OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 I --t OTV NISSIONS . 14.7 
I 
•• "DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND ! MISSION FLIGHT NO . S IN MANDAYS/YR*"" j 
! STS OPERATIONS 2.7 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV ~IISSIONS 14.7 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 
**"» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: H*RECDNFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME. IS o KEY IS CCOS 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM , \' 




















ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKIL L 
= 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.395'. 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
NISSION RESULTS 
MAtIDAYS 
'.. S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STiI SYS OPS 















EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNilDJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
~ATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 





















L ... ,., .--- ---.c..,~. -, ~~~"'---'~~ " .... ),. . ,', 
. - - . .=.~ __ ~--",----,."o..- '~ _ .___ ~_----,--~ 3_. "'1.1








mSSION OPS = = 
0.042 
7.000 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 38.512AWAY 29.400 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 34.973 
SIC SYS - ELEe 39.320 
SIC SYS - ~\ECli 35.939 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 36.758 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.9'05 
·EVA CRANE OP 17.272 
EVA SERVICE TECH 31. 762 
MANNED OTV PILOT 59.319 
MISSION. TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 
, I CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 

























TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED OUR FOR 
.FIRST 
CREW SKILL 
SIC SYS .. DATA 
SIC SYS - ELEC 
SIC SYS .. MECH 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
'EVA CRANE or 
EVA SERVICE TECH 










***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 7.8 
CONSTRUCTION OP~RATIOHS 19.9 
OTV OPERATIONS 38.5 
OTV MISSIONS 29.4 
! III . 
I ~ __ .. ___ . L ... c_'" _." ... _.'.~ 
19.912 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
._-- --- ., .... ~" -"~~~ 
6 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
.,- ~"'~:"' 


















TYPE U = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 








ADJ STS DURATION 
S TS OP ERA TIOIlS 
.CREI~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRAIIE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0832 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 













0 _· .~ 
o;t 
;0 r' 












STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ftl = 4 TYPE !2 = o 
***» FLIGHT 110. 8 
NUtlBER OF FlIGHTS: 2 PRmE MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SSSS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 





ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
.• CREI~ SI: ILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 













- .--, .. _- -.- --'-..:-~-'" ._< '--:"'- .. - -- ,,--.--~ 
r I~:i. 
-I ~ ~~ 
OUTCOME • IS 10 KEY IS OTOI 








EVA SERVI'CE TECH 5.040 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE 12 = o 




t~g~~~~T~~NFi~GHTS~9.~~ PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 








ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 




SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 















MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
i 
i 
'. OTV mSSIONS 
TYPE ffl = 2 TYPE #2 = 






I' NmlBER OF FLIGHTS: 3 
It' INCLINATION IS 29.00 
" CODE IS SPCL 













----=- ~ -- ....... 















~~_ , -.A,- e.. ~ 
, {'t 
. 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.60UO 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURAJIDN AT SP 5Th FOR TOTAL OF 




CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.662 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 








MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSE~lBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 6.073 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
:I S/C SYS - DATA 2.641 
it;" 
S/C SYS - ELEC 2.010 :.1\ j. 
1 , S/C SYS - MECH 2.010 , . 
!~ S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.531 
!tj. 
I SP STA SYS OPS' 12.146 I, 
r~.t EVA CRANE OP 6.023 i~ EVA SERVICE TECN 5.141 
t ~, 
I 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST [ . 
, ., 
, 
STS OPERATIONS 4.4 
C0I1STRUCTION OPERATIONS 6.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV 1llSSIOnS 0.0 
i TYPE III = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
f 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 PRIME MISSION: GLASS PRoe PLANT Ii 
il CODE IS SPCL 
, 
J ?: UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
" ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 r [b· 
!i.- ~ .. 
.".. 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
.. -, '- .... ~. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CM07 
___ , • ..,.,;.N>,_ • ____ _ 
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ADJ STS DURATIOH 
STS OPERATIOllS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
AT SP STA fOR TOTAL OF 
MISSIOH RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








I-lATE TO FIXT = 




ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREl-l SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - Et EC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.116 
EVA CRANE OP 1.075 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.075 





,TYPE III = 4 TYPE 1I2 = 







NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
: UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
1.479 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT02 
l~. 
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ADJ STS DURATION 
SIS OPERATIONS 
CREl~ SKIt L 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE DP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0210 







***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 21.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 4 TYPE lt2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 13 
21.911 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 12 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
'f :~, NU~lBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MI551011= HI-IHCL STATION INCLINATION IS 98.00 RESUPPLY OUTCOME It IS o KEY IS OT04 [,1\ 
! • 

















CODE IS SORS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKItL ~lANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 















mSS!ON FLIGHT NO. 
I ' 
Ie!, , __ ~. i..-. .~ . __ 00 ___ • __ 
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PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT Sf STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~lO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OfERATIONS ;,ATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UlIADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EaRTH & DC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED IJORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL ~lr.tlDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSiONS 
SP STA 5.0 WORK DAYS 
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SP STA SYS DPS 0.250 
***DURAiION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA' RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKIl L ~lANM YS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITi~ >CEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
¥**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
I • L~ .~ 
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SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SPOI SPACE SCIENCE SUBSATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 




MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 
. n15 MATE/DEMATE = 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 7 SPOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SF STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









SC+ENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 2.1 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
7 SPOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
,CREW SKILL t-IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
:RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 5.400 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
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PHYS SCI RESEARC 54.000 
S/C SYS - EL EC 2.700 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 2.700 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.700 
***DURATION SUI1MARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE. TECH DEMO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOI VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW ~KILc ~IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE .'APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
tREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
I' j UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
i I 
I· ~ l~r '-r-
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LIFE SCIENCE = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






73.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH ~EMO 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL03 PLANT DEVEL CARRY-.ONS 
11 SLOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS ' 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 14.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
'SP STA SYS OPS 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
14.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 13 SL03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 14.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIi~~CIENCES RES FAC 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA ·191.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 19.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 191.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.550 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SF STA SYS OPS 
9.550 
9.550 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
'LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
, RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 9.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 91'.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 4.550 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.550 
:SP STA SYS OPS 4.550 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS UNDOARD MISSIONS 
91.0 WORK DAYS 
t- " k~' I~ ..•. ,  ~ .. ,,~, IF , ",' _ '.~ ". ___ '""",,,., ". . _, _ ,., '.'0-.' __ '" 















































SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOI MATLS SCIENCE LAD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
.UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
.300.0 WORK DAYS 
""MDURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR*M* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36,000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH • 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH '.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL rlANDAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
SIC SYS - DATA 126.739 
SIC SYS - ELEC 54.818 
SIC SYS - MECH 125.800 
:S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
154.7 DAYS 
I 
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EVA SERVICE T.ECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 
SCIENcE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR"". 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 154.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY cM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERViCING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE • 12.000 
TEST & CIO • 1.458 
TMS LAUNCH • 0.246 
TMS OPS • 9.000 
TMS CREW OPS '. 9.000 
TI1S CAPTURE/BRTH. 0.126 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL. 3.300 
CREW MOD MAINT • 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
SIC SYS - DATA 79.304 
SIC SYS - ELEC 25.364 
SIC SYS - MECH 78.600 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVIcE TECH 42.714 
TMS PILOT 127.562 
84.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLIcATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
.".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEtlO 84.5 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER 
L~ ~ =-....... -==-==-__ ~. .._.' _'__ _ __ ~_~ 
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. RE~IOTE SERVICE = TEST & CIO = HIS LAUNCII = TtlS OPS 
nlS CREI~ OPS 
nlS CAPTUREIBRTH 








nlS flAINT IREFUEL 1.100 CREI~ NOD NAIIH 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 






















SIC SYS - DATA 36.574 
SIC SYS - ELEC 6.355 
SIC SYS - MECIl 25.324 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
1MS PILOT 34.121 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
• UNADJUSTED DURATIONS RHlOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.'.00 
nlS LAUNCH = 0.082 
nlS OPS = 3.000 HIS CREI~ OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTIl = 0.042 TNS MAItIT/REFUEl = 1.100 ~REW MOD MAINT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 38.5 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'I ~ 
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CREl~ SKILL MAl'lDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ElEC 10.555 
S/.C SYS - MECH 29.524 
s ... C SYS - flUIDS &.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14 .238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCJENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
**HDURATIDN SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY ce03 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS eOMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
H*HDURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CC04 ~1UL TIBEAM CO~1M. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
:SETUP/TAKEDOWN • 0.000 
UPDATED l~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
O. 0 l~ORK DAYS 
11 
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NANDAYS 
***DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR P-AYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD lUTH KEY CNOS CONT FlOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORl1 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 C~10S 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
0.0 DAYS 
CREI~ SKILL 1'1ANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
'''*DURATION ~UM~IARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 C~10S IN NANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD I~ITH KEY C~106 CONTINUOUS FlOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
S,ATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RHlOTE SERVICE = 48.000 TEST & C/O = 1. 944 
' HIS LAUNCH = 0.328 :ms OPS = 12.000 TNS CREI~ OPS = 12.000 TNS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
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CREl~ NOD NAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TINE FOR 30 CM06 
SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CR8! SKILL NAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
SI'C SYS - DATA l39.339 
SI'C SYS - ElEC 67.4l8 
SI'C SYS - MECH U8.400 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS DPS l68.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
l79.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYSI'YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH DHIO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
!~ SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS ~. SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 




t UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUPI'TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
, RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
, ' .CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 50.0 WORK DAYS 
l 
r· 





SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GlASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP 
, SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
". L~ .- , .... - ~~ ~ .. , ....,,- "-
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI. SKILL NANDAYS 
UNAOJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOl.N = 8.000 
UPDATED 1.0RK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREI. SKIll MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
8.0 I.ORK DAYS 
*."DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYlOAD IHTH KEY OTOl L0l4 INCL STA MODULE DEl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED.DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOl 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1J SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOlJN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 I.ORK DAYS 
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"~DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DElIO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYlOAD 'lUTH KEY OT02 LOl. INCL STA RESUPPLY 

















































SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIOHS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECIi DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL ~IAtmAYS 
~O SPECIAL SKILL 
ENGINEERING 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
:S/C SYS - NECH 







SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
~i.' I.~ IF 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
2.000 






*""DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
SERVICING OPER~TIONS 





SKIll MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
~. 
; CREW SKILL 
, NO SPECIAL SKILL 
. . ~lED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 











S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




Drs SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 26.4 36.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 369.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 77.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 16.9 18.5 0.0 
0.0 54.8 0.0 0.0 
0.0 12.8 18.5 0.0 
0.0 75.0 18.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 28.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 85.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
**"COMMERC MISSIONS"*" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 165.9 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
66.4 345.4 0.0 28.2 
77.3 147.6 0.0 18.5 
6B.B 342.8 0.0 IB.5 
62.6 11B.4 0.0 17.3 
112.6 387.3 0.0 106.0 
83.5 0.0 0.0 36.1 
119.7 156.6 0.0 29.4 
106.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 686.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"""TECH DEV MISSIONS"" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0,0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0. 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 
MANDAYS BY mSSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
977 • : 









l'IANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
NED/BID RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
HRTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPIlSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - 'FLUIDS 
SP srA SYS OPS 















OPS SERV MSM OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IB.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
125.8 470.4 0.0 0.0 
80.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
80.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 "I'1;:a 
"0 i5 0-




















EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
TMS PILOT 





TOTAL SPACE STATION CREI~: 14.1 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
, 






NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
t MANNED OTV PILOT 
\; TMS PILOT 




OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.5 27.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 155.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 
~.O 0.0 13.8 0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.0' 0.0 
0.0 0.1 13.8 0.0 
2.5 4.2 13.B 0.0 
2.5 1.B 0.0 0.0 
2.5 1.8 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 






MANDAYS BY MISSION 





MANDAYS BY SKILL 








i'l , . 
I· 
" [\~ !i.-.._ ._. 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLU.IDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRMIE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
























~~.;;......;- ~ ___ h 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE PLCODE INCL 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 98.0 
PALLET 
5002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 98.0 
RADAR 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 98.0 
~lODULES 
OT04 HI-IHCL STATIOH SORS 98.0 
RESUPPLY 
SPOl SPACE SCIENCE FSXX 98.0 
SUBSATELLITE 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 98.0 
PALLET 
SAOl VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 98.0 
RAY PKG 
SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 29.0 
CARRY-OilS 
SL03 PLANT DEVEL SSSA 29.0 
CARRY-OilS 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 29.0 
RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 (ADD TO LSRF) 
L~_ . ".. 
-"'- .--~- .-_ .. ,. -.-,.-~--" . _ .. _-- '.--
1996 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
1996 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
PK pm~ER DUTY CYCLE 
3.5 82.2 00 
-n;x:J 
-'"O~ 
10.0 2.7 0:;;:: OJ;> ;Or-
15.0 100.0 O"U 
C ~I~ 
J::i !/'; 
"1. 0 100.0 1'- f·1I 
"" .... , ... -
.J.' .fl' 
o . 0 100.0 
10.0 9.9 
2.0 100.0 






.. _~ .• -4-. _ ,_' . 
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CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lCL 
FACTORY/PLAT 
C~103 CRYSTAL GRUWTH PMXX 
RES UP-l 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
FREE-FL YER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 
OBSERVATORIES 
CCO; INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 
CLASS COMSAT 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 
SATElLITE 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 
Com1. SATELLITE 
CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 5PCL 
CM08 GLA55PROC OPTICA SPCL 
LFIBER5 RE5UPP 
OTOI LOW INCL 5TA 5555 
~10DULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL 5TA 50R5 
RESUPPLY 
OTOS HI-ALT 5TA OM5B 
RESUPPLY 
T502 TECH DEVEL SS5A 
CARRY-ONS 





































o • 0 1.9 
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***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POHER 
NO. OF PORTS 
6.4 CUBIC METERS 
58.9 KW 
4. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
rm-JER 
NO. OF PORTS 
6.5 CUBIC METERS 
22.1 Kl. 
4. .' 
-- ---~-. ~, ." - -,..---.-............ ~ .... ,,~,' ."..,... .' ·'t- """ 
SPACE STATION*** 
SPACE STATION*** 
-,' -". --~ .... -~,..!:.~ , 
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***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SU~IMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
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~ * * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1997 * •• TYPE nt = 2 TYPE ~2 = 3 

















CODE IS SSCM 
SECOND MISSION: ROBOTICS 
KEY IS TCOl 






0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
0.0210 
= 0.3954 





ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIOJo(S 
CREW SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSION RESULTS 1 FLIGHTS: 2.651 
MANDAYS 
S/c SYS - I'LUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
'STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 














ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756ALJAY 4.200 MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: FIRST 
I, 
'CRW SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
I I, S/C SYS - ELEC 
Ii s/c SYS - ~lECH 
~ :S/C SYS - FLUIDS , 
SP STA SYS OPS 
Ill,' Le 










OUTCO~lE • IS o KEY IS CC04 
.... r- • 
00 
... , :>.1 















EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




























MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 







ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKIL L MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 5.776 
SIC SYS - ELEC 3.730 
SIC SYS - ~'ECH 3.730 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 




MATE TO FIXT = 








ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
SECOND MISSION RESUtTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~'AHDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 11. 488 
.S/C SYS - EL EC 7.300 
SIC SYS - MECH 7.300 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 7.1(,0 




MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
._._ ,_.l.. 






. '''' ;OF 





~" . (j: 
__ ~_ J",:- _~
, '(3 ~ .. , 
! SP STA SYS OPS 41.985 EVA CRANE OP 12.907 
r: 
' EVA SERVICE TECH 9.967 

























STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 21.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE n = 1 TYPE ti2 = 4 
*H*» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY OUTCOME ft IS 0 
KEY IS OT04 
CODE IS SORS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIO~s 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART ,= 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 7.998 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 




'rlATE TO FIXT = 
DEPlOY?ASSEMBLE 









FOR 1 FLImITS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
.CREl4 SKILL 
S?C SYS - DATA. 






I l~ ",. L ... 
OUTCOME ft IS o KEY IS S004 
c ___ ~~ ____ .----=>-... -~~--.~ 
.. 
on 














! ~ ~ l S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
~ S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
[ SP STA SYS OPS 4.024 I EVA CRANE OP 1.982 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 3 9', 
! ***OURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST I STS OPERATIONS 3.9 ! CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.0 ! OTV OPERA TIONS 0.0 ; ! OTV mSSrONS 0.0 














MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
i~ r", 
I 
***» FLIGHT NO. 3 
,NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 CODE IS PrlCL 















ORBITER PROP XFR 
= 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3792 
OUTCOME # IS 
i AOJ STS DURATION 
, . SIS OPERATIONS AT SP STh FOR TOTAL OF mSSION RESULTS 1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
.CREW SKILL 
i S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
r. SP STh SYS OPS 
I I, EVA CRANE OP 

















o~ o~ ~r 


























MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - EL EC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FL UI DS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
1.718 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7.7A 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
CLASS COMSAT OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CC03 
I 
CODE IS FXCL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS o 
! 













ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKILL 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
~ ,:SP STA SYS OPS 
?' 





= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3954 











0 ·, .< 













































MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 
MANNED OTV PILOT 8.660 




MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
CRE1~ SKILl 
·S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S}C SYS - ~lECH 
·S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
:SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 


















.o'U C ..... ~ 
:P f:~ 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE U = 1 TYPE #2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 I 
i 
! 
NU~IBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD OUTCO~lE t IS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 o KEY IS SL06 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND MISSION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME # IS 0 

















CODE IS FXCM 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKlL L ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 1. 661 
SP STA SYS OPS 7.555 
EVA CRANE OP 5.040 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.040 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 MATE TO PAYLD = 0.131 
.STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O . = 0.555 
LAUNCH = 0.082 CAPTURE = o.orf2 
mSSION OPS = 7. 000 
1 flIGHTS: 2.651 
I 
I; 
, ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND MISSION. TOTAL OF 
~ , 
" 




:m311~KILL rlm6~~s RESUL TS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
I , 













.. ~ \:~; 
j_ .. - ~ I 
-. 
.... ), ::. 
.-. 
.. - .!""'-:- ._--
~ 
b- . -..Q ;§~_ 










S/C SYS - ELEC 19.660 
S/C SYS - MECH 17.970 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 18.379 
SP STA SYS OPS 14.452 
, EVA CRANE OP 6.116 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.361 
MANNED OTV PILOT 29.660 
\., '. \ 

















NATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - El EC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 












r CREU SKILL 
[ 





MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
fL. ~ . .:-., -..;.:....~-.' ... '... ~---,.~---~ .. -,-









, ,'(' • ~~'':'f;';: 
....:~=--._. ___ ~~ ____ ~~_~ __ ~~ __ . .:=.-__ .• __ ~ __ ,._~ J?! __ -_,,: 
J- Q-""'~-""~-"-~-~-,",,""'" ~" .", ... \. , ............... ~._ .1.-_; ., 
! . 
" ~ S/C SYS - DATA 6.624 
~ S/C SYS - EL EC 4.320 ! S/C SYS - McCH 4.320 
• I S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.080 
t SP STA SYS OPS 23.348 t 
I EVA CRANE OP 7.027 




***DURATION SU~lMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 11.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV MISSIONS 14.7 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 '~ 
1'.::;- NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 3 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CC05 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM :.,1\ ~. 

















KEY IS CM04 
CODE IS PMCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE =' 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 3 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIlL MANDAYS 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
.SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






I ': UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.' MAINTAIN STAGE = !J MATE TO PAYlD = 1.150 0.131 
0.210 I' 12 STAGE/STAGE ~lATE = 
7.954 
l{., 
L_ .,:-. ~ . ..:.:.: ----.~,--.. ~---.- r;.;. -.-
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ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MI?SION, TOTAL OF 3 FLIGHTS: AT SPACE STA 57.768AWAY 44.100 FIRST MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 52.460 
S/C SYS - ELEC 58.981 
S/C SYS - MECH 53.909 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 54.727 
SP STA SYS OPS 42.845 
EVA CRANE OP 18.348 
EVA SERVICE TECH 40.083 
MANNED OTV PILOT 88.979 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 






TEST & C/O = MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS CRE~J SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 17.328 
S/C SYS - ELEC 11.189 
S/C SYS - NECH 11.189 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 10.710 
'SP STA SYS OPS 59.737 
EVA CRANE OP 16.897 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.133 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIOHS 8.0 CONSTRUCTIOH OPERATIONS 29.9 
29.868 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
__ ~"'_"~_'.'."" ___ H~' _ •. '_., ... _. __ •. :~~C:'_::':~~ .~.~._ .. ,';.;"-'1,r'~ 
6 IN MANDAY5/YR*** 
00 
"T!;o 
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. MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & c/o = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKILL tlANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 19.873 
S/C SYS - ELEC 12.959 
S/C SYS - MECH 12.959 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 12.241 
SP STA SYS OPS ·70.043 
EVA CRANE OP 21. 080 
EVA SERVICE TECH 19.316 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 8.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 35.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 57.B 
OTV MISSIONS 44.1 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE ff2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: RADIO, 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
35.022 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 






C 'J'''' 'j~ C~ 
~ t:1 
... -l ~ 
",e. ~ 
i SECOND MISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME ff IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
'ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
I ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 5.171 
! S TS OP ERA II 0115 MISSION RESULTS 
'j CREI4 SKILL MANOAYS 
i S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1. 661 SP STA SYS OPS 12.595 
, . 
i ~ _. _ . ....;;= __ ~ ... IV .~ __ L_ ,- If'" -~-" --~'. --'~- . ~ ~_~ .t:_. _~ 
"~ \1 
EVA CRANE OP 10.080 
EVA SERVICE TECH 10.080 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 8 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
CODE IS PMXL 




ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ sTS DURATIDN AT SP sTA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS h:, SP STA SYS OPS 










I CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
i ~ 
1':.1' i,\ ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
,; STS OPERATIONS 
I ' CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS OTV OPERATIONS 
. OTV MISSIONS i 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
OUTCOME 3 IS o KEY IS CM06 











, ***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
. NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 11 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME ft IS INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL o KEY IS C~106 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
. ORBITER ARRIVE 
i,'. :ORBITER OFFLOAD 
ORBITER DEPART 








AT SP SIA FOR TOTAL OF 11 FLIGHTS: 16.267 MISSION RESULTS 
---














CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 35.426 
EVA CRANE OP 27.720 
EVA SERVICE TECH 27.720 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 16.3 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE ~2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 10 








INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 





ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 
I 






SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
.EVA SERVICE TECH 
mSSION RESULTS 






, ·mr~6A~i~~WIl ~ 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






I' f ADJUSTED DUR FIRST 
FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
! ,CREN SKILL 
~" S/C SYS DATA 
7,' 

















i~ ~ r ' 
I, ,,-,. '" .... ",. ~. I . "". . " " L"", i-~, ,"''''-"'' .,...~ . -.,:----. ~~",", ........ "-~....;.,;)!.~-.• ~~ .. ~.- 'Mo'· "~"--_" __ '~ __ "_' __ .. :i.::. .• :_,. ___ ~",,:,~~:~~_-;~_ ~-~~ ~~.~':..;~ 
l~il!III~ ~-,. WJlJo'"", .:0-'.\11,,.. ~, , -....... , 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







, .. \ 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 5.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 8.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 4 TYPE U2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRIME MISSION: LOW IHCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS sORs 
it SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
:J' 
'. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 















ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION.AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STs OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 45.924 
EVA CRANE OP 40.320 
EVA SERVICE TECH 40.320 
8 FLIGHTS: 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRsT 
sTS OPERATIONS 21.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV orEnATIONS 0.0 
OTV flIS5IONS 0.0 
.TYPE til = 4 TYPE U2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 12 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT02 
21.911 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY OUTCO~IE tI IS o KEY IS OT04 
INCLINATION IS 93.00 
































'q ~ -lI 







ADJ STS DURAtION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CRE[~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIDNS . 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0' 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
2.739 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 12 IN MANDAYS~YR*** 
00 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANAlYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH ODSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS . 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll. 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
SIC SYS - EL EC 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 






150.0 WORK DAYS 
."DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~IO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED OURATIONS 
.EARTIl & DC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREtJ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
,EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
SIC SYS - EL EC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5. 0 I~ORK DAYS 
,tv 
!:o..__ .-. ••. _. ___ . _.' __ ~ ... ""-'-__ ,,","" 
- <.......::'!...-!. 
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SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
-SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 











UNADJUSTED DURATIONS EARTH & OC SCI : 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 145.0 WORK DAYS RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CRW SKILL ~1MmAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






.*.DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 145.0 
PAYLOAD WIT~ KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 







• UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SPACE STA HOUSEK: 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
~O SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 





i i l~ if" 
336.0 DAYS 
,~~~~~~=~~--~~' "';;;;;--.-. ...;; ... --....... ~---=---..-.=.-=-~~=~~-'- .. --
~ •. _ _...- ... -,.,.~ ,-"_~~",C:,::.,r;~. 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED lJORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL r'lAtIDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION ~UMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
eREl, SKIL L ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SPOI SPACE SCIENCE SUBSA TELL ITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP" AKEDOl,N = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 7 SPOI 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
.S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
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'I f . 
l , " 
EV(>. CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
1.807 
1.807 
SCIENCE g APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
~.~DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 7 SPOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
2.1 
o • 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PIG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl4 SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS ' 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEe 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
".DURATION sml~lARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD lHTH KEY SL08 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAM~lALS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UN~DJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 30.000 
1.1:1· . I~ 
",-_.. .-
".. 












UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






30.0 WORK DAYS 
••• DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 10 SL08 IN MANDAYS/YR ••• 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.0 
PAYLDAD WITH ·,~EY SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-DNS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OrERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKI LI. MAllDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1J SKILL ~tAtlDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/8IO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 73.0 WORK DAYS 
* •• DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. II SLOI IN MANDAYS/YR •• * 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEno 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LlcESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLiTE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
tv 
i,._ .. , .• 
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;;--- --'-
~ .. _: __ ...:...;."v'!::l 































CREI4 SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL ~IAtmAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 19.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 191.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.550 
S/C SYS - FLUI~~ 9.550 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.550 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
S~RVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO o .0 191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CRELJ SKILL tlANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
'rlED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
91. 0 WORK DAYS 
* •• DURATION SUMHARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15.SL05 IN HANDAYS/YRM.* 
Ll!> r 
---.~-. ~~=-~= - . _...,l- -- ... .. -- .-"", 
____ --a.=" --- e ~
 .. _, 
'" 
..=...~-- ~';:.!:::...--' 
. .~ ~ ___ ......a.~~~_~_':!! 
I@ ~\ 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 91. 0 



















PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED lJORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IMlDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
NED/BID RESEARCH 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 16 SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 0.0 547.5 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CMOI ~IATlS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
's~~n~;¥~~~goB~RAT;ONjoO.OOO 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL I~NDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
*'*DURATION SUMHARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 17 CMOI IN ~IANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIN~ OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEliO 0.0 300.0 
[(!)' . f" or _=.. ,_ ~~._ ~ . .....-l .. ~-- ~ " ~ -.-----.- ~ *- ~~ 



















PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROlHH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
H1S LAUNCH = 0.328 
HIS OPS = 12.000 
Tt-1S CRE!< OPS = 12.000 
HlS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
HlS MAHH/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW nOD ~tAIllT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S/C SYS - ~tECH 125.800 
s/c SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
. EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 
154.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 C~t02 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIEIlCE & TECH DEna 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
UNADJUSTED DURATI0I1S 
RErlOTE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.458 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.246 
TMS OPS = 9.000 
:g~~ m~ug~~BRTH ~ ~: m 
TMS nAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREW MOD ttAItlT = 5.130 
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ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
S/C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S/C SYS - ELEC 25.364 
S/C SYS - MECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
TMS PILOT 127.562 
84.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH "KEY C~104 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
Tf1S OPS = 12.000 
Tf1S CREl4 OPS = 12.000 
,TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREl4 tlOD r1AIIlT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
,CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 33.818 
,S/C SYS - MECK 104.800 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 23.206 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-Fl YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RalOTE SERVICE = 2.000 TES)" & C/O = 3.400 
ms LAUNCH = 0.082 
ms OPS = 3.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 















CREW MOD MAINT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 . 30.1 DAYS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
S/C SYS - DATA 36.574 
S/C SYS - ElEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
.ms PILOT 34.121 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
. 30.1 
0.0 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 








TEST & C/O = 
TMS LAUNCH = 
TMS OPS = 
TMS CREW OPS = 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 
CREW HOD t-lAINT ,= 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 











SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS .~~~~L~~ifLSERVICIN~A~5~~~ON RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*""OURATION SUMMARY FOR ¥AYLOAO NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEHO 0.0 o . 0 
l~ · 
-- :-- ., 
- --.-- -,......;~..::.;.:;..,.:..'. -----'--' ., -'oS·· 
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PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWH = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STI 
RESEARCH MISSIO~ RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
.SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECII DEMO 
0.0 , 
o • 0 • 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM05 CO NT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICHlG mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*M*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
.d,.c 
~ .. ".'.:-- ___ .f 
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SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & c/o = 1.944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAl NT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL flANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - NECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TNS PILOT 3114.483 
179.9·DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUNMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CN06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH D810 
179.9 
o . 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOlJN = 50.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
" 


























UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAyLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLIYE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
. CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIJIIS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = B.OOO 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONOOARD MISSIONS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MAN DAYS/YR." 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA ~lODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~1'\NDAYS 
.NO SPECIAL SKIll 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWH = 0.000 
... 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONOOARD NIS"TONS 
I'~. _= - ,_-.h,,-"-':'" ~..::.:.... •• ~_----..........",-=--\:!/ ~ . b~-·:·~-______ ~~ __ _ 
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UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEtlO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA , RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR'-' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOs HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
-"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OTOs IN MANDAYS/YR.'. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
o .0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TCOI ROBOTICS TECH DEflO 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING·MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAtIDAYS 
:Dg~~?~~~Tg~vDURAT~ONS90.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
90.0 WORK DAYS 
~ II'" 
\.. ... 
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CRE14 SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 111.000 
ENGINEERING 90.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 13.500 
S/C SYS - ELEC 4.500 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 4.500 
5/C SYS - FLUIDS 111.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.000 
EVA CRANE OP 4.500 
EVA SERVICE TECH 4.500 
NANNED OTV PILOT 13.500 






SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
90.0 
PAYLOAD.WI~H KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
~ . SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
, SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 




• ~ UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
'ENGHIEERING 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
:S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 








SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 














EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




*'.DURATION SpMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS'YR'", 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 20.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREI~ SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED,BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEMI ons 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPUSICS 
S'C SYS - DATA 
S'C SYS - ELEC 
S'C SYS - ~IECH 
S,C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECU 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
ms PILOT 
MI TlS SCIENCE 
"'SCIENCE MISSIONS"* 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 26.4 90.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 902.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 77.3 0.0 1.7 
0.0 16.9 45.1 1.2 
0.0 54.8 0.0 1.2 
0.0 12.8 45.1 1.0 
5.0 75.0 45.1 6.9 
5.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 
5.0 28.5 0.0 2.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 85.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 
0.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
83.9 451.1 0.0 59.7 
97.0 181.4 0.0 39.1 
86.8 447.6 0.0 39.1 
79.3 141.6 0.0 36.7 
129.6 488.5 0.0 22~.2 
94.7 0.0 0.0 12.3 
138.1 213.6 0.0 59.9 
136.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIOHS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 22.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 110.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 16.5 5.7 
0.0 0.0 5.5 3.6 
0.0 0.0 5.5 3.6 
0.0 0.0 22.0 3.6 
5.0 0.0 11.0 18.7 
5.0 0.0 5.5 4.4 
5.0 0.0 5.5 4.4 
0.0 0.0 16.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
957. 1538. 4359. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL ~'ANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED,nIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESE,\RC 
EARTU, OCEAN ons 
EHGINEERING 
,\S TROPHSICS 
S,C SYS - DATA 
S,C SYS - El EC 
S,C SYS - l,tECH 
S,C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS Drs 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
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'*"OPER SUPPORT."*' 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
121.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
70.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
70.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 19.5 PEOPLE 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL NED .. nIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTU, OCEAN OBS EIlGIllEERING 
ASTROPUSICS 
S"C SYS - DATA S .. C SYS - ElEC 
S"C SYS - NECH S"C SYS - FlUIDS SP STA SYS OPS EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
HIS PILOT 
SKIll NIX SUNMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKIll NIX DETAILS FOR ACCUNUlATED MISS 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS*" ***'OPER SUPPORT"*'* OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.2 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
.. t' 
;t flATlS SCIENCE 
""SCIENCE MISSIONS'" OPS SERV MSIl OP CONST 0.0 0.5 39.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 19.9 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1 19.9 0.5 2.5 4.2 19.9 4.0 2.5 1.8 0.0 2.0 2.5 1.8 0.0 1.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY nISSION 
SCIENCE & APP cmlHERCIAl 
524. 
*'*COHMERC MISSIONS"" OPS SERV NSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
·0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SERV MSIl OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 













HAN DAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/nIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTU, OCEAN ODS 
ENGIIlEERWG ASTROPHSICS 
S"C SYS - DATA SIC SYS - ElEC S .. C SYS - NECH SIC SYS - FLUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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1997 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
1997 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 
L SS EXPT ~lOD 29.0 9.7 100.0 
CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 
LAB 
29.0 25.0 35.6 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
FACTORY/PLAT 29.0 0.0 100.0 
C~103 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 
RESUP-l 29.0 0.0 0.5 
CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 
RESUP-2 29.0 o • 0 0.5 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS F~lXM 
FREE-FL YER 
29.0 0.0 100.0 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS H1XM 
OBSERVATORIES 
29.0 1.0 100.0 
CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 
CLASS Co~lSAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CC04 MULTIBEAM CoMM. SSCM 
SATELLITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 
00 ~ CCOS RECoNFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 ",,:11 
cor·1M. SATELLITE "tIi? d' o?' • 0';; , CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
;J r---' 0 TROPH PLATFORM ~ ;'J ..::~ , CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW P~lXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 c:..' EL ECTRO RESUPP 
'j.- " 
\ r : • j 
CN07 GLASS PRoC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 .... ) '";-: 
.01 • ..;:0,. ~ 
'. 
CMOS GLASSPRoC oPTICA SPCL 
LFIBERS RESUPP 29.0 0.0 0.0 
oTOl LOW INCL STA 5555 
MODULE DEL 29.0 20.0 100.0 
oT02 LOW IHCL STA SoRS 
RESUPPLY 29.0 0.0 100.0 
oTOS HI-ALT STA ONSB 
RESUPPLY 29.0 0.0 100.0 
TCOI ROBOTICS sscr1 29.0 3.0 2(t.7 TECH DHlO 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 Cl\RRY-ONS 
LOW INCLINATION 
.. ~ ~ ".. ~ 
"-. .---
- . 
.. ---.....:--~-.- .- ~ ... , -



























***RESOURCES SUNl-lARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLU~IE 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 




***RESOURCES SUNNARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATIOH*** 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 
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SAOl **********ft~·"**************************************** ******************** 
SLOB --------------------------------------------~----------------------------
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 1998 * * * 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCO~lE # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0;0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.661 
SP STA SYS OPS 10.075 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 
~lATE TO PAYLD = 0.131 STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PlD C/O = 0.555 lAUNCH = 0.082 CAPTURE = 0.042 
mSSION OPS = 2.000 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION, TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 








OUTCOME # IS 
" •. _. -, " _..";..-.;;;...;.,;,,.;; ~~---....o-_~ V . 
'--.-. :-- - ...... 
o KEY IS CC04 
_..0=.., __ _ 
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EVA SERVICE TECH 






MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS - ELEC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS '3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 11.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE #2 = 1 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
11. 650 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT04 
·~~g~N~SM~~=~ON: HETERODYNING 
KEY IS S003 
C02 LIDAR OUTCDt1E # IS o 
CODE IS SPXX 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
:g~~ii~~ ~~~t~%D ~ ~:~gg~ 
ORnITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
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" :-1. 
ADJ STS DURATION, AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OI'S 
EVA CRANE OP 







***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STSOPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 3 
3.999 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CC03 ' 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
'2~~I~i~ ~B~~Ti~~ ~T ~p3~~1 FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
'S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.661 
SP STA SYS OPS 10.075 
,:EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
- .. ~ -C" ....... , _____ ~!_.i 
00 
-rI:1l 
-0 0 0';> 
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MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYlD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O ~ 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








OTV OP ERA TI ONS 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 1.470 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.656 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 
MANNED OTV PILOT 8 .. 660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN . = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 




ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
'S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
. S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS G.292 
:EVA CRANE OP 2.251 
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TYPE nl = 2 TYPE ~2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: .MRECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME I IS INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME I IS 0 KEY IS C~104 
CODE IS N1CL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNAOJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0 . .5629 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL STS OPERATIONS NISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
2) 
OF 4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 6.097 
SP STA SYS OPS 29.536 
EVA CRANE OP 20.160 
EVA SERVICE TECH 20.160 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
'CAPTURE = 








ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 77.025AOAY 58.800 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
:S/C SYS - DATf\ 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
69.9(,7 
78.641 
MISSION. TOTAL OF (, FLIGHTS: 
~ 
~"- '. ,,_brt _.. _ .... _ ....... ~ .... ::...!-.-oo.-' __ • ______ _ 























SI'C SYS - MECH 71. 879 
SI'C SYS - flUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 2~.46~ 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.~44 











TEST & CI'O = 
rlODUlE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SI'C SYS - DATA 23.103 
SI'C SYS - ELEC 14.918 
SI'C SYS - MECH 14.918 
SI'C SYS - flUIDS 14.280 
SP STA SYS OPS 79.649 
EVA CRANE OP 22.529 
EVA SERVICE TECH 20.177 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
SiS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 39.8 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58,8 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 




MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & CI'O : 
MODULE MATE : 
ADJUSTED OUR 
:SECOND FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION MISSION RESULTS 
CR'EI~ SKILL MANDAYS 




MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS"YR'" 
























VL'I!I.~I m{'!) .. U'!.~ 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS ors 
EVA CRANE OP 








***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE D2 = o 
**K» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 







ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













""OURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
515 OPERATIONS 2.7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 lYPE #2 = o 
K"K» FLIGHT NO. 6 
c ..
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT04 
2.651 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
~- ~ "~-:l: •. ----- - _~ ______ . __ .~_-_.=_. 



















NUMBEk OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSIOH' RADIO 
INCLIHATION IS 0.00 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFfLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3467 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS nPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS' 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





TYPE n = 1 TYPE ~2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
o 
OUTCOT1E ~ IS o KEY IS NONE 
2.651 
:,1' 







INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPXX 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.2004 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
'EVA CRANE OP 












-- .. _+_ .. 
-- .... : .. -.--
1.391 
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~ 
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'Q ~~ ~ 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT HO. 8 
NUMBER OF Fl IGHTS: 14 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FlOl~ INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 14 FLIGHTS: 19.480 STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 419 
'EVA CRANE OP 35.280 
EVA SERVICE TECH 35.280 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
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TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 5 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP INCLINATION IS 29.JO 
CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
• UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 5 FLIGHTS: STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
:SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
~) ... 







OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CM08 
. "" 

















MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
T~ST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED OUR FOR 
FIRST 
CREW SKILL 
5 FLIGHTS, AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 4.402 
S/C SYS - ELEC 3.349 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.349 
S?C SYS - FLUIDS 2.551 
SP STA SYS OPS 20.244 
EVA CRANE OP 10.038 
EVA SERVICE TECH 8.568 
SPACE STATION 
H"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 7.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 10.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
10.122 
I,. TYPE n = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
H •• » FLIGHT NO. 10 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRIME MISSION' LO~ INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 





ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
.CREW SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 












MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR.H. 
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""'DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 21.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
If'" 
• IOoi! "";i' 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR'*~ 
" 












11 ; ~ 
PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD NITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
~IO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTii. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
,EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED NORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
,EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 NORK DAYS 
II" 
• ~ .---=----,"-'""""-~--- --1-
~ 
• 
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'\iil ~ ~~ 
. . 
SP STA SYS DPS 0.250 
'**DURATIoN SUMMARY FoR PAYLoAD No. 
SERVICING oPERATIoNS 
SCIENCE 8 TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LID/IR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR**' 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIoNS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSIoN RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIoNS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSIoN RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
No SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS oNBOARD MISSIoNS 
5.0 WoRK DAYS 
"*DURATION SUMMARY FoR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMoS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIoNS .~~~~L~~~~LSERVICINgA~~~~~ON RESULTS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIoNS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIoN AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSIoN RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS oNBoARD MISSIoNS 
145.0 WORK DAYS 






















NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOI~N = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP 5TA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
'**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
, SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS ~, SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 









SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR"." 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP01 SPACE SCIENCE SUBSATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOl~N = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 7 SP01 2.1 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 7 SP01 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 2.1 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAO 1 VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.Ii .. ~ 
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rp--- .-~ 'POW •• ~, •• , '" \ .~ • _ 'II ," ....... " ""' !b,L-_ ~ , ... ' .. ~ \, . ~. l .. 
ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






67.0 WORK DAYS 
""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
PAYLOAD WITH Key SL08 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MA~lMALS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 30.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
30.0 WORK DAYS 
"'"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD ND. 10 SL08 IN MANDAYS/YR'** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
(i 
~ .... , .. 
..= ..... -';....;.-
, "~;,;..,;.;..,;.<.-i-;,...,,.,..'h_;,.,_~..:::::r=.a.llI5".:.:s:;,t" 












rli '~ ~ " 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
" •• - ,_ ... :.;,...,u,,, ..... ~ ...... -. ~.l."." i _ . 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 73.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREL~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUID~ 






73.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. II SLOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATiONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
"NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS -. ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 







SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 
., 
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*.'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAO NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR'.' 
SERViCING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRFl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MIS!ION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MEO/SID RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - i'LinDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON SOARD MISSIONS 
91. 0 I~ORK DAYS 
••• OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR ••• 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE I TECII bEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT sp STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
~ 























S/C SYS - ELEC 
$/C SYS - FLUIDS 




.".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 16 SLG6 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
541.5 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMO, MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
•• "DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
300.0 
11 CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR."' 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
'TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 4.400 
'CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAVS 
:NO SPECIAL SKILL 
154.7 DAYS 
















SJ'C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
SJ'C SYS - MECH 125.800 
SI"C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONOOARD MISSIONS 
"".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYSJ'YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
~CIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS REMOTE SERVICE = 12.000 TEST & CI"O = 1.458 HIS LAUNCH = 0.246 TNS OPS = 9.000 TMS CRrt4 OPS = 9.000 HIS CAPTUREI"ORTH = 0.126 TMS MAIHTJ'REFUEL = 3.300 CREt~ MOD MAINT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 C~103 ~ SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 84.5 OAYS 
, CREt~ SKILL ~lANOAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
SiC SYS - DATA 79.304 
SJ'C SYS - ELEC 25.364 
.SJ'C SYS - ~lECH 78.600 
SJ'C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
.TMS PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
I _~~_.~ __ ~ '~ ~~:,;...c ~-- a Jr 
.i" • ".~..:1J 
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. """DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CMO, IN MANDAYS/YR'" • 
SERVICIN9 OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.,28 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD ~IAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 33.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 104.800 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 101.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 170.083 
112.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONUOARD MISSIONS 
.".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/YR"'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
112.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
:SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE~~r~~LITE SERVICING OPERATION, 
. CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
,'tv 




."' .' ~ _::':"-_ ..... .A.!t. . .. ~
q ~ " 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






65.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
't PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES , 











REMOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 TNS OPS = 3.000 TMS CR Et~ OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFVEL = 1.100 
CREW tlOD MAINT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED IERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
.S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP SrA SYS OPS 41.723 
. 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
,Ev ... 
38.5 DAYS 


















SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/~~~"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK OURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MAHDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECOHFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
.~ t-_._ ... 
... ;0..... ____ . ____ ._~.~.~. -'-'=--~. 
~ 












***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*" 
S[~VICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORN 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
0.0 DAYS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW. ELECTRO RESUPP 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
'TNS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TNS MAINT/REFU~L = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TINE FOR 30 CM06 179.9 DAYS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAN DAYS 
.NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
s/c SYS - DATA 139.3~9 
S/C SYS - EL EC 67.418 
S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
. 
56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
. EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
~. 
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TMS PUOT 304.4S3 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAY'OAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMo 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN ~ 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIlL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAyS 
"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS GLASSPROC OPTICA LFISERS RESUPP 
• SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
i 
I 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP sTA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
S.O WORK DAYS 
*"*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
.{&; 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
."DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR**' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
... 












SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR'** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
EnGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 00 0 
S/C SYS - MECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP 'STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 0 00 
MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
CREW SKILL 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
".SCIENCE MISSIONS**' '.*COMMERC MISSIONS*** '*"TECH DEV MISSIONS** "**OPER SUPPORT***" 
OPS SERV MSH OP COnST OPS SERV M5N OP CONST OPS SERV MSH OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
.~. If'" 
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EVA CRANE OP 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 104.7 0.0 0.0 71.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 EVA SERVICE TECH 2.5 14.2 0.0 0.0 148.2 213.6 0.0 61.1 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.-0 MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 136.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 HIS PILOT 0.0 50.9 o .0 0.0 0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 MATLs SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYs BY MISSION 
SCIENCE 8 APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
1428. 4393. 40. 934. 
MANDAYS By SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYs 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 389.6 MED/DIO RESEARCH 902.5 PUYS SCI REsEARC o • 0 EARTH, OCEAN ODS 0.0 ENGItlEERItIG 20.0 AsTROPHSICS 65.0 S/C SYS - DATA 639.4 S/C SYs - ElEC 378.1 S/C SYS - MECH 604.7 S/C SYS - FLUIDS 340.2 SP STA SYS OPS 1523.9 EVA CRANE OP 312.4 EVA SERVICE TECH 573 .4 MANNED OTV PILOT 139.0 TMs PILOT 907.1 MA TL 5 SCI ENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 18.6 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYs SCI REsEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBs 
:ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C sYs - DATA S/C SYS - ELEC 
... 
"'SCIENCE MIssIONs**' OPS sERV MsN OP CONsT 0.0 0.5 40.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.1 0.0 
_"COMMERC MISSIONS'.' OPs SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"'TECH DEV MISSIONS'" OPS SERV MsN OP CONsT 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,- 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65.5 67.2 0.0 0.0 65.5 67.2 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
""OPER SUPPORT"". OPs sERV MsN OP CONsT 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 


























S/C SYS - MECH 0.0 0.2 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 0.1 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.5 4.2 
EVA CRANE OP 2.5 1.8 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.5 1.8 
MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 
TMS PILOT 0.0 0.0 
MA TL S SCI ENCE 0.0 0.0 
MAN DAYS DY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
521. 
MAN DAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA' 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
TMS PILOT 

















0.0 0.0 0.0 
20.1 0.0 0.0 
20.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 D.O 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
TECH DEV 
O. 





***DURATION· SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
OTV NISSIONS 
SERVICIllG OPERATIONS 











"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
6.7 
o • 0 
0.0 
. ·lv ~ 
0.0 o . 0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
O. 703. 
1998 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
1998 IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
0.0 o . 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 11.2 470.4 
0.0 10.1 67.2 
0.0 10.1 67.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 
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OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 338.1 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO ~02.0 
SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE PLCODE WCL PK POWER DUTY CYCLE 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 98.0 3.5 82.2 
PALLET 
S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 98.0 10.0 2.7 
RADAR 
S003 HETERODYNING SPXX 98.0 1.0 13.7 
C02 LIDAR 
SOO~ UPPER Amos SPCL 98.0 2.2 5~.8 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 98.0 15.0 100.0 
MODULES 
OTO~ H1-INCL STATION SORS 98.0 1.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
L SP01 SPACE SCIENCE FSXX 98.0 o .0 100.0 00 SUBSATELLITE ->1;0 
" -u ?.i • SA01 VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 98.0 2.0 100.0 , o:=; 
, RAY PKG o :;: 
~ SLOB RAD BIOLOGY SSSA 98.0 0.6 100.0 ;u 'i"': 
• IN SM MAMMA L S 10 -t; 
~ 
t: :'.,. 
SLOI HUMAN LIFE S1 SSSA 29.0 1.7 100.0 )..- .... 
t CARRy-otIS ~: : j 
-) . I) 
SL04 L1FESCIENCES 100.0 
~ ~~ 
SPXX 29.0 12.2 
" RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 4.0 100.0 (ADD TO ISRF) 
SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 29.0 9.7 100.0 
LSS EXPT MOD 
CM01 MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 25.0 35.6 
LAB 
CMD! CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-l 
CMO~ CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-2 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 
.~ ... ~ 




















SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 
OBSERVATORIES 
CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 
CLASS COMSAT 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 0.0 0.0 
SATElL ITE 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 
Cor·lM. SATELLITE 
CM05 CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 
CMOB GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
OT01 LOW INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 
MODULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 
RESUPPL Y 
OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 29.0 0.0 
RESUPPLY 
TS02 TECH DEVEl SSSA 29.0 0.5 
CARRY-ONS 
LOW INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
90.7 72.1 
HIGH INCL INA TION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
35.3 23.1. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
















***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLI~ATION SPACE STATION*** 
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TYPE II = 2 TYPE ;2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
HU~IBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PtlCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: n*CRYSTAL GROWTH , FACTORY/PLAT 
f 













ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
= 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (!'lISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3792 













'. i 1\ 
~t 
:~ 










I '. I j 
EVA CRANE OP 




tlATE TO FIXT = 
TEST I C/O = 





ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
1.718 
. clm~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
. 
5/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.43& 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
. 







...... _......J, .• 
OUTCOME ~ IS o KEY IS CM02 
~ 
_., 
...:.=....- --... ---=-. 
_4.. _ .:::4.._ . __ ~~~ 
~ or, ( , 
. 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION flIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIDNS 1. 7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE 12 = 
KKK» FLIGHT NO. 2 
HUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: *~INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 


























ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3954 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MAINTAIN STAGE = 
~lATE TO PAnD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
.MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
, ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST i MISSION, TOTAL OF AT SPACE STA 3.?56AHAY 4.200 
f; FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
I CREN SKILL MAtlDAYS 
!' S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
i! 
:S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 j , 
f. " SI'C SYS - MECH 7.470 
i ' l(!.; - r 
- -.- :-., 
1 flIGHTS: 
OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CC03 
:!'-~-


















S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 









MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY / ASSEI'IB1E = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
!1TSSION RESULTS 
CRE!. SKILL 11ANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
. SP STA SYS OPS 4.292 
EVA CRANE OP 2.251 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.075 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 




TYPE U = 2 TYPE ;2 = 







NUrlBER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: "*RECDNFIGURABLE 
IIlCUllATIOll IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN NANDAYS/YR""" 
COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CC05 








CODE IS PNCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
S''''TTLE DPERATIOIlS 
l rL. l~· _ _ ._. __. __ ;;:;.;.., .:..-. __ ~---"';"";"---'-'_"':"". _;::..=:._~ .  _ ~.- it" '(! ~"'-- .!l =-;: ___ ~·l"-"_~~ =_~ 




ORBITER PROP XfR 
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I, 
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L ;. ~ 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3629 
AT SP Sf A FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSION RESULTS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE UP 







tlllINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OIV/PlD C/O = 
. LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSIDN OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 77.025AHAY 58./l00 MISSION, TOTAL OF 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE'..J SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S'-:'C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 










S ETUP /TAKEDot~N = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPlOY/ASSEl1BLE = 





0.152 tlODULE rlATE = 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS, AT'SPACE STATION 39.824 
4 FLIGHTS: 














i ~1 , . 












S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SY5 - ElEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 








***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 39.8 OTV OPERATIOHS 77.0 OTV ruSSIONS 58.8 








FOR 4 FLIGHTS, AT 
MISSIOll RESULTS 
MAN DAYS 
:VC SYS - DATA 26.497 
S/C SYS - ElEC 17.279 
. S/( SYS - MECH 17.279 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 16.321 
SP 5TA SYS OPS 93.391 
EVA CRAllE OP 28.106 
'EVA SERVICE TECH 25.754 
SPACE STATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIOllS 10.6 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.7 OT\{ OPERAT lOllS 77 . 0 OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
. TYPE lfl = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
i . 
r t_. ~.. - ... 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
46.696 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MAllDAYS/YR*** 
.~ 































***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NmlBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PtlCL 
PRIME MISSION: **CRYSTAl GROWTH RESUP-2 
SECOND 11ISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME ~ IS o 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE . = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3304 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 flIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS DPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED OUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - I~ECH 
.S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STI SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 











OUTCOME 1I IS o KEY IS Ctl04 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
3.9 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. ... IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 
i '. 
tc&r---·- ... ,_, .... , ... __ .~"" __ ==;;;..;;..;.-"-.....=;~_ ~~. _ ,_ ~~~ . __ L..:.~_. .,!! 

















.. \,,-._.;." : l 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE l!l = 2 TYPE #2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 2 INCLINATION IS 29.00 CODE IS PMXL 
4 
PRIME MISSION' CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SECOND MISSION' TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ORBITER ARRIVE ORBITER OFFLOAD' ORBITER OFflOAD ORBITER RELOAD ORBITER DEPARJ ADJ STS DURATION STS OPERA nONS 
CREW SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0832 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 erIIS.SION 2) 










OUTCOME • IS o KEY IS CM06 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
[ , 






STS OPERATIONS 8.0 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 




'SECOND r-lISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS o 
~ UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SHUTTLE OPERATIONS It ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 i' ORDnER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 , t .ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2') 
rt .ORBITER RElOAO = 0.6000 WISSION 2) if ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 iYI ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF (. L' STS OPERATIOIlS MISSION RESULTS 
\. .~. """-
~ .. --
1 FLIGHTS' 3.999 
~'"'''''_''' ','" ~ __ ,.-"1-_._.-." 
OUTCOME If IS o KEY· IS CM06 
~~--~~-~~--.--=-------





'Q . ~ .~ 
~ 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 8.261 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
"VA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 















r~ bt I ,\ 
.' 
~, 
, i ./ 
, 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE 1Il •. 2 TYPE lI2 = o 
***» FLI~~T NO. 7 
NUMBER Of FLIGHTS: 13 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME I IS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS P~lXL 
~NADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
13 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






o KEY IS CM06 

















***» FLIGHT NO. 8 
NU~IBER OF FLIGHTS: 6 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 OUTCOME ~ IS 
, I 
I ~U . ___ _ r _.' __ "",....... _ ~ .. , ._ ..•• _ . I· :"'..... __ •.. ~:.... __ ' . L .. _ ...... __ _ 
o KEY IS CM08 
• ____ -:::::""~ ___ .•. _ ~..... ~_A_:" • ..:_ 
>A--- __ ~ ~ 
. ",-, -
I~ ~ . 
" CODE IS SPCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 6 FLIGHTS: STS OPERATIONS MISSION R~SULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 











"I' i ;;, I 

















MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED OU~ FOR 6 FLIGHTS. AT ~PACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS CREl~ SKILL MAtIDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.282 
S/C SYS - ELEC 4.019 
S/C SYS - MECH 4.019 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.062 
SP STA SYS OPS 24.293 
EVA CRANE OP 12.046 
EVA SERVICE TECH 10.282 









I' TYPE ftl = I . 4 TYPE #2 = o , 
12.146 
&' ***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
.(; NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRIME MISSION: LOW IHCL STA r ' INCLINATION IS 29.00 
l' i "b---,,~ 
" ' 
8.873 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPl Y OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT02 
~ ','0,"",--- ~, .. ",-,\,~"., .-. 
--. ~."~"- ..;,,- . '.t., ~ ,---_=-.... 
".- ,,>,. ,,~. \'1"' ,-'-s ..... ·::.!'"......-:::~-f...: 
, 
~ 





~ .. , 
, . 
l ,-. • 







ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 







. ,,- - - ~ --... --...... ~. 
21.911 
:.. Ii 


















***» FLIGHT NO. 10 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION 
I ~\ I ;, 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 






" ADJ STS DURATION 
i STS OPERATIONS 
, .CREW SKILL 
[ SP STA SYS OPS ! EVA CRANE OP 





















L~i: .,.:-.. ,-." _.-"'.:....,...._"',-~ .. , __ .. _._._ -:._~_'~.::.: .. ~ . ..;..:I\~ •••• <.~ ••• ___ ~,~:_j_~..;;:::;.;. i"'. ; 
OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT04 
'" .~ .. _;;.~~,e. :--~_""' ____ .,.,~._ .~~.,.... ~.cr..--=-.:= ·'b-~~ .. a ... _. __ 
'~ . ·--·-__________________ '_~ ____ .~ __ ~ ...... 'ft ______ .. ,_. ... ~ ...... ~ 
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STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
~.~: I \1'-,; .... .. L':' ' .. 
,~-,,-,., -.'--'." ..... ,. , -,_. 
-
......:..:.:,.!.~,'u;.-.'. .. __ ~ __ .11." 
, .... - _--'::::_~ __ 'J__ __ ~.a ... ___ -
~ ~ ___ .-.Q, :e . 
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. 
PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SOOI EARTH OBSERV PAllET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 150.0 ·WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.000 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS ~50.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 




"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREw SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
L~ . ~ 
- .~.-







t9. :'C" ~:.- .. ~ 
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" . ; 
I 
SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
***DURATION SUM~jARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKItl MANDAYS 
~NADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTN. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEe 
S)'C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
*""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD flO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YP.*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMOS RES EAReH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 'CRE1~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIOHS 
145.0 140RK DAYS 
III ~-
, ~-" ,.'-- ----_. -0 __ ., --..• ~ ... ' ..... , ---'-"'-""""-~-,~~ .... ' ~~~-"----
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NO SPECIAL SKIll 14.500 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 1GS.000 
S/C SYS - El EC 7.2S0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.250 
SP STA SYS OPS 7.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 l'iS.O 
PAYloAD WITH KEY or03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 5004 IN ~lANDAYS/YR*"" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATFOHS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDO~lN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STh 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
*§*OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAO·NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH DEtl0 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MAMOAYS/YR~** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl·J SKILL MMIDAYS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIOnS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CR.Et~ SKILL ~lANDi\YS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 





3 .• 350 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL08 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE~flI~~LITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
CRB~ SKILL NAlIDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED' DURATIONS 
~IFE SCIENCE = 30.000 
UPDATED t~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 30.0 NORK DAYS 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
, CREN SKILL ~lANDAYS 
00 
"";:0 













***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 10 SL08 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL01 HUMAN LIFE SI CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKIL L MANDAYS 
;' SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS ~t UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 











UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MIINDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






73.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 11 SL01 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 73.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 








r SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
[1 . 
I '!:v-. .. ___ . _. "-",,_._ .. , __ ~"c.-.c",--...;,0 ...... - ..... ' . .:....' ______ ~ ~~ ... .3: .~~ ~ 










LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED ImRK DURATION AT SP STA 191.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 19.100 
NED/BID RESEARCH 191.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.550 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 9.550 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.550 
***DURATION SUNMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN NANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH OHlO 
0.0 
191.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOS CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
it, SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
,. SATelLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS 













lIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH NISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAIIDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 9.100 







S/C SYS - ElEC 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
91.0 WORK DAYS 
Ii ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 Sl05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** i, 
I , 
, 
'I , . 
; , 
i ' 
I~ l~'" ~-~. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
... 
_~~_~___ .~ _~ ~A..-:.-
t .. .,.. 
, . -...;. 
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~ . ~ I , 
1 
fa ~ '" . 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 547.5 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 54.750 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 547.500 
S/C SYS - ElEC 27.375 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 27.375 
SP STA SYS OPS 27.375 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 16 SL06 III MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
547.5 
PAYLOAD NITH KEY CMOl MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED NORK DURATION AT SP STA 300.0 NORK DAYS 
RESEARCH NISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL tlAllDAYS 
***DURATION SUl1111\RY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 17 CMOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DErlO 
0.0 
300.0 
PAYLOAD NITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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RENOTE SERVICE = 56.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
TNS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TNS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TNS ~lAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW ~1OD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TUlE FOR 18 CM02 
. SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - EL EC 54.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 
154.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DH10 154.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RES UP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REr10TE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.458 ~MS LAUNCH = 0.246 
TMS OPS = 9.000 
T~IS CREI~ OPS = 9.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREI~ 110D MAIHT = 5.130 
:sA~~irii~Ds~~~¥~i~~GMI~~io~O~EsU~~SCM05 
CREI~ SKILL MAHDAYS 
HO SPECIAl'SKILL 30.353 
84.5 DAYS 
I I'l_. & -r 
,- ~- ' ..... -. ~-- --"'- - - ~=-~ --~~.~ 
~ ~'t 
. 
S/C SYS - DATil 79.304 
S/C SYS - ElEC 25.364 
S/C SYS - MECIl 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS' 17.404 
SP STII SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
iMS PILOT 127.562 
i , SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
! ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
! f , . SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 SCI ENCE & TECIl DHlO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITIl KEY eN04 CRYSTAL GRmJTIl RESUP-2 
L SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
~ ,s' 
~ " 











REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
HIS LAUNCIl = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTIl = 0.168 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAIHT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
.. S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION S~MMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ASTROPHYSICS =. 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE[~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
65.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
.SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 , 65.0 . 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 
.TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 HlS OPS = 3.000 TMS CREW OPS = 3.000 
TMs CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 :mw~lA6gT~~~~¥EL ~ 1.100 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 38.5 DAYS 
i • !~-- ---v _ ~ _ ""-__ ,_.~¢;;;;._" .......... =.~~ .. _'""". __ :.=;;.;~'""---'_~= L -,~-~-,--
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CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COM SAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE &. APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
o • 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATelLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
:S~~~~~¥~~~goB~RAT~ONS 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STh 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
o. 0 ~JORK DAYS 
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CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
***DURATION .SUMMARY .FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YRll** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATElLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL' MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
. CREW SKIl L ~lANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIOHS ~il UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ,I REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 Ii TEST & C/O = 1. 944 
• JMS LAUNCH = 0.328 ~ , .TMS OPS = 12.000 
If TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 ~' HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
~ HIS MAIHl/REFUEl = 4.400 
(1 I. ~~ .... ,.... 
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• 
CREI~ MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 179.9 DAYS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - EL EC 67.418 
S/C SYS - MECk 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
,Sf STA SYS OPS l68.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
'50.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP 
iU, 
~~i ! , 
I 
i +- '--~-~~ ... '" ______ ._.,_, ... " ........ __ ,," .. ,,,,:,_ .. ,.~ ~ __ '" c" ,-.e"'. __ l:.._ _ ~ ...... -.,...c,_'. __ . _,,:;;,:,}~'_ __, ......... _ ~
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
~_~-.c ,':.;c.' -. _--- - ~,~_,,-_'_ • 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN • B.OOO 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREL~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
B.O WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.Q 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK· 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN • 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE· & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
o . 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOl~ INCL STA RESUPPLY 
ia _. 
I'\:!., .. __ ._ .. .....;""' ... ,,.. ._ .~ •. __ . .. L~ .,:. 
- --. -, ... -- :'_._---_ ..... ""'.- ~Q .. -- ~ 4- ~ -........-. ...,-~ -
.~ 




















SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE S'ERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
'NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
ENGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - El EC 1. ODD 
:s/c SYS - MECH 1. 0 DO 
s/c SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 












'\ ! '. 
!,,' 
t· 
: I ,. 
(L''"V 1- '11)H '" ii tA 1. ' I ' " .\ 
SP STA SY.S OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
2.000 
1. 00 0 
1. 000 
3.000 
\". "':\ " . 
*~*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
20.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL ***SCIENCE MISSIONS*** ***COMMERC MISSIONS*** ***TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CotlS T 
NO SPECIAL SKILL o . 0 15.3 96.8 0.0 0.0 206.4 o .0 0.0 C.O 0.0 4.0 0.0 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 902.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ENGINEERING 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 o . 0 
ASTROPHSICS 0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 40.8 0.0 0.0 76.9 451..1 0.0 57.4 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.0 10.6 48.4 0.0 87.8 181.4 0.0 37.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - ~IECH o . 0 29.5 0.0 0.0 79.3 447.6 0.0 37.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 8.5 48.4 0.0 73.1 141.6 0.0 35.;' 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
.. ;". '~~~-~.'~~~~.' ;.:. ~ 
'. 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
DPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '11;:0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 0.0 
-0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -oG) 0-0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0:2: 
18.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ '~ 
~ti. SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 41.7 48.4 0.0 140.3 488.5 0.0 208.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 125.0 470.4 0.0 
;o~ 0.0 
.o"tl EVA CRANE OP 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 
1\ EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 ll •. 2 0.0 
r~f' MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 o . 0 0.0 HIS PILOT 0.0 50.9 0.0 i ,\ MATLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
t :. MAN DAYS BY mSSION I 
! SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL , 
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r 
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f t ~ ,..,' 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERWG 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~IECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 













0.0 111.2 0.0 
0.0 147.4 213.6 
0.0 127.3 0.0 
0.0 .0.0 856.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
TECH DEV 
40. 
0.0 67.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 C);. 0.0 60.1 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-
..... 





























EVA SERVICE TECH 







TOTAL SPACE STATION CRE1~: 18.5 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMHARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATEO MISS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~lED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGH1EERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - HECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
ms PILOT 
Mil TLS SCI ENCE 
***SCIENCE MISSIONS*** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 40.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 
0.0 ~.O 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS"" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COM~lERCIAL 
503. 
TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
704. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~lED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
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"***OPER SUPPORT***** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.0 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 1999 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 84.3 
CONS TRUCTION 104.2 
OTV OPERATIONS 85.8 
OTV MISSIONS 63.0 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 906.4 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 1345.5 
HIGH INCLINATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 1999 IN MANDAYS/YR*** , , 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 i CONSTRUCTION 0.0 
i OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
~ OTV MISSIONS 0.0 SERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 ~" SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 402.0 
, 
, . SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR , 
; " KEY TITlE PLCODE INCL PK POWER DUTY CYCLE 
'1: 
~t 5001 EARTH OBSERV S?CL 98.0 3.S 82.2 ~ ,,- PALLET t· 
1 • S002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 98.0 10.0 2.7 , . 
I~ RADAR 
~'" S003 HETERODYNING SPXX 98.0 1.0 13.7 I 
i ~ C02 LIDAR 
~. S004 UPPER ATMOS SPCL 98.0 2.2 54.8 i 1\ RESEARCH PKG 
t ~f OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 98.0 lS.0 100.0 t ~lOOULES I 
, 
'" 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 98.0 1.0 JOO.O 
, RESUPPLY 
SAOI VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 98.0 2.0 100.0 
RAY PKG 
" SL08 RAD BIOLOGY SSSA 98.0 0.6 100.0 
i IN SM MA~1I1ALS 
fi SLOI HUMAN LIFE SI SSSA 29.0 1.7 100.0 
'j CARRY-ONS i· ii SL04 LIFESCIEHCES SPXX 29.0 12.2 10ij.0 RES FAC 
• 'j SLOS CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 4.0 100.0 ii ' 
:.:.t (ADD TO LSRF) 
I. i '~;-'.' .. -. II?' ~  . -. -,~-, .. "..;. .".' . ~~.-.". 
- ..:'--'" =-sa 
----.-=---'.;.;..... ~~~= ,;:,;,. .. -=-_. ___ ~~~_ _ w..f __ ., ....:I ,~__ --=-___ ~.}9..... ~- --=-
'fi ---~~~ 
" 
~-, --+.--- ~._-l,..._ :,..:_~ '\,; I , 
',"'" .. ':"-':!,< .. , "'"-':!"x; 
, 
SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 29.0 9.7 100.0 
LSS EXPT MOD 
CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 25.0 35.6 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
I CM03 CRYSTAL GRotHH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 RESUP-l CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 I RESUP-2 
! SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE 29.0 4.0 100.0 j SPXX ; CLUSTER ~ 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
OBSERVATORIES 
CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CLASS COMSAT 
" , 
, it CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 0.0 0.0 0.0 t -" SATElLITE 
! . ., CCOS RECONFIGliRABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 
\- co~m. SATElLITE 
: I 
, . CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 f~ TROPH PLATFORM 
f' , CM06 CDtITINUOUS flOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 
t \ ElECTRO RESUPP 
" 
" ,~ CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 
, , 
I" I CMOS GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 0.0 
I LFIBERS RESUPP , 
, 
, , 
OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 
rlODULE DEl 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 100.U 
RESUPPLY 
,OTOs HI-At T STA OMSB 29.0 0.0 100.0 
, RESUPPLY 
~ TS02 TECH DEVEl SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 
I CARRY-ONS 
i , 
• LOl~ INCLINATION l· ' 
.f.-~ PEAK, POWER AVERAGE POWER ) 
I 
L~,·, ...... . , 
-~- .---~.- ---.----~~-----:..-. .. ~,.~.;.. '"' .~"- -. - -..",.~~.,~.-. .---- -' --- -~. 
__ ' ~ __ ~_. ~...,.._,~.::-___ .:-,-~:3-= _~_lS~~..,..~ 
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f· i 
Ii II 
I c.._-,'. t:.-= ~." 
90.7 72.1 
HIGH INCLINATION 
PEAK PO~!ER AVERAGE POWER 
35.3 23.1 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 7.4 CUBIC METERS 
POWER 72.1 KW 
NO. OF PORTS 6. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POI~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
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• • • SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2000 * • * 
TYPE #l = 1 TYPE ~2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 

















•• I -' , 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS FMCH 





= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 








ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CRE[~ SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
ruSSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








SETUP/TI\KEDOHN = 6.100 
0.056 
10.100 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
CREH SKILL 
S/C SYS - nATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
·S/C SYS .,. MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
. EVA CRANE OP 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 












I : l{!; --. ~ 
!;..-. ,:-. . -~.-, 
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o 
OUTCOME t IS o KEY IS SA05 
---
._o ____ ~ .-., \:!: ._ ~ ___ ... ...a. ~. ~ 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 34.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 




" i ; , 















ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURAtION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
:; 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0,6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3954 







1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 




MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
,LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








"ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4~200 
:i FIRST MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MAIWAYS 
" S/C SYS - DATA 
11 s/c SYS - ELEC 
ff ( .. , s/c SYS - ~lECH 
r S/C SYS - FLUIDS 





MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
--c-·_" .... ,.",. --. .......... ,- ,.-,.- '--'~ -'-> 




"':':~~ ~~-l!;. ~ 
































SP STA SYS DPS 
EVA CRANE DP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 





C'ONSTRucnON OPERA nONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 
MATE TO FIXT 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH .. 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.292 
EVA CRANE OP 2.251 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 





TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 = 







MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
. I~g~~~~T~~NF~~GHTS~9.0~ PRIME MISSION: **CONT FLOW ELEC TROPH PLATFOR OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM05 
CODE IS PMCL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PRDP DELIV OUTCOME A IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURAT ONS 
I :mm~ ~m~~D 0.0416 0.6000 




~~.:::~' ~ .~ .. ~ ._. ~ --
.~~ . .~ ---~ ~ ~
; , , 
• 
ORBITER PROP' XFR 
HJ STS DURATION 
S1"S OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
SIC SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVr" CRANE OP 
EV .. SERVICE TECH 
= 0.3954 










SE,UP/TAKEDOWN =, 0.200 
MAIP. TO FIXT = 0.056 
TE~r & CIO = 0.486 
MODULE MATE = 0.076 
,ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 1.71B 
" FIRST MISSION RESULTS 















SIC SYS - DATA 0.848 
SIC SYS - El EC 0.590 
SIC SYS - MECH 0.590 
SIC SYS - flUIDS 0.510 
SP ~TA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
E~A SERVICE TECH 1.394 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
GTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 3 TYPE #2 = 2 
~ ***» FLIGHT tiO. 4 
'II NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: uPRECISION OPT 
" INCLINATION IS 29.00 
3.911 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
CONSTR & TEST OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS Hl02 
'I CODE IS SPCH 
I :~~$O~~ ~~~~ION: RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE OUTCOME ~ IS o 
Ii CODE IS FXCM 
~.) 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS . 
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ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 1.·661 
SP STA SYS DPS 7.555 
EVA CRANE OP 5.040 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.040 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNA'DJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 MATE TO PAYLD = 0.131 STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O = 0.555 LAUNCH = 0.082 CAPTURE = 0.042 
mSSION OPS = 7.000 
."_,, __ ,, .~...:.-~~ ••• _._~ •• _e .:,. ,,~-.~ ,<_ •• --
2.651 
r .' i'~ ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR SECOND MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: AT SPACE STA 19.256AWAY 14.700 , .;. j SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
i ~ CRE!. SKILL MANDAYS 
I" I' 







SIC SYS - DATA 
SIC SYS - EL'EC 
SIC SYS - MECH 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE or 
.EVA SERVICE TECH 









I UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 1 .SETUP/TAKEDO~1tl = 
'I ,J .~lA T E TO FIXT = 
6.100 
0.056 
0.490 7; DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = { TEST & CIO = ~. I, ·MODULE NATE = 10.100 6.232 
CO"STRU~TION OPERATIONS 
') . f.~ L..;.:~".~::-.:"·:_=-2.=:.:-:. .. ~. . ;C.',.;..:" .... "' ---'->"'" - - -.."-~ "'--.... ;-y~ 
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ADJUSTED OUR FOR 
FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 19.585 
S/C SYS - El EC 17.149 
S/C SYS - MECH 17.149 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 10.605 
SP STh SYS OPS 96.508 
EVA CRANE OP 54.088 
EVA SERVICE TECH 52.030 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 

















S/C SYS - DATA 25.361 
S/C SYS - ELEC 20.878 
S/C SYS - MECil 20.878 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.175 
,SP STA SYS OPS 116..420 
EVA CRANE OP 59.720 
EVA SERVICE TECH 57.074 








MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
58.210 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
r I 
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OTV MISSIONS 14.7 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE n2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 3 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME # IS 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM 
SICOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME i IS 0 
KEY IS C~104 
CODE IS Pf'lCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF . 3 FLIGHTS: 7.954 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 57.768AWAY 44.100 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
MISSION, TOTAL OF 3 FLIGHTS: 
.CREI4 SKILL flAtIDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
. 
SP STA SYS OPS 







l~" ~ !o.._. ,_. '''' ... ~. 
o KEY IS CC05 
"'~ ~~--. _""".'l,..",,_ ~ };:!; _":.:o_~= 
~ \ \ ~ 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
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TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 17.328 
SIC SYS - ELEC 11.189 
SIC SYS - MECH 11.189 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 10.710 
SP STA SYS OPS 59.737 
EVA CRANE OP 16.897 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.133 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 8.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 29.9 
OTV OPERATIONS 57.8 
OTV MISSIONS 44.1 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 




MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 
MqDULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 3 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
'SECOtlD MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAlmAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 19.873 




SIC SYS - FLUIDS 12.241 







MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
.-U",., 
5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
-~----. - -- ~."-:-
a >A.-_~ ~~ 
























EVA CRANE OP 21.080 
EVA SERVICE TECH 19.316 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
STS OPERATIONS 8.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 35.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 57.8 
OTV MISSIONS 44.1 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
""*» FLIGHT NO. 6 
HUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME I IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll ~lANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE »2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NUt'lBER OF FlI.GHTS: 1 PRHlE mSSION: CONTINUOUS FlOl~ ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCO~lE t IS o KEY IS CM06 
:c~~~Li~A~~~r IS 29.00 
SECOND HISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME n IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
I~., '_~,._ 












ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDA YS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 

























TYPE 1Il = 2 TYPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: GLASS PROC PLANT 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND mSSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME # IS 
KEY IS CH04 







ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIOIIS 
.CREW SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0416 
= 0.6000 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 









! UHADJUSTED DURATIONS 
',' SETUP/TAKEDOl~N = 0.200 
OUTCOME • IS 
o 
". .~"- _._, . ' '. -' . =......a.:...=: L._ c 
o KEY IS CM07 
---
~' 














MATE TO FIXT 









FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
mSSION RESULTS 
~IAHDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ElEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - NECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS DPS 3.116 
EVA CRANE OP 1.075 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.075 
SPACE STATION 







NATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 











FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
mSSIOH RESULTS 
CRW SKILL rlANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 1.665 
S/C SYS - El EC 1.100 
S/C SYS - rlECH 1.100 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.021 
'SP STA SYS OPS 6.552 
EVA CRANE OP 2.470 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.470 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
3.276 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
:{y' '. , 
1''\'" .... _. ._.~ .. ~-.-. 
8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
~ -- ~..:...-- ---
• 
• t·.,... 




























TYPE U = 4 TYPE fi2 = 




NmtBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MIsoT"fl: LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SECOND ~lISSION' CRYSTAL GROI-lTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME I IS 0 
KEY IS C~104 
CODE IS PMCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL· NAllDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT02 
***DURATION SUrmARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV NISSIOHS 0.0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 
NATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTEO OUR FOR 
SECOND 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATIOII 
MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
.S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH· 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




*~*DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 10 
------------, .... -~-, -_ ... ".'-'''' ~,> :-,'-" '~ .. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
i 
NU~1BER OF flIGHTS: 15 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS flOW INCLINATION IS 21.00 
CODE I S P~lXL 

















ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 15 FLIGHTS: STS OPERATI0I1S NIS5ION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
,SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 










STS OPERATIONS 22.2 
COHSTRUCTIml OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 il NUI'lBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRINE MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIDERS RESUPP INCLINATION IS 29.00 OUTCOME # IS 
'I 
ii :;0' , 
.CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
l i~··' ... 
~ 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
__ Z::- .... ' ~----.........-.---=--'~" ~ - ..... -
o KEY IS CMOS 
-- -=... -- - .. -- ~-"-:.- ---
• , ""-"'l'I". 
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ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 
8 FLIGHTS: 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOUASSH!BLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 8 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE[~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 7.043 
S/C SYS - ELEC 5.359 
S/C SYS - MECH 5.359 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 4.082 
SP STA SYS OPS 32.390 
EVA CRANE OP 16.061 
EVA SERVICE TECH 13.709 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 11.8 
CnHSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 16.2 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 12 
16.195 
NUl1BER OF flIGHTS: 7 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
.CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.• <h7 .. 
11.831 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT02 
!!-.-.. •. -' e._~._._"" .• _ .~,'.,~ ~- ,.---. .~-- ,-'--""-'-
• 
,~ 








ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKIll 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













***DURATION SUMMARY FORFl~ST 
STS OPERATIONS 19.2 
CONSTRUCTION OI'ERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 4 TYPE 12 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 13 
19.172 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 12 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
:,1' 
• 







" t :, 
I 
I j .. 
j, 
d 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
.C!:r-= ~ 
5.478 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
L. ~_. ___ .. 
•. ""~'.~.,,,-,., .. -.iJ...~_ .. _ 
13 IH MANDAYS/YR*** 
~~~- -- ~~::-
(± 























OTV MISSIOHS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 1 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT HO. .14 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: SPACE PHYSICS 
INCLINATION IS' 98.00 
CODE IS SPCM 
UHADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBiTER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION·AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIOHS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 









FOR 1 FLIGHTS," AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.808 
S/C SYS - ElEC 3.809 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.809 
S/C SYS - FLUIPS 3.570 
SP STh SYS OPS 25.523 
EIJA CRANE OP 11. 243 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.363 
SPACE STATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 1.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIOHS 12.8 
OTV OPERATIOHS 0.0 
12.762 
P.ALLET OUTCOME • IS o KEY IS SP02 
1.479 
MISSION FLIGHT HO. 14 IN MhNDAYS/YR*** . 
@;r 
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, ~" ~ , 
PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPL1CATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 150.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAHDAYS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.500 
ii .EARTH. OCEAN OBS 5.000 
~ .' S/C SYS - ELEC 0.250 
. ' {,) S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.250 1 
, I 
f ' 
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1/ i r~ i 
j 
SP sTA SYS OPS 0.250 . 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION R~SULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
""*DURATION SUMr1ARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERA,TIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
.~~~~L~~i~LSERVICIN~A~~~~~ON RESULTS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 145.0 WORK DAYS 
~~-:-:::, -'1 ¥ -"--~"";"''''''--'=''-'------'i_-_''_' , 
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'{j I ", 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 14,500 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 145.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.250 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.250 
SP ST!. SYS OPS 7.250 
"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 5004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HO.USEK =. 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOH AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATIOH RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IH MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIOHS 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
i(b · __~'''''' -;:..;;.;...; ........ ;.;"..~;;:;o .................................. ____ ---.~ .=_ !:.-.. . .. , ,. 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
*"*DURATION SU~INARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
6 OT04 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH NISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL HANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
·SATELLITE SERVICING NISSION RE~~l~~LITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION· RESULTS 
CREIJ SKILL HAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
6.7.0 lJORK DAYS 
~ ..• r 
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I~_: ~~"':'.:I.:I;'d..~ .ll_iIiI'~~'=-_l t : ":-... .i 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






\. . ~'(.~f , "j' 
H""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO, 9 SAOl IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YRH"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEi'lO 
o • 0 
191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRFl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
a 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS LIFE SCIENCE : 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSIOH RESULTS CRE!4 SKILL MANDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 
NED/BID RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






91.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. IS SL05 IH MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIHG OPERATIOHS 0.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED EHV LSS EXPT MOD 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG OPERATIOHS SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSIOH RESULTS CRE!4 SKILL MANDAYS 
UHADJUSTED DURATIOHS LIFE SCIEHCE : 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOH AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSIOH RESULTS CRE!4 SKILL MAHDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 54.750 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 547.500 
S/C SYS - ELEC 27.375 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 27.375 
SP STA SYS OPS 27.375 
SCIEHCE & APPLICATIOHS OHBOARD MISSIOHS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
**-DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 16 SL06 IH MAHDAYS/YR**" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIEHCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
547.5 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY C~101 MAllS SCIEHCE LAB 
!~ L_ ~ .. 
r c::a -'-':-
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
SCIENCE 8 APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSIOH RESULTS 
300. 0 ~IORK DAYS 
CREl~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH OEMO 
0.0 
300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH "KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
HIS CAPTURE/DRTH = 0.168 
HlS MAIHI/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREl~ MOD ~lAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4( •. 206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
.HlS PILOT 254.083 
154.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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***DURATIDN SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.458 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.246 
TNS OPS = 9.000 
HIS CREW OPS = 9.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
TNS MAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREI4 MOD MAINT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
S/C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S/C SYS - ELEC 25.364 
S/C SYS - MECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
TMS PILOT 127.562 
84.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY C~104 CRYSTAL GROlHH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
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TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TNS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
HIS ~lAHlT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREI~ MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING THlE FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl4 SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 33.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 104.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 101.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 170.083 
112.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
112.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
20 CM04 IN ~lAHDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
·A~~~g~~~~~~SDURAT~ONS65.000 
UPDATED MORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL NAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
:ASTROPHSICS 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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S;'C SYS - FLUIDS 3.250 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS;,YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~IO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTRDPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 6.000 
. TEST & C;'O = 3.400 HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 HIS OPS = 3.000 TMS CREW OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE;'BRTH = 0.042 
ms ~IAHlTI'REFUEL = 1.100 CREI~ ~IOD MAINT = 1. 710 
t ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 38.5 DAYS 
• 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
• CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
• 
· NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 .~ S;'C SYS - DATk 40.774 [:Ii. 
I 
,~ S;'C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
" . , 
~ S;'C SYS - MECH 29.524 
t 'f S;'C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS;'YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 0.0 
1 PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
t _ __ ~~~ . __ \,:;/, ,~ - - ,--- ----l-,_ :-- .& ..... - F , 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CC04 MUL TIBEAM COMM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL' NANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 5P 5TA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
o . 0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE CONM. SATEll ITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FLOl~ ElEC- TROPH PLATFORN 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.~ . . .~ ... 'l ~ ~,_~ -tiWUJEDLi -. h - • 
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ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C~O = 1.944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TNS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TNS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD ~IAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
.TMS PILOT 304.483 
179.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHDOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~IMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR"". 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CN07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERViCING MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREI. SKILL ~IAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
SCIEHCE & APPLICATIOHS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIEHCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
UHADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
"**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIOHS 
SCIEHCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT01 LOW IHCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG OPERATIOHS 
UHADJUSTED DURATIOHS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OT01 
:m~Lm~LSERVICIHgA~m~ON RESULTS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
336.0 DAYS 
,c&,. 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY· OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPL Y 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ·MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*" • 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TEC.H DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE I APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR."" 
.. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TM02 PRECISION OPT CONSTR & TEST 
.~. ". 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIOHS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 10.000 
EHGIHEERIHG 50.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 7.500 
S/C SYS - EL EC 2.500 
S/C SYS - MECH 2.500 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 10.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 5.000 
EVA CRANE OP 2.500 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.500 
MANHED OTV PILOT 7.500 
SCIEHCE & APPLICATIOHS OHBOARD MISSIOHS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 42 TM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIHG OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 20.0 WORK DAYS 
:~~~~A~~~L~ISSION R~~~5X~s 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 , 
.\ 
c+} ,,,",- IF 
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S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 000 
S/C SYS - MECH 1. 00 0 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS. OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 0 00 
MANIIED OTV PILOT 3.000 
***DURATIOII SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD 110. 45 TS02 III MAIIDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIIIG OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 


















.REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 
TMS OPS = 3.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAl NT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREW MOD MAIIIT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 26.512 
S/C SYS - DATA 73.114 
'SrC SYS - ELEC 14.755 
S/C SYS - MECH 36.538 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.120 
SP STA SYS OPS 78.263 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 1't.238 
TMS PILOT 67.721 
/~.,.~, .. ,." 
; ~ 
~'" "<:"- .' -.... ~,",..,.,-
61.0 DAYS 
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SCIENCF. & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 SA05 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
SERVICING'OPERATIONS 61.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
HtSPILOT 
MA TLS SCI ENCE 
"""SCIENCE MISSIONS""" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 41.8 89.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 829.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0 
0.0 113.9 0.0 0.0 
0.0 25.3 44.7 0.0 
0.0 66.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 22.6 44.7 0.0 
0.0 120.0 44.7 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 28.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 118.6 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS""" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 ~.O 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
59.4 451.1 0.0 49.2 
68.1 181.4 0.0 32.8 
61.4 447.6 0.0 32.8 
56.4 141.6 0.0 30.1 
136~0 488.5 0.0 183.0 
112.7 0.0 0.0 62.6 
141.6 213.6 0.0 55.6 
97.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"*"TECH DEV MISSIONS"" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.-0 14.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 70.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 10.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 14.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 10.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYSBY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
928. 1655. 41'66. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MIINDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OSS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATil 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRIINE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
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""'HOPER SUPPORT"""" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
110.4 470.4 0.0 0.0 
65.5 67.2 0.0 0.0 
65.5 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' l8.9 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKIl L 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/nIO RESEARCH PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPIISICS 
SIC SYS - DATA SIC SYS - ELEC 
SIC SYS - MECH SIC SYS - FLUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH MANNED OTV PILOT 
ms PILOT 
MATLS SCIENCE 
"'SCIENCE MISSIONS'" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 42.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o .0 0 .0 54 .0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 "22.8 
0.0 0.0 21.3 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.4 0.0 0.0 21.3 14.2 5.0 0.0 21.3 93.8 5.0 0.0 0.0 37.1 5.0 0.0 0.0 31.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"'COMMERC MISSIONS'" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17.5 0.0 0.0 5.8 
19.7 0.0 0.0' 3.7 
18.0 0.0 0.0 3.7 16.7 0.0 0.0 3.6 11.9 0.0 0.0 19.9 6.1 0.0 0.0 5.6 13.4 0.0 0.0 5.0 29.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
• "TECH OEV MISSIONS" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 39.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 34.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.2 5.0 0.0 0.0 193.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 103.2 5.0 0.0 0.0 104.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MAN DAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APr COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
732. 776. 180 . 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDATS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH PIITS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN ons ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
SIC SYS - DATA 
SIC SYS - ELEC 
SIC SYS - MECII SIC SYS - FLUIDS SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 



















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' 
LOW INCLINATION 
6.1 PEOPLE 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
549. 




.") .. ~"',~ '-;.,.. 
.. 
.• :'~i·;·r'lE1 
•••• OPER SUPPORT ••••• OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.8 470.4 0.0 0.0 15.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 15.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 











->A-- " ..... Jj.~ 
- -"'-' 
'E . ' , . 
STS OPERATIONS 83.5 
CONSTRUCTION 91.5 
OTV OPERATIONS 66.5 
OTV ruSSIONS 48.3 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 967.4 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 1322.5 
HIGH INCLINATION 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
STS OPERATIONS 13.5 
CONSTRUCTION 153.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 19.3 
OTV mSSIONS 14.7 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 426.0 
SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITlE PLCODE INCL 
5001 EARTH OBSERV SPCL 98.0 
PALLET 




• 5003 HETERODYNING SPXX 98.0 
• C02 LIDAR ~ , 5004 UPPER AHlOS SPCL 98.0 
~ RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION 5555 98.0 
'J MODULES 
" 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION SORS 98.0 
RESUPPLY 
SP02 sPACE PHYSICS SPCM 98.0 
PALLET 
SAOI VLnI~COSMIC SPCL 98.0 
RAY PKG 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 29.0 
RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE SSCL 29.0 (ADD TO LSRFl 
SL06 CLOSED EHV SPCL 29.0 
LSS EXPT MOD 




2000 IN MANDAYS~YR"** 




















r ~ ... ~ 
::L. 
";:00 
-.=~------ -'"' ~:..-- >A-- • t:! ~ so ___ : 
I 'Q , 
, 
! CN02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PNCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 FACTORY/PLAT CM03 CRYSTAL GROlHH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RE5UI'-I 
CM04 CRYSTAL GROl~TH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RE5UP-2 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 
CLUSTER 
SA04 ASTROPIIYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
OBSERVATORIES 
, CC03 INTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I CLASS CO~lSAT 
CC04 MUL TIBEAM COMM. SSCN 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SATELLITE 
CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 
COMM. SATELLITE 
~ , CMOS CONT FLOl~ ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 TROPH PLATFORM ;~ VO CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 ":U 
:.l ELECTRO RESUPP 
-uGi ~. 0:-';; 
· , CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 o :,,; 
.' i~ ;0 0" • 
.0 --, . CMOS GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL " I 29.0 0.0 0.0 C ~.~
t \ LFIBERS RES UPI' );". f' ':-, C ;., 
~t , OT01 Lo!~ INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 -, 
· II MODULE DEL .,: .... 
· . , " OT02 LOW INCl STA SORS I 29.0 0.0 100.0 
1 RESUPPLY , 
OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 29.0 0.0 100.0 
RESUPPL Y 
TM02 PRECISION OPT SPCH 29.0 4.0 13.7 
CONSTR & TEST 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 
CARRY-OtiS 
SA 05 LARGE RADIO F~lCH 29.0 0.0 100.0 
TElESCOPE 
,I 
, lOW INCLINATION 
j i . 
PEAK PO!;ER AVERAGE PO!;ER 
!~ ~ I. !- -c,' .~- .. 
• 
.. , .. 




















A VERAGE POl~ER 
23.5 
**~RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
4.0 CUBIC METERS 
71. 0 Kl~ 
7. 
SPACE STATION*** 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*"" 
!tHERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
.. 





• . \;;! 
~-=--- r\ .-- ""'~- .., 
l --
»>POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOl·l INCLINATION SPACE STATION""' 
EARTH' 0 NONE' - INERTIAL' • 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 S 7 0 2 S 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 




























~ o 4- ' 















***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS.lYEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 










."" ............ -~.~ ........... ------"""-.. ------.. . -=. ,-~~-- -~~~-
--














. .. .. SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2001 .... 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE #2 = 
••• » FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
4 
PRIME MISSION: "MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
'SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART. = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STs DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
sTs OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ,MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIOljS 
1 Fl.IGHTS: 3.911 
AOJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
.CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
~/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 








OUTCOME 1I IS 
.,~. . = =~= """",-..;;..,..~~. ~"""'"""------.....;:,;;,; !;.._ .• ,-
-




























EVA SERVICE TECH 














TEST & C/O = 
MODULE rlATE = 
FAB STRUCT = 
ADJUSTED OUR FOR 
FIRST 
I FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!4 SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS .. EL EC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 
II. 650 










.*.» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: I PRIME MISSION: "CRYSTAL GROWTH 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMCL 
FACTORY/PLAT 
~ECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
:ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3792 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF I FLIGHTS: 3.9ll 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM02 
~. ~ 











t r .... : 
~ :. 
.. 













'- 't . 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKILL 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









SETUP/! AKEl)ot~N = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
s..-c SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
,TYPE ttl = 2 TYPE #2 = 4 
1.718 
.*.» FLIGHT NO. 3 
MUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7,7A 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
CLASS COMSAT OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CC03 
00 
"'t!;o 
~~ O~ ;o~ 
.o~ 








SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME 1I IS o 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 










·ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKIL L 
= 0.6000 (MISSIUN 2) 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3954 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSION RESULTS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 




ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 





AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECI! 7.470 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 





MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 







-UGl Oz O~ ;Or: 
.c) '"0 
C -, ~~. (; 
~ --~ .... : 
~- ... .:"- - ------- - .~ ... "'-~-----~ ~ ... --. 
__ .. 5 ~ U ~
• ,:...cJi.:l 
I 
4..-.~J1 .. ~ 






















S/C sn - DATA 
. S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 









***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS ~PERATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
'OTV OPERA nONS 
OTV MISSIONS 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
~ '" 





'., , , 
l\ 
l :, 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXC~1 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS CM04 
. CODE IS prlCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
'ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





1 OTV OPERATIONS 
!1-' 
, ' UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 
i 




















;4- _ -.Q ;f; '''*4 




















i~~'W I ~ t-'t' 'fl~1L' i' .'. 
" 
• 
MATE TO PAnD = 0.131 STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O = 0.555 LAUNCH = 0.082 
CAPTURE = 0.042 MISSION OPS = 7.000 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 
AT SPACE STA 77.025AWAY 58.800 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 69.947 
S/C SYS - ELEC 78.641 
S/C SYS - MECH 71.879 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 24.464 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.444 











TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR 
FIRST 
FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION .RESUL TS 
CREW SKILL MAtlDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 23.103 
S/C SYS - ELEC 14.918 
S/C SYS - MECH 14'.918 
·S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.280 
SP STA SYS OPS 79.649 
EVA CRANE OP 22.529 
EVA SERVICE TECH 20.177 
"'"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
39.824 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR"* 































STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 39.8 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
SECOND 
4 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 26.497 
SIC SYS - EL EC 17.279 
SIC SYS - MECH 17.279 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 16.321 
SP STA SYS OPS 93.391 
EVA CRANE OP 28.106 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25./54 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
TYPE #l = 1 TYPE ~2' = 4 
46.696 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: ASTROPHYSICS 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS FMXM 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR**. 
FREE-FL YER OUTCOME II IS o KEY IS SA03 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
,. 
• UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
AUJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
:mW O~~mIOt!S M~m~~S RESUL TS 
J SP STA SYS OPS' 
'i, 
7 • 998 
i 











··L" _. ", .. , .. ",-.. 
.=- e G --::.",-..~ ,~--~,"~ .. -.,~' .. ,-~, ..... -.. ';>~' .-,.,~-".,,--.... - ~;';:l=;".:;,~_'_-''--'-~- ~.Q.~--.-.:::::-~ 
,if' • '::':'::l'~ 
"" to 
'".~ ~_~._-a",,~ "..,,;.. 
! cr-T" ........... ~;J._"'.'._'IIII.~.I. 1 "- ".1 . I "'!'.'- ·'/~"'/,""'I"~"'· I·!' . . . !1~. ~ '! 
~ 
EVA CRANE OP 




, , .' ,'" 11 ''''1'1'',- ,. .... ".,' 








't ! .,', 











TYPE U = 2 TYPE H2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 ELECTRO RESUPP 
CODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
OROITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIO~S MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








OUTCOME ~ IS o KEY IS CM06 






TYPE U = 4 TYPE H2 = 







i· NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA INCLINATION IS 29.00 RESUPPLY 
CODE IS SORS 
1.;=_ ~ ~--I, ~Io,_.,.. :.~ ... 
------;;..., 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT02 
--





























SECOND MISSION' CRYSTAL GROWTH 
KEY IS C~104 
RESUP-2 OUTCOME n IS o 
CODE IS PMCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
OROITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
OROITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
OROITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION ~ESULTS 
2 FLIGHTS' 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA ~YS OPS 
EllA CRANE OP 












MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 











FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
mSSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/c SYS - DATA 1.697 
S/C SYS - EL EC 1.180 
·S/C SYS - MECH 1.180 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.021 
SP STA SYS OPS 6.871 
EVA CRANE OP 2.789 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 2.789 
.3.436 
7.823 
MISSION FLIGHT NO . 
.~ ... 
\..-...-
... ~..-: 51 
7 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 











"'DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION fLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
STS OPERATIONS 7.S 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 3.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ttl = 2 TYPE t:2 = o 
•••• > FLIGHT NO. 8 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 19 PRIME MISSION' CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.OS32 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 19 FLIGHTS: 28.098 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE or 










TYPE U = 2 1'YPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 10 PRIME MISSION' GLASSPROC OPTICA LrIBERS RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
,CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 10 FLIGHTS' 14.783 
:STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MMlDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 32.206 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CMOS 
... (i., ~ 
:.. _.... ;'w .... ........-.~,,;_" ______ "" ... _.'_ ... _"" ___________ .... ..;:.."-•• 
. .. ,..;;;;... ---==----~. 






~ t't tt.. 
EVA CRANE OP 25.?00 











TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 10 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATIOH FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 8.803 
S/C SYS - ELEC 6.699 
S/C SYS - MECH 6.699 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 5.103 
SP STA SYS OPS 40.488 
EVA CRANE OP 20.076 
EVA SERVICE TECH 17 .136 
20.244 
\ 











TYPE U = 4 TYPE #2 = 






NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 6 PRIME MISSION' LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
RESUPPLY 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
:STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 6 FLIGHTS' 16.433 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 34.443 
.. ~ ... 
OUTCOME i IS 
:-..-.... ..... a::- - ~-=:: __ .:_;.: _____ ;., .. .:;."" _____________ ... _"'-' 

















EVA CRANE OP 




***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 16.4 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #1 = 4 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 
NUMBER'OF FLIGHTS' 2 PRIME MISSION' HI-INCL STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RElOAD = O.cOOO ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS 
CRE[~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
E.VA CRANE OP 








*"*DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
.. ~ ~ 
~ ..... ~- " .~ u ',;"st 
-
%i .... ~ 
MISSION FLIGHT HO. 10 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPL Y OUTCOME ; IS o KEY IS OT04 
5.478 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 11 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
K~ ___ • ___ ~· :!:-,,"::_._. 









PAYLUADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PAllET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






150.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
150.9 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
• SATE~LITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CRBJ SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
,EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - El EC 







SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
-- -;.....~..;,;:;;....-
,," , -' " L';l,., 
~ _~ ,'. 










l ~ , 
SP STA SYS DPS 0.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/.C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATfLLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS EARTH & OC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL nANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
145.0 WORK DAYS 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 14.500 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 145.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.250 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 7.250 
SP STA SYS OPS 7.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DE~ld 0.0 145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SpACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKHL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS SETUP/T AKEDOlm = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERA7IONS SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
. CRE!oJ SKII.l ~lANDAYS 
I. ~. " L '''f • ",,-'-. ~ u ~. 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
6 OT04 IN MAHDAYS/YR'" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAtlD,\YS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
"'"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. B SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & tECH DEMO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
·SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE14 SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.• ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE14 SKILL MAHDAYS 
67:0 WORK DAYS 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPOATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
191.0 WORK DAYS 
··'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR**' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEnO 0.0 191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARO MISSIONS 
~ ... 
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LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






91. 0 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
. LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
.S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY For PAYLGAD NO. 16'SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR**' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
547.5 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY C~101 MAllS SCIENCE LAB 
lv ~ 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIE~,E & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CM01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RHIOTE SERVICE = 36.000 TEST & C/O = 1. 944 HIS LAUNCH = 0.328 ms OPS = 12.000 TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
154.7 DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
Tr1S PILOT 254.083 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
'.:y.- ~"";~~~'----~ y _ • 
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""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RES UP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RHlOTE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/O = 1. 45b 
ms LAUNCH = 0.246 
TMS OPS = 9.000 
TMS CREI~ OPS = 9.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREW ~IOD ~lAINT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING -TIME FOR 19 CM03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SIC SYS - DATA 
SIC SYS - EL EC 
SIC SYS - MECH 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 












SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
,.(y .. 

















TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREl4 OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/SRTH = 0.168 
'TMS MAIHT/REFUEL • 4.400 
CREW ~IOD ~IAIHT • 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 112.7 DAYS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C S'(S - DATA 105.739 
S/C SYS - EL EC 33.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 104.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 101.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 170.083 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
'ASTROPHYSICS = 65.000 
. UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
:ASTROPHSICS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 65.0 WORK DAYS 

















































SIC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
3.250 
3.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 2.000 TEST & C/O 3.400 HlS LAutlCH 0.082 TMS OPS 3.000 TMS CREI~ OPS 3.000 HlS CAPTURE/BRTH 0.042 HlS MAINT/REFUEL 1.100 CREI~ ~lOD ~lAINT 1. 71 0 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
SIC SYS - DATA 36.574 
SIC SYS - ELEC 6.355 
SIC SYS - MECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH H.238 
TMS PILOT 34.121 
30.1 DAYS 




***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 
HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 
ms OPS = 3.000 
HIS CREW OPS = 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREl. ~IOD MArtH = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 38.5 OArs SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
5/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP 5TA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE ~ APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SC!E~CE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS Cor'ISAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl. SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~IMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE? TECH DEtlO 
o • 0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WIT!! KEY CC04 MUL TIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
i I 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIOnS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL ~lAtmAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDo!~N = O.OOG 
UPDATED t~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSIOtl RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 NORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIons 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC05 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREN SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICAYIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAQ NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
i ~ PAYLOAD WIHI KEY CMD5 CONT FLON ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
t :, 
I SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS ,
i UNADJUSTED DURATIOHS , , 
, 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOP. 29 CMD5 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
.CREN SKILL ~lANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 





***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 ItI ~lANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIEnCE & TECH DHlD 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMD6 CONTINUOUS FL0!4 ELECTRO RESUPP 
II ~>~="; 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
HIS CREI~ OPS = 12.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TNS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREH MOD KAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATEllITE SERVICIIIG MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ElEC fi7.41S 
S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
H1~ PILOT 304.483 
179.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PRoe PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING mSSION RESULTS 
'CREI~ SKIll MAllDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOl~tl = 50.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL I1AHDlIYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FO~ PAYLOAD .NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA lFIBERS RESUPP 
. SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDm~N = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lA1WAYS 
SCIENCE I APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
**lfDURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 32 ::~108 IN MAHDAYS/yRH** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI lOW IHCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICIllG.MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKIll ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP 5Th SYS OPS 470.400 
.EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.SETUP/TAKEOOHN " 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STh 
RESEARCH mSSIOll RESUl TS 
CREI~ SKILL NAtlDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBDARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 




























***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLO~D WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARO MISSIONS 
***OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
_ SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE &. TECH DHlO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CR8~ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED lolORK DURATIOtl AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
:CREt~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
ij.' NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~J i 
4.000 
I I i i 
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S/C SYS - DATA- 3.000 
S/C SYS - ElEC 1. 000 
S/C SYS - MECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1.000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 000 
M~NNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS D.D 
SCIENCE & TECH DEf10 20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA05 LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 
TMS DPS = 3.000 
HlS CREW OPS = 3.000 
H1S CAPTURE/BR,H = 0.042 
HIS MAINI/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREW NOD MAINT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA05 
SATElLITE SERVICING MISSION Rl:SUl TS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 26.512 
S/C SYS - DATA 73.114 
·S/C SYS - ELEC 14.755 
S/C SYS - MECH 36.538 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.120 
SP STA SYS OPS 78.263 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HlS PILOT 67.721 
61. o. DAYS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 SAOS IN MANDAYS/YR*H* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
. 61. 0 
0.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES lOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MI·SS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MEll.'BIO RESEARCH 
PHY5 SCI RESEARC 
EARIH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGHIEERIIIG 
ASTR(1PHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C S'{S - ~IECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 52.9 89.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 829.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~.O 0.0 65.0 0.0 
0.0 150.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 31.7 44.7 0.0 
0.0 91.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 26.9 44.7 0.0 
2.5 153.3 44.7 0.0 
2.5 0.0 n.o 0.0 
2.5 42.7 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 152.8 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***CO~IMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
83.9 451.1 0.0 67.5 
97.0 181.4 0.0 44.9 
86.8 447.6 0.0 44.9 
79.3 141.6 0.0 41.3 
174.9 488.5 0.0 251.4 
140.0 0.0 0.0 85.6 
183.5 Z13.6 0.0 73.9 
136.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSH OP. CONST 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0_ 
0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIEtiCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
977. 1828. 4577 . 
MAti DAYS BY SKILL 
SKIL 1. MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAti OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




















l I ,~. I· I 
: y' l.: . C.,_ 
.,:-. -
-. -"." ~-" ...... .-- "--+-. 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.G 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
133.4 470.4 0.0 0.0 
75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 











:=j~ A. ~ 
~ 






















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 20.3 PEOPlE 
SKIll MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKIll MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKIll 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
. S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
HIS PILOT 
~lA ns SCIE~lCE 
*~*SCIENCE MISSIONS~*N 
OPS SERV MSN OP CaNST 
0.0 0.0 42.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 
~ 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSt! OP CaNST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MAHDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
533. 
TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
704. 
MAHDAYS BY S~Ill 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 























***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
o. 
2001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
II. ~":::~':~"H ";0 "~" • __ ....... • .d' .. c".~~, 
, ....... ~j"' • "/:.':F.: 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 








r- , .. 
:;!m 
.~ -~-....,.-----=--. .-""'-_ . ....".. J!_~ .• 















***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 2001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 COHSTRUCTIotl 0.0 OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 OTV mSSIONS ~ . 0 SERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 426.0 r 





: I' . ~ ... ' 
















5001 EARTH OBSERV 
PAllET 




S004 UPPER Amos 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
OT04 HI-!NCL STATION 
RES~Pi'LY 






SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SL06 CLOSED ENV 
LSS EXPT MOD 
CMOl MATLS SCIENCE 
LAB 
! ! ~. r 
~-,-- - ... - ~-
- -. -~. 
PLCODE INCL PK POWER 
SPCL 98.0 3.5 
SPCL 98.0 10.0 
SPXX 98.0 1.0 
SPCL 98.0 2.2 
SSSS 98.0 15.0 
SORS 98.0 1.0 
SPCM 98.0 10.0 
SPCL 98.0 2.0 
SPXX 29.0 12.2 
SSCL 29.0 4.0 
SPCL 29.0 9.7 
SPXX 29.0 25.0 
-- ---














__ ~ , • ..:4-. 





-,=~ ...,;.' ~Q •• -
~ ___ .-,Q 9~. 
(j t qj~ ____________________________ ~~~.~s~ 
. ~ 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROlHH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RES UP-1 
CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-2 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 CLUSTER 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FREE"Fl YER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 OBSERVATORIES 
, CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 f CLASS COMSAT 
~' CC04 MUL TIBEAM COMM. SSCM 0.0 0.0 0.0 r· SATELLITE 
:" CC05 RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 0 0 
; • CO~l~l. SATEllITE .., :'tI 
it CMOS CaNT flOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 cg ~ 
;,. TROPH PLATFORM 0 :p 
;. ;0 r ; • CM06 CONTINUOUS flOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 .0 ~ :~ ELECTRO RESUPP c: J;'.> 
I. CM07 GLASS fROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 f: ~ I _ 
1\ ::;!~ I~' CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 0.0 
I~ LFIBERS RESUPP 
I~ OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 I ~lODUL E DEL 
I OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 100.0 i ., RESUPPLY 
OTOS HI-ALT STA OMSB 29.0 0.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 
, CARRY-ONS 
i 
I, SAOS LARGE RADIO FMCH 29.0 0.0 100.0 I TELESCOPE 
Ii 
i LOW INCLINATION 
• ~: PEAK POI~ER AVERAGE POWER . '
I 
I I &~". r. ___ . _ ____ __ _ _____ . ",_00 •• " , ___ ,~-,,~ .,~ ___ , _____ ._ ,~._ ""'-_ ,~ .!l.~ 
! 
r , , ' 
" , 
~ " 
, t, ~- .';:'; 
!,l' ! it 
, , ; , 
l~ 




















***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 
4.0 CUBIC METERS 
70.4 Kl. 
6. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POWER 
NO. OF PORTS 
8.4 CUBIC METERS 
23.5 KI. 
6. 
f I L~r"'~' 
~ " .:-' --'-;:;-.'-~ .'.~-.,. ....,:,I.l:. •• "___ -:;"'_' ______ ._;"'_"',",_:"'"_ ~_ _ __ ,_ .. f-i " c!\,.._" '-! 
_.Q L,L 
-:~ • ..l_ 
f
. 1.----·----- .- .. _._." .. 
< , 










































***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 















_ "" • "lii.,;" 
-"...- ~.::~ ... ~ .:--;;; 
·c··· _____ • ___ ~_~~"'_'__'_'_._c .... r .• - ,,.. -, ,.,,,. _'_',A,,!~ '" ""f"I-~"""T_' !'~'W'1J'i' F'-PIT -'t' .:,:';::~~~:;:::"!:.L:~:'~';'~:;::'l~~..t:~~t:J!.r..-·k'·i.Jd'~~..J'j' .,~:-:.~ ;:2!~-Jt'i 
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***POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/yEAR 









OT03 ------------------------------__________________________________________ _ 




" lv' I· ~:'f'.~. . ... , ___ .. ~ .. e .• _ , __ =_ L. ~ =~ , .... -
---'. '~" ! 
~ 








K * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2002 * •• 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE ft2 = 
*~*» FLIGHT 'NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
o SIS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1.661 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
t . ' SP STA SYS OPS 10.075 
7.560 
7.560 
















EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








AD~ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AIMY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
.CREI' SKILL flANDAYS 
S/C SYS DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS ors 







MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
OUTCOME ft IS o KEY IS CC04 

























EVA SERVICE TECH 














TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
FAn STRUCT = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS - ElEC 3.730 
SI'C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C .SYS - flUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS DPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 




-015 0-o~ ;u~ 
!, 
r:,. ***DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST ·MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 III f-lANDAYS/yR*** 
-g~ 
:t>G:l rm 









STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 11.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE fl1 = . 2 TYPE ft2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
umlBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 . **INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
CODE IS FXCL 
'SECOND mssrON: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME « IS 0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.U416 
ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 
:ORBITER RElOAD = 0.6000 
·mm~ ~~~~R~FR ~ 0.0210 0.3954 
ADJ ST5 DURATION AT SP STA 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
(MISSION 2) (mSSION 2) 
FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
OUTCOME t I;; 
i'~ ~.... _ .. ___ ._ .. ;.-',._.. .~ __ . ~_ .. _..." .. I, ~ .. -' 
~ii 
o KEY IS CC03 
-~=...-------.- -- ~.:;. ..... --
, 
• t.~ 






























. ~ ~ ~ oil 
. 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS CREW SKILL ~1AtmAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 1. 661 
SP STA SYS OPS 10.075 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE ; 1.150 
MATE TO PAYlD ; 0.131 
STAGE/STAGE ~1ATE 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O 0.555 
LAUNCH 0.082 
CAPTURE 0.042 
MISSION OPS 2.000 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
. CREW SKILL 1'1ANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ElEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH' 15.881 
MANNED OTV ~IlOT 8.660 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 'SETUP/TAKEDOl~1I ; 
MATE TO FIXT ; 
DEPLOy/ASSE~1BLE ; 







FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSIOtI RESULTS 
.CRHJ SKILL MANDAYS 
s/c SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - EL EC 0.510 
2.146 
1 FLIGHTS: 
I L._ ... _. I'~' "" ... ". ~... . __ .~~., .. _ ....... . L." .t! 
..=.... 







S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV MISSIONS 4.2 
TYPE 1Il = 2 TYPE #2 = 2 . 
***» FLIGHT NO. 3 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NmIDER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME. IS o KEY IS CC05 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM 










KEY IS CM04 
CODE IS PMCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 i~ 
t ~, 
I 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 










CREl-J SKILL ~lAlmAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








.OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
II: [W· - ."" 
L.~. 
OTV OPERATIONS 












~ .~ ~_ •. -..DI' Ii.1 ~ *".- -...; 
1.1 t '" 





AT SPACE STA 77.025AWAY 58.800 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 69.947 
S/C SYS - ELEC 78.641 
s/C SYS - ~IECH 71.879 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 24.464 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.444 
MANNED OTV PILOT 118.638 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
• 
1 , . 
~ .I' 
~ 11 
, . ;. 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUpnAKEDOl~N = 
NATE TO FIXT = 
iJEPLOy/ASSHIBLE 







!~ ADJUSTED DUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STAnON 








S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






























MISSION flIGHT NO. 
.-- '- ";'-.~ ~-~ .~.---,.-,.~.~ 
3 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
00 
"tl~ 






-~ ~,"-- - -,~ 

























• \ fi . SETUP/TAKEDONti 
MATE TO FIXT 
TEST & C/O 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION SECOND MISS lOti RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAti DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 26.497 
S/C SYS - EL EC 17.279 
SI'C SYS - MECH 17.279 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 16.321 
SP STA SYS OPS 93.391 
EVA CRAtiE OP 28.106 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.754 
46.696 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAY5I'YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONS,RUCTIOtl OPERATIONS 46.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE ~2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NU~lBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME !1ISSIOII: 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 **CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
CODE IS PMCL 
S~COND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME I IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
·g~~i+~~ ~~~~R~FR ~ ~:~~~~ 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS mSSIOtl RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL rTANDAYS 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 1.456 
.SP STA SYS OPS 9.819 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
OUTCOME t IS o KEY IS CM04 
I. ' 






o ~ .. 1 




































TEST & C/O 
NODULE NATE 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
CREN SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - NECH 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 











***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE 1I1 = 2 TYPE 1I2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PHCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **CRYSTAL GRONTH RESUP-2 








ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STs OPERATIONS 
.CRE1~ SKILL 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 
SP STA SYS DPS 
0.0416 
0.6000 
0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3304 





1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 

















; , ;. 
'~ • 
t " \ . 
EVA CRANE OP 





SETUP/TAKEDOI-lN = 0.200 
0.056 
0 .. 486 
0.076 
MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED OUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKIll MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS. 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1.394 
1.718 
l~ 










:J if • 
~.-' 
STS OPERATIONS .3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 3 TYPE «2 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NU~lBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: PASSIVE MICW RADIOMETER 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCM 
SECOND MISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME # IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0(.16 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 eMISSION 2) 
:~~~I~~~ gff~~~ioN ~T gpO§}g FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
STS OPERA lIONS ~lISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAtWAYS 
~ ! ~"""'~'r 
.=-~,' . ,,'.,... .. - .. ...a--_ ..., __ . 





I '~~'l~ .• ~,p~':"jia;}'i": 
t r~ 
I 
.~ , -.\ .. ~ j.,.~'-:-- ~ ... ~~ \ ~ .. 
{ .SP STA SYS OPS 7.998 
EVA CRANE OP 7.560 




i c , 
;' I 
;'i' !; '.'. :: ',. 














MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL 'MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 5.808 
S/C SYS - ELEC 3.809 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.809 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYSOPS 93.731 
EVA CRANE OP 79.451 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.363 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.9 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE ~2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 7 
46.866 
""i 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 








r- l"~ ~iJi 
<II 
.: ~~:~tt':r; 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 20 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME g IS INCLINATION IS 29.00 o KEY IS CM06 
'CODE IS P~lXL 










~DJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERA TIotlS 
CREW SKILL 
lc= .. 




AT SP STA FOR TOTAL 
MISSION RESULTS 
~lAtIDAYS 
OF 20 flIGHTS: 29.576 




SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 29.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 8 
~"~ ........ 
-!. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
[ NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 12 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP OUTCOME. IS o KEY IS CM08 
.' ~ . 
, 














U' 4· ~ 
1, , 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FDR TOTAL OF 12 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MINDAYS 
SP STI SYS OPS 
,EVA CRANE OP 







MATE TO FIXT = 
.¥~~~Or/~;gEMBLE ~ 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
FIRST 
12 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
NISSIO:; RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL 
.S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC 
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S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





***DURATION ~UMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 17.7 
;CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 24.3 
'OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 4 TYPE lI2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 8 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 











ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 8 FLIGHTS: 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
















MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME Ii IS o KEY IS OT02 
21.911 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
~ .**» FLIGHT NO. 10 ~ NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY It, INCLINATION IS 98.00 OUTCOME It IS o KEY IS OT04 
11' CODE IS SORS 
~.,I 
I i (/~. ~"~-"'i'" 








ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SOD 1 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURA lIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.000 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 150.000 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIO.NS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
, 
, 
***OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION R~SULTS 
CREW SKU L ~IAtlDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILl 0.500 
.EARTH. OCEAN OBS 5.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
II il 
i~' s/c SYS - ELEC 
, ' 
0.250 
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SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD No. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
. UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5004 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS .~~~~L~~iELSERVICIN~A~6~~§ON RESULTS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION·RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lAtlDAYS 
. SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
, 
. 
145.0 WORK DAYS 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 14.500 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 145.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.250 
~/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.250 
SP STA SYS OPS 7.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & rECH DEMO 0.0 145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 336.0 DAYS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 67.200 
SP STA SYS OPS 470.400 
EVA CRANE OP 67.200 
EVA SERVICE TECH 67.200 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL ~lA1m.\YS 
i . 
t 1_ 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CREt~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEtlO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VlBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE~n~i~L~TE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
CREl~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH HISSIOI/ RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAl/DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
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'; ' ...... 
NO SPECIAL SKIL~ 6.700 
ASTROPHSICS 67.000 
S/C SYS - El EC 3.350 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.350 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.350 
"""DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SA01 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
'fe UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.SCIENCE & APPLICATIOHS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
J' LIFE SCIENCE = 191. 000 







UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 19.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 191.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.550 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 9.550 
SP STA SYS OPS 9.550 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 




, e' p 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRFl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL MAIWAYS' 
i 
.. , 
SCIENCE & ~PPLICATIONS ONBDARD MISSIONS 
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LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSIDN RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDIIYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






91. 0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MIINDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERIITIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 547.5 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL tlAtlDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 54.750 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 547.500 
S/C SYS - ElEC 27.375 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 27.375 
SP STA SYS OPS 27.375 
"""DURATION SUNtlARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 16 SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
547.5 
PAYLOAD HITH KEY CN01 MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRElJ SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 30'0.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 300.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH NISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAllDAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = ].944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
n:s CREW OPS = 12.000 
,HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.163 
HIS tIAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CRElJ tlOD MAIIlT = 6.840 
'ADJUSTED SERVICING TItlE FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRElJ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO 'SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
154.7 DAYS 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 GM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROlHH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/.O = 1.458 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.245 
TMS OPS 9.000 
HIS CREt~ OPS 9.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH 0.126 
TNS IIAItlT/REFUEL 3.300 
CREW MOD MAINT 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TINE FOR 19 CM03 SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 84.5 DAYS 
CREW SKILL NAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
S/C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S/C SYS - ELEC 25.364 
S/C SYS - MECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
TMS PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUNMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH. RESUP-2 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
,J .,,,' ,~, ,'"" .=.. ._ ~ •. ~ .. -I \!:I _ .. __ ~ .. "-'2-L ~ " ,~. IJ" t!'" ,. ' ~_ Ii1 __ _..: .=:.: ___ -:! 
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TMS LAUNCH 0.328 
Tf'~S DPS 12.000 
Tl15 CRELJ OPS 12.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
HlS ~lAINT/REFUEl = 4.400 
CREW MOD ~1AINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll 40.471 
SIC SYS - DATA 105.739 
SIC SYS - ElEC 33.818 
SIC SYS - MECH 104.800 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS .! 01.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 170.083 
112.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DU?{.TION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
112.7 
o • 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE CLUSTER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
·ASTROPHYSICS. = 65.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH.mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
:ASTROPHSICS 




SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 65.0 WORK DAYS 
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S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
3~250 
3.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 21 SA02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 65.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FlYER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 








TEST & C/O = 
TMS LAUNCH = 
TMS OPS = 
TMS CREt4 OPS = 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 
1MS ~lAINT/REFUEL = 
CRE~1 MOD ~lAIHT = 
~DJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 











SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE'& TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 HlS LAUNCH = 0.082 HlS OPS = 3.000 H1S CREW OPS = 3.000 TtlS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS NAUn /REFUEl = 1.100 
CREW ~lOD ~lAINT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SI04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - HilIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
38.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COM SAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREtJ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONHOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECIl DEIlO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATEllITE 
26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
I ' r(b,~- ~ .\! 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0,0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0,0 
0,0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CO NT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
,CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUmlARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR'** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
o • 0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RE5UPP 
·?T __ ,.<,·,_, 
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REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEl = . 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
SATEllITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 179.9 DAYS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - f1ECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TM.S PILOT 304.483 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 179.9 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON SOARD MISSIONS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATI9NS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll MANDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SY5 OPS 
,EVA CRANE OP 






,SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 0.0 WORK DAYS 
r J l ~.,--
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**'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OTOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS' 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~IO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 liI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
, \' i~:,; SATelLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 











***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 I' 
I PAYLOAD WITH KEY TM03 PASSIVE MICW RADIOMETER 
" SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 148.000 
j UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
I. .RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS ~ .. CRElJ SKILL MMIDAYS 
F' NO SPECIAL SKILL 29.600 u 
148.-0 WORK DAYS 
r~~.~ 
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S/C SYS - DATA 22.200 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.400 
S/C SYS - NECH 7.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 29.600 
SP STA SYS OPS 14.800 
EVA CRANE OP 7.400 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.400 
NANNED OTV PILOT 22.200 
***DURATION SUNNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 43 TM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE J TECH DENO 
0.0 
148.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL 
" 
CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
. ENGINEERING 
S/C SYS - DATA 
·S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
:EVA CRANE OP 








1. 0 00 
1. 000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
20.0 WORK DAYS 
I I ~ .. 
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MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
""*DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0,0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA05 LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TrlS LAUtlCfI = 0.082 
TMS OPS = 3.000 
TMS CREW OPS 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL 1.100 
CREI~ nOD ~IAINT 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA 05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - t'lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 










61. 0 nAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 SA05 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECIl DHlO 
61. 0 
0.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOl~ INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL ***SCIENCE MISSIONS**" 
OPS SERV MSN or CONST 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
***TECfI DEV MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
****OPER SUPPORT**"** 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 0.0 52.9 89.5 0.0 0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.6 0.0 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
HED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 829.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o . 0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 0.0 O. G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ENGINEERIIIG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 168.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ASTROPHSICS o . 0 0.0 65.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 150.5 0.0 0.0 83.9 451.1 0.0 68.5 0.0 0.0 25.2 5.8 o . 0 0.0 o .0 o .0 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.0 31. 7 44.7 0.0 97.0 181.4 0.0 45.7 0.0 0.0 8.4 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - NECH 0.0 91.4 0.0 0.0 86.8 447.6 0.0 45.7 0.0 0.0 8.4 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 0.0 26.9 44.7 0.0 79.3 141.6 0.0 41.8 0.0 o . 0 33.6 3.6 21.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 153.3 44.7 0.0 177.5 488.5 0.0 256.1 2.5 o .0 16 .8 93.7 137.3 470.4 o .0 o .0 
EVA CRANE OP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 142.5 0.0 0.0 88.3 2.5 0.0 8.4 79.5 
EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 42.7 0.0 0.0 186.0 213.6 0.0 75.9 2.5 0.0 8.4 5.4 
HANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 136.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.2 0.0 
HIS PILOT 0.0 152.8 o .0 o .0 0.0 856.2 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NATlS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NANDAYS BY mSSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMHERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
1820. 4597. 539. 982. 
HANDAYS BY SKILL 
.. 
I 
,li SKILL ~IANDAYS 
,,!'! NO SPECI·AL SKILL 4(,9.5 
Ii HED/BIO RESEARCH 829.5 
• PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 
• EARTH,·OCEAH OBS 0.0 ~ ENGIIIEERING 168.0 
~ ASTROPHSICS 65.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 785.0 , S/C SYS - ELEC 412.6 , 
. , S/C SYS - HECH 683.7 
~ S/C SYS - flUIDS 393.3 SP STA SYS OPS lll(.O .8 
" EVA CRAHE OP 464.0 
EVA SERVICE TECH 677.3 
HANNED OTU PILOT 161.2 
HIS PILOT 1009.0 
~IATlS SCIENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREw: 21.7 PEOPLE 
SKILL HIX SUHHARIES HIGH INCLINATION 





NO SPECIAL SKILL 
HED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
:EHGINEEllING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
*~*SCIENCE HISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV HSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 42.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 n.O 0.0 
0.0 0.0' h,.O '0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 
'*'COMHERC MISSIONS'*' 
OPS SERU HSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
.~ -,. .~ .. ~....:.~.. -- '... ..."'-~ 
*"TECH DEV MISSIONS" 
OPS SERV HSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 n 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
75.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***'OPER SUPPORT*"'* 
OPS SERU HSH OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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S.lp SYS - MECH 0.0 0.0 S/-C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 0.0 SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 0.0 EVA CRANE OP 0.0 0.0 EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 0.0 
tlANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 
nlS PILOT 0.0 0.0 ~1ATLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
533. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIL L 
MED.lBIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S.lC SYS - DATA 
S.lC SYS - ELEC 
S.lC SYS - ~lECH 
S.lC SYS - FLUIDS 
SP 5TA SYS OPS 
EVA CRAIIE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANIIED OTV PILOT 
nlS PILOT 

















0.0 0.0 0.0 
21.3 0.0 O. ij 
21.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o • 0 0.0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
TECH DE ... 
O. 
TOTAL SPACE STATIOH CREW: 3.4 PEOPLE 
LOW INCLINATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 













***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR YEAR 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,0.0 11.5 470.4 o • 0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
O. 704. 
2002 IN MANDAYS.lYR*** 
2002 IN MANDAYS.lYR*** 
j , -
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I OTV MISSIONS 0.0 5ERVICING OPERATIONS 336.0 SCIENCE & TECH DE~IO 426.0 SmmARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY nTLE PLCODE INCL PK POWER DUTY CYCLE 
SOOl EARTH OBSERV SPCL 98.0 3.S 82.2 
PALLET 
5002 SYNTH APERTURE SPCL 98.0 10.0 2.7 
RADAR 
S003 HETERODYNING 5PXX 98.0 1.0 13.7 
C02 LIDAR 
S004 UPPER ATHOS SPCL 98.0 . 2.2 54.8 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION SSSS 98.0 lS.0 100.0 
~IODULES 
OT04 HI-IHCL STATION SORS 98.0 1.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
l SP02 SPACE PHYSICS SPCM 98.0 10.0 9.9 PALLET 
" • SA01 VLBI/COSMIC SPCL 98.0 2.0 100.0 , RAY PKG . 
. ~ SL04 LIFESCIENCES SPXX 29.0 12.2 100.0 , RES FAC i 
'\ SLOS CENTRIFUGE SSC.l 29.0 4.0 100.0 > 
., (ADD TO LSRF) 
1\ 
:SL06 CLOSED ENV SPCL 29.0 9.7 100.0 
-
t ,''" LSS EXPT MOD 
CM01 MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 2S.0 35.6 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-l 
CN04 CRYSTAL GROWTH P~lCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-2 
SA02 ASTRO TELESCOPE SPXX 29.0 4.0 100.0 
• 
CLUSTER 
I SA03 ASTROPHYSICS H1XM 29.0 0.0 100.0 L FREE-FL YER 
:.l 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FNXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
, 
,~ '" ,~ , 
























CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL CLASS CONSAT 
CC04 ~IUL TIBEAN Cor·IM. SSCN SATELLITE 
CC05 RECONFIGURABLE 
cOrm. SATELLITE 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC-
TROPH.PLATFORM 
CN06 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 






OT01 lOW INCL STA SSSS NODULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL STA 
RESUPPLY 
OT05 HI-ALT STA 
RESUPPLY 
TM03 PASSIVE mcw 
RADIOI-IETER 
T502 TECH DEVEL 
CARRY-ONS 











































***RESOURCES SU~IMi\RY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUNE 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
4.0 CUBIC METERS 72.1 KW , 
, . 
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NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 
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***POINTIHG & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION*** 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYS/yEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 '2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2003 * * * 
TYPE #1 = 2 TYPE #2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
HUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS P~lCL 
4 
PRIME MISSIOH'**CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SECOND mSSION' TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME • IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURAT~ONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFflOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFflOAD = '0.6000 <MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 UlISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3792 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 1 flIGHTS' STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 











MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 







FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - El EC 0.590 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 
1. 718 
3.911 
OUTCOME V IS 
~ ... ~~~--"--'-' \';;:r _. ~=~ I. ~,.- -
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***DURATION SU~lMARY FORF1RST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 1 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE U2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUf'1BER OF FLlGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME I IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
. ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 








OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
~ISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERA nONS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
AT SPACE STA' 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
s/c SYS - DATA 6.987 
:S/C SYS - EL EC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
OUTCOME i IS o KEY IS CC03 
~~J .~ 
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s/c :;YS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 







MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 








ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
.FIRST 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
2.146 
CREW SKILL I·)'.NDAYS 
S/.C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
5/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.292 
EVA CRANE OP 2.251 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 
i ~1 
t ~', 
I *~*DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** , 
! 
I 




OT'.1 OPERA TrONS 
01V mSSIONS 





~* •• > FLIGHT NO. 3 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
ceDE IS FXI'I 
SECOND MISSION: T~S PROP DELIV 
: UNADJUSTED DURA~IONS 
. ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD. ~ 0.6000 (MIoSION 2) 
OUTCO~lE # IS o 
OUTCOME # IS 
.IU ..... _______ .' .. -'~;:;';;'.' .......... __ -.,;,' .~=. _~ .......... """""------'=---_. ,~ . -~,.. --. 57 .""" 
o KEY IS CC03 
_-=.... __ . __ . ___ " ____ -. .!" e.,.,;"- __ _ 
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ORBITER RELOAD gmm ~~~~R~FR = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) = 0.0210 = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREW SKIl L 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
J1ISSION RESULTS 
S,cC SYS - FLUiDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







MAINTAIN STAGE = 









OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STh 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - ELEC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECH 7.470 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.881 




MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEr-IBLE = 








FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT 
MISSIOIl RESUUS 
I1ANDAYS 
SPACE STATION 2.146 
1 FLIGHTS: 
C: ~._ 
. . .." .. ~.'-' .. ,. , ---':0: ~-. .-'"~ l-... :_ __ 
-_ .... ----~ 
.-............. I" 
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s/c SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
S/C SYS ~ MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP SP. SYS OPS 4.292 
EVA CRANE OP ~.251 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 
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STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 2.1 
OTV OPERATIONS 8.8 
OTV mSSIONS 4.2 
TYPE til = 2 TYPE H2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: **RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME i IS 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCM 
SECOND MISSION: tRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME fi IS 0 
KEY IS C~104 









ORBITER PROP XFR 
ADJ STS DURATION 
S TS OP ERAT IONS 
CREl~ SKILL 
= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
= 0.0210 
= 0.3629 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
MISSION RESULTS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
.SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






: UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 





4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
o KEY IS CC05 
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ADJ OTV DP DURATION FOR FIRST 
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FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 69.947 
SIC SYS - ELEC 78.641 
SIC SYS - ~IECH 71.879 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 24.464 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.444 











TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED OUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION FIRST MISSION RESULTS CRE1~ SKILL ~IANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 23.103 
SIC SYS - EL EC 14.918 
SIC SYS - MECH 14.918 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 14.280 
'SP STA SYS OPS 79.649 
EVA CRANE OP 22.529 
EVA SERVICE TECH 20.177 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 39.8 
39.824 
"L 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
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MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & c/o = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
SECOND 
4 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 26.497 
S/C SYS - ELEC 17.279 
S/C SYS - ~!ECH 17.279 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 16.321 
SP STA SYS OPS 93.391 
EVA CRANE OP 28.106 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.75(, 
46.696 

























***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: '"CRYSTAL GROWTH 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMCL 
RESUP-2 
SECOND MISSION: iMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0',16 
'ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (NISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3304 
I ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 7.823 STS OPERATIONS NISSION RESULTS 
I CREW SKIL L NAllDAYS 
1. S/C SYS - FLUIDS 2.776 
SP STA SYS OPS 19.467 
6-; 'r 
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OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS C~104 
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EVA CRMIE OP 






MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1J SKILL MAtlDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 1. 697 
SIC SYS - EL EC 1.180 
SIC SYS - MECH 1.180 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 1. 021 
SP STA SYS DPS 6.871 
EVA CRANE OP 2.789 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.789 
***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 7.8 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 3.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OIV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE ~2 = (, 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
3.436 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
_____________ ._~_""_.-"·~"#~-·=··=·t .~:-
" 





HUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME g IS o KEY IS C~106 INCLINATION IS 29,00 
CODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME fi IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBiTER ARRIVE = 0.0832 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (NISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (tuSSION 2) 
:2~~I~~~ g~~~~ION ~T ~pO~i~ FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 3.999 
SIS OPERATIONS mSSION RESUL IS 
C~EW SKILL MAtlDAYS 
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SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
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CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
*'"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR"" 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTU MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE U = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
.**» FLIGHT NO. 7 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 19 PRIME MISSION: CONTINUOUS flOW INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS N1XL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME i IS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 19 FLIGHTS: 28.098 STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





o KEY IS CM06 
·"DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
STS OPERATIONS 2B.1 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
* •• » FLIGHT NO. B 
• NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 15 PRIME MISSION: GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
OUTCOME l! IS o KEY IS CMOB 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 15 FLIGHTS: 22.182 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 














TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 15 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATIOH 
FIRST NISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 13.205 
S/C SYS - EL EC 10.049 
S/C SYS - NECH 10.049 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 7 654 
SP STA SYS OPS 60.732 
EVA CRANE OP 30.114 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.704 
30.366 
*""DURATION SUMNARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN ~lANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 22.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 30.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE fi2 = o 
**"» FLIGHT NO. 9 
. NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: GLASS PROC PLANT OUTCOME fl IS o KEY IS C~107 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
SIS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGfIlS: 
CREW SKILL NAllDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




! CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
& 
.. 
I , , 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 
NATE TO FIXT = 
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FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STh SYS OPS 3.116 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 075 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 075 





'. OTV mSSIONS 
i 
r TYP E #l = 4 TYP E #2 = 







[I Nut·mER OF FLIGHTS: 8 PRIME MISSION: lOW IHCl STh 
ii' INCLHlATION IS 29.00 
. :CODE IS SORS 
'l . \r . 
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MISSION FLIGHT NO. 9 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.OB32 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
AOJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 8 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





'***OURATIOH SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 21.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ftl = 4 TYPE ~2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 11 
21.911 




i~ NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRHlE MISSION: HI-IHCL STATION RESUPPLY OUTCOME i IS o KEY IS OT04 




i j , 
. 
INCLINATIOH IS 9B.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
AOJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKILL MhNOAYS 
SP STh SYS OPS 
.EVA CRANE OP 






***DURATION <1I~l~lARY FORFIRST 
5TS OPERATIONS 5.S 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
~ •. r. ... 
5.478 
MISSION FLIGHT N~ 11 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
l __ . __ . 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL L ~IANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & DC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREL·J SKILL ~IANDAYS 
HO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAH OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
_____ *_ l.i .. ~~ 








SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
lS0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED l~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH. OCEAN 085 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
".~ v 
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SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
""DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02- LID(,R 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!< SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
, 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S004 UPPER ATMOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
.~~~~L~~rELSERVICIN~A~~i~~ON RESULTS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 


















~ ;. , 
• . 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
. S/C SYS FLUIDS 






***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IH MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
. SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAMDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWH = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STh 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAO WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING NISSIOH RESULTS 

















SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
··-DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DE~IO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
6 OT04 IH MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICIHG MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOH AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIEHCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
-.-DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 8 SP02 IH MANDAYS/YR_ •• 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & lECH DEMO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOI VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYs 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
. ASTROPHysICs = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP sTA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
tv
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
9 SAO 1 IN MANDAYS/YR' •• 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SLOB RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 30.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIE~CE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
30.0 WORK DAYS 
••• DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 10 SLOB IN MANDAYS/YR**. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
. :CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
.. ~ 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






... ~ <. , 1'-· - • 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OP~RATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 191. 0 
PA~LOAD WITH KEY SLOS CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRFl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 91. 0 WORK DAYS 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 91.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
·i·~'iM'::r· .. ·'",I~ 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 16 SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 547.5 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOI MATLS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
.CREl. SKILL 11ANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 17 ,CMOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 300.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROmH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING' OPERATIONS 
lE!-J 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
1MS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S?C SYS - MECH J25.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
ms PILOT 254.083 
15' •• 7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATIOfl SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD ~IITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 12.000 
TEST & C/O = 1 .t.58 
'ms LAUNCH = 0.246 
HIS OPS = 9.000 TMS CRW OPS = 9.000 TNS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.126 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREI~ MOD ~IAIHi = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
:SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION REo"LTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
84.5 DAYS 
ibv'''' ~ ~ ._ r • ~. ......-. - ...;..........:=... ~-~-.--~ ~- _",-,!,~_Jl:~--,-_~~ 














S"C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S"C SYS - ELEC 25.364 
VC SYS - MECH 78.600 
S"C SYS - flUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.71't 
TMS PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS"YRH** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM04 CRYSTAL GROlHH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C"O = 1.944 
ms LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
IMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE"ORTH = 0.168 
HIS NAIHUREFUEL = 4. '100 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING NISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
S"C SYS - EL EC 33.818 
S"C SYS - MECH 104.800 
S"C SYS - FLUIDS 23.206 
SP 5Th SYS OPS 101.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
ms PILOT 170.083 
112.7 DAYS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"**DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 20 CM04 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-Fl YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIOHS 
REt10TE SERVICE = 2.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 TnS OPS = 3.000 HIS CREW OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREW MOD ~1A INT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SM3 30.1 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
S/C SYS - DATA 36.574 
S/C SYS - ELEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - MECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUID5 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HIS PILOT 34.121 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISS!ONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR"*" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAhOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
,,~, IF 
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RENOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.082 
HlS OPS = 3.000 TMS CREI~ OPS = 3.000 TNS CAPTURE/SRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREI4 MOD MAINT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SA04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 38.5 DAYS 
CREfJ SKILL ~1hNDAYS 
NO SPECIAl SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - El EC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TNS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MAHDAYS/YR." 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH OHIO 
38.5 
o • 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY ce03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREfJ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONSOARD MISSIONS 
".DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO o . 0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 ~lUL TIBEAM CONM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
,'\:!I ". 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED I~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKIL L MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH OHIO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC05 RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~lMlDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CC05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM05 CONT FLOW ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CM05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CM05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 CONTINUOUS flOW ELECTRO RESUPP 
.b; .. 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TNS CREW OPS = 12.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREt4 MOD MAIHT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S'-C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.411! 
S'-C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S,-C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
179.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
•• "DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MAHDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
. CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE I APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
.~.. . '. -~. ~.. ...-----...-----.......---..-. .,. 





















"'DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR**. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UHADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 8.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIOHS 
8.0 WORK DAYS 
•• *DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD HO. 32 CM08 IN MANDAYS/YR*'* 
SERVICING OPERATIDHS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
8.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIDNS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OT01 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
.EVA CRAHE OP 






.SETUP/TAKEDOI·lH = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOH AT SP 5TA 
RESEARCH MISSIOH RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIEHCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MI!SIOHS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
~ , r 
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"**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OT01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
o .0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATEllITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS CREl4 SKILL ~IANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANOAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-AlT STA RESUPPLY 
.l SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
" SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
• CREW SKILL MANDAYS , 
. 








"**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OTOS IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEl CARRY-OMS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS C~EW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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ENGINEERING 20.000 
S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1. 000 
S.'C SYS - MECH 1. 000 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 000 
MANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR"*" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOS LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 
TMS OPS = 3.000 
HIS CREH OPS = 3.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAl NT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREW MOD MAINT = 1.710 
. ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA05 
SATEllITE SERVICING. MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL l MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 26.512 
,S/C SYS - DATA 73.114 
S/C SYS - ElEC 14.755 
S/C SYS - MECH 36.538 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.120 
SP STA SYS OPS 78.263 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 67.721 
, 61. 0 DAYS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
**"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 SA05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
61. 0 
0.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR A~~UMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECBL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
5/C SYS - DATI>: 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
TMS PILOT 
MAllS SCIENCE 
***SCIENCE MISSIONS*** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 0.0 52.9 83.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 829.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 31.7 41.5 0.0 
0.0 91.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.9 41.5 0.0 
0.0 153.3 41.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 152.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***CQMMERC MISSIONS"* OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 83.9 451.1 0.0 67.8 
97.0 181.' 0.0 45.5 
86.8 447.6 0.0 45.5 
79.3 141.6 0.0 41.3 
190.1 488.5 0.0 255.8 155.1 0.0 0.0 90.5 198.6 213.6 0.0 79.0 136.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEV MISSIONS** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
1004. 1739. 4639. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANOAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN ODS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - ~IECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE or 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
MANNED OTV PILOT 
HIS PILOT 
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****OPER SUPPORT***** OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.L 0.0 0.0 
23.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
147.0 470.4 0.0 0.0 80.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 80.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
00 
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TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' 20.3 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - I1ECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




OPS SERV MSN OP CONST . 
0.0 0.0 45.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0;0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
***COMMERC MISSIONS""" 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***TECH DEI' MISSIONS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL rgCH DEI' OPS SUPPORT 
570. O. O. 704. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 112.8 
MED/DIO RESEARCH 30.0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 5".0 
EARTH, OCEAN ODS 305.0 
EtlGHIEERII1G 0.0 
ASTROPflSICS 67.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 
S/C SYS - ELEC 22.8 
S/C SYS - f1ECfi 0.0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 22.8 
SP STA SYS ors 504.7 
EVA CRANE OP 77 .3 
EVA SERVICE TECH 77.3 
MANtlED OTV PILOT 0.0 
TMS PILOT o . 0 
MArlS SCIENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW' 3.5 PEOPLE 
LOl~ INCLINATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY ~OR YEAR 2003 IN MANDAYS/YR*"' 
'br l_.. .:-~ 6 • ------ -. - ~... .--.~.. "r .. 
****OPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITlE 
5001 EARTH OBSERV 
PALLET 




'5004 UPPER ATMOS 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 




SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 
HI Sr1 rlM1MA L S 
SL04 LIFESCIEHCES 
RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADO TO LSRF) 
SL06 CLOSED ENV 




























2003 IN MAHDAYS/YR*** 
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CMOl MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 25.0 '35.6 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-·1 
CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-2 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FREE-FLYER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
OBSERVATORIES 
CC03 IHTELSAT-7,7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CLASS COMSAT 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SSCM 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SATelLITE 00 
CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 "11:0 
COMM. SATELLITE ,,15 
~ 0-CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 02: 
.' 
TROPH PLATFORM ;>J~ 
• ,o"<J 
• CM06 CONTIHUOUS FLOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 C:p 
• ~ elECTRO RESUPP ~ r~~ r: e'iij , CM07 GLASS PROC PLAHT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 ---! ,,-ai! J~: , 
,', CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 0.0 
II LFIBERS RESUPP 
" 
" OTOI LOW INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 MODULE DEL 
OT02 LOW IHCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
OTOS HI-Al T STA O~ISB 29.0 0.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
TS02 TECH DEVEL SSSA 29.0 0.5 6.8 
CARRY-ONS 
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""'RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 




"X "RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATIONNNN 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POI~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
8.8 CUBIC METERS 
24.1 KW 
6. 
i~ , ~ 
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'"'POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION"" 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: • 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 
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OT04 -------------------------------------------------------------------------SP02 0000000 
SAOl ***************************~************************** ******************* 
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2004 * * * 
TYPE 31 = 2 TYPE ~2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **MUL TIBEAM CO~IM SATELLITE 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
.ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD • 








OTV/PLD C/O • 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTII OPERATIONS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
ADJ OTV OP DURATIOH FOR FIRST MISSION, TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
,CREH SKILL I1ANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 6.987 
S/C SYS - El EC 9.160 
S/C SYS - MECII 7.'.70 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.879 
SP STA SYS OPS 16.972 
EVA CRANE OP 8.636 
1 FLIGHTS: 
OUTCOME ~ IS o KEY IS CC04 



















\ ; ~ 
EVA SERVICE TECH 






MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 










FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT 
MISSION RESULTS 
11ANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 5.776 
SIC SYS - ELEC 3.730 
SIC SYS - MECH 3.730 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 
EVA SERVICE TECH 5.562 
SPACE STATION 11.650 














""*» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7.7A 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS FXCL 
CLASS COMSAT 
'SECOND MISSION: TMS CAB DELIVERY OUTCOME « IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJU~TED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
.:ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGIHS: 7.823 
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STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CRE14 SKILL MANDAYS 
S'C 5YS - FLUIDS 3.322 
SP STA SYS OPS 20.149 
EVA CRANE OP 15.120 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.120 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
~lAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 MATE TO PAYLD = 0.131 STAGE,STAGE MATE = 0.210 
OTV/PLD C/O = 0.555 LAUNCH = 0.082 CAPTURE = 0.042 
~lISSION OPS = 2.000 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 
AT SPACE STA 17.512AWAY 8.400 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 












MATE TO FIXT = 
DfPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 







FOR 2 FLIGIITS. AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
.CREW SKILL. 
S/C SYS - DATA 
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iE ~ \\ 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
. EVA CRANE OP 






**"DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 7.8 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 4.3 OTV OPERATIONS 17.5 OTV MISSIONS 8.4 
TYPE 1H = 2 TYPE U2 = 2 
*"*» FLIGHT NO. 3 
~tf'~ 
• ··'1E .. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 2 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 











INCLINATION IS 0.00 CODE IS FXCM 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME D IS 0 KEY IS C~104 
CODE IS PMCl 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS CREW SKIll MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





UNADJUSTED DURATIONS MAINTAIN STAGE = MATE TO PAYLD = 
.STAGE/STAGE MATE = 








LAUNCH = CAPTURE . = MISSION OPS = 
r.J ~ .' if" 
OTV OPERATIONS 
4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
- ... .:-
7 •• - t ri? uw*;; r weN:?-'" ";;;"" . ";...~ .. ~-
00 
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AOJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS' 
AT SPACE STA 77.02~AWAY 58.BOO 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/c SYS - DATA 69.947 
S/C SYS - El EC 7B.641 
S/C SYS - MECH 71.879 
s/c SYS - flUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 24.464 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.444 




MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE 
TEST & C/O 0 






ADJUSTED DUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 23.103 
S/C SY5 - ELEC 14.91B 
S/C SYS - MECH 14.918 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.2BO 
SP STA SYS OPS 79.649 
EVA CRANE or 22.529 
"EVA SERVICE TECH 20.177 
'**DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 








MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
:-..- .. :- _iiVi LA _.a=;;,, __ ;;'~ __ "_~'''';''''' ____ ''''''''''''' __ ~ 
3 IN MANDAYS/YR'"' 
c __ ~._._ f+' _.~c_ ~ .. ~: " ~~_ _--=-.§ "i"',l; ~, ----'-
! w-- ~-- -~~ ~.~~ 
f: 
~ ,. 
! ~ , SETUP/TAKEDOWN ~lATE TO FIXT 






S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRAtl E OP 




















~l """DURATION SUMMARY FORSECOND MISSION FLIGHT NO. 3 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 












STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
TY-PE #1 = 2 TYPE ~2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS' 29.00 
CODE IS PMCL 
4 
PRIME MISSION: ""CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME # IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
'ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3304 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
,SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM04 
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MATE TO FIXT = 
TEST & C/O = 





ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1. 394 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 





TYPE #l = 2 TYPE #2 = 







~.~-~-------,-- ~.- ---'--'-'---~---------. . --~,~...:....~.~ 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 4 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 1 PRIME MISSION' CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMXL 
SECOND MISSION' TMS DELIVERY OUTCOME D IS 0 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
'ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
:SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
8.261 
7.560 
1 FLIGHTS' 3.999 













• 1 ~ 'Q. 
EVA SERVICE TECH 7.560 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
'"'DURATION SUMMARY FPRFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR.** 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE #2 = 2 
**"» FLIGHT NO. 6 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS OT02 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS CM04 
CODE IS prlCL 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






"""DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 3.9 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 . 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
:~mp~6A~i~~I~H ~ 
TEST & C/O = 






MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN 11ANDAYS/YR*** 
".E!Y." ~ 
0...-- .-. L ...-. ......... 





l \ .. 
. 
ADJUSTED DUR FOR 
SECOND 
1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
mSSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.848 
S/C SYS - ELEC 0.590 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.590 
S/C SYS - FL UIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.436 
EVA CRANE OP 1.39', 
EVA SERVICE TECH 1. 394 





TYPE ttl = 2 TYPE D2 = 







MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR.*. 
,I' 









INCLINATION IS 29.00 
. CODE IS PMXL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBIT~R OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 19 FLIGHTS: 28.098 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 












MI5SION FLIGHT NO. 
.. ~, ~ 
",. 
7 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
•' .... .i,~~-...... iMii ...... " ........................................ ., .... .. 
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OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ffl = 2 TYPE #2 = o 
••• » FLIGHT NO. 8 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS' 15 PRIME MISSION' GLASSPROC OPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
. CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
~DJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 15 FLIGHTS' 22.182 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 














TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED DUR 
FIRST 
FOR 15 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIL L MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 13.205 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.049 
S/C SYS - MECH 10.049 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.654 
SP STA SYS OPS 60.732 
EVA CRANE OP 30.114 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.70" 
30.366 
OUTCOME # IS o KEY IS CM08 
• "DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO • 8 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
STS OPERATIONS 22.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 30.4 

























OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l = 4 TYPE H2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 7 PRIME MISSION: lOW INCl STh 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
RESUPPLY 
AOJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 7 FLIGHTS: 19.172 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 





OUTCOME t IS o KEY IS OT02 












STS OPERATIONS 19.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE ~1 = 4 TYPE ff2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 10 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: HI-INCl STATION 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 ' RESUPPLY 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
'ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
,ADJ STS DURATION AT 5P STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll MANDAYS 
:SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
11.'181 
10.080 
2 FLIGHTS: 5.4,78 
.~'" ""~,, 
OUTCOME # IS 
~.:..--. . .:-. 1'l5.r..a ~~~ . .,.M. ...:.;:;..:..,"':-'_' __ ,-..:;..-'-.'"----
o KEY IS OT04 
,---->=.~ --,-'- --- ,-.:...:...-~'" ~ "'~:- . .:-
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Ii llv 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 5.5 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
IJ 
-J 
• • "'. " • ", t. 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 
!;.--,-
---- - _. --'-
-"p"-
10 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
-.=~ 
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\ 't \ 
PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBSERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKILL ~lAtlDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAt/DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.000 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 150.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 7.500 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
7.500 
7.500 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
150.0 WORK DAYS 
•• 'DURATION SUM~lARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 1 SOOl IN MANDAYS/YR'** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATI,ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKIL L MAtlDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIotlS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
I ; l~ c'r 
!i--.. ~ '.~~~ , . .--~ -~ "-~.. ~ .. ~:-
E~ 





















SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKIL L NANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & DC SCI : 5.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MAI1DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC, 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 500 r, UPPER AmOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI : 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAllDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
145.0 WORK DAYS 
I ' l~ 
~--
... .. 
- •. ","11 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - El EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






***DURATION' SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIotlS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 5004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK ~ 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL NANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






t .~ UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
i SETUP/TAKEDOWH = 0.000 




UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP SiA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL flANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-IIlCL STATION RESUPPL Y 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL nANDAYS 
l~' 
. -- ::-
i; .... !r 
",-~ - .... 
" ,~: ____tt 
-- ~-. -:: 
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***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PAllET 
6 OT04 IN MANDAys/YR*** 
SATEllITE sERnCIIIG OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICIIIG MISSION RESULTS 
CREIJ SKIll tJAllDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIEIlCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISsIOlIs 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
CREI~ SKILL ~IAIlDAYS 
5.400 it NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~ .,t' 









~ll ; ~ 
I , 
I 
S/C sYs - ElEC 
S/C SYs - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
***DURATION SUNMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIOIIS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DmO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY sA01 VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
8 SP02 IN MAIIDAYS/YR*** 
'SATEllITE SERVICHIG MISSION RE~~n~LITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 






I I F 
UIIADJllSTED DURATIONS 
.ASTROPHYSICs = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOII AT SP STA 
RESEARCH NISsIOII RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL tlMIDAYs 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIOlIs m/BOARD MISSIOIIS 
67. 0 ~lORK DAYS 
lb .lr 













































NO SPECIAL SKILL 6.700 
ASTROPHSICS 67.000 
S/C SYS - REC 3.350 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.350 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.350 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIOHS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY Sl08 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMALS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRa. SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 30.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL NAIIDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - REC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 30.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 10 Sl08 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE ;, TECH DEIlO 
0.0 
30.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY Sl04 lIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATEllITE SERVICIllG OPERATIONS 
SATEllITE SERVICING MISSIO!! RESULTS 
:CREH SKIlL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 




































LIFE SCIEnCE "191. 000 
UPDATED WORK DURATIOn AT SP STA 
'RESEARCH NISSIOn RESULTS 
CRE!' SKILL NIINDIIYS 
NO SPECIJIL SKILL 
NED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






191. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIons 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
191.0 
PAYLOAD IUTH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL NAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE "91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI. SKILL MAllDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS -' ElEC 
.S/C SYS - FlUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIOIIS 
SP STA 91. 0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD !IO. 15 Sl05 IN MANDAYS/YRH* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIElICE & TECH DENO n.o 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY 5106 CLOSED ElIV LSS EXPT MOD 
t® I' '.' " .•. :~~i" 
I. ~ ~,.,---, 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREH SKILL rlAllDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIEnCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAllDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~lEl)/BIO RESEARCH 
S/(; SYS - ELEC 
S/C 5YS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
547.5 WORK DAYS 
***OURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 16 SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIons 
SCI ENCE & TECH DEfm 0.0 547.5 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY C~IOI MATtS SCIENCE LAB 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICIIIG mSSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAllilllYS 
·UNADJUSTED DURATIOIlS 
SETUP/TAKEDOHn = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSION RESULTS 
.CREl·1 SKILL MAllDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
300.0 WORK DAYS 
**~DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 17 eNOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICInG OPERA TIOIlS 
SCIEnCE & TECH DE~lO 0.0 300.0 
PAYlOAD vlITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GRotHH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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REMOTE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST g C/O = 1.944 
HIS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
HIS CRE!4 OPS = 12.000 
ntS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW tlOD MAWT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
SI'C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S/C SYS - 11ECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - HUIDS ':'4.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 254.083 
154.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEtlO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REll0TE SERVICE = 12.000 .+~~ T L ~ u~f~ = 1.458 
= 0.246 1I1S OPS = 9.000 TMS CRE!4 OPS = 9.000 TtlS CAPTURE/BRTH =. 0.126 
TtlS flAIl-IT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CREW MOD tlAIIIT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 CM03 
:SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!4 SKILL tlAtIDAYS 
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S/C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S/C SYS - EL EC 25.364 
S/C SYS - MECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
, n1S PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERA'TrONS 84.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM04 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 16.000 TEST & C/O = 1.944 TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
ms OPS = 12.000 
ms CREI~ OPS = 12.000 HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
HIS ~1AJNT/REFUEL = 4.400 CREW r'lOD ~1AJNT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE 5ERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 105.739 
.S/C SYS - ELEC 33.818 
S/C SYS - ~IECH 104.800 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 101.136 
.EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 170.083 
112.7 DAYS 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD· NO. 20 CM04 IN MANDAYS/yR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
RE~lOTE SERVICE = 2.000 TEST & C/O = 3.400 HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 TMS OPS = 3.000 HIS CREI4 OPS = 3.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH· = 0.042 
HIS ~lAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 CREI4 MOD MAINT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR' 22 SA03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
S/C Sts - DATA 36.574 
S/C SYS - ELEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - MECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HIS PILOT 34.121 
30.1 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.1 0.0· 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
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. TEST & C/O 
TMS LAUNCH 
TMS OPS 
TMS CREW OPS = 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 
TMS MAINT/REFUE( = 









ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 23 SI04 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
S/C SYS - DATA 40.774 
S/C SYS - ELEC 10.555 
S/C SYS - MECH 29.524 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41. 723 
EVA SERVICE TECH l't.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
38.5 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
~REW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECOHFIGURABLE eOMM. SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS . 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIOHS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 ecos IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT flOW EL"EC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DUR~TIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI,I SKILL ~lAtIDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 29 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM06 COHTINUOUS FLOW ELECTRO RESUPP t/ j 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TMS OPS = 12.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 12.000 
HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW MOD MAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 74.071 
S/C SYS - DATA 139.339 
S/C SYS - ELEC 67.418 
S/C SYS - MECH 138.400 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 56.806 
SP STA SYS OPS 168.336 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
TMS PILOT 304.483 
179.9 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
.~~~~L~~iELSERVICIN~A~5~~~ON RESULTS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICAT:ONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
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'**DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOB GLASSPROC DPTICA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DliRATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = B.OOO 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS OHBOARD MISSIONS 
B.O WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 32 CMOB IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
B.O 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOl LOW INCL STA ~lODULE DEL 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
Sp,ACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOl 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ~tAllDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
.EVA CRANE OP 






.SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
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S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANI' OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 










***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOS LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 
TMS OPS = 3.000 
HIS CRE14 OPS = 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CRE14 MOD ~lAHIT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 26.512 
S/C SYS - OAT A 73.114 
·S/C SYS - EL EC 14.755 
S/C SYS - ~lECIl 36.538 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.120 
SP STA SYS OPS 78.263 
:EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HIS PILOT 67.721 
61.0 DAYS 




























***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OT01 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH DHIO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISS.ON RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MAI'lDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DENO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY' TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED l~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 20.0 WORK DAYS 
:~~~~A~~~LrISSION R~~~~!~S 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 sA05 IN MAHDAysI'YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 61.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DHlO 0.0 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES lOl~ INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREl4 SKILL 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MEDI'BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI REsEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
ENGIllEERIllG 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
SI'C SYS - ELEC 
SI'C SYS - MECH 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 




OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 52.9 33.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 329.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 
0.0 150.5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 31.7 41.5 0.0 
0.0 91.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 26.9 41.5 0.0 
0.0 153.3 41.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 42.7 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 152.3 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.G 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS". 
OPS sERV MsN OP CONsT 
0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
90.9 451.1 0.0 71.9 
106.1 181.4 0.0 48.2 
94.3 447.6 0.0 48.2 
85.5 141.6 0.0 43.9 
197.0 488.5 0.0 272.5 
156.2 0.0 0.0 96.5 
206.9 213.6 0.0 32.1 
144.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 356.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'.'TECH DEV MISSIONS*. 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
o . 0 0 . 0 0 . O' 0 . 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP CO~l~lERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
1003. 1739. 4731. 
MAHDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
MEDI'BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI P.ESEARC 
EARTH. OCC','H OBs 
EtlGINEEP. ING 
AsTROPHSICS 
SI'C SYS - DATA 
Sl'C sYS - ELEe 
Sl'C SYs - MECH 
SI'C SYs - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 





















OPS SERV MsN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
146.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
30.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
30.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 20.6 PEOPLE 
SKILL NIX sumlARIES HIGH INCLINATION 
SI(ILl NIX DETAILS FOR ACCUNUlATED MISS 
CREt~ SKIll 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
NED/BID RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTH. OCEAN aBS 
ENGINEERWG 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ElEC 
S/C SYS - NEeH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
tlANlIED OTV PILOT 
HIS PILOT 
tlA TL S SCI ENCE 
***SCIENCE MISSIONS"** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 45.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'0.0 0.0 22.& 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
".0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
***COMMERC MISSIONS*** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.O 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o.n 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
*""TECH DEV I1ISSIDNS** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MAHDAYS BY MISSIDll 
SCIEHCE & APP COMMERCIAL 
570. 
TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
MAHDAYS BY SKIll 
SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKIll 
NED/BID RESEARCH 
PIlYS SCI RESEARC 
EARTlI. OCEAN OBS 
ENGINEERING 
ASTROPHSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS -. ElEC 
S/C SYS - NECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP . 
EllA SERVICE TECH 
MANtlED OTV PILOT 
ms PILOT 

















o. O. 704. 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREl~: 3.5 PEOPlE 
lm~ INCLINATION 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR YEAR 2004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
: ......:-~.~~ ---------:.-~ 
****OPER SUPPORT"*""* 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 D~O 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 










































2004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
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5001 EARTH OBSER" 
PALLET 




S004 UPPER Amos 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
NODULES 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPl Y 
SP02 SPACE PHYSICS 
PALLET 
SAO 1 "LBI/COSMIC 
RAY PKG 
SLOB RAD BIOLOGY 
IN SN MA1'lMALS 
SL04 LIFESCIENCES 
RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
Sl06 CLOSED Ell\l 














INCL PK POHER DUTY CYCLE 
98.0 3.5 82.2 
98.0 10.0 2.7 
98.0 1.0 13.7 
98.0 2.2 54.8 
98.0 15.0 100.0 
98.0 1.0 100.0 
98.0 10.0 9.9 
98.0 2.0 100.0 
98.0 0.6 100.0 
29.0 12.2 100.0 
29.0 4.0 100.0 
29.0 9.7 100.0 
li 
l ~. fi"".. ._._ .. L..: _ .. -. 
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"",,--. ~ ~  &:::-. -.:::: 
~ 
. , ' 
. 
CMOI MATLS SCIENCE SPXX 29.0 25.0 35.6 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GRotHH PMCL 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH PMXX 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RES UP-l 
CM04 CRYSTAL GRotHH PMCL 29.0 0.0 0.5 
RESUP-2 
SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 0.0 100.0 
FREE-flYER 
SA04 ASTROPHYSICS FMXM 29.0 1.0 100.0 
I OBSERVATORIES , CC03 INTELSAT··7. 7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 0.0 ! 
1 CLASS COMSAT 
f CC04 MUL TIBEAM CONM. SSCM 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~, SATelLITE 
• ,
, CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 1.9 ; . COl-1M. SATEll HE 
'f 100.0 it:" CMOS CONT Flot4 ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 00 
Lt' TROPH PLATFORM .,..~ 
l- "1J5 
; . C~106 CONTINUOUS Flot4 PMXL 29.0 2.0 0.0 02 
• • l~ elECTRO RESUPP 0"" :>Jr. 
l ... CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 100.0 
.0-" I r, C~ 
~t CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 0.0 ;:::. ,.) r::: rtj 
h\ LFIDERS RESUPP -! .-
r ~ <.~ OTOI LO!ol INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 100.0 I ~lODULE Del 
i 
! . OT02 LO~I INCL STA SORS 29.Q 0.0 100.0 
• 
RESUPPLY 
OT05 HI-ALT STA OMSB 29.0 0.0 100.0 
RESUPPLY 
T502 TECH DEVEl 55SA 29.0 0.5 6.8 
j CARRY-ONS 
Ii 5AOS LARGE RADIO FMCH 29.0 0.0 100.0 
I TelESCOPE i! 
ii LOW INCLINATION 
• I 7,.' PEAK POWER AVERAGE POWER 
, 
• • , I 
1~ [~. - ,. ... ,,' .. -, .... --
.(:! L ~ .. ,.---~-- .. - -. __ ._------ _._-_. 
. ". ~ .~ +-, 
-- - .~- ~-- ---
- --- -~- -~.-
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~"'-:- --'- ~--~.j-- -~ 
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PEAK POl~ER AVERAGE P[lWER 
45.3 24.1 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION 
, 
INTERNAL VOLUNE 2.0 CUBIC METERS 
POl~ER 66.4 KW 
NO. OF PORTS 5. 
***RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLU~!E 
POI~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
8.8 CUBIC METERS 
24.1 Kl~ 
6. 
I J [~ 
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"""POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR lot. INCLINATION SPACE STATION""* 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: * 
DAYSnEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 
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SAOl *~**************************************************** ****************u** 
SLOB -------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * SPACE STATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR YEAR 2005 * * * 
TYPE'ttl = 2 TYPE #2 = 
***» FLIGHT NO. 1 
HU~1BER OF FLIGHTS: 1 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CODE IS SSCM 
4 
PRIME MISSION: **MULTIBEAM COMM SATELLITE 





= 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 









ADJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREt~ SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSION RESULTS 
1 FLIGHTS: 3.911 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 








. MAINTAIN STAGE = 
MATE TO PAYLD = 
STAGE/STAGE MATE = 
OTV/PLD C/O = 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 








A-DJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 
AT SPACE STA 8.756AWAY 4.200 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
.CREl,j SKILL ~lANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
.S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 







MISSION, TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
OUTCOME ft IS o KEY IS CC04 
































EVA SERVICE TECH 






MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSEMBLE = 
TEST & C/O = 
MODUlE MATE = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS, AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL ' MANDAYS 
S/C SY5 - DATA 5.776 
S/C SYS - EL EC 3.730 
S/C SYS - MECH 3.730 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.570 
SP STA SYS OPS 23.299 
EVA CRANE OP 8.502 



































***» FLIGHT NO. 2 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: **INTELSAT-7,7A 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
CLASS COMSAT 
·~~g~N5sMi~~~ON: TMS CAll DELIVERY OUTCOME ~ IS o 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER OFFLOAO = 0.6UOO (MISSION 2) 
:ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 ct1ISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3954 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 7.823 
f ' I(!:J .. ~ .... ~ .. ,.~-,,,. ~ " 
DiiTCO~lE # IS 
~> 
-.::' ,~,-''''' ,'" ",~~ -.~ ... ,- " ,- . -~. -~,-,-, 
o KEY IS CC03 
-~~---.. ----'~ -~..... ~-"''':- -- ~_.~i~ , -....; 
'('I ~ -"'W'" 
. ' 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKIll MAN DAYS 
S/C sYs - FLUIDS 3.322 
SP sTA SYS OPS 20.149 
EVA CRANE OP 15.120 
EVA SERVICE TECH 15.120 
OTV OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
MAINTAIN STAGE = 1.150 MATE TO PAYlD = 0.131 STAGE/STAGE MATE = 0.210 OTV/PlD C/O 0.555 LAUNCH 0.082 CAPTURE 0.042 MISSION OPS 2.000 ~ , 
.' i, ( 
;: 
ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST 







I ~ I, j, 




FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYs 
S/C sYS - DATA 13.973 
S/C sYs - ElEC 18.320 
S/C sYs - MECH 14.939 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 15.758 
SP STA sYS OPS 33.945 
EVA CRANE OP 17.272 
EVA SERVICE TECH 31.762 






MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/AssEIIBLE = 






FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE ~TATION 
·MIssION RESULTS 
~ ,f S/C sY5 - DA"TA ~ , 
t' ' S/C SYS - ElEC 
, j { 
! ! 
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S/C SY5 - MECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS DPS 
EVA CRANE OP 































STS OPERATIONS 7.8 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 4.3 
OTV OPERATIONS 17.5 
OTV MISSIONS 8.4 
TYPE n = 2 TYPE D2 = 2 
***» FLIGHT NO. 3 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 4 PRIME MISSION: ~*RECONFIGURABLE COMM. SATELLI OUTCOME t IS 
INCLINATION IS 0.00 
.CODE IS FXCM 
SECOND MISSION: CRYSTAL GROWTH· RESUP-2 OUTCOME # IS 0 
KEY IS CM04 
CODE I S P~lCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBiTER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ORBITER PROP XFR = 0.3629 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 10.606 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 






MAINTAIN STAGE = 






o . 0',2 
7.000 
:m~~[5T~~~ ~lATE ~ 
LAUNCH = 
CAPTURE = 
MISSION OPS = 
OTV OPERATIONS 
I&', , .. _. ~ ........ _:  ___ .-...,  ~.-" ........... ~ ________ ~, ~. ~. , \,L._ 
o KEY IS CC05 
-=..---
. ..1 C 
on :::. 
.'0 i-I 

















1.1' ! • 
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ADJ OTV OP DURATION FOR FIRST MISSION. TOTAL OF 4 FLIGHTS: 
AT SPACE STA ,77.025AWAY 58.800 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 69.947 
SIC SYS - ELEC 78.641 
SIC SYS - ~IECH 71.879 
SIC SYS - flUIDS 72.970 
SP STA SYS OPS 57.127 
EVA CRANE OP 2',.464 
EVA SERVICE TECH 53.444 











TEST & C/O = 
MODULE MATE = 
ADJUSTED OUR FOR 4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SIC SYS - DATA 23.103 
SIC SYS - ELEC 14.918 
SIC SYS - ~IECH 14.918 
SIC SYS - FLUIDS 14.280 
SP STh SYS OPS 79.649 
EVA CRANE OP 22.529 
'EVA SERVICE TECH 20.177 
"."DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 39.8 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
39.824 










~ _.,,--- - ~,,;,,,,;;.' -----......::~'--.......... ............... --...-....-f.-," ~ _=---_~_ __ _",",,:,,_ !- 00. __ " *-_ ~.!l.~ 
! 
t 
! !. , 
, 
''1 ! <II \ 
SETUP/TAKEDOl~H 
IMTE TO FIXT 
TEST & C/O 
MODULE MATE = 





4 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
SECOND MISSION RESULTS 
CREI~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 26.497 
S/C SYS - ELEC 17 .279 
S/C SYS - ~lECH 17 • 279 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 16.321 
SP STA SYS OPS 93.391 
EVA CRAHE OP 28.106 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.754 






























STS OPERATIONS 10.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 46.7 
OTV OPERATIONS 77.0 
OTV MISSIONS 58.8 
TYPE #l = 2 TYPE 12 = 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 4 
NmlBER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME MISSION: **CRYSTAL GROlHH RESUP-2 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PMCL 
SECOND MISSION: TMS PROP DELIV OUTCOME ~ IS 0 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0416 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
,g~gfi~~ ~~b~R*FR ~ ~:~~~g 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP 5Th FOR TOTAL OF 2 FLIGHTS: 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MIHDIYS 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 
,SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 











OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS CM04 
O~ C :~., 
)::" .. -; 
r 4 ~ 1 
:L~ 
-::::.... ~ ~"r ___ ..:...:..::.-__ 
~'T ~_=--~. lJ .. ~ ~ 
- -- -~-~ 
! 
i 
~ , , 
;~ 
i~ 
"i t ~\ 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN • 
MATE TO FIXT • 
TEST & C/O • 






ADJUSTED OUR FOR 2 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 3.43& 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
S/C SYS - DATA 1.697 
S/C SYS - ELEC 1.180 
S/C SYS - tlECH 1.180 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 1. 021 
SP STA SYS OPS 6.871 
EVA CRANE OP 2.789 
EVA SERVICE TECH 2.789 
















STS OPERATIONS 7.8 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 3.4 
oru OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE #l • 3 TYPE 12 • 4 
***» FLIGHT NO. 5 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 1 PRHlE MISSION: LIQ DROPLET RADIATOR 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
SECOND MISSION: LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY OUTCOME ft IS 0 KEY IS OT02 
CODE IS SORS 
. UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE • 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD • 0.6000 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ORBITER OFFLOAD • 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER RELOAD • 0.6000 (MISSION 2) 
ORBITER DEPART • 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP 5Th FOR TOTAL OF 1 FLIGHTS: 
:ml~ O~~mIOIIS M~~m~s RESUL TS 
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• 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOl~N = 
~lA TE TO FIXT = 







ADJUSTED DUR FOR 1 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 1.558 
FIRST MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL NANDAYS 
S"/C SYS - DATA 0.816 
S/C SYS - ElEC 0.510 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.510 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.510 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.116 
EVA CRANE OP 1.075 
EVA SERVICF. TECH 1. 075 
***DURATION SUNMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV NISSIONS 0.0 
***DURATION SU~l~lARY FORSECOND 
STS OPERATIONS 4.0 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 1.6 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTU NISSIONS 0.0 
'TYPE U = 2 TYPE ff2 = o 
***» FLIGHT NO. 6 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 5 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
NUtlBER OF FLIGHTS' 20 PRIME MISSION' CONTINUOUS FlOl~ ElECTRO RESUPP OUTCOME 1I IS o KEY IS CM06 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS PNXL 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
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"OJ STS DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CREl~ SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 
= 0.0210 










***DURATION SUMMARY FORFIRST MISSION FLIGHT NO. 6 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
STS OPERATIONS 29.6 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE in = 2 TYPE lt2 = o 






















INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SPCL 
UNADJUSTED DURATI,ONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STI FOR TOTAL OF 15 FLIGHTS: 22.182 
STS OPERATIONS mSSIOH RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MANDAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 




CONST ,aCTION OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDDWH = 
MATE TO FIXT = 
DEPLOY/ASSErlBlE = 
TEST & C/O = 






:ADJUS TED OUR 
FIRST 
FOR 15 FLIGHTS. AT SPACE STATION 
mSSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL I'IANDAYS 
30.366 
I lv' I· l' "'t' ~ -
,~ .~ .~. 
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. s/c SYS - DATA 13.205 
S/C SYS - El EC 10.049 
S/C SYS - MECH 10.049 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 7.654 
SP STA SYS OPS 60.732 
EVA CRANE OP 30.114 
EVA SERVICE TECH 25.704 
*""DURATION SUMMARY FOR FIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 22.2 
conSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 30.4 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 ! 
~. 
:. TYPE U = 4 TYPE 12 = o 


















***» FLIGHT NO. 8 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: 7 PRIME MISSION: LOW INCL STA 
INCLINATION IS 29.00 
CODE IS SORS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ORBITER ARRIVE = 0.0832 
ORBITER OFFLOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER RELOAD = 0.6000 
ORBITER DEPART = 0.0210 
ADJ STS DURATION AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
STS OPERATIONS MISSION RESULTS 
CRE!~ SKILL ~IA!o/DAYS 
SP STA SYS OPS 40.184 
EVA CRANE OP 35.280 
EVA SERVICE TECH 35.280 
7 FLIGHTS: 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
"""DURATION SmlMARY FORFIRST 
STS OPERATIONS 19.2 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
TYPE 31 = 4 TYPE ~2 = o 
~~- "." ,,', .. -~ ,,, 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 7 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
RESUPPLY OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT02 
19.172 
MISSION FLIGHT NO. 8 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
'L l .. . _ .. .,._ .. ..=.. ~ ~ " ..... "-. -. _ .. .,\u., , 
.'. : .e ..... '1'~._< '~.f'-' . ~-.-"", .. ~ .. ~,--~.::..::,~ 
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\~ ~,' 7--""","l - .... - r 
• 
***» FLIGHT NO. 9 
NUNSER OF FLIGHTS: 2 PRIME (11ssION: IlI-INCL STATION RESUPPLY 
INCLINATION IS 98.00 











ADJ STs DURATION 
STS OPERATIONS 
CRE1~ SKILL 
AT SP STA FOR TOTAL OF 
mSSION RESULTS 
2 FLIGHTS: 
SP STII SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 







"' --'. "~'!l. , ___ .:!.,!;.:.·.:l~~'.~l 
OUTCOME I IS o KEY IS OT04 
~ ,;' 
















STs OPERATIONS 5.S 
CONSTRUCTION OPERA nuNS 0.0 
OTV OPERATIONS 0.0 
OTV MISSIONS 0.0 
I ,j 
I t.i .. _._ ~ .... "",, .... ~ .. ,. . ~ ' ..• ".' ' .. ". . -" .... ._" ~ .... , .... ,;. ~. 
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PAYLOADS SERVICING ANALYSIS 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5001 EARTH OBsERV PALLET 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl. SKILL . ~lANDAYs 
~ -- -!.:~ -":;'.~ 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 150.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 150.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.000 
1· EARTH. OCEAN OBS 150.000 





















S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 




***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 
0.0 
150.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY 5002 SYNTH APERTURE RADAR 
1 5001 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYs 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDATED lWRK DURATION AT SP sTA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
.EARTH. OCEAN OBs 
S/C SYS - ELEC 





SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 l.ORK DAYS 
'.,·cL. 
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SP STA SYS OPS 0.250 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY S003 HETERODYNING C02 LIDAR 
2 S002 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 5.000 
UPDA TED WORK ilUi<i. TION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH. OCEAN OBS 
'S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
5.0 WORK DAYS 
*""DURATION SUMflARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 3 S003 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 5.0 
PAYLOAD \-lITH KEY S004 UPPER AlfIOS RESEARCH PKG 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
·CREW SKILL 'r'lANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
EARTH & OC SCI = 145.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREE4 SKILL flAtlDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
145.0 WORK DAYS 
I j, 
I b .. >err I. ,~. """, ...... . ~ ,. . ," ".~ ";'~.'..<-'. ~ 
!i.-. ,~.. ___ .. 











• . ,lt~ ~~~-_JL~ 
Q. ~ ... 
• . 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 145.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT03 SPACE STATION MODULES 
4 S004 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 












SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 5 OT03 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL 'SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 













SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
*"*DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH 0810 336.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT04 HI-INCL STATION RESUPfLY 
5 OT03 IN MANDAYS/YR"** 
ft SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS D" SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS ~' j CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
, I 
• I I' r[~ 
L_ 
... ., . 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SP02 SPACE PHYSICS PALLET 
6 OT04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
PHYSICS SCIENCE = 54.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 
S/C SYS - EL EC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
54.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 8 SP02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 54.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SAOl VLBI/COSMIC RAY PKG 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RE~dl~~LITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
.ASTROPHYSICS = 67.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
67.0 WORK DAYS 
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NO SPECIAL SKILL 6.700 
ASTROPHSICS 67.000 
S/C SYS - EL EC 3.350 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 3.350 
SP STA SYS OPS 3.350 
, 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 9 SAOI IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 67.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL08 RAD BIOLOGY IN SM MAMMA L S 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
L I UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 















UPDATED WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lAtmAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~lED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 






SP STA 30.0 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 10 SL08 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 30.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL04 LIFESCIENCES RES FAC 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
. SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 191.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
~IED/BIO RESEARCH 
S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 







_. __ ._. J _ 
191. 0 WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 14 SL04 IN MANDAYS/YR""* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
191. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
. CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 91.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~ANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 9.100 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 91. 000 
S/C SYS - ELEC 4.550 
S/C ·SYS - FLUIDS 4.550 
SP STA SYS OPS 4.550 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
91. 0 WORK DAYS 
, 
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-.-DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 15 SL05 IN MANDAYS/YR*"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0,0 
91. 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SL06 CLOSED ENV LSS EXPT MOD 
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SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS . 
CREW SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
LIFE SCIENCE = 547.500 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 54.750 
MED/DIO RESEARCH 547.500 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 




5t07.5 WORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 16 SL06 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
547.5 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOl MATLS SCIENCE LAD 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 300.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 300.0 WORK DAYS 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
,CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
300.0 
17 CMOl IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH FACTORY/PLAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
I ; 
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UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REtl0TE SERVICE = 36.000 
TEST & C/O = 1. 944 
HlS LAUNCH = 0.328 
HlS OPS = 12.000 
ms CREW OPS = 12.000 TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.168 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 4. (tOO 
CR El~ ~IOD ~IA IHT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 18 CM02 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 61.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 126.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 54.818 
S/C SYS - MECH 125.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 44.~06 
SP STA SYS OPS 143.136 
EVA SERVICE TECH 56.95: 
HIS PILOT 254.083 
154.7 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
KKKDURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 18 CM02 IN MANDAYS/YRKKK 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE I TECH DEMO 
154.7 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CMOS CRYSTAL ~ROWTH RESUP-l 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 12.000 TEST & C/O = 1. 458 
'ms LAUtlCfI = 0.246 HIS ors = 9.000 THS CRW OPS = 9.000 TItS CAPTURE/SRTH = 0.126 
TMS MAIHT/REFUEL = 3.300 
CR EW ~10D ~lA WT = 5.130 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 19 C~103 84.5 DAYS 
:SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 30.353 
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S/C SYS - DATA 79.304 
S/C SYS - EL EC 25.364 
S/C SYS - NECH 78.600 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 17.404 
SP STA SYS OPS 75.852 
EVA SERVICE TECH 42.714 
nlS PILOT 127.562 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONDOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMNARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 19 CM03 IN MANDAYS/YR'" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 84.S 
SCIENCE & TECII DENO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CN04 CRYSTAL GROWTH RESUP-2 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIOHS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 16.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.9~4 
TMS LAUHCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
ms CREl.J OPS = 12.000 
TNS CAPTURE/DRTH = 0.168 
TMS NAIHT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW t'lOD ~lAIHT = 6. !l40 
ADJUSTED SERVICIHG TINE FOR 20 CM04 
SATELLITE SERVICING NISSIOH RESULTS 
CREl.J SKILL ~lANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 40.471 
S/C SYS - DATA 10S.739 
S/C SYS - ELEC 33.818 
S/C SYS - NECH 104.800 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 23.206 
SP STA SYS OPS 101.136 
.EVA SERVICE TECH 56.952 
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SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 112.7 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA03 ASTROPHYSICS FREE-FL YER 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REi'IOTE SERVICE = 2.000 TEST & C ... O = 3.400 HIS LAUNCH = 0.082 HIS OPS = 3.000 ms CREW OPS = 3.000 HIS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 HIS IIAINT/REFUEL = 1.100 CRE1~ MOD ~1AIHT = 1. 710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 22 SA03 
'SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 11.078 
S"'C SYS - DATA 36.574 
S/C SYS - ELEC 6.355 
S/C SYS - MECH 25.324 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 4.313 
SP STA SYS OPS 33.323 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
HIS PILOT 34.121 
30.1 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 22 SA03 IN MANDAYS"'YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 30.1 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA04 ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORIES 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
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REMOTE SERVICE = 6.000 TEST & CI'O = 3.400 HlS LAUNCH = 0.082 HIS OPS = 3.000 HIS CRW OPS = 3.000 TMS CAPTUREI'BRTH = 0.042 
HIS HAIHTI'REFUEl = 1.100 
CRE1~ ~lOD ~1AIHT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TI~IE FOR 23 SA04 38.5 DAYS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRW SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 15.278 
SI'C SYS - DATA 40.774 
SI'C SYS - ElEC 10.555 
SI'C SYS - MECH 29.524 
SI'C SYS - FLUIDS 8.513 
SP STA SYS OPS 41.723 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 50.921 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"*"DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 23 SA04 IN MANDAYSI'YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 38.5 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC03 IHTEL5AT-7.7A CLASS COMSAT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE 8 APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
*""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 26 CC03 IN MANDAYSI'YR<"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
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SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANOAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAK~DOWN = 0.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREl~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
SCIENCE & A~PlICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
O. 0 l~ORK DAYS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 27 CC04 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CCOS RECONFIGURABlE COMM. SATEllITE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 28 CCOS IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCI ENCE & TECH DHIO 0.0 0.0 
PAYlOAD WITH KEY CMOS CONT FlO1~ ELEC- TROPH PLATFORM 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 29 CMOS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
0.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"**DURATIOn SUM~lARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 29 cms Itl ~lANDAYS/YR"*" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 0.0 
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SATELLITE SERVICING GPERATIONS 
UNAOJUSTED DURATIONS 
RENOTE SERVICE = 48.000 
TEST & C/O = 1.944 
TNS LAUNCH = 0.328 
TNS OPS = 12.000 
nls CREI4 OPS = 12.000 
nls CAPTURE.lBRTH = 0.168 
TNS NAINT/REFUEL = 4.400 
CREW ~IOD NAINT = 6.840 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 30 CM06 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
179.9 DAYS 
CREt4 SKILL ~IANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
S/C SYS - DATA 
S/C SYS ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
5/C SYS - FLUIDS 
SP STh SYS OPS 










SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 30 CM06 IN ~I"NDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICIHG,OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DHIO 
179.9 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
'CREt-J SKILL ~IAHDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 50.000 
UPDATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH NISSIOH RESULTS 
CREt4 SKIL L t'IAHDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
50.0 WORK DAYS 
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"""DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 31 CM07 IN MANDAYS/YR""" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 50.0 
PAYLOAD l~ITH KEY CMOS GLASSPROC opnCA LFIBERS RESUPP 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SETUP/TAKEDOWN = S.OOO 
UPDATED l~ORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
S.O WORK DAYS 
"""DURATION SU~lMARY FOR PAYlOAD NO. 32 CMOS IN MANDAYS/YR**" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
S.O 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OTOI LOW INCL STA MODULE DEl 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
SPACE STA HOUSEK = 160.000 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 33 OTOI 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
SP STA SYS OPS 
.EVA CRANE OP 






.SETUP/TAKEDOWN = 0.000 
upnATED WORK DURATION AT SP STA 
RESEARCH mSSIOH RESULTS 
CRE1~ SKILL ~lANDAYS 
336.0 DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
0.0 WORK DAYS 
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"""DURATION SUM~1ARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 33 OT01 IN MANDAYS/yR"*' 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
336.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT02 LOW INCL STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ON BOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUM~IARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 34 OT02 IN MANDAYS.lYR*"* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMD 
0.0 
o . 0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY OT05 HI-ALT STA RESUPPLY 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
~ SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREt4 SKILL !'lANDAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
"""DURATION SUM~IARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 35 OT05 IN MANDAYS.lYR*"" 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
0.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TE02 LIQ DROPLET RADIATOR 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREI4 SKlL L MANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD.lTECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATED 140RK DURATION AT SP 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
:CREW SKILL ~IAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 4.000 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
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S/C SYS - DATA 3.000 
S/C SYS - ELEC LOOO 
S/C SYS - MECH LOOO 
S/C SYS - flUIDS 4.000 
SP STA SYS OPS 2.000 
EVA CRANE OP L 000 
EVA SERVICE TECH L 000 
'~'ANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
***DURATIOH SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 44 TE02 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 
0.0 
20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY TS02 TECH DEVEL CARRY-ONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL ~'ANDAYS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
DOD/TECH DEV = 20.000 
UPDATEV WORK DURATION AT 
RESEARCH MISSION RESULTS 
CREW SKILL MAHDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 
ENGINEERING 
S/C SYS DATA 
'S/C SYS - ELEC 
S/C SYS - MECH 
s/C SYS - FLUIDS 
S'P STA SYS OPS 
:EVA CRAHE OP 










SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
SP STA 20.0 WORK DAYS 
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~IANNED OTV PILOT 3.000 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 45 TS02 IN MANDAYS/YR*'* 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 0.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 20.0 
PAYLOAD WITH KEY SA05 LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
SATELLITE SERVICING OPERATIONS 
UNADJUSTED DURATIONS 
REMOTE SERVICE = 10.000 
TEST & C/O = 10.100 
TMS LAUNCH = 0.082 
TMS OPS = 3.000 
TMS CREW OPS = 3.000 
TMS CAPTURE/BRTH = 0.042 
TMS MAl NT/REFUEL = 1.100 
CREW MOD MAINT = 1.710 
ADJUSTED SERVICING TIME FOR 46 SA05 
SATELLITE SERVICING MISSION RESULTS 
CRa~ SKILL MAN DAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 26.512 
S/C SYS - DATA 73.114 
S/C SYS - ELEC 14.755 
S/C SYS - MECH 36.538 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 14.120 
SP STA SYS OPS 78.263 
EVA SERVICE TECH 14.238 
TMS PILOT 67.721 
61. a DAYS 
SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS ONBOARD MISSIONS 
***DURATION SUMMARY FOR PAYLOAD NO. 46 SA05 IN MANDAYS/YR*** 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 61.0 
SCIENCE & TECH DEMO 0.0 
CREW SKILL 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES LOW INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
*.*SCIENCE MISSIONS"** ***COMMERC MISSIONS*** •• 'TECH DEV MISSION5** ***HOPER SUPPORT***** 
OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
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". HO SPECIAL SKILL 0.0 52.9 83.0 0.0 0.0 206.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 MED/BIO RESEARCH 0.0 0.0 829.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o • 0 PHYS SCI RESEARC 0.0 0.0 0.0 r, • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. '0 0.0 0.0 . EARTH. OCEAN OBS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ENGINEERING 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 o .0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .40.0 o .0 o .0 o .0 o .0 0.0 
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EVA CRANE OP 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 156.2 o .0 0.0 96.5 2.5 0.0 2.0 1.1 EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 42.7 0.0 0.0 206.9 213.6 0.0 82.1 2.5 0.0 2.0 1.1 MANNED OTU PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 144.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 ms PILOT 0.0 152.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 856.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 MArlS SCIEflCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV OPS SUPPORT 
1739 • 4731. 
MANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL ,1ANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS SCI RESEARC EARTH. OCEAN OBS ENGINEERING 
ASTROPfiSICS 
S/C SYS - DATA S/C SYS - ELEC S/C SYS - ~lECH 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS SP 5Th SYS OPS 
EVA CRANE OP 
EVA SERVICE TECH 



















TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 20.7 PEOPLE 
SKILL MIX SUMMARIES 
95. 1007. 
HIGH INCLINATION 
SKILL MIX DETAILS FOR ACCUMULATED MISS 
CREW SKIl L 
NO SPECIAL SKILL MED/BIO RESEARCH 
PHYS 3CI RESEhRC 
:~~~I~EE~i~~N ODS 
ASTROPHS!CS 
S/C SYS - DATA S/C SYS - ELEC 
"'SCIENCE MISSIONS." OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 45.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 305.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 
."COMMERC MISSIONS"N. OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 G.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
""TECH DEV MISSIONS" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t r .. "\ \~/' 
~ 
if? ,,; .:,.,-, .; • 4' • 
--
tY!1 . _;J.::",~ '),\·Q:·.':·C , . 
~------~----~~~.~~~.~~ .. ~-~. ~~~~== :::-.-- .,.:-. 
80.6 67.2 o .0 o .0 80.6 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
""OPER SUPPORT"'" OPS SERV MSN OP CONST 
0.0 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~~ 
~ri ~~ 





--=-"---' - ~ ~ ~_Q~;;--.-- ~---~. ~-~- -"" ?~ 
'~---.. --~~-.. --. '"'~~' -'~~._ 1 __ 1 
" 
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f j I l 
S/C SYS - MECH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 S/C SYS - FLUIDS 0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 0.0 SP STA SYS OPS 0.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 0.0 EVA CRANE OP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EVA SERVICE TECH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 TMS PILOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NATLS SCIENCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MANDAYS BY MISSION 
SCIENCE & APP COMMERCIAL TECH DEV 
570. O. 
~IANDAYS BY SKILL 
SKILL MANDAYS 
NO SPECIAL SKILL 112.8 
MED/BIO RESEARCH 30.0 
PHYS SCI RESEARC 54.0 
EARTH, OCEAN OBS 305.0 
ENGINEERING 0.0 
ASTROPHSICS 67.0 
S/C SYS - DATA 0.0 
s/e SYS - ELEe 22.8 
s/e SYS - ~IEeH 0.0 
S/C SYS - FLUIDS 22.8 
SP STA SYS DPS 504.7 
EVA CRANE OP 77 .3 
EVA SERVICE· TECH 77 .3 
MANNED OTV PILOT 0.0 
HIS PILOT 0.0 
~IATLS SCIENCE 0.0 
TOTAL SPACE STATION CREW: 3.5 PEOPLE 
LOW INCLINATION 























0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OPS SUPPORT 
O. 704. 
2005 IN MANDAYS/YR*"* 
2005 I~ MANDAYS,YR'*, 
1['1 . "''"'''''''' ,,~""'" " .~ ,.,.,_.".. . . -.-~~'~:·L::~<' --',- .. .....:... ________ ._ ~~. . __ "_0_<_ •••• _. _." 
,- ... ~;;;-;:.-:.:-::..::~' ~t:":"'.~~';".'';;~LS?:H 
, 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11.5 470.4 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
10.1 67.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 






































SUMMARY OF SPACE STATION PAYLOADS THIS YEAR 
KEY TITLE 
5001 EARTH OBSERV 
PALLET 




S004 UPPER AlMOS 
RESEARCH PKG 
OT03 SPACE STATION 
MODULES 
OT04 HI-INCL STATION 
RESUPPLY 




SL08 RAD BIOLOGY 
IN SM MA~lMALS 
SL04 LIFESCIEHCgS 
RES FAC 
SL05 CENTRIFUGE (ADD TO LSRF) 
SL06 CLOSED ENV 
LSS EXPT MOD 
CM01 MATLS SCIENCE 
LAB 
CM02 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
FACTORY/PLAT 
CM03 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
RESUP-l 































































o .0 0.5 
0.0 100.0 
1.0 100.0 
:~",",~ ,:.':-\.' ,-.,-::b.\ ~~'Q'J,ii:':t ......... 


























~ __ 1':'W-*.,\:"U=U·l.'lIoII"V.'-.lIIll~_' .-",~ 
'~ 
OBSERVATORIES 
CC03 INTELSAT-7.7A FXCL 0.0 0.0 
CLASS CO~lSAT 
CC04 MULTIBEAM COMM. S5CM 0.0 0.0 
SA TEL L ITE 
CCOS RECONFIGURABLE FXCM 0.0 0.0 
CO~I~l. SATELLITE 
CMOS CONT FLOW ELEC- PMCL 29.0 0.0 
TROPH PLATFORM 
CM06 CONTINUOUS FLOW PMXL 29.0 2.0 
ELECTRO RESUPP 
CM07 GLASS PROC PLANT SPCL 29.0 10.6 
CM08 GLASSPROC OPTICA SPCL 29.0 0.0 
LFIBERS RESUPP 
OTOl LOW INCL STA SSSS 29.0 20.0 
~10DULE DEL 
OT02 LOW INCL STA SORS 29.0 0.0 
RESUPPLY 
OTOS HI-ALi STA OMSB 29.0 '0.0 
RESUPPLY 
TE02 LIQ DROPLET SPCL 29.0 2.0 
RADIATOR 
TS02 TECH DEVEl SSSA 29.0 0.5 
CARRY-ONS 
5AOS LARGE RADIO FMCH 29.0 0.0 
TELESCOPE 
LOW INCLINATION 
PEAK POWER AVERAGE POl~ER 
. 87.0 66.5 
flIGH INCLINATION 
PEAK POl~ER AVERAGE POl~ER 
45.3 2', .1 
""'RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR LOl~ INCLINATION 
INTERNAL VOLUME 
POl~ER 
NO. OF PORTS 
















SPACE STATION ••• 
I , 
I , ~ ____ ~~~~~~~ __ ~~ __ .~ i Ci. ____ . ~~ .-!\. -.. ,- " \ t, 
-.=-~ 













"'RESOURCES SUMMARY FU~ HIGH IHCLIHATIOH SPACE STATIOH'" 
IHTERHAL VOLU~IE 
POl~ER 
HO. OF PORTS 
... 




:0.., !I! S _ -.:::~ ------- -- ----' ~" -- ..0,.._ .tt -.Q.t..: .... " -- -'-
'FD" 
'\:,.- \\ --;r f 
~ 
"".POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR LOW INCLINATION SPACE STATION"" 
EARTH: 0 NONE: - INERTIAL: • 
DAYS/yEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 
























~ , ... 
_= _---"---~ t+ 
____ ~h- ... ...- s ~.,,~. >--~-ii .... ~ ....................................... _ ......... __ ......................................... ., .. ~ .. ____________ .... __________ """_~_" __ 
'{""l~'·'1tlf i~\: \' " , , \~ ~. " " 
, , 
~ , 
""'POINTING & DISTURBANCE SUMMARY FOR HIGH INCLINATION SPACE STATION"" 
EARTH: 0 NOHE: - INERTIAL: " 
DAYS/YEAR 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 7 0 2 5 












, . ; . 
l~ ! , 












:~ l_~ ,_." .. _ ~:".-:.' _~-'" 
.~--~ ...... ~:".-~":.--'~ ,-.:" : ....... ,::"'I!!":".&:!' 
.......:.:;;.., .-~~ 
,~~." . 
. ..,..~ ___ s -.~~ 
""".- --
'(- '---'-. ;._-_. -_. _ ... - ........... -----.... - .. - .. ~.-. .-............. -- .. --.---.. --~-."-.~ .. '--~~~~:"-~' .. ., ....... -~ 
~ 
RRRRRRRRRRR GGGGGGGGGG RRRRRRRRRRR I~I~ ~!I~ 66666666666 8888888888 00000000 9999999999 
RRRRRRRRRRRR GGGGGGGGGGGG RRRRRRRRRRRR WI~ WW 666666666666 888888888888 0000000000 999999999999 
RR RR GG GG RR RR I~I~ Wl~ 66 88 88 00 00 99 99 
RR RR GG RR RR Wl~ l~l~ 66 88 88 00 00 99 99 
RR RR GG RR RR I~W WW 66 88 88 00 00 99 99 
RRRRRRRRRRRR GG RRRRRRRRRRRR W~ I~l~ 66666666666 8888888888 00 00 999999999999 
RRRRRRRRRRR GG GGGGG RRRRRRRRRRR WI~ WI~ I~l~ 666666666666 8888888888 00 00 99999999999 
RR RR GG GGGGG RR RR WI~ Wl~t.Jl.J I~I~ 66 66 88 88 00 00 99 
" RR RR GG GG RR RR WI~ I~I~ WW WI~ 66 66 88 88 00 00 99 
RR RR GG GG RR RR I~WI~W WW1~W 66 66 88 88 00 00 99 99 
RR RR GGGGGGGGGGGG RR RR 1~1~1~ WI·Jl4 666666666666 888888888888 0000000000 999999999999 
RR RR GGGGGGGGGG RR RR I~W WW 6666666666 8888888888 00000000 9999999999 
JJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBB 9999999999 9999999999 3333333333 55555555.5555 
JJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBBB 999999999999 999999999999 333333333333 555555555555 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 99 99 33 33 55 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 99 99 33 55 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 99 99 33 55 
JJ 00 00 BBBllBBBBBBB 999999999999 999999999999 3333 555555.55555 
JJ 00 00 BBBDBBBBDDB 99999999999 99999999999 3333 555555555555 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 33 55 
JJ JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 33 55 
JJ JJ 00 00 BB BB 99 99 99 99 33 33 55 55 
:~ JJJJJJJJJJJJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBBB 999999999999 999999999999 333333333333 555555555555 00 r I JJJJJJJJJJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBDBBB 9999999999 9999999999 3333333333 5555555555 -n ::\1 
'J -u(.) :fI: 07-
: .. ' ppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRR 3333333333 f5~ :~. pppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRRR 333333333333 
;, pp pp RR RR 33 33 0"" i pp pp RR RR 33 §;g 1\ pp pp RR RR 33 
h pppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRRR 3333 om 
" ~tO : II ppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRkR 3333 
. , pp RR RR 33 
t, pp RR RR 33 
i pp RR RR 33 33 , pp RR RR 333333333333 , pp RR RR 3333333333 
ppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRR TTTTTTTTTTTT 3333333333 8888888888 00000000 00000000 pppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRRR TTTTTTTTTTTT 333333333333 888888888888 0000000000 0000000000 pp pp RR RR TT 33 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 
'pp pp RR RR TT 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 pp pp RR RR TT 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 pppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRRR TT 3333 8888888888 00 00 00 00 ppppppppppp RRRRRRRRRRR TT 3333 8588888888 00 00 00 00 pp RR RR TT 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 
" 
pp RR RR TT 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 
" 
, 
pp RR RR TT 33 33 88 88 00 00 00 00 pp RR RR TT 333333333333 888&88888888 0000000000 0000000000 
" 
pp RR RR TT 3333333333 8888888888 00000000 00000000 J 




-,!""",,"_ -..0:::. ~~. __ ~ 




RRRRRRRRRRR GGGGGGGGGG RRRRRRRRRRR WW WW 66666666666 
RRRRRRRRRRRR GGGGGGGGGGGG RRRRRRRRRRRR Ln~ l~t~ 666666666666 
RR RR GG GG RR RR W4 l~l~ 66 
RR RR GG RR RR ~lW WJ 66 
RR RR GG RR RR 14t4 Wl~ 66 
RRRRRRRRRRRR GG RRRRRRRRRRRR l~!oJ 1~IJ 66666666666 
RRRRRRRRRRR GG GGGGG RRRRRRRRRRR l-llJ Wl4 WloJ 666666666666 
RR RR GG GGGGG RR RR WoJ Wl~tJ14 tnJ 66 66 
RR RR GG GG RR RR l~t~ Wl4 WW L!l4 66 66 
RR RR GG GG RR RR Wl!IJI4 Wl~l!lJ 66 66 
RR RR GGGGGGGGGGGG RR RR Wl..!lJ lolL.JW 666666666666 
RR RR GGGGGGGGGG RR RR IJt4 WIJ 6666666666 
JJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBB 8888888888 
JJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBBB 888888888888 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 88 88 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 88 88 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 88 88 
JJ 00 00 BBBBBBBBBBB 8888888888 
JJ 00 00 BBBBBBBBBBB 8888888888 
JJ 00 00 BB BB 88 88 
JJ JJ 00 00 BB BB 88 E8 
JJ JJ 00 00 BB fiB 88 88 
'j' l JJJJJJJJJJJJ 000000000000 BBBBBBBBBBBB 888888888888 










II JOB RUN ON SY1-033H BEGINNING AT 12.30.21 ON 83.112 
, ;., 
!~ 





BETWEEN 22.07.33 AND 22.08.03 ON 83.112 
.<'c~"".c. 
8888888888 00000000 9999999999 
888888888888 0000000000 999999999999 
88 88 00 00 99 99 
88 88 00 00 99 99 
88 88 00 00 99 99 
8888888888 00 00 999999999999 
8888888888 00 00 99999999999 
88 88 00 00 99 
88 88 00 00 99 
88 88 00 00 99 99 
888888888888 0000000000 999999999999 
8888888888 00000000 9999999999 
777777777777 777777777777 2222222222 
77777777777 77777777777 222222222222 
77 77 77 77 22 22 
71 77 22 
77 77 22 
77 '7 22 
77 77 22 
77 17 22 
77 77 22 
77 77 22 
77 77 222222222222 00 77 77 222222222222 -n;;o 







.. _ .................... ·C'·,.."".""n ~ 
~ 
Jl \5 '1..11 -..:'=~____ ~- ~~:- ~~ -.0,. . ...,~ ___ _ 
I fI!'''V: 1", 'II1li':£;'lJ "'-l~';. 'l ; 
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IAT6140 JOB ORIGIN fROM GROUP=RM260 • DSP=CR • DEVICE=RM260RDl. 03B 
13:34:05 IAT4401 LOCATE fOR STEP=Sl DD=STEPLIB DSN=EUPOOl.LINKLIB 
13:34:05 IAT4402 UNIT=3330V .VOL(SJ=M1M007 
13:34:27 *~**************************************************** ***************************************** 
13:34:27 * REGION * SCRATCH * MAX CPU * MOUNTABLE * PRTY * ORIGINAL * 
13:34:27 * (REAL) * SYSDA * SYSVIO * STEP * JOB * 2314 * 9 TRACK * 7 TRACK * TOTAL * CO~IM * JOB ENTRY * 
13:34:27 **********K************************************************************************************ 
13:34:27 * OOOOK * 0000 * 0000 * 001 * 001 * 00 * 00 * 00 * 00 * 09 * 83112 1312 * 
13:34:27 *********************************************************************************************** 
13:34:45 IAT5200 JOB 9935 (RGRW6809J IN SETUP ON MAIN=SYI 
13:34:45 IAT5210 STEPLIB USING D MIM007 ON SDG02 EUPOOl.LINKLIB 
13:34:58 IAT2000 JOB 9935 RGRW6809 SELECTED SY2 GRP=BATCH 
13:35:02 IEf403I RGRW6809 - STARTED 83112 13.35.59 
13:37:33 IAT1600 JOB 9935 (RGRW6809J LINES EXCEEDED 
13:37 36 IAT1600 JOB 9935 (RGRW6809J LINES EXCEEDED BY 3000 
13:37 55 IATl600 JOB 9935 (RGR1~6809J LINES EXCEEDED BY 6000 
13:38 08 IEf404I RGRW6809 - ENDED - TIME=13.39.05 
13:38 09 BCS37XX JOB /RGRW6809/ CRU= 20.97 TRU= 101.65 SEC ID=NXAB21 DATE=83.112 
13:38 09 SYSOOII JOB RGRW6809 - HXAB21. 7.34 CCUS '(fACTORED). SERVICE fACTOR 1.55 
13:38 10 IAT5400 JOB 9935 (RGRW6809J IN BREAKDOWN 





a 2 ;o~ 
.0-0 
c: '''' :t:> !:;" C lT~ 
:;-!W 
. ' ,tt 




'f...:a::t'A' t,:.", >D;·t'~."ii'!1l. \.rrl-'f "''X:'·--"l\r'''''~--'V.;:-'''''''-;-~?k}.''1:''l'l;.,,,,,,,>, 'f - .. -..." .... -, 
~ 












',RGRN6809 JOB (WD.HXAB21J.'G ';PRTY=9 
"*fORHAT PR.DDHAHE=.DE5T=AHYLOCAL.fORMS=HOOl.CHARS=TH12.fCB=ST88. 
",STACKER=S 
"S1 EXEC PGM=BULKR,REGIOH=200K 
"STEPLIB DO D5H=EUP001.LIHKLIB.DI5P=5HR 
"5Y5PRIHT DD 5Y50UT=A.DCB=(LRECL=137.BLK5IZE=6144.RECfM=VDAJ 
"HA5POUT DO 5Y50UT=A.DCB=(LRECL=220.BLK5IZE=6144.RECfM=VBAJ. 
" OUTLIM=200000 
"HA5PIH DO DATA 
,* 
" 1 "RGRI~6809 .JOB (ND.HXAB211. 'G '.PRTY=9 
2 "51 EXEC PGM=BULKR.REGIOH=200K 
3 "5TEPLIB DD·D5H=EUPOOl.LIHKLIB.DISP=SHR 
4 "SYSPRIHT DO SYSOUT=A.DCB=(LRECL=137.BLK5IZE=6144.RECfM=VBAJ 
5 "HA5POUT DO SYSOUT=A.DCB=(lRECL=220.BLKSIZE=6144.RECfM=VBAJ. 
" OUTLIM=200000 
6 "HASPIH DO DATA.DCB=BLKSIZE=80 
;', 
<L ~-.-. __ ~~"\-4" ..-: _n~··~·Ji·, 
'f 
.~ 
STEP NUMBER 1. 





0:;; o d_ ;lJ~ 
.0"" c :'r.~1 



















ALLOC. FOR RGRW6809 S1 
2C5 ALLOCATED TO STEPLIB 
8F3 ALLOCATED TO SYS01961 
JES3 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
JES3 ALLOCATED TO HASPOUT 
JES3 ALLOCATED TO HASPIH 
JOB 9935 (RGR1~6809) LINES EXCEEDED 
JOB 9935 (RGRW6809) LINES EXCEEDED BY 3000 
JOB 9935 (RGRW6809) LINES EXCEEDED BY 6000 
RGR1~6809 S1 - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 
EUP001.LINKLIB 
VOL SER NOS= NlM007. 
SYSCTlG.VTSOT08 
VOL SER NOS= TSOT08. 
S1.SYSPRINT 
S1.HASPOUT 































/ STOP 83112.1339 CPU 
/ CRU= 20.97 TRU= 
OMIN 02.65SEC SRB 
101.65 SEC ID=D81E 











BCS37XX 83-TRU = 
CRU CACULATED AS: 
4/22/1983 







































IEf3751 JOB /RGRW6809/ START 83112.1335 
IEF3761 JOB /RGRW6809/ STOP 83112.1339 CPU 
BCS37XX JOB /RGRW6809/ CRU= 20.97 TRU= 
OMIN 02.6~SEC SRB OMIN 00.19SEC 
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